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INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL 

The United Nations Interregional Symposium on the 
Application of Modern Technical Practices in the Iron 
and Steel Industry to Developing Countries was held 
from 11 to 26 November 1963 with the following 
objectives : 

(a) To establish closer contacts among the several 
nations represented at the Symposium, one with the 
other and each with the Centre for Industrial Develop- 
ment, on the basis of common interests in iron and steel 
industry developments; 

(b) To make available to a large number of developing 
countries, and also to some more advanced nations, a 
body of information relating to ferrous metallurgy in 
order to help them to advance towards industrialization; 

(r) To foster a broad awareness of the Centre for 
Industrial Development and its activities; and 

(d) To develop bases for new meetings, seminars and 
symposia that might be incorporated into future 
programmes cf the Centre around specific subjects 
relating to steel industry development and technology. 

The Symposium represents the effective implementation 
of one of the tasks established in the work programme of 
the secretariat at the third session of the Committee for 
Industrial Development. It was sponsored by the Centre 
for Industrial Development in the Department of Eco- 
nomic and Social Affairs, the Bureau of Technical 
Assistance Operations (BTAO), the Economic Com- 
mission for Africa (ECA), the Economic Commission 
for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), the Economic 
Commission for Europe (ECE) and the Economic Com- 
mission for Latin America (ECLA). The meetings, which 
were held first in Prague and then in Geneva, were 
attended by 126 experts in iron and steel research, 
development, plant operations and facility design, from 
fifty countries. Twenty-nine of these, or 58 per cent, may 
be considered "developing areas", and provided 36 per 
cent of the individual attendance at the meetings.1 

The first six days, 11 to 16 November, were devoted 
to the presentation and review of technical documents 
in Prague. The Symposium members then formed six 
groups, each of which visited a separate European 
country — Czechoslovakia, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, France, Italy, Poland and the United 
Kingdom — to take part in an extensive inspection tour 
of steel plant operations and related facilities and 
establishments of the country visited. The Symposium 
then reassembled in Geneva on 25 and 26 November for 
summary discussions. 

1 A break-down of countries represented at the Symposium is 
given in annex I. A list of participants appears in annex II. 

The Prague-Geneva meetings were, in effect, a specific 
extension of the United Nations Conference on the 
Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit 
of the Less Developed Areas in March 1963. The theme 
of the Symposium developed in great detail a single 
subject — the iron and steel production process — to 
which only one brief session could be devoted during 
the UNCSAT discussions. Even so, the technological 
advances made by the steel industry during the past 
decade have been so extensive that any comprehensive 
examination would have required more time than the 
fiftetn days allotted to the Symposium. The scope of 
the meetings covered two main subjects: (a) the two 
initial phases of the steel industry operation — the 
preparation of iron and steel-making raw materials, and 
the conversion of those materials into the steel ingot; and 
(ft) problems arising from the establishment and develop- 
ment of iron and steel operations in developing countries. 
In connexion with the first of those subjects, it was 
decided to defer consideration of the two "final" aspects 
of the steel production process — rolling and finishing — 
to a later meeting, if warranted by the results of this 
present Symposium. 

The problems of preparation and conversion of iron 
and steel-making materials were considered in a world- 
wide context. The needs of the developing areas were 
emphasized primarily, but comparable situations in 
industrial countries were also reviewed in detail. This 
coverage of all levels of steel activity provided a preview 
of new tasks that may be self-engendered within a steel 
industry development programme and also insured a 
subjective interest in the meetings by both developing 
and developed countries. 

PRAGUE DISCUSSIONS: 11 TO 16 NOVEMBER 1963 

Sixty-two papers were presented at fifteen technical 
sessions in Prague.' Eleven of then were Secretariat 
papers, the main working paper, two introductory papers 
and eight regional reports, two by each of the Economic 
Commissions, dealing with the iron and steel-making 
raw materials position in their respective area and the 
current status of steel industry operations and planning 
within the regional boundaries of their responsibility. 
The remaining fifty-one papers, presented by a group of 
widely-esteemed authorities in the field of iron and steel 
metallurgy, covered the following subjects: iron ore, 
exploration and extraction (four papers); iron ore 
preparation (three); sinter practice (five); improvement 

1 A list of the papers presented at the Symposium appears in 
annex III. Some of these papers are available and requests for 
them should be addressed to the Centre for Industrial Development, 
United Nations Headquarters, New York. 



or substitution of non-coking coals (three); blast furnace 
operation (two); special iron ore reduction processes 
(seven); modern steel-making practices (four); steel 
quality (one); continuous casting (three); electricity in 
steel plant operations (five); steel standards and standard- 
ization (two); technical and economic aspects of steel 
project planning and development (ten); personnel 
training and staff formation (one); and regiona' integra- 
tion problems (one). Nine of the sectetariat papers are 
reproduced here, together with summaries of the 
discussions on all the papers. 

INSPECTION TOURS: 18 TO 23 NOVEMBER 1963 

One hundred members of the Symposium took par' 
in the six plant inspection tours; 16 in Czechoslovakia; 
11 in the Federal Republic of Germany; 15 in France; 
19 in Italy; 18 in Poland; and 21 in the United Kingdom. 
Each tour group prepared a detailed report of observation 
and commentary on the steel industries facilities which 
were visited. 

Each tour included visits to at least one major 
integrated steel works, three or more smaller non- 
integrated and/or semi-integrated plants; a research or 
testing insiitution devoted to iron and steel development; 
an engineering and design office; a training school for 
steel plant personnel; and an engineering works 
specializing in the production of steel industry facilities 
and equipment. 

The six steel plant inspection tours benefited greatly 
from the valuable co-operation extended by steel industry 
organizations of each of the countries visited. The 
arrangements were handled with great effectiveness by 
the Ministry of the Metallurgy and Ore Mining Industries 
in Czechoslovakia; by the Chambre Syndicale de la 
Sidérurgie Française in France and Luxembourg; by the 
Wirtschaftsvereinigung Eisen- und Stahl-Industries in the 
Federal Republic of Germany; by the Associazione 
industrie Siderurgiche Italiana in Italy; bv the National 
Central Iron and Steel Board in Poland; and the British 
Iron and Steel Federation in the United Kingdom. 

The following excerpt from the French tour report 
gives a typical picture of the inspection tours, and the 
reaction of those who took part in them. 

"This report cannot do justice to the rich variety 
of the facilities seen, inspected and discussed. Each 
participant came with an awareness of some special 
problem of his country. On many occasions he could 
explore these problems in detail with the technical 
personnel  at the plants visited ...  The inspection 

programme was designed to provide a maximum of 
information in each area of interest related to the scope 
of our meeting. In the field of ore extraction, wc saw 
a typical mine, illustrative of the most recent develop- 
ments of mechanization and high productivity opera- 
tions. In the area of iron ore enrichment, we saw the 
first at'empts at magnetic separation for certain ores of 
the region. With regard to ore agglomeration practice, 
we were shown how a quantity of mixed fines was 
processed to ultimately become part of a 100 per cent 
sinter charge to a blast furnace. We saw two of the 
processes described in Prague, for the utilization of 
poor-coking coals in the iron-making operation. We 
were able to see old-style blast furnaces whose per- 
formances were being improved by prepared ore 
in the burden, and also very modern blast furnaces 
working on crushed ore. In steel-melting areas, wc 
were shown, or given ful! explanations, of the different 
procedures for applying oxygen techniques to the 
Minette phosphorous ores of Lorraine. Thanks to 
these visits, a number of points which were not 
conclusively settled during the discussion in Prague 
could be rounded out fully on the basis of information 
drawn from practical experience." 

GENEVA SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS : 25 TO 26 NOVEMBER 

One hundred and twenty-three of the original Sympo- 
sium participants reassembled in Geneva on 25 November 
for two days of summary discussions. On the first day, 
representatives of each tour party presented reports of 
their inspection visits. The final day of the Symposium, 
26 November, was devoted to a thorough examination 
of a tentative final report on the meetings, which was 
afterwards sent to all the Symposium members for 
comments. The report notes that the main problems 
facing the developing countries (with regard to the 
establishment of steel industry operations) are "insuffi- 
cient or inadequate reserves of raw materials, especially 
coking coals; lack of capital necessary for steel project 
investments; limited transportation facilities; varying and 
occasionally unstable economic conditions; lack of 
trained manpower in sufficient number; need for a broad 
product-mix in plants of relatively small capacity; 
difficulty in establishing initial capacity levels consistent 
with probable early expansion needs". The manner in 
which modern technical steel industry practices may be 
used in the solution of many of these problems constituted 
the underlying content of most of the papers presented at 
the meetings, the relevant discussions and the conclusions 
reached. 



I. OPENING OF THE SYMPOSIUM 

The opening session on 11 November 1964 was called to order by Mr. Robert 
Müller, Director of the Symposium. 

Mr. Josef Krejci, Minister of Metallurgical Industries and Ore Mining, welcomed 
the Symposium to Czechoslovakia. He observed that his country was well qualified 
to act as hoit to an international Symposium on the development and application 
of modern methods of iron and steel making by virtue of its long and established 
tradition in metallurgy. In 1879, the first heat of steel produced in a Thomas 
converter on the European continent was poured at Kladno, and in the same year 
the first application of the duplex process anywhere in the world occurred at the 
Witkowitz Iron Works. Today, Czechoslovakia's metallurgical tradition might be 
measured by a steel ingot production of 7.6 million tons, or 551 kilogrammes per 
person in 1962. Although the country's steel output fell below that of the first 
10 steel producing nations, its high per capita production record placed it among 
the foremost industrially advanced states of the world. Czechoslovakia was 
determined to maintain this leading position bj increasing its steel production and 
improving its metallurgical industry. The Minister was convinced that this Symposium 
would contribute to the initiation and improvement of mutual contacts among the 
many metallurgists present. Specialists from advanced countries and from developing 
nations would exchange technical, economic and social experiences. Such a broad 
interchange of views and experiences could contribute greatly to the solution of 
many metallurgical problems in the developing countries. For these reasons, the 
Minister was happy to greet the members of the Symposium and to bring them 
wishes for complete success on behalf of the Government of Czechoslovakia. 

Responses to the opening statement and to the following welcoming address 
by Mr. Adolf Svoboda, Lord Mayor of the City of Prague, were read from 
Mr. William R. Leonard of the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations and 
Mr. Arthur Ewing of the Economic Commission for Africa. Replies were also 
made by Mr. V. M. Subramanian for the Economic Commission for Asia and the 
Far East; by Mr. I. A. Uiuschenko for the Economic Commission for Europe, 
and Mr. Bruno Leuschner for the Economic Commission for Latin America. 

A message from the Commissioner for Industrial Development, Mr. I. H. 
Abdel-Rahman, was then read to the meeting (see page 4), followed by an address 
by the Symposium Chairman Mr. Frantisek Houdck (see page 6) and a paper 
on "The modern iron and steel industry" prepared by the Technological Division 
of the Centre for Industrial Development (see page 7). 



MESSAGE FROM Mr. I. H. ABDEL-RA HM AN, 
UNITED NATIONS COMMISSIONER FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 

k* * 
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•n 

The idea of holding the Iron and Steel Symposium 
was a natural outcome of two trends that have in recent 
years marked the efforts of the United Nations in the 
economic field. The first of these trends is the drive to 
promote and accelerate, by every means at our disposal, 
the industrial development of the poorer nations. This 
drive has found its most recent expression in the action 
programme of the United Nations Development Decade, 
in which industrial development has been singled out 
as one of the areas of highest priority Also among the 
fruits of these preoccupations was the creation, two years 
ago, of the United Nations Centre for Industrial 
Development. 

The second trend is the increased concern of the United 
Nations with the need for making available to the 
developing countries the fruits of scientific and techno- 
logical advances as a basic tool in the struggle for develop- 
ment. This concern was reflected foremost in the United 
Nations Conference on the Application of Science and 
Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas 
held earlier this year in Geneva. In large measure, your 
Symposium may be viewed as a sequel and amplification 
of the section of that Conference which was devoted to 
iron and steel technology. 

Scientific and technological research is still, by and 
large, a privilege of a small number of countries. Until 
recently, influenced by local conditions and environment 
scientific and technological research has been primarily 
oriented to the resources endowment and to the require- 
ments of the already advanced countries. This has 
certainly been true of iron and steel technology which has 
been conditioned for a considerable time by the 
availability in the Northern Hemisphere of cheap and 
plentiful coal as a source of energy. 

Today, as is well illustrated by the documentation 
before you, increasing efforts are being devoted to the 
investigation of processes better suited or more adaptable 
to the conditions prevailing in the less developed regions 
Direct reduction of iron ore and electric steel making 
can be cited as examples. Although some of these techno- 
logical innovations can be traced back, in all objectivity 
to preoccupations prevailing in the more advanced 
countries, it cannot be denied that part of the progress 
can be ascribed to a growing sense of solidarity among 
scientists and technicians the world over towards a better 
mastery of our physical environment. The furtherance 
of his solidarity and the stimulation of the concern for 
early and practical benefits for all fellow men from the 
results of scientific and technological research are obviou- 
sly a task which must rank high among our preoccupa- 
tions and which calls for measures towards a speedier 
international diffusion of newly acquired knowledge 

For one who has had occasion to experience at first 
hand the difficulties that a country in the process of 
industrialization may find when dealing with the problem 
of choosing the technology which is best suited for its 
particular conditions, this Symposium appears as one 
of the most important undertakings of an eminently 
practical character. The knowledge that the United 
Nations is organizing meetings such as this and that 
so many distinguished technicians have responded 
generously, by their writings and by their presence, to 
the call of the United Nations, will be a source of great 
satisfaction for all those concerned in the less developed 
countries with the task of industrial development. 

From the papers which are before you, it is obvious 
that very profound technological changes are taking 
place in several phases of iron and steel production 
with a combined effect that can almost be characterized 
as revolutionary 1 am referring in particular to major 
improvements in the preparation of raw materials, to 
fuel injection and oxygen-enriched blast for blast furnaces, 
to the new o*;'gen processes of steel making, to oxygen 
injection in open-hearth furnaces; to vacuum melting 
and pouring, to continuous casting and to automatic 
control and partial automation of a wide variety of 
processes. Your Symposium has selected the most 
relevant of these technological innovations for scrutiny 
as to their applicability to iron and steel making in the 
less developed countries. 

It is gratifying to note that your meeting is not limited 
to purely technical aspects. It reveals, on the contrary, 
a high awareness of the economic and cost aspects of the 
establishment of steel industries in the less developed 
countries. Most of the innovations just mentioned arc 
conducive to greater productivity, to greater savings in 
raw materials which may be scarce in the less developed 
countries, and to the making of better and more econo- 
mical products. These are considerations of paramount 
importance to countries in the process of development. 
It is often said that industrial development may nowadays 
be telescoped by applying to the less developed countries 
all the technological knowledge already acquired. But 
it cannot be denied that the less developed countries 
are often confronted with the economic impossibility of 
acquiring from abroad the elaborate and expensive 
equipment required in order to reap the full benefits of 
this situation. The solution of this problem may not be 
within the purview of your meeting, but it would have 
been difficult to conceive that it should not have retained 
your attention. 

That the Government of Czechoslovakia should have 
so graciously invited the United Nations to hold this 
interregional Symposium on its soil can only be regarded 



as an expression of that country's concern with rapid 
industrial development, as exemplified by its own 
achievements, in attaining the highest industrial standards 
within a small geographic area May the Czechoslovak 
authorities | accept my gratitude for having, in so 
many respects, facilitated the organization of this 
Symposium. 

Our gratitude also goes to the Governments and steel 
federations of France, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Italy, Poland and the United Kingdom which have so 
kindly arranged for a number of steel plant visits to take 
place within the framework of the Symposium. 

To all participants, may I extend my best wishes for 
the fullest success of your 'Vnrk. 



STATEMENT OF THE CHAIRMAN, Mr. FRANTISEK HOUDEK 

This interregional Symposium, organized h> the 
United Nations Centre for Industrial Development, the 
Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations, and the 
regional economic commissions for Africa, Asia and the 
Far East, Europe, and Latin America, w II concern itself 
with the "Application of Modern Technical Practices in 
the Iren and Steel Industry to Developing Countries". 

"Modern technical practices" is a relative term. When 
small charcoal blast furnaces were being blown with cold 
air the use of a hot blast of 200" to 400°C was a "new" 
development. Similarly, the replacement of charcoal by 
coke and the scrubbing of blast furnace gases were once 
modern techniques. What was called "progressive and 
modern" yesterday is designated "normal" today; in a 
little while it will be considered "old", "traditional" 
and even "out-of-date", subject to replacement by 
new methods. Thus, technical progress continues to 

move forward, always directed towards the same goal 
increased output and productivity, lower production 
costs and the best possible product quality. 

It follows from the title of our Symposium that we will 
concern  ourselves   mainly  with  the   problems  of the 
developing countries. But in my opinion, the programme 
which we have before us will deal with problems «hat 
apply  not  only   to   developing  countries,   but   to  all 
countries. Even those which have a producing iron and 
steel industry will find much that is of interest to them. 

Each country represented here has had its individual 
experiences. Some of these countries have decided to 
establish their own iron and steel plants, some are just 
looking into the matter, and others have already taken 
advantage of the rapid advances in modern technology 
to improve existing installations. The experience of each 
particular country depends on the objective conditions 
applying to its steel industry, its age, size and related 
background. Countries with established traditions in iron 
and steel operations will have experiences that have to 
do primarily with facilities based on the so-called classical 
methods.  Countries   which erected  their metallurgical 
plants some 20 years ago, as in the cases of India, some 
ot the Latin American nations and Australia, have already 
applied many of the modern techniques while expanding 
their iron and steel installations. Thus, some of these 
countries have a greater proportion of electric furnace 
steel plants compared with the developed nations. Even 
now, many of these countries have had some experience 
with the new practices, and they have been especially 

active in introducing continuous casting, oxvgen steel 
making, vacuum melting and other contemporary develop- 
ments into their steel plant*. As a result, most of the 
modern steel industry procedures which we shall discuss 
have already been studied to some degree in commercial 
applications by a number of nations represented here 
Among these, the countries with the largest and oldest 
steel industries are not necessarily the most numerous 

Developing countries which are now planning to build 
steel plants and those which have just begun to erect 
such facilities face problems that are quite different from 
those confronting countries which already have estab- 
lished metallurgical installations. The former are more 
interested in today's new techniques since they must 
frequently select practices which are feasible with inferior 
raw materials with which they must nevertheless maintain 
reasonable production costs on facilities that involve mini- 
mal investments. Furthermore, they must solve problems 
dealing with such matters as plant location, transporta- 
tion, materials handling, electrical distribution and the 
training of personnel from economic directors to foremen 
and technicians for complicated metallurgical operations 
This Symposium will deal with most of these problems; 
there will be something of interest for evervone, be he 
from a developing country or from one with an established 
metallurgical background. 

The Symposium will therefore be an excellent means 
to establish and intensify close personal tics among all 
of us metallurgists, specialists and directors of iron 
and steel establishments from all five continents Further- 
more, it will facilitate the fullest exchange of technical 
and economic experience. The inspection tours of the 
steel industries of six countries — Czechoslovakia, 
j-ederal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Poland and 
United Kingdom - will enhance and broaden the areas 
of interest of the numbers of the Symposium. Our success 
will provide for an ultimate success of other international 
conferences and metallurgical meetings which will surely 
follow soon as a continuation of this meeting which we 
open tonight. This Symposium is only a beginning. 

In closing, I want to thank the United Nations 
organizations, and especially the Centre for Industrial 
Development and the Bureau of Technical Assistance 
Operations, that conceived and brought to fruition this 
Symposium which marks the start of a mutually useful 
co-operation among metallurgists from all the United 
Nations. 



Dt'¿9/.2 
THE MODERN IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 

(DoruMtNT SKI. I) 

This meeting begins as the second year of the Uniicd 
Natie.,.., Development Decade draws to a close The 
purpose is to examine an essential growth element in 
such a decade, the iron and steel production process 
which has contributed immeasurably to yesterday's 
industrialization and which will surely make an equal 
contribution to today's developments and tomorrow's 
turthcr expansion. 

The held for our inquiry is world-wide, includine the 
argest as well as the smallest steel producing areas, even 

those indeed, especially those whose steel activities 
are still m the planning stage. For within the area of our 
interest in industrial development, the primary emphasis 
properly belongs on the needs of the less ' developed 
countries. ' 

Attenuo,» will be focused upon only two of the four 
fundamental phases of iron and steel making, and it will 
be for us to decide at the end of these sessions whether 
and when, we shall concern ourselves similarly with 
finished product rolling and treatment. 

Our judgements will be based on consideration of 
the technical and economic merits of long-established 
procedures compared with those of new techniques of 
challenging potential. Ingenious preparation treatments 
of raw materials have altered concepts of quantities and 
qualities needed to support a steel project. Special 
burden compositions at the top, and multiple blowing 
of a.r. oxygen and hydrocarbon combinations at the 
bottom of blast furnaces have greatly increased daily 
outputs from a given shaft. Direct' reduction with 
hydrogen or other gases offers tantalizing promises. The 
effectiveness of steel making with oxygen has already 
been proved conclusively by a fivefold increase in the 
rate of hourly production of high quality ingots. Ingot 
teaming as known for a century, faces elimination today 
by the challenge of continuous casting. 

All these considerations are embodied in the title of 
this Symposium, "The Application of Modern Technical 
Practices in the Iron and Steel Industry to Developing 
Countries The comments which follow refer briefly to 
some of the important features of today's technology 
and their place in the modern iron and steel industry. 

To evaluate the effect of today's steel technology on 
industrial development, it is necessary to examine their 
past mutual relationship. We can go back no further 
than 1769, when the basis for our industrial society was 
rounded on a steam engine invented by James Watt 

Slowly but steadily  thereafter, the  .esultine  ..„pact  on 

ÏTTVZ u and na,ional gmw,h r<"^ '»^ itself felt. By 1827. the term "industrial revolution" was used 
for the first time to describe what was taking place. 

What «as taking place was a great and continuous rise 
m the quantity and the rate of production of material 
goods. For 50 years new machines of even description 
were turning out mcrcased amounts of products to be 
distributed on new-laid steel rail lines to domestic con- 
sumers and over lengthening sea routes in steel ships to 
foreign markets. To support these novel applications of 
steam power the iron masters of the period were called 
upon to supply cast and wrought iron in unprecedented 
tonnages. In 1870. one hundred years alter Watt had 
patented his steam engine, world pig iron production 
stood at 12 million tons. The United Kingdom provided 
50.3 per cent of the total: its competitors were Germany 
with 11.6 per cent; United States. 14.1 percent; France 
9.8 per cent; and Belgium. Austria. Hungary, Russia 
and Sweden, which together accounted for 13.6 per cen« 2 

These eight countries represented the "developed" areas 
of 1870. 

But 1870 was also 15 years after the introduction of 
Henry Bcsscmer's method for converting pig iron into 
steel, and William and Frederick Siemens' invention of 
the regenerative principle for the open hearth process 
to accomplish the same result. By that time the serious 
difficulties encountered by Bessemer's unit of 1855 had 
been resolved by modifications developed by Thomas 
and Gilchrist, and improvements by Martin gave to the 
original Siemens furnace an unequalled flexibility, 
enabling it to operate with almost anv combination of 
scrap and molten pig iron. Thus modified, the two new 
steel-making processes were being used in an increasing 
number of successful commercial operations. Within a 
few years, they exerted a profound influence on the pre- 
vailing demands for pig iron and steel 

For both methods greatly simplified the materials and 
labour required for the cementation and crucible steel 
processes which they ultimately replaced, and both could 
be applied to larger tonnage scales of production. The 
result was a significant reduction in the cost of steel. 
As a consequence, steel began to replace cast iron (which 
was too brittle for wide application) and wrought iron 
(which could be produced only in relatively small quan- 
tities and was therefore both costly and of limited 
availability) as the primary structural material for an 

foi todK7KioPUn1.Teehno,ogieal Division or lhe Cen,re 
Belgium, 4 7 per cent; Austria, Hungary. 3.4 per cent- 

Rustia, 3.1 per cent; and Sweden, 2.4 per cent. The figure for 
Germany includes Luxembourg (1.1 per cent) 



expanding era of industrialisation. The effective armlica 

Bessemer  and  Siemens  marked  the birth  of todav'! 
,   .Tí"1    Tl ÍndüS,rv   " »nw as a miid shock ,o hnd that mdustry to be only 100 years old 

War0rthea'ft,Tt 
Vea,S; T" lhe Star' of the «•'«» World war, the faciht.es ol the steel industry were locateH 

almost exclusively on opposite sides of 7hÁ lamie 
Ocean; ,n Europe (primarily the United Kinidöm 
Germany and France) and in the Uní d States* The' 
followmg twenty-year period, from 1920 to 1939 a saw 

the addition to that select circle of a small number of 
new steel enterprises in Asia and the Far Eat The vears 
foltewmg .945 3 have bcen marke(J !he^ ,• ^ 
and early expansion of steel plants in Latin America 
and by the planning for new enterprises in Afr^a and 
Asu, The figures of the table illustrate the g m v h and 
development w.thin the iron and] steel industry since'its 
inception a century age. 

noMphíanaTionÍOn °f "* "" ^ '9'4 "" and W*• need, 

World production of iron .nd itee| (1870 to 1913; 1920 to 19»; 1945 »o 196Í) 

 "" millions of ingots in nutrie tons) 

Europe 
*•" :ti. America 
'outh America 
Africa  
Asia and Far East 

WOULD TOTAL 

Europe 
West 
East     . 

North America 
South America 
Africa  
Asia and Far East 

WORLD TOTAL 

Pit-in» 

21.50 
I 28 

38.55 
0.01 

1.30 

62.64 

Ië70-I9l3 

I »70 
1913 

Pli-trou 

I9X 

Stttl Pit-iron 

Stttl 

25.14 
2.21 

43 93 
0.03 

1.27 

72.58 

1939 

Pifinm 

41.91 
18.51 
33.21 
0.28 
0 30 
7.75 

101.96 

Steri 

10.34 
1.70 

0.47 
0.04 

46 10 
32.49 

43.74 
3286 

— — 0 50 0.30 

12.04 0.51 

920-1939 

79.09 76.90 

Stttl 

54.23 
24.17 
49.31 
0.21 
0.37 
9.51 

137.80 

I94S-I962 

Piflmi 

194 S 

Stttl 

1962 

Pit-Iron Slttl 

Europe 
West 12.37 

9.66 
51.60 
0.48 
0.56 
3.66 

78.33 

18.91 
14.15 
75.02 
0.39 
0.54 
5.66 

114.67 

77.88 
67.73 
64.95 
424 
2.26 

57.17 

274.23 

East .  .   . 110.85 
North America   .   .   . 
South America   ... 
Africa ... 

96.20 
95.7.3 
5.74 

Asia and Far East .   . 

WORLD TOTAL 

2.58 
55.94 

367.04 

DEVELOPMENT OF THF CLASSICAL PROCESSES - 
1870 TO 1913 materni* was approximately equal, 79 million tons to 

111 °Tl m l913 Since that »». w°rld outpî of cmde steel has surpassed pig iron production consSenUy 
and by increasing amounts. y 

Since the average steel  ingot is produced  from a 
metallic charge containing a substantial amount of pig 



n^ï'ÏÏ«- S,eel OUtPUt WaS largely "»P»nMhle for 
¡iSSh ta Ï3 •i"p,g ,ron demand and-,n ,lirn- <he 
growtn m steel-making operations was dependent unon 
a corresponding expansion in blast furnace ¡nstlllah.T 

n^e::Ssi^lrr did not need ^ ^-^ new methods for making iron comparable to the révolu 

m0ertas
rhyop

ChFn
orthehat ^ T ^ <° «"' s*e. 

Zi'ffM
r the ûr0n Produc'"8 "nits of 1870 were 

already effective technical instruments; they were small 

ÏÏwwXT   °V^ay'S  ClaSSical  ¿s« Tuïnac , 
Ske  »Í. rí?   • a      blOWn WÌth a hca,ed a,r bla*' Coke, as a reducing agent, was used widely  but a fair 
number of furnaces were still run on charcoal 

hear on  smtenng ,V A 8   w f„ „ L^T "* **" 
who may be called 'he i ,ven, ,h   ,r      i,n•"*h> 
process and who  at the a »»n ore sintering 
field. gt "' %- ,s Ml" ••'»•'tive in the 

st Jl !1M K /°r evcr-,ncreas¡ng tonnages of ,ron and 
Íosl v?a      fi

ed tW° main °bjectives for th* industry "n 
hose years  first, to raise productive capacity by addine 

IX^nSr, and by eXPandÍng eXÍStÍ"8 -elation"8 
mtaimum n ' Ï meet ComPetitive P"»»«« which made 
minimum product costs essential. These ends were 
achieved mainly by adapting known processes to eq Jo 

Sn^Withm'ï °f inCre
f
aSed SÌZeS and ""PS design    Within  the  area   of our immediate   interest 

mSiat Txlt Were e!fb0ra,ed f0r la^• 
transfer sv!,?rln   ^ I"•'*'  and   established 
handhnc if f      Were eXtended for the mor* effective 
Ït  the  M« , T qUam,tief °f materia,s  At «"e mines 
ÏL£ T&C!$ and  in steel  meltshops,  major 
Ä orod?VP,aCCd °n aUaining «rea,er °«P»* and lower production costs, and few fundamental technical 
concepts were introduced. In the main, 18?«Ó SÌ 

SS.,?    M0" °Vhe "C,assical" Pract¡<** of   ¿e ,53 
fot5 ayre St„

y °f ^ "IT^ WÌth minor mod^a 
tions   are still m use today. Some of them will  be 
described during our discussions; for example Method! 
of Iron Ore Benefication and Concentration in paper A 4 
theCharcoal Blast Furnace in B.3, and Standard Methods 
of Steel-making in B.10. Such papers will not only "v°eW 

the essentml features of their subjects; they wiH aíso se* 
a basis against which some of the more recently deveLed 
practices may be compared. aeveioped 

Although 1870-1913 saw relatively few fundamentally 
new processes introduced, there we e many notTworthv 

ïï2ÏÏSU'i
0rJt mÌnÌng °n a ^xi^L scaTe was developed at the Mesabi Range in the United States 

some of the problems involved in the exploita fon of S s' 
great iron resource which for more than^ixty years wa 

In pa^AJ! StatCS Ìr0n °re S0U^Ce, iS deSCribed 

As the geology of the Mesabi Range was bein« 
delineated in 1891, the first electric drills wSe Sodted 
at iron ore mines in England, with a resulting Screase 
m output per man and a new accessibility to de?pe?seams 
that previously could not be worked economica^. Such 

îr?«HPen!trat,0n made more thorou«« separarion of 
ore and rock necessary. By 1900, mechanical ore cleaning 

£ôwn ÜM Sí r811^ CoacM• of «nés was Z 
wT^mrol^ «' *TTing ofm*«««K concentrates 
was introduced in Sweden. The first plant to produce 

and coLTr fr0m accumulat^ of nue dust, ore fines 
lid buílt ¡ri!»•! **& by John E- Greenawak 
intimi L, Harnsbur*< Pennsylvania. This was an 
intermittent type operation, soon to be matched by a 

Developments  at  the  blast   r„r„,.. 
mainly with pig iron ompu^The ^„S.JT•^ 
urnace pract.ee were qui,c we ,1n^ ' bv° ¿^^ 

there  were even  furnace stacks  80   o   100 II, \   ? 

England were in 1875 aver?*• u   ' furnaces in 

ami rainer less on the Continent. In I9H the bias, 
furnace in the United States produced 350 ,o 4¿ ,ln 

of iron daily, approximately twice the outWrf ?E 
average European furnace. Among ,h"'American 
furnaces, however, were a number of units thaTwere 
exceeding «he,r designed daily capacity of WOO ton, 

in Se raateerTheaSi8
frrS ^ 'mp°rtant ^• 

A j ;!' he 188° fugace w th a 2 6-metre hear»h 
produced 6 tons of iron daily with a coke'ae of .2 
Ten years later a 3.4-metre hearth made 290 tons of 
•ron daily with a 0.86 coke rate. Paper B 27 „^L?i 
corresponding data for three furnaces'with heaX* 

DU ! ' currentl> 'n operation at a staile olant 
m Rhodesia. Daily production is 140, 190 and 670 to^ 
with coke rates of 0.75, 0.75 and 0.70 respectively 

Coke was produced mainly in beehive ovens By- 
product plants were installed between .890 and 1900 in 
Bntain   Germany and  France,  but  the accentane ¡î 

8ÄtCt
a

COke CaT S,OW,y h WaS "o« uSSuftí 1880 that a generally accepted view that "by-nroduc 
recovery spoiled the coke" « was overcome in BriSSf ta 

in 189? bd^ate,o!;C fi,rSt by"product ovens w«e bu Í in 1893, but by 1913 only a few of the larger intearated 
plants used by-product coke. g    integrated 

Bessemer and open-hearth furnaces soon established 

oft SÄ lVhe Sted rmeUsh0p- Twe,Ve e' *• of the 1880 production came from open hearth furnaces 
and 86 per cent from pneumatic converters. By 1913 
the greater flexibility of the open hearth had made itself 
felt deusively and that process accounted for 61 per cent 
of all s eel production, while 38 per cent was poured from 
converters. Another 230,000 tons of the 1913 steel taZ 
production were manufactured in electric furnaces. 

In the steel shops, as elsewhere in the steel plant the 
primary interest was in developing production units of 

îcr fl
rStStrP0SS,?,e SÌZe: The Standard Bessemc' converte increased from 5 tons in 1870 to 35 tons by 1913 Side- 

blown converters, introduced around 1900, were slightly 
smaller.  Open  hearth  furnaces,  which  were soofto 

' Quoted from History of the British Steel Industry bv Carr anH 



dominate the American steel industry, were being built 
for heat sizes averaging 100 tons in 1913. In Britain, 
interest in the Talbot process led to the installai on of 
several 200-ton tilting furnaces in 1910. On the Consent, 
where high phosphorus ores had motivated a dominant 
pattern of basic Bessemer steel-making, open hearth 
furnaces, stationary or tilting, were somewhat less in 
evidence. 

The demand for special purpose steels was reflected in 
the development of alios steels in all steel-producing 
countries. Cutlery steels in England and Germany; 
iron-chrome alloys in the United States and France; 
manganese steels at Sheffield; silicon steels for the 
developing electrical industry ; nickel steels for armour 
plate; tungsten-chrome alloys for high-speed tools; 
corrosion-resistant stainless steels; self-hardening alloys 
with varying amounts of vanadium, cobalt, molybdenum : 
all these had been developed before the outbreak of 
the First World War. The high temperatures required 
for the production of these specialties soon led to 
experimentation with electric furnaces, beginning around 
1895. Among the first to recognize the possibilities of 
electric steel melting was William Siemens who, in 1881, 
demonstrated its feasibility by melting 5 lb of steel scrap 
in twenty minutes. B> 1908, German electric steel output 
was nearly 20.000 tons, rising to almost 75,000 tons 
in 1913. Small electric furnace shops were also in opera- 
tion in Austria. France. Italy, Sweden, Switzerland, the 
United States, Britain, Luxemburg and Spain. 

Electricity was first used in the steel industry around 
1890, mostly for driving rolling mills and other plant 
machinery. In 1894, it was proposed in England to use 
waste blast-furnace gases for the generation of electricity 
at the steelworks itself, and by 1900 this was a widely 
accepted practice. Electric power has since been an 
increasingly important clement in all phases of the steel 
plant operation. The over-all electric power requirements 
in the steel industry are examined in paper A.20. 

We shall end this review of the 1870-1913 period of 
the steel industry by citing two of its early development 
projects. In 1869, William Siemens produced steel by 
reducing a mixture of crushed ore and fuel in a rotating 
cylindrical furnace that discharged into a steel-melting 
furnace. After four years of small-scale trials Siemens 
expressed the belief that "the direct process... may be 
carried into effect with great practical advantage as to 
the economy of fuel, saving of labour and quality of 
material produced"; after which he built a commercial 
plant in 1877. Unfortunately, the operation was aban- 
doned after two years because production costs were 
too high. At that time, Lowthian Bell wrote to Siemens, 
"I have a kind of instinctive opinion that the blast furnace 
will b^ difficult to eliminate." 

Also, early in the 1850s, patents were obtained by 
Henry Bessemer on a method for the continuous casting 
of steel. 

THL  INI ER-WAR  PKRIOD        ¡920  TO   1939 

1920 was the beginning of an increase in crude steel 
production which, in the twenty years' space between 
the two world wars, saw nearly a doubling in world steel 
output from 73 million tons to 138 millions, in 1939. 

Early in the period, steel industry operations were dis- 
rupted by the sharp economic crisis of 1921. Recovery 
came relatively -oon and 1922 marked the start of 
activities which, in eight years, r-rought world ingoi 
pi iduction totals from 73 millions to 121 millions in 1929 
when the surge forward was halted dramatically. Three- 
years later, world steel outpm had dropped to a low 
point of 50 million tons. However, production began to 
increase again in 1933, and by 1939 it had reached a new 
peak of 138 million ingot tons. 

Europe and the United States still dominated the field; 
together they accounted for approximately 97 per cent 
of total world production in 1922. One development is 
of particular interest: the United Kingdom, which in 
1913 supplied 40 percent of the world's steel, contributed 
only 9 per cent of the total ten years later. 

By 1939, there were new members in the steel-making 
community. The Union of South Africa was producing 
350,000 tons of ingot steel. In South America, small 
operations in Chile, Brazil, and Mexico provided a total 
of 200,000 tons. But the significant changes had taken 
place in the USSR and the Far East. The former had 
increased its steel ingot output from 300,000 tons in 1922 
to over 17 million tons, almost 18 per cent of the world 
total. In the Orient, Japan's steel production had surged 
ahead to nearly six million tons of ingots. By 1939 two 
new major industrial areas had been established : Japan 
and the USSR. Together they accounted for 17 per cent 
of the world's steel production. 

Just as the 1870-1913 period was mainly concerned 
with the perfection and improvement of the classical 
iron and steel-making processes, so too was the industry 
impelled primarily by a need for product-cost reduction 
and increased output between 1920 and 1939. In the 
United States, the million-ton plant was no longer 
considered "big", and the Sparrow's Point Works fore- 
shadowed single integrated tide-water operations with 
annual capacities of over 5 million tons. In the USSR 
the Magnitogorsk Works was built between 1929 and 
1933, and work was started in Germany on a huge 
complex, projected to ultimately include 32 large blast 
furnaces on a single site. The "modern" steel plant of 
the period was being planneu with blast furnaces of over 
1,300 tons per day capacity and with 150-ton and larger 
open hearths in the steel-making department. 

In addition, imaginative innovations to the metal- 
lurgical process were being studied A number of 
significant conditions had emerged after the war: raw 
materials' limitations, higher prices for equipment and 
supplies, and rising labour costs. These new factors 
stimulated critical economic and technical examination 
of ail phases of the steel industry and its operating 
procedures. 

The raw material problem stemmed from a simple 
basic cause : the original steel-making operations, based 
almost in all cases upon domestic iron ores and coal, 
were being confronted with dwindling high grade reserves 
of both. The United Kingdom, Germany and Belgium- 
Luxembourg found themselves forced to augment their 
own iron ore output with imports from Sweden, Spain 
and North Africa. In 1929, Belgium-Luxembourg 
imported 5 million tons of ore, almost twice the region's 
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own production. Germany's ore imports of 10 million 
tons equalled five times the tonnage mined locally. The 
United Kingdom added 3 million tons of foreign ore to 
4 million tons of home production. Japan's imports of 
nearly one million tons of ore represented more than 
90 per cent of its requirements for that year. In the 
United States, concern was being expressed about 
domestic supplies of high grade ore, and steel producers 
were beginning to look about for foreign sources in 
Canada and South America. At the same time, steps were 
being taken to use lean ores. The situation was somewhat 
similar with regard to good coking coal, except that the 
shortages were generally more aggravated. Most countries 
with steel producing capacity had started their operations 
with a reasonable backing of domestic iron ore reserves; 
this was not usually the case for metallurgical fuel. 

At the plant sites, large stockpiles of ore fines, flue dust 
and coke breeze stimulated the development of sintering. 
With iron ores being extracted from greater depths, 
utilization studies of pellets and nodules were being 
carried out widely. Procedures for concentrating lean 
ores by grinding, separation and magnetic roasting were 
introduced, especially but not at all exclusively, in the 
United Kingdom, Germany and France. The difficulties 
raised by growing scarcities of suitable coking coals were 
less easy to resolve; coal washing (to reduce excessive 
ash content) and blending (to "stretch" the available 
"good" grades of coal) techniques were already in use 
but they offered only a limited solution. Attention was 
therefore focused on the possibilities of new metallurgical 
processes that would reduce specific coke requirements 
for the production of pig iron. One such development 
was the electric smelting furnace in areas where electric 
power costs were favourable. With electricity providing 
the energy needed for heating and melting, metallurgical 
carbon was needed only to maintain the chemical 
reactions. This reduced the quantity of coke needed by 
approximately one-half, under conditions where much of 
the coke could be of a relatively inferior grade. We shall 
review the inherent characteristics of electric pig iron 
smelting in papers A.21 and A.25. 

Following a more fundamental line, the possibilities of 
direct reduction were being examined. This, it was hoped, 
might eliminate the need for coke entirely by using 
hydrogen as a reducing agent rather than carbon. During 
the 1930s, gaseous and other direct means for removing 
Oa from iron ore were being investigated widely. Except 
for a few applications, such as the Wiberg process in 
Sweden and the Krupp-Renn kiln in Germany, this work 
had not moved beyond the pilot plant stage by the 
beginning of the Second World War. 

In the steel-melting departments, emphasis was placed 
upon better control of existing processes and higher 
furnace productivity. Electric steel furnaces which 
accounted for 230,000 tons in 1913 (0.3 per cent of world 
output) had risen, as a result of decreased electric power 
costs and improved furnace design, to 6 million tons 
(4.2 per cent of the world steel ingot total) by 1937. 
Nevertheless, the electric process for steel making was 
still a high-cost operation, carried out in small furnaces. 
Its use was restricted to alloy steel production from 
100 per cent scrap charges. 
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By 1939, the open hearth process accounted for more 
than three-quarter:, of the total world steel ingot pro- 
duction, and furnace heats of 150 tons were being poured. 
To reduce heat time, increasing amounts of molten iron 
("hot metal") were being used. Oil, coke oven gas and 
by-product tar had replaced producer-gas firing in the 
larger meltshops. Improved material handling was being 
developed to make the large multi-furnace open-hearth 
shop practical. These efforts were all aimed at reducing 
the average labour requirement per ton of steel ingot 
but the over-all result was only one of minor improvement 
in open-hearth productivity. Unit outputs from the best 
operations did not much exceed 12 to 15 tons per hour. 

Aside from open hearth steel making, only the basic 
Bessemer process was used to any appreciable extent. 
In 1937, approximately 15 per cent of the world ingot 
output was being made by this method in bottom blown 
vessels. By that time, the principles of today's oxygen 
practice had already been studied and were known in 
considerable detail. 

The interest in the use of oxygen in steel making was 
motivated not only by an attempt to raise production 
rates through an increased speed of metallurgical reaction, 
but also by the need to resolve a rolling mill problem 
that arose from nitrogen absorption which could be 
traced to the standard pneumatic steel process and, to a 
lesser extent, the open hearth. Nitrogen, even when 
present in minimal quantities, adversely affects the 
drawing properties of sheet steel. This was an increasingly 
troublesome matter since the early mid-1930s, as flat 
products came to represent larger proportions of the total 
steel mill product list. By 1937. details of a reasonable 
oxygen steel process had been worked out which largely 
eliminated the nitrogen absorption difficulty and, 
incidentally, appeared to offer interesting possibilities for 
higher rates of steel production. The immediate applica- 
tion of the process on a commercial level was delayed for 
two reasons: first, high purity 02 needed for the new 
practice was expensive; and second, the pressures for 
maximum product output arising from growing prepara- 
tions for the Second World War discouraged the 
construction of any new plants based on fundamentally 
new concepts. 

In actual fact, the 1920-1939 period witnessed only 
one truly new development in the industry's technology. 
This was the multi-stand wide hot strip mill, operated 
on a continuous basis, in the rolling mill. Because of 
the limited scope of our inquiry, this interesting area of 
development must be left for some later meeting dealing 
with rolling and finishing the steel product. The 
continuity concept was actively explored in all phases 
of the steel industry operation. These studies revealed 
great opportunities for all departments, but any new 
practices to exploit such possibilities had to wait until 
after 1945. 

THE "NEW" IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY — AFTER  1945 

At the close of the Second World War, the iron and 
steel industry was confronted with several sharp 
challenges. A post-war demand, destined to raise steel 
production from 115 million tons in 1945 to 367 million 
tons by 1962, was clearly indicated. To meet requirements 



for output, of such magnitude it was necessary to under- 
rfïr,• WLPI°£ranimes of reco^fuction where existing 
facilities had been destroyed, or where long yea s "f 
operat.on had rendered them obsolete. Furthermore it 
soon became obvious that the steel industry wouTdhav 
to give far more attention than ever before to the 
development or expansion of steel-producing potentials 

¡¡¡m^rh8re ,ocai necds Jd •- ä; 
Europe's recovery from the effects of the war was 

most spectacular, and the re-establishment of its steel 
industry was one of its more noteworthy rccolkh 

Ed £°fther' T\ PmduCti0n of europi Zä he United S yes provided 153 million tons or 95 per cent 
of a world total of 160 million in 1949. By 1960 thi 
evident imbalance had changed dramatically The 
European and US. combined output had gone up to 
204 million tons by I960, an increase of 52 million ions 
or 34 per cent. On the othe, hand, the 7 million   on 

«Por65miiin the,:°ther" areaS °r the world ^VoZ 
The r?s of" « iT T °f thC t0Ul WOrld ^^n. 
mV   ., ,l,,0n tons occ""ed mainly in Japan 
(215 million tons) and in China (18 million tons). Many 
new „anons were m the steel-producing fraternity Tn 
1962, among them the following: in Latin America 

CuhTbH'pChÜe'oPerU- Uruguay- Venezuela, and So 
ïunrsr

d
in

P"Îr
e
,0FRlCp; Ín An

friCa: A,geria' Rhodesia S 
n
n'S: Vhe F,ar East: Burma< Pakistan, the Philip- 

pines and Australia; in the Middle East: United Arab 
Republic  and  Israel.   Steel  projects  were  also  under 

C^T°Vn Ncpa'' Honduras' Guatemaí   Ceybn 
Cambodia Singapore, Indonesia, Formosa, a   well M 
Senegal, Ghana, Nigeria and New Zealand   New stee 
P ant projects are still being announced and ,h   above 
«ts  are  incomplete.  The papers to  be  read a? our 

technical sessions will refer to some of the problem 
.nvolved m interesting phases of such projects" n P• 
(A 23), Australia (B.2), New Zealand (B. 19), Chile?B 20) 
Rhodesia (B.27) and Venezuela (B.21 ). }' 

The urge for new steel plants comes from manv 
factors, not the least of which is the picture ofTprS 
hving standards in almost all the industrialized Sntrie! 
as their steel outputs grew between 1950 and 1960 
The European nations averaged a 130 per cent advance 
m ingot production: France, 100 per cent- Federal 
Republic of Germany, 140 per cent; Italy, 285 per cem 
Belgium-Netherlands-Luxembourg,   94   per   cenith« 
c^ttedl KinK8d°^' 36 Per Cent a"d th* SSSR 155 £ cent. In the Orient, Japan's steel output ncrcaEd 
490 per cent; India, 180 per cent; Australia^ ¿r cent 
and Latin America as a whole, 240 per cent. One noSb è 
excepnon in this generally rising trend was the United 
States, where the 1961 steel tonnage was virtïaJJv 
unchanged from that of 1950. It muft of cou se hi 

•mbered,that  Percenta«e inc•"    do not teil ^ 
Sm a ?Ä 'T' '^ 49° per Ccnt "sc s *d 

inZ in 196 - ^ "Î,1950 t0 233 mil,ion to", of mgots in 1961; in the Un.ted States, approximatelv 
90m.l„On tons of ingots were poured during^hthot 

„„UT a" thcse figures one si«nificant fact stands out- 
namely, an increase of 176 million ingot tons in UI years,' 
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from 191 million tons in 1950 to 367 tons in 1962  This 

Komïc r d Pr0dUCfiO
f
n ÍS «P^ t0 -"""-  Th Economic Commission for Europe,  in  its   Long-Term 

Trends and Problems of the  European  Steel ?JUZ 

sSTiwf^ prodrion to reach 63° Ä ions oy  1972-1975. Some forecasters judge this fieure 
optimistic  If, for the sake of argument, the ECE ant 

X miliobn CUt Ín half' a im Sted Production c5Sïr 500 m,ll,on ingot tons may still be expected. No one 

of'steï ingS ,hlS IS a Ver> reSpCCtabIe —a. OU.Ï 

onilhí T^l We/rC conce""d with the production 
ti. P u deCade- For ,he l0 years 1951 to I960 hî 
total world ingot production averaged 265 million ton! 
a year. Steel outputs at such a level broughUo siarp 
focus problems of raw material quantity and oualftv 
process  productivity,  equipment Ind plant    ffiSÏ 

ïïSs S81"16"1  re?uiremCntS'  Produc<  co^tT   S matters had concerned steelmakers before the war and 
had motivated their inquiries into the possfbiüíes of 

¡"of To'n'ore""   ""» °f "* re-^o?th°e lyjus—iron   ore   concentration   and   agglomeration 
¡tone p,g ,ron smelting> direct reduciionfSJSS ,S i 
making conta uous casting - had been b ought "oh 

fn thetSfír1 app,ication when «he war intervened 
in the 1950s there was no such deterrent, and the need 
for improved techniques was even greater han a genert 

a^ wa^t for^ W' ^««>'°*-l d^PLT¿ «age was set for a   new   iron and steel industry 
The explorations for raw materials initiated in the 

1930s  were  intensified.   New  iron   ore   source,   JZ 
vSr'lf Canada' N—y, PzZJZTcoZ 
Venezuela, Uruguay and New Zealand. The list mav be 
continued almost indefinitely to include such Ä as 

oJnZl 5 A." °f TíaÍ,and and the WesterStha 
,hf Z    u c    A,ger,a- PaPers A1 and A.2 will discuss 
the search for ,ron ore, the evaluation of newly found 
depos, s and the problems of ore extraction on small 
and intermediate scales. An iron ore mining operation o 
major proportions in Liberia is described?« paper A24 

of wh;hmh«0hthe0rtroPneParÍng ^ °•> ^ ««•• oi wnicnnas hitherto been uneconomic, were elaborated 
m great detail. Sinter burdens, used for many years ?o 
absorb waste materials from the storage yaS were found 

SÄ* COke i"" and t0 increase the o" put of a S 
u ed lnT¿ ?mcred °re Char*es are therefo e E 
Ä S 0C?urnaPc:: 'ST^ ? ? ÌnCrCasÌn« 
wU, be of ^fi££t^J^.Sfâ 
producers, since the technique may be useful in lower£¡ 
both operatmg and capital costs for a particular fron* 

P*«6   h*n   deV0,ed   t0   this   «"&   in   our 

Two methods of ore preparation, designed specificali v 
for utilizing the iron values of low grade ores WS|be 

RenX:fSnhthÌn^ Ìn Paper A-5   and i'C R.enn Juin for high silica ores, in paper A.6. 
The search for good coking coals has not led to the 

discovery of any unusual new sources  This «¡m Î« Ì5 
many studies to find methods for usTng Z-, adetn 
cokmg coals in the iron-making operation '(Aî7 and 



A. 19); to establish effective substitutes for coking coals 
(A. 18, B.2 and B.28); or, both these alternatives being 
unfavourable for a given application, to develop new 
processes for iron ore reduction, involving minimal 
quantities of reducing carbon. 

Intensive work on "direct réduction'-  has therefore 
been carried on throughout the industry. The results 
cannot   yet   be  considered  adequate  to' warrant  any 
definite judgement, favourable or otherwise, except in 
specific cases. In Mexico, the HyL process has success- 
fully been producing sponge iron by gaseous reduction 
in a 200-ton per day installation which has, in recent 
years, been supplemented by a 500-ton plant (paper B 6) 
Similar applications of minor size are the basis for opera- 
tions that may be considered successful for special local 
conditions.   Such  applications   include  some  practices 
with many years' background as, for example, the Wiberg 
and Hoganus process in Sweden (paper B.3); and other 
plants based on newer direct reduction systems such as 
Echeverría, in Spain (paper B.7) and the Strategic-Udy 
process that has, during the past year, been coupled 
with  one  of the  large  electric  smelting  furnaces  in 
Venezuela (paper B.8). This by no means exhausts the 
long list of direct reduction processes that have been 
and are, of interest in the steel industry. Some of these 
are described in papers that will be made available 
during the meeting (papers B.4, B.5 and B.25). 

The widespread search for a successful direct reduction 
process may be traced back, as we have seen, for more 
than 100 years. This great interest stems from the need 
in many areas including the industrialized countries for 
a viable metallurgical practice that may be used where 
initial capacities may be small, iron ore resources limited 
as to quantity and quality, and coking coals scarce A 
technically feasible direct reduction process might make 
a reasonable steel producing operation possible even 
with such restrictions. This has engendered high hopes 
for a direct process which must still be tempered by the 
fact that the great breakthrough in direct reduction has 
not yet been achieved, except in special cases. 

At the blast furnace, the use of 100 per cent self- 
fluxing sinter burdens and other prepared charge materials 
has been supplemented by high top-pressure and the 
addition of oxygen and/or steam to the blast. To reduce 
coke requirements, hydrocarbons in gaseous, liquid or 
solid form are being injected through the tuyères. The 
technique has been adopted at many plants and should 
be of interest wherever natural gas or fuel oil arc available 
and coking coals are scarce, conditions which are to be 
found in many of the newly emerging countries. The 
details and implications of these new practices at the 
blast furnace are reviewed in paper B.l. 

The developments just referred to concern operations 
?•8C furaaces, including shafts rated at 2,500 to 
3,000 tons of iron per day, but which are actually expected 
to produce 4,000 tons. On the other end of the scale 
we may be attracted by Mr. Constantine's thesis in 
paper B.2, based on his experience in Western Australia, 
that a charcoal blast furnace producing up to 500,000 tons 
of iron annually may, under certain conditions common 
to some developing countries, be competitive with the 
standard coke blast furnace. 

Electric p.g iron smelting is considered in papers A.2I 
and A.25. Such units have been greatly improved and a 
large number arc in operation. Thev include "big" 
200-ton per day installations, burden with 100 per cent 

ifí^Tv*^ 'I3' iS beh Chargcd' and °F*ra,ed from .33,000 kVA transformers, as in  Mo-i-Rana, Norway 
and in Venezuela where 9 similar furnaces are installed 
in the largest electric smelting plant in the world designed 
to produce some 700,000 tons of pig iron a year. Smaller 
electric furnaces for iron production arc also in operation 
m Peru, India, Japan and elsewhere. 

In the steel meltshop, the top blown oxygen converter 
has been definitely proved for more than five years and 
vacuum melting has received increasing attention 
Numerous modifications of the original oxygen practice 
have been developed, such as rotation of the vessel in 
the Kaldo (paper B.26) and Rotor processes; injection 
of lime directly or with the oxygen stream, for use with 
high phosphorus irons as in the OLP. LD-AC and similar 
processes (paper B.l2); and in the extension of the use 
of oxygen to the open hearth furnace (paper B.l I). 

The use of oxygen in steel making has been recognized 
throughout the industry as a revolutionary development 
Its acceptance by steelmakers everywhere in a relatively 
short period of time attests to the ability of the process 
to produce first-quality steels at high production rates 
and with favourable operating costs. The oxygen process 
in its many new forms has been studied exhaustively by 
the Economic Commission for Europe. The findings of 
Us widely read report, Comparisons of Steel-making 
Processes, will be discussed in paper BIO. 

The breakthrough achieved by oxygen steel making is 
now being duplicated in the development of continuous 
casting. Construction of more than 50 such installations 
has been started within the last five years and many of 
these are already in operation. Billets in sections upwards 
of 2" square, and slabs over 60" wide are being poured 
successively in nearly all grades and tvpes of steel, and 
with high yields, in plants throughout the world A 
recently-perfected change in the shape of the mould of 
the machine makes it possible to forecast even wider use 
of continuous casting, since the earlier high (or deep) 
installations may now be greatly reduced. Experiences 
with continuous casting during the past, and future 
possibilities of the process are outlined in papers B 16 
B.17andB.18. 

While oxygen has been the great "stimulant" of the 
steel industry during the last few years, it nevertheless 
does not approach the broad influence exerted by electric 
energy as the main supporting service of the iron- and 
steel-making operation. The over-all requirements for 
electric power by the steel industry are described in 
paper A.20. In view of the flexibility of the electric steel- 
melting furnace and its adaptability to small plant installa- 
tions that may be of interest in developing countries, 
special attention has been given to the use of electricity 
for steel ingot production in papers A.22 and A.23. 

We have now completed an over-all review of the more 
important developments in metallurgical practice that 
mark today's modern iron and steel industry. Generally 
speaking, these new procedures must be considered 
supplementary, rather than alternative, to the classical 
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pract.ces that still account for the greater part of today's 
steel production. The blast furnace is very likely to 
remain, in Lowthian Bell's words of 100 years ago "the 
optimum means of producing pig iron even after direct 
reduction methods arc effected", and the great success 
of the oxygen converter does not necessarily mean the 

fuma6 OPen hearth °r the eleCtric stee|-melt'ng 

Nevertheless, for the specific conditions to which thev 
have been applied, the new developments are undoubtedly 
of the  greatest   importance.   Inadequate  sources   and 
resources   of  good   raw   materials,   restricted   market 
requirements and financial limitations which, two decades 
ago   would have impeded the development of a given 
steel plant project, no longer apply because of the new 
technical pract.ces that are now available. This fact is of 
paramount importance to many emerging countries for 
whom prompt industrialization is essential for continued 
economic existence. The soil in which the roots of full 
economic development will  flourish may. in some of 
those countries, be provided by an iron and steel industry 
whose feasibility stems largely from the new practices 

THE MODERN STEEL INDUSTRY 
IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

We may, at this point, ask how all this very interesting 
information about the modern steel industry may be 
applied to a given country, and particularly to one with 
GK,£ n° metallurral background or experience. 
£r 1 Î5 raW IT"*' reS0UrCes and the Programmes for metallurgical development which will be presented 
Eri 5 "FPAFP^

0
^ 

Commissio^ (Paper ECLA.l, 
in t \ECAFE 2: ECEI- etc>> what steps can be taken 
to reach proper decisions concerning any steel-industry 

T£laZly-there Wl"be no sin«le formu,a *> •£ aH the possible questions that may arise. But we may be 
able   o benefit from recent experiences at steel-plant 
installation, expansion and rehabilitation projects   We 
sha I turn to such examples to find replies to inquiries 
that are essentially of a non-technical nature; quest ons 
wh,ch seek to determine whether or not a given proie" 
should be undertaken even if the objective LhS 
condmons seem to be adequate. We shall, for example 
examine the basis of judgement for selecting wheTto 
locate a plant on a given site and how ,0 choose tha? 
Plant site m, the first place. We shall try to defineThe 
alternatives for decision-making in matters of plant size 
product-mix operating costs, labour force and the many 
technical and other elements that determine economic 
feasibility for a metallurgical project. 

nríSf" B2l PureSentS a steP-by-step enumeration of the 
problems which must be solved in planning for a steel 
plant. A specal point is made regarding the training of 
native operatmg and supervisory personnel T the 
emergen countnes. Paper B.24 dealswith this matte? 
of staff formation. The experience of the past 25 years 
m a highly successful training programme, developed at 

fee. Zrty °f PÍttSbUr<?h for man* Latin AmSan steel-producng countnes, is outlmed with considerable 

The influence of small steel plants on the economic 
and industrial growth of developing countries is évalua• 
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ZfT } WhlCh makes the 'noting point that the 
imt.als.ze of a new plant is less important than proper 
prov.sion for future expansion. The patterns for such 
expansion are discussed in papers A. 13 and A. 14, based 
on the experiences of Canada and India. 

The factors that are involved in planning a project and 
the problems of the construction period will be reviewed 
in reports on four interesting integrated plants. Paper B 21 
refers to an installation of major size, completed only 
ast year ,n Venezuela. Pig-iron is produced in electric 
smeling furnaces, and steel refined in open-hearth unit 
As already noted, pre-reduction of the iron ore is be ig 
tested; studies are still being made to permit the use of 
low grade domestic coals instead of imported coke- and 
oxygen .s lanced through the roofs of the open hearth 

SKCST ?f deSCribes.the «PcrienS whh a plant m Chile, which was conceived initially as an inter- 
mediate-size operation for 250,000 tons of ingots yearly 
After 10 years, the plant had doubled its output and its 
present capacity is being increased again to 600,000 tons 
through the application of more modern techniques and 
some additional facilities. H 

rpc
Pape.r V9 reVieWS the Proble• that have had to be 

A ?? . A 
a neW Project now under way '« New Zealand 

¡viní 1 led/xP°s,t,on is made of the reasoning under- 
lying he determination of the technical and economic 
eas.b.l.ty of a new 150,000-ton a year plant. The proJS 

«s to be based wholly on non-classical practices that S 
probably include concentration of low-grade iron sand 

cáS/on"?10"' e]Trf Slee|-mtltin^d -««inuous' züLZjjrrhat lar8er scaie-paper AI5
 
discus«« Xr a

kl
sem'-«ntegrated plant in Poland and 

highlights the problems encountered in an expansion 
programme that converted the facilities to a fûSy 
integrated operation. y 

«,,1
P,erhaPr n° Sil?g,e cha«-acteristic marks the over-all 

success of a steel operation so much as its ability to 
maintain a high level of quality at all times. Qua ty £ 
sufficiently important to justify a seminar or symposium 
devoted wholly to that subject. Our programme could 
not prov.de time for a full discussion, but a veTvaluabe 
introduction to the problem of qualité m steel prod cSon 
is given in paper B. 13. F on 

Adequate steel standards, which are part of a rational 
over-all standardization programme, will always contri- 

S I.     FT•• of high ^ua,ity- The «Prence with a standards programme in a single country, India 
is presented ,n paper B.14; the resimi of a similar pro 
gramme to establish unified steel standards for the entire 
Latin American region are reviewed in paper B 15  A 
second paper from Latin America, B.23, deals with the 

S nelCh°"OPeratiVe aCtÌVÌtÌeS by thc steeI industries of eight neighbourmg countnes during the past four years 
a,»die port, on more recent efforts for regional ¡ntegS 

Most of the papers that are included in our programme 
contain economic data relating to the speciñcTbS 
that are being discussed. A general examinaron of'The 
economic considerations for steel plants in develop• 
countnes ,s presented in paper A 16. This discusK 
desen.es close attention, since it may well be that for some 
developing countries, whose financial resources may • 



limited, economic factors may outweigh technical 
considerations. Certainly, correct decisions relating to a 
steel plant project cannot be reached without examining 
related economic implications. There are some who 
believe that the developing countries would be well advised 
to devote their limited financial resources to projects 
outside the metallurgical field. In all good faith the 
contention is put forward that the new countries could 
import their steel requirements at much lower costs than 
they could themselves manufacture the same products 
On the other hand, there are others who hold, with 
equally good faith, that all newly developing countries 
must have domestic steel producing facilities if they are to 
grow in national and economic stature, and if their 
peoples are to attain decent standards of living  It is 

PÄfÄtaTis somc truth and somc crror in «ch 

The United Nations Centre for Industrial Develop- 
ern to the extent that it may ass.st any country newly 
developed or otherwise, to move forward economSy 
and industrially, is willing and anxious to help toTh  ful 
ÏS A- ,tS

#k
resources Such help can include support 

and advice that may lead to an increase in steel consump- 
tion from domestic sources, if feasible; from foreign 
suppliers, if necessary; or by a combination of both, if 
desirable By making such assistance available as widely 
as possible, all countries may be helped to move towards 
fuller economic development. This Symposium is 
dedicated to establishing an accessible direct path to the 
attainment of that goal. 

IS 
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n. DISCUSSION PAPERS 

RAW MATERIALS IN AFRICA FOR IRON AND STEEL MANUFACTURE 

(DOCUMENT ECA.l)1 

Introduction 

The primary raw material for the manufacture of all 
iron and steel products is pig iron, which is produced 
from iron ore, coke and limestone flux. Iron ore may 
be partly replaced by scrap iron which in turn is ultimately 
derived from iron ore. It may be stated in rough figures 
that every ton of iron requires one ton of coal and half 
a ton of limestone. More than half the coal can be 
eliminated by electric smelting methods which use 
approximately 2,000-2,500 kWh per ton of pig-iron 
produced. Coal can occasionally be replaced by other 
forms of carbon e.g., natural gas or charcoal. Pig-iron 
for steel production requires varying quantities of 
manganese and the corresponding amount of ore is 
added to the furnace charge. Refractories are needed for 
the construction or lining of furnaces. Silica linings may 
be employed with an acid steel-making process whilst 
magnetic or dolomite refractories are used with the more 
common basic process. 

This study intentionally omits two important consti- 
tuents of iron and steel manufacture: water and 
electricity. 

Water is admittedly a vital raw material since it takes 
5-10 eu. m. of added water to produce one ton of steel. 
This represents 2^-3 per cent of the total circulating load. 
Any of the other raw materials can be transported over 
long distances from foreign sources to a viable steel 
industry as is the case in Italy, but water has to be in 
plentiful supply at the site. Inventories of surface and 
underground water resources were considered to be out- 
side the scope of this study. 

1 Paper prepared by the secretariat or the Economic Commission 
for Africa. See page 121 for discussion. 

Electricity is not usually named a natural resource 
unless it derives from water power. While an iron and 
steel industry would benefit from cheap hydroelectric 
power, this is not an essential condition. Some of the 
leading steel industries in the world, e.g., the United 
States, Great Britain and Germany, were developed 
without hydroelectric power. It was therefore decided to 
exclude actual and potential supplies of electric water 
power from the present study. 

This report represents an up-to-date inventory for 
Africa of the mineral substances mentioned above. Each 
material has been treated under a separate heading. For 
purposes of presentation the countries have been listed 
under the following sub-regional groupings : 

NORTH AFRICA 

Morocco, Rio de Oro, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya, UAR 
(Egypt). 

EAST AFRICA 

Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya, Uganda, Rwanda, 
Burundi, Tanganyika, Nyasaland, Northern Rho- 
desia, Southern Rhodesia. 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Cameroon, Chad, Central African Republic, Congo 
(Brazzaville), Gabon, Congo (Leopoldville). 

WEST AFRICA 

Niger, Nigeria, Dahomey, Togo, Ghana, Ivory Coast, 
Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Senegal, Mauritania, 
Mali, Upper Volta. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Madagascar, Mozambique, Bechuanaland, Basutoland, 
Swaziland, South Africa, South West Africa, Angola. 

of iron-ore production and réserves In Africa 
(Million tons) 

The mineral deposits have been divided into three groups : 
(a) Recognized and in production; 
(*) Recognized deposits for which production plans have been or are being drawn up; 
(<•) Deposits where no extraction is envisaged at present and which are not necessarily of 

economic interest. 

1962 production M 
Rtsrrvr tonnages 

(*) (f) 

SUS-RBOION : 

North . . 
East . . . 
Central . 
West . . 
Southern . 

4.43 237 220 2.374 
0.64 102 100 653 
0.01   860 370 
6.73 1,539 1,404 1.283 
4.83 253 400 6,843 

16.61 2,131 2,984 11,523 
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Summary of Iron-ore produrtkm and raaerrw ia Africa (continued) 

1962 production 

BY SUB-REGIONS 

North Africa 
Morocco . . 
Rio de Oro 
Algeria . . 
Tunisia . . 
Libya . . . 
UAR (Egypt) 

TOTAL, North Africa 

East Africa 
Sudan . 
Ethiopia 
Somalia 
Kenya . 
Uganda 
Tanganyika 
Northern Rhodesia 
Southern Rhodesia 

TOTAL, East Africa 

Central Africa 
Cameroon  
Central African Republic 
Congo (Brazzaville) 
Gabon  
Congo (Leopoldville) 

TOTAL, Central Africa 

West Africa 
Niger   . . 
Nigeria    .  . 
Dahomey 
Togo   .  .  . 
Ghana . . . 
Ivory Coast 
Liberia    .  . 
Sierra Leone 
Guinea    . . 
Senegal   . . 
Mauritania . 
Mali .... 
Upper Volta 

TOTAL, West Africa 

Southern Africa 
Madagascar . . 
Mozambique . . 
Swaziland . . . 
South Africa . . 
South West Africa 
Angola    .... 

1.15 

2.06 
0.76 

0.46 

4.43 

0.02 

0.62 

0.64 

0.01 

0.01 

3.60 
1.90» 
0.45 

0.7* 

6.73 

TOTAL, Southern Africa 

4.33 

0.50 

4.83 

(•) 

50 

140 
27 

20 

237 

12 

90 

102 

2S9 
100 

1.000 

150 

1,539 

43 
200 

10 

253 

Riurrt lomufi 
(») 

20 

200 

220 

too 

100 

860 
n. a. 

860 

30 

424 

950 

1,404 

400 

n. a. 

400 

(<•) 

149 
20 

995 
30 

1,100 
80 

2,374 

39 
8 

100 
27 
10 

121 
300 
47 

653 

120 

150 
100? 

370 

96 
60 
250 
42 

I 
344 

100 
20 
125 
185 
10 
50 

1.283 

250 
53 
240 

6,000 
300 

n. a. 

6,843 
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Iron ore 

NORTH AFRIC A 

Morocco 

This country produced 1.15 million tons of iron ore 
in 1962. 

The most important known deposit is Uixan in 
northern Morocco, which accounts for two-thirds of the 
current output. The ore is hematite averaging 62 per 
cent iron with a low content of phosphorus and silica. 
The Setolazar deposit is in the immediate vicinity of 
Uixan; the ore is pyritic hematite and magnetite of 
51 per cent Fe, and is mined by underground methods. 
The ore reserves of the Uixun-Sctolazar deposit are 
50 million tons. 

The Ait Amar mine is Morocco's third producer. The 
deposit is 150 km west of I ..olanca and contains 
siliceous low grade ore with ^ fairly high phosphorus 
content. The remaining reserves of 30 million tons will 
have to be extracted by underground workings. 

Several known deposits have been studied with a view 
to future exploitation. The most promising is Khenifra 
between Meknès and Marrakech : proved underground 
reserves are 27 million tons and an additional 32 million 
may be considered as potential. The ore is goethite 
averaging 43 per cent Fe with 10 per cent Si02 and a 
high barytes content. Attempts to upgrade the ore have 
met with partial success. 

The following other deposits are also under study : 

Tachilla-Ouarzemine  10-20 million tons, 40-45% Fe 
Imi-N-Tourza  40 million tons, 50-52% Fe 
Keradid  25 million tons,      40% Fe 
Ait-Ahmane      10 million tons,      46% Fe 

Rio de Oro (Spanish Sahara) 

A titaniferous iron ore occurrence has recently been 
discovered at Agracha. The orebody has been drilled and 
sampled, and the tonnage is estimated at 20 million 
with a 54 per cent iron content. 

Algeria 

Algeria has been a substantial iron ore producer for 
many years. 

The 1962 production was just over 2 million tons, all 
of which was exported. The various mines have an annual 
capacity of 4 million tons but the actual output is 
governed by sales outlets. The most important deposits 
are those of Quenza-Boukhadra with a proven reserve 
of 130 million tons of hematite ore, assaying 54 per cent 
Fe and 3 per cent Si02. Five other deposits have a total 
of about 10 million tons of ore reserves. 

A substantial deposit of oolitic iron ore has been 
studied at Gara Djebilet near Tindouf in south-west Alge- 
ria. The probed tonnage established in 1961 represents 
765 million of 57.5-58.3 per cent Fe. The probable and 
possible reserves total an additional 230 million tons 
with on avarage Fe content of 57 + per cent. The ore is 
principally magnetite which lends itself to dry magnetic 
concentration; the first trials have indicated a possible 
shipping product of 60+ per cent Fe. 

The phosphorus and titanium contents are fairly high: 
0.8 per cent P and 0.3 per cent Ti02. 

Libya 

The only known deposit is the oolitic ironstone of the 
Shatti Valley in Fezzan Province. It is a mixture of 
hematite and goethite with high phosphorus and silica 
contents. A provisional estimate of tonnage and grade 
is as follows : 

From 700 million at 48% Fe, 0 26% P and 17% Si02; 
To 1,400 million at 42% Fe, 0.35% P and 27% Si02 " 

Tunisia 

The main deposit is Djerissa which accounted for over 
700,000 tons of the total of 760,000 tons of iron ore 
produced in 1962. The ore is hematite of 54 per cent Fe 
with a low silica and phosphorus content. The reserves 
are estimated at 15 million tons. The other producer is 
Tamera with reserves of 12 million tons assaying 49-52 per 
cent Fe and a little arsenic. 

The oolitic ironstone of Djebel Ank is being explored 
at present. It is believed to represent 30 million tons at 
53 per cent Fe. 

UAR (Egypt) 

Up to the present, the entire Egyptian production, 
which in 1962 amounted to 459,500 tons, has come from 
the Aswan deposit in Upper Egypt. The ore is oolitic 
hematite of 44 per cent Fe and 14 per cent SiO¡¡; the 
reserves are 20 million tons. 

Another known deposit is located in the Eastern 
Desert. The ore is of the Lake Superior type, highly 
siliceous and assaying 43 per cent Fe; the total available 
tonnage is estimated at eighty million tons. 

Present planning calls for the Baharya project to go 
into production in 1966. The deposit is located in the 
oasis of the same name, some 300 km south-west of 
Cairo. The estimated reserves are around 200 million tons 
of goethite with an Fe content of 50 per cent and about 
10 per cent of manganese. 

Egypt's iron ore production is scheduled to reach 
1.2 million tpy in 1966 and 3 million tpy by 1970. 

EAST AFRICA 

Sudan 

The most important iron ore deposits are those of 
Sofia and of Abu Tulu. The first produced 20,000 tons 
in 1962 from a deposit containing 12 million tons of 
magnetite with a 60 per cent Fe content and is scheduled 
to produce 100,000 tons of ore per year in the near future. 
The reserves at Abu Tulu are estimated at thirty-six 
million tons of magnetite with a grade of 61 per cent Fe. 

Three smaller deposits have a total tonnage of 3 million 
( " hematite with a +60 per cent iron content: amongst 
tl.sjse is the Fodikwan deposit near the Red Sea which 
is to be exploited at the rate of 100,000 tons per year. 

Ethiopia 

The Agametta deposit in Eritrea has been considered 
a potential mining project for many years. The ore is 
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magnetite of 60 per cent he and the probable reserves 
are around 3 million tons. 

Another small deposit is being explored at present : it 
is at Yubdo in western Ethiopia. The tonnage has not yet 
been determined, but appears to be of the order of 
5 million tons of magnetite assaying 60 per cent Fe. 

Somalia 

An ironstone occurrence to the west of Mogadiscio 
has not been explored to date as it is of doubtful value. 
A possible 100 million tons at 50 per cent Fe have been 
estimated. 

Kenya 

Deposits of iron ore have been prospected but are 
probably too small for production purposes. A pyritic 
lode at Bukara is estimated to contain 17 million tons. 
The hematite orcbody at H orna mountain has an estimated 
tonnage of 10 million to a depth of thirty metres. 

Uganda 

The Tororo magnetite deposit has 10 million tons of 
proved reserves averaging 65 per cent Fe and 1 per 
cent P. 

Tanganyika 

The I.iganga titaniferous magnetite deposits in southern 
Tanganyika were drilled in 1956-1957. The indicated 
tonnage is 45 million averaging 49 per cent Fe and 13 per 
cent Ti02. 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Cameroon 

The deposit known as Les Mamelles is located in the 
coastal area, 40 km south of Kribi. The deposit forms 
part of a small mountain range, 7 to 8 km long and 
200-300 m above the surroundings. The ore is a ferru- 
ginous quartzite. The reserve tonnage is estimated at 
120 million of 33 per cent Fe. 

Centra! African Republic 

The Damara deposit is the only known occurrence of 
possible economic interest; it is a mixture of magnetite 
and hematite which was studied in detail in 1962. Iron 
ore formations have been reported in other parts of the 
country, e.g., in the M'Bari river basin and near Roandui, 
and might be prospected at a later date. 

Congo (Brazzaville) 

Iron ore outcrops in the north-west indicate possible 
extensions into Congolese territory of the Mckambo 
deposit in Gabon territory. There is aiso a good chance 
of the Tchibanga deposit in south-east Gabon extending 
across the border into the Mayombe district and this is 
being investigated. The Zamaga ironstone outcrop which 
was given much publicity recently is unlikely to be of 
real economic importance. 

Gabon 

The Mekambo deposit in eastern Gabon ranks amongst 
the most important in the world. It consists of a number 

of iron-bearing mountain ranges only three of which 
have been explored to date. The Boka-Boka's reserves 
arc around 190 million tons of hematite, the Bclinga 
tonnage is estimated at 570 million and the Batouaía 
at 100 million. The average over-all grade is reported 
as 62.24 per cent iron. A transportation study is being 
carried out at present by the International Bank, and 
Mekambo is likely to become the biggest single iron ore 
producer in Africa in a few years' time. 

The Tchibanga deposit has been known for many 
years since it is located only 80 km from the coast in 
southern Gabon. The proved reserves are 126 million 
tons averaging 40-45 per cent Fc but most of the ore 
does not lend itself to upgrading. 

The Mebanga-N'Gama iron ore formations in northern 
Gabon near Mitzic are being explored at present. The 
Mebaga mountain has an indicated tonnage of 20 million 
of ferruginous quartzite with an iron content around 
60 per cent. Similar conditions are found in the N'Gama 
range, 15 km to the south, on which information is not 
yet available. 

Another deposit of titaniferous magnetite is at Hundusi 
in the eastern region. The possible reserves are 8 million 
tons at about 40 per cent Fe and 6 per cent Ti02. 

The banded ironstone deposit at Manyoro on Lake 
Tanganyika has not yet been closely examined. Estimates 
speak of a possible tonnage of 68 million at about 30 per 
cent Fe. 

Northern Rhodesia 

The total possible reserves are of the order of 
300 million tons. The most important deposit is at 
Nambala, west of Lusaka. A conservative estimate 
indicated about 180 million tons of breccia type ore 
averaging 57 per cent iron and 18 per cent silica, and 
10 to 50 million tons of shale replacement ore with 62 per 
cent iron and 9 per cent silica. 

Several smaller replacement deposits are known in the 
Sanje area near Lusaka. The total reserves are about 
25 million tons of hematite ore varying from 57 per cent 
to 69 per cent Fe, low in silica but with some phosphorus. 
Sedimentary ironstone formations occur around Lusaka. 
The most important is Nagaibwa with 27 million tons of 
50-60 per cent iron and 15-20 per cent silica : the deposits 
at Pamba and Chongwe total 20 million tons of magnetite 
and specular hematite ore with a 60 per cent iron content. 

The Kambumba orebody near Broken Hill contains 
hematite, magnetite and manganese. It is of the replace- 
ment type and has a tonnage of 33 million averaging 
40 per cent iron and 18 per cent manganese. 

Southern Rhodesia 

Ine total proved and possible reserves of iron ore 
(mainly hematite) exceeding 55 per cent Fe are around 
90 million metric tons. These are located in the Salisbury 
area and to the south of it. 

The Bukwa area in the Bulawayo district has been 
partly drilled and the possible reserves arc of the order 
of 100 million tons of high-grade ore containing up to 
65 per cent Fe. Several substantial deposits are located 
between Salisbury and Que Que : amongst these are the 
Amyuma, Chikurubi and the Que Que deposit itself. 
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The Mongula and Manyoka deposits near the Mozam- 
bique border are estimated to contain 10 million tons at 

I 60 per cent Fe and a further 37 million at 30-45 per 
cent Fe. 

Iron ore production in Southern Rhodesia was 
618,614 metric tons in 1962, most of which was used 
for the production of iron and t!eel for the home market 
and for export. 

The Monts Bilan range is located 40 km north-east of 
Kango and also forms part of the present prospecting 
campaign in this area. The ore has a very high silica 
content with an average of 33 per cent. The iron content 
is estimated at 45 per cent Fe. Several million tons of 
ore are indicated. 

Congo [LeopoldsHie) 

Iron ore deposits are known at Ituri in the Oriental 
Province, in South Katanga, in Manicnia and in Kasai. 
The Ituri orebody is hematite ore with a 65 per cent Fe 
content. The other deposits average from 50 to 69 per cent 
iron. The oicbodies have not yet been closely examined 
since their geographical location made them unlikely 
producers for export. The reserve tonnages are estimated 
at 10-50 milium per deposit. 

A small production is being maintained in South Kasai 
to serve the copper industry: the output in 1962 was 
5,947 tons averaging 55 per cent Fc. 

WEST AFRICA 

Niger 

The ironstone formation in the Niger basin south of 
Niamey has been studied in recent years. It is an oolitic 
goethite deposit which outcrops on the river banks. The 
ore is siliceous, high in phosphorus, with an iron content 
varying from 42-50 per cent. It does not lend itself to 
upgrading. The workable reserves are estimated at 
16 million tons of 49 per cent Fe around Say and 80 million 
tons of 42 per cent Fe on the adjacent Kolo plateau. 

Nigeria 

Two main deposits are known and have been explored : 
Agbaja near Lokoja in the Northern Region is an oolitic 
deposit of twenty-four-feet thickness with an overburden 
of twenty feet of cemented laterite. The proved reserves 
of a portion of the deposit amount to about 30 million 
tons with 48 per cent Fe, 0.8 per cent P and 7 per cent 
SiO,. 

Enugu in the Eastern Region is a laterite deposit with 
a low grade iron content. The reserve of unscreened ore 
amounts to about 60 million tons of 32 per cent Fe. 
The ore can be upgraded by screening off fractions 
below 1/8" but this decreases the reserves to 20 million 
with an average content of 40 per cent Fe, 0.2 per cent P, 
20 per cent SiOg and 0.8 per cent TiO,. 

There is no iron ore production in Nigeria at present 
but the Federal Government is planning an integrated 
iron and steel plant to utilize local raw materials. The 
mill is scheduled to move on stream by 1970. 

Dahomey 

Oolitic ironstone outcrops occur along the Niger in 
the north of the country. The mineral is goethite and 
assa>s around 50 per cent Fe, 0.8 per cent P and 7.25 per 
cent Si()2. The Kandi iron ore deposit contains workable 
reserves of 250 million tons and may be considered an 
extension of the Say-Tamou deposit located eighlv miles 
to the north in the Niger Republic. 

Togo 

The iron ore deposit at Banjeli in northern Togo was 
prospected from 1954-1956. The reserves are estimated 
at 42 million tons of highly siliceous ore of which 
12 million average 48 per cent Fe whilst the other 
30 million tons have an iron content of only 35 per cent. 

Ghana 

The only known occurrence is near Sheinc in the 
northern region : about one million tons are available 
with an iron content averaging 46-51 per cent. 

Ivory Coast 

Iron ore mineralization has been prospected near 
the western border. A substantial low-grade deposit of 
itabirite is located on the eastern slopes of the Nimba 
range. In the vicinity of Guiglio, the Gao mountain is 
believed to contain some 150 million tons of magnetite 
ore averaging 42 per cent Fe. 

A sedimentary ironstone deposit is known at Sassandra 
on the coast, west of Abidjan. The oolitic type ore forms 
a layer of 2 to 6 m thickness below an overburden of 
clay, 1-2 m deep. The reserves are estimated at 194 million 
tons averaging 40 per cent Fe. 

Liberia 

There are four principal iron-ore deposits : 
(1) Borni   Hill.   In   1962   the   Libéria   Mining   Co 

produced the following types of ore : 

Open-hearth           . 697,000 toas 66.5°,, Fe, 0.1% P,   4.0% SiO, 
Blastfurnace   .   . 742,000 tons 62.6? ; Fe, 0.12% P. 4.7% SiO, 
Fines       331,000 tons 62.0" 0 Fe, 0.12% P, $.8% SiO, 
Concentrates 1,376,000 tons 64.0% Fe, 0.08% P. 0.2% SiO, 

3,146,000 metric tons 

(2) Mano River. The deposits contain two types of 
ore, siliceous and aluminiferous, both with an average 
Fe content of 56 per cent. Extraction started in December 
1961: the following tonnages were produced up to 
31 March 1963: 

Crude ore 
Concentrates 

1,852,000 mt 
1,143.000 mt 

(3) Nimba. Production is scheduled for the second 
half of 1963 at an initial rate of six million tpy. The ore 
is a mixture of martite and goethite with an average Fe 
content of 65 per cent. 

(4) Bong. Production and export are due to start in 
1965. The mineral is itabirite and the run of mine ore 
averages 37.5 per cent Fe and 42.0 per cent SiO,. The 
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project calls for concentration into a shipping product 
with 65.0 per cent Fe. 6.5 per cent Si02, 0.05 per cent P 
and 0.02 per cent S. 

SUMMARY OF LIBERIAN IRON ORE RESERVFS IN MILLION METRIC TONS 
AS OF 1 APRIL 1963 

Borni Hill 42 
Mano River  20 
Nimba  227 
Bong  269 

Probablt lotal 

8 50 
26 46 
86 313 
35 304 

558 155 713 

The Liberian authorities expect an annual production 
rate of 19-21 million tons when all the mines are in full 
operation. 

Sierra Leone 

The Marampa deposit has an estimated tonnage of 
100 million. The ore is hematite averaging 48 per cent Fe 
which can be upgraded to 65 per cent. The annual 
production for 1962 was 1.9 million tons of concentrates. 

The Tonkolili deposit is also substantial but unlikely 
to be developed in the near future. Its estimated reserves 
are in excess of 100 million tons of magnetite and 
hematite with an Fe content of 56 per cent. 

Guinea 

The Conakry deposit has been worked since 1953. It 
covers practically the entire peninsula of Kaloum which 
extends over 35 km with a width of I to 6 km between 
Conakry and the mainland. The lateritic ore is divided 
into two layers: the upper is 8 to 10 m deep and consists 
of hard, compact mineral which averages 51.5 per 
cent Fe, 0.06 per cent P, 0.10 per cent S and 12.1 per 
cent H20. This ore is divided into two types depending 
on whether the chromium content is below or above 
1.2 per cent. The bottom layer is 8 to 25 m deep and 
consists of soft light ore containing 56 per cent Fc 
0.5-0.6 per cent Cr and 0.3-0.4 per cent Ni. Present 
production is confined to the hard ore at an annual rate 
of around 500,000 tons. Because of its chromium content 
the demand for this type of ore is limited. 

To date only one-third of the deposit adjoining 
Conakry has been fully explored. The total reserves of 
the Kaloum peninsula are of the order of 1,000 million 
tons. 

The Kade deposit in north-western Guinea is a fine- 
grained sedimentary orebody with indicated reserves of 
fifteen to twentv million tons The Fe content is not 
known. 

The Yomboieli deposit is located 110 km east of 
Conakry in the Marampa formation which is adjoining 
Sierre Leone and encloses the deposit of the same name. 
The reserves at Yomboieli are estimated at 4.5 million 
tons with an average Fe content of 46 per cent. 

The Nimba-Simandou deposits near the Liberian 
border contain a considerable tonnage of high grade 
ore. Reserves of 250 million tons have been reported at 

Nimba and 700 million tons at Simandou. in both 
locations the ore is hematite containing more than 65 per 
cent Fe. A 200-million-dollar project has been drawn up 
and initial production is scheduled for 1966. 

Senegal 

The only known deposit is at Saraya on the western 
bank of the Faleme River, some 800 km from the coast. 
The reserves are estimated at eighty million tons of 
martite and magnetite averaging 60 per cent Fe. There 
are an additional forty-five million tons of lower grade 
material of 53-54 per cent Fe which can be upgraded 
to 58-59 per cent. 

Mauritania 

Port Gouraud occupies a leading place amongst the 
high-grade iron ore producers of the world. The Kédia 
Idjil mountain range is 25 km long and 10 km wide. 
Massive quartzite outcrops on the eastern and northern 
flanks of the range and some ten major concentrations 
of hematite of +60 per cent Fe occur along this outcrop. 
It is estimated that 150 million tons can be extracted by 
open pit methods. Two of the deposits, Tazadit and 
Fderik, are being exploited at present. Their reserves 
are 90 million and 27 million tons respectively, averaging 
65.5 per cent Fe, 0.04 per cent P and 0.0025 per cent S. 

In 1962 785.000 tons were extracted and stock-piled 
at the mine. The first shipment to Port Etienne on the 
650 km railroad occurred in June 1963. 

The annual production target is 1.8 million tons for 
1963 and 4.5 million tons as from 1964. A production 
rate of 6 million tpy is scheduled after 1966. 

Three possible sources of iron ore are known in the 
region of Akjoujit : 

(a) The copper project of Guelb Moghein could yield 
some 10 million tons of magnetite concentrates averaging 
67-68 per cent as a by-product from the treatment of the 
oxide and sulphide copper minerals. 

(b) The hematite deposit of Legheilat El Kader has 
reserves of fifteen million tons assaying 52-53 per cent Fe, 
0.13 per cent P and 0.9 per cent Mn. The mineralized 
surface lenses have a thickness of 10 to 20 m. 

(c) Quartz-magnetite outcrops form the crest of a 
100 km range south of Akjoujit. The ore in sight is 
estimated at 160 million tons averaging 40 to 50 ner 
cent Fe. p 

Mali 

A limestone replacement deposit has been prospected 
at Nioro in western Mali. The total tonnage is estimated 
it 10 million tons of magnetite with an iron content of 
63 per cent Fe. 

Upper  Volta 

The titaniferous magnetite deposit of Tin £dia is 
located some 250 km north-east of the capital, Ouaga- 
dougou. A possible tonnage of fifty million has been 
estimated, averaging 52-54 per cent Fe and 7-15 oer 
cent TÍO,. F 
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SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Madagascar 

Several deposits have been studied in recent years with 
a view to establishing an iron and steel industry on the 
island. 

Fasintsara is located in the eastern coastal range, 
90 km west of the port of Mananjary. There is a substan- 
tial tonnage of ferruginous quartzite ore 20-45 m thick, 
but the iron content is low and decreases in depth. Some 
30 million tons of 36 per cent ore are at the surface and 
a further 15 million of 34 per cent are from 100-200 m 
below the surface. 

A little further to the south and 120 km from Fiana- 
rantsoa is the deposit of Bekisopa. The mineralization 
consists of magnetite veins and lenses in a small mountain 
range. A recent study indicates 10 million tons of 60 per 
cent Fe and an additional 60 million averaging 30-35 per 
cent Fe. 

The Moramanga deposit is favourably located 90 km 
from Tananarive and close to the railroad leading to the 
coast. It is a lateritic deposit with an important content 
of nickel, chromium and titanium (1.5-2.1 per cent). 
The estimated reserves are 38 million tons averaging 
46 per cent Fe. 

Betioky is only 40 km from the Sakoa coalfield in 
south-eastern Madagascar. The ore is a low grade mixture 
of limonite and hematite. It is easily crushed and might 
lend itself to electro magnetic concentration. The probable 
reserves are estimated at 10 million tons of 28 per cent 
Fe: an additional 20 to 30 million tons are considered 
possible. 

Mozambique 

The Machedua orebody in the Tete district has been 
computed at 50 million tons. The mineral is titaniferous 
magnetite averaging 50 per cent iron, 18 per cent Ti02 
and 0.7 per cent vanadium. 

A recent aeromagnetic survey of the Fingoe region 
confirmed some known magnetite deposits and led to 
the discovery of others. The total tonnage of the ore- 
bodies already discovered is estimated at 3 million tons. 

Bechuanaland 

A high-grade iron ore deposit occurs at Bikukunuru, 
some 30 km south-east of Serowe. The deposit consists 
of two low hills and is associated with limestone. The 
orebody is mainly massive hematite with a 64 per cent 
iron content. The reserve tonnage has been provisionally 
estimated at 250,000 tons but the extension of the 
orebody in depth is at present unknown. A similar iron 
ore occurrence is located 80 km further south where a 
layer of banded magnetite of 1.0 to 1.5 m thickness has 
been traced for some 5 km. 

Swaziland 

The Ngwenya deposit, previously known as Bomvu 
Ridge, lies 50 km north-west of Mbabane. The ore is of 
sedimentary origin, hematite in banded ironstone. The 
two constituent orebodies have been closely explored 
and the following probable reserves established : 

Castle Block 31.6 million tons at 62.6% Fe 
plus 450,000 tons float ore at 64.3°; 

Lion Block 11.0 million tons at 61.1% 
plus 100,000 tons float ore at 62.6% 

The ore also contains 0.4 per cent manganese and 4.2 per 
cent silica. 

Preparations for mining the deposit arc well advanced: 
the initial production rate is set at 720,000 tpy and this 
is to be stepped up to 1.1 million tons for the subsequent 
nine years. 

The Iron Hill deposit lies east of the Transvaal border. 
This orebody also consists of hematite in banded iron- 
stone. The probable reserves are 4.5 million tons of 
54.8 per cent Fc and nine million of 45.4 per cent. 

Three other iron formations are probably not of 
immediate interest to the iron and steel industry in spite 
of substantial reserves: 

(1) The Gege deposit has a probable tonnage of 
55 million plus a prospective 90 million of limonite 
which averages 40 per cent Fe, 6.5 per cent Mn and 
20 per cent SiOa. 

(2) The Maloma orebody contains 30 million probable 
tons of magnetite of 30 per cent Fe and 42 per cent SiO.„ 
and an additional possible tonnage of 45 million. 

(3) The siderite deposit of Forbes Reef has a total of 
6 million tons of probable and prospective ore. A bore- 
hole sample gave the following analysis : 38 per cent Fe, 
2.9 per cent Si02, 0.1 per cent TiO¡¡. 

South Africa 

The 1962 production was 4,331,336 metric tons 
averaging 60 per cent iron. 

The bulk of the production came from the Thabazimbi 
deposit in the Transvaal which has proved and potential 
reserves of several hundred million tons of hematite ore 
with an iron content of 57-60 per cent and low in 
phosphorus and sulphur. 

Another substantial deposit is located near Postmas- 
burg in the Cape Province. The mineral is hematite and 
the proved tonnage is about 200 million averaging 61 per 
cent Fe, 3.5 per cent Si02 and 0.05 per cent P. 

A sedimentary deposit of oolitic chamosite occurs near 
Pretoria. The siliceous ote has an iron content ranging 
from 40 to 50 per cent and contains 0.1-0.3 per cent of 
phosphorus. The indicated reserves are of the order of 
several thousand million tons. 

The Minerals Bureau in Johannesburg has transmitted 
the following figures on the estimated iiou ore reserves 
of the Republic of South Africa : 

Million metric Ion 

High grade (+55% Fe)         1,200 
Low grade (40-55% Fe)         5,400 
Titaniferous ore         2,000 

South West Africa 

There are relatively large iron ore deposits in South 
West Africa, but reserve tonnage figures are not yet 
available. The Windhoek deposit has been estimated to 
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contain 300 million tons of potential ore with a high 
silica content. No production is reported since 1958 when 
some 8,000 tons of iron ore were extracted. 

Angola 
Practically   no  information   on   Angola's   iron   ore 

resources is available. The most important known 
deposit appears to be Cassinga in southern Angola which 
is scheduled to produce at an annual rate of 2.5 million 
tons. In central Angola the iron ore mines of Cuima are 
the main deposit from which it is hoped to extract 
250,000 tons in 1963. 

Summary of coal production and 
(Million ions) 

in Africa 

North Africa 
Morocco  
Algeria       
Egypt  

East Africa 
Ethiopia  
Tanganyika ... 
Northern Rhodesia 
Southern Rhodesia 

Centrai Africa 

Congo (Leopoldville) 

West Africa 
Nigeria      

Southern Africa 

Madagascar   .  .   .   . 
Mozambique .  .   .   . 
Bechuanaland    .   .   . 
Swaziland  
South Africa      ... 

TOTAL 

1962 production 

0.370 
0.053 

0001 

2.826 

0.076 

0.634 

0.297 

41.275 

45.532 

<<•> 

100 
60 

20 

800 

120 

40 

250 
42,745 

44,139 

Reserve tonnages 
(ft) 

70 

280 

190 

60 

(r) 

10 
43 
50 
15 

600 

72 

5 
500 

695 

Coal and lignite 

NORTH AFRICA 

Morocco 

The Jerada coalfield is at present the most important 
producer in North Africa. In 1962 370,000 tons of 
anthracite were extracted : the acual productive capacity 
is double this figure. The reserves are estimated at around 
100 million tons. 

Algeria 

Considerable reserve are reported at Colomb Bechar 
site of the Houillères du Sud-Oranais. The coal is of 
poor quality with an 18-25 per cent ash content. Narrow 
seams render the extraction uneconomic. 

Tunisia 

No coal deposits are known, but a lignite deposit on 
the Cap Bon peninsula has been prospected. The reserves 
are estimated at 20 million tons with a 45 per cent C 
content and 40 per cent volatile matter. 

Egypt 

Two deposits are found on the Sinai Peninsula; the 
coal seams outcrop at Maghara and are 500 m below 
surface at Ayen Moussa. Exploration is taking place at 
present and indicates a total tonnage of 40 -100 million 
Although this coal is young, it has a low ash content and 
relatively high calorific value. Preliminary tests show 
that it has coking qualities, attributed to the presence 
of resin. 

A substantial deposit of carbonaceous shale is also 
known on the Sinai peninsula. The indicated reserves 
are several hundred million tons of material averaging 
30 per cent carbon, 30 per cent ash content and with a 
calorific value of 1,700-2,200 cals/kg. 

EAST AFRICA 

Ethiopia 

The Nejo deposit in Wollega province is being 
prospected at present. The indicated reserves are 10 mil- 
lion tons of semi-coking coal. 
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Tanganyika 

The Ruhuhu coalfields represent a valuable reserve of 
coal; there has been no extraction to date because of the 
remoteness from markets and lack of good communica- 
tion. Extensive exploration has established over 280 mil- 
lion tons of proved reserves and another 28 million tons 
of possible coal. The material is bituminous, non-coking 
with a calorific value of 7.000 cals/kg and a high ash 
content. 

Amongst smaller deposits is the Songwe-Kiwira coal- 
field at the northern end of Lake Nyasa with proved 
reserves of 20 million tons. It produced 1,200 tons in 
1962 for local consumption 

Mhukuru near Songea in south Tanganyika has a 
possible tonnage of 8 million of poor quality coal. The 
reserves of the Galula coalfield near Mbcja are unknown. 
Isolated deposits near Lake Rukwa have an indicated 
tonnage of 7.5 million. 

Northern Rhodesia 

The Kandabwe coalfield near Chôma is the best 
known deposit of coal in the territory: it has been 
explored by shafts and drillholes. A coal seam averaging 
about 4 m in thickness has been proved over a strike 
length of 8 km and to 150 m below the surface along 
the dip. It is very likely that the seam persists to a depth 
of several hundred metres but the required drilling has 
not yet been completed. The potential reserve is estimated 
at 50 million tons of all types of coal. About three- 
quarters of this tonnage is of inferior quality, averaging 
more than 20 per cent ash and less than 5,500 cals/kg. 

Numerous other coal occurrences are known but have 
so far not been considered to be of economic interest. 

Southern Rhodesia 

The Wankie and West Sebungwe coalfields have 
proved reserves of coking coal estimated at over 800 mil- 
lion tons and additional possible reserves of 250 million 
tons. The 1962 production amounted to 2,826,000 metric 
tons. 

An approximate analysis of an air dried sample is as 
follows : 

Moisture  1 j 
Asf>  11.0 
Volatil«  23.5 
Fixed carbon  5¿o 

100.0 

Sulphur is 1.6-2.4 per cent and the calorific value is 
13,320 BTU/lb or 7,400 cals/kg. 

Another deposit of economic interest is the Bubye 
coalfield in the south-eastern part of the country which 
is reported to have 15 million tons of proved reserves. 

There are also substantial tonnages of poorer quality 
coal: 

Wankie      300 million tons of 25-30% ash 
W. Sebungwe      160 million tons ofl 4-32% ash 
Sabi     4,530 million tons of 32-37% ash 
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CENTRAL AFRICA 

Congo (Leopoldvil/e) 

The Luena and Albertville coalfields in Katanga have 
proved reserves of 120 million tons. The coal is young 
with a high ash content and a high percentage of volatile 
matter. The annual production was 247,000 tons in 1960 
but the installations suffered heavy damage during the 
recent fighting and the output dropped to 76 2^tons 
in 1962. 

WEST AFRICA 

Nigeria 

The main coalfield extends northwards from Onitsha 
and Enugu in the Eastern Region. The geological survey 
of 1960 divided the deposits into six main areas; the 
total probable reserves are 230 million metric tons, with 
an additional possible tonnage of 72 million. 

The Enugu area has been the sole producer to date. 
About 20 million tons have been extracted so far of 
which 633,930 metric tons represent the 1962 production. 
The probable reserves of the Enugu coalfield are estimated 
at 40 million tons with another possible tonnage of 
12 million. The Enugu product is bituminous, non-coking 
coal with good gas-making qualities. It is proposed to 
use Nigerian coal rather than coke for the projected 
iron and steel plant by employing a pre-reduction 
technique. 

Deposits of lignite are reported around Sokoto and 
Kano in the Northern Region and around Ibadan and 
Lagos in the Western Region. The reported reserves in 
this last area are 75 million tons. 

The total tonnage of Nigerian lignites is of the order 
of several hundred million although it is not known how 
much of this can be exploited economically. 

A sample taken from a fifteen-foot seam in the Onitsha 
area showed the following composition : 

Moisture  ¡23 
Volatiles       52 2 
Fixed carbon      30 7 
Ash        4;8 

100.0 
Cal. value 6,100 cals/kg 

No lignite is being mined in Nigeria at present. 

Sierra Leone 

The lignite reserves are estimated at 2 million tons. 
The various deposits are dispersed, of poor rjuality and 
with much overburden; they are therefore considered to 
be without economic importance. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Madagascar 

The Sakoi coalfield in south-east Madagascar has 
been under study for the last twenty years. There are 
five distinct seams. The coal from four of these has an 
excessive ash content. The seam of present economic 
interest, No. IV, has a working thickness of three metres 
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CENTRAL AFRICA 

Cameroon 

A limestone deposit of about 1.2 million tons is being 
investigated in northern Cameroon, near the Chad 
border. 

Chad 

The only known outcrops are near Cameroon's border; 
the indicated tonnage is around 70,000 tons of impure 
limestone. 

Central African Republic 

Limestone formations occur in the Oubangui river 
basin, some 40 km downstream from Bangui. No tonnage 
estimate is available: the calcium carbonate content is 
reported at ninety per cent. The overburden is 
considerable. 

Congo (Brazzaville) 

Substantial deposits are located near Dolisie in the 
Niari river basin. 

Gabon 

The Achouka limestone deposits in the Ogoué river 
basin will be prospected in the near future. The indicated 
reserves are about 1.5 million tons averaging 73-74 per 
cent CaC03. 

Congo (Leopoldville) 

Numerous limestone deposits are known in the Lower 
Congo, Kasai, Kivu, Oriental Province and in Katanga 
where 197,090 tons were extracted during 1962. The 
total reserves are reportedly of the order of tens of 
millions of tons. 

WEST AFRICA 

Niger 

A substantial outcrop crosses the country from north 
to south, into Nigeria. Exploration work at Malbaza 
near the frontier has proved some ten million tons. 

Nigeria 

Limestone occurs in almost every province in Nigeria. 
Limestone deposits suitable for cement manufacture are 
located near Enugu in the Eastern Region, near Aveokuta 
in Western Nigeria and at Sokoto in the north. A chemi- 
cally pure limestone, almost a marble, is found near 
Lokoya, some forty miles from the Niger River. Extensive 
drilling has proved at least 20 million tons averaging 
98.5 per cent CaCO,. Limestone also outcrops some 
thirty-five miles north east of Enugu and within three 
miles of the railway: the reserves are estimated at 8 mil- 
lion tons. 

The total production of limestone in 1962 was 
722,159 metric tons. 

Dahomey 

The only known limestone deposit of commercial 
interest is at Arlhan, sixty miles north of Cotonou, 
where the installation of a cement plant is under study. 
The deposit is estimated at 9 million tons with a calcium 

carbonate content exceeding 80 per cent. The area is 
affected by seasonal flooding. 

Togo 

Some minor limestone occurrences have been reported 
in southern Togo. 

Ghana 

The Nauli deposits are considered sufficient for all 
the country's future needs. 

Senegal 

Substantial limestone deposits are at Bargny which 
supply a cement plant with an output of 200,000 tpy. 

Mauritania 

Limestone has been reported in the Akjoujit region. 

Upper Volta 

Limestone is found in the extreme north of the country 
at Oursi near the Mali border. The isolated location and 
apparent lack of water have so far discouraged a sys- 
tematic exploration programme. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Bechuanaland 

Limestones are widespread throughout the territory 
Massive pure calcite veins are known in the northern 
part of the Bamangwato area. 

Swaziland 

At only one place have any appreciable quantities of 
calcite been discovered. This is on the slopes of Nsalishc 
Hill, south-east of Hluti, where prospecting has proved 
two veins with 97 per cent calcium carbonate. The 
probable reserve tonnage exceeds 10,000. 

South Africa 

There are considerable reserves of limestone in the 
Republic but actual figures are not available. The 1962 
production of lime and limestone was 687,506 tons. 

South West Africa 

Limestone occurs in South West Africa: total lime- 
stone production in 1962 was just below 3,000 metric 
tons. 

Refractories 

NORTH AFRICA 

Morocco 

There is no actual production of magnesite. An orebody 
at Beni Buxera near Tetnan contains 30,000 tons of 
90 per cent magnesite. A substantial deposit of good 
quality dolomite is known at Oued Beth in the Meknès 
area. 

Silica sands are found in the vicinity of Oudia and of 
Meknès. 
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Algeria 

There are plentiful supplies of dolomite and magnesite 
and the reserves of silica are considerable. The deposit 
in the Oran region produced 27,700 tons of Kieselgur 
(diatomite) in 1962 

Tunisia 

Substantial occurrences of silica and dolomite. No 
magnesite. 

Silica occurs in numerous parts of the country and 
the indicated reserve tonnage is about ninety million. 
The 1962 output of 10,575 tons came from the Gwelo 
area. 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Egypt 
Dolomite  is  produced  from  a  deposit  near  Sue/: 

36,000 tons in 1962. Silica is also common. No magnesite 
deposits are known. 

£AST AFRICA 

Sudan 

There are three occurrences of magnesite but no 
detailed information is available. Silica is found as quart/ 
in many locations. 

Ethiopia 

Some small outcrops of dolomite and magnesite are 
known. 

Kenya 

Magnesite veins occur in several localities and have 
been worked sporadically at Kinyiki Hill, Kipiponi, 
where there are substantial reserves of low-grade material. 
Quartz deposits have been workeu at Kinyiki Hill and 
also in the Sultan Hamud area. Qiiartzites also occur 
near Nairobi. 

Tanganyika 

Small deposits of magnesite are known at Gelai near 
the Kenya border and at Chambogo in north-east 
Tanganyika. Reserves have not been established but 
Chambogo has an indicated tonnage of about one million 
with 34 per cent magnesite. 

High grade silica sands are present near Dar es Salaam 
and in various places on the shores of Lake Victoria, 
notably near Bukoba. 

Northern Rhodesia 

Dojomite is found in various parts of the country 
and it being mined for road making and building 
materials. There are no known occurrences of magnesite. 

A deposit of silica sands is located near Kapiri Mposhi 
to the north of Broken Hill. The estimated reserves 
amount to 100,000 tons, and the material has the 
following content after a heavy media separation: 
99.0 per cent silica, 0.3 per cent alumina, 0.08 per cent 
ferric oxide and 0.2 per cent combined lime and magnesia. 

Southern Rhodesia 

Reserves of high grade dolomite are found in the 
Sincia and Urungwe districts and are estimated at 
530 million tons. 

The 1962 production of magnesite amounted to 
10,540 tons from the Gatooma area where the reserves 
are substantial but no tonnage estimate is available. 

Cameroon 

An alluvial deposit of aluminium silicate near Edea 
in western Cameroon is being investigated. The reserves 
are of the order of 20-50 thousand tons and the material 
seems suitable for the manufacture of high-alumina 
refractories. 

Congo (Brazzaville) 

Substantial formations of silica occur near Pointe 
Noire in the coastal region. 

Congo (Leopoldville) 

Silica sands and quartzite are found in several localities 
in the Lower Congo. They serve at present for glass 
manufacture and construction purposes. No information 
is available on several dolomite occurrences which are 
worked for local uses. There is as yet no knowledge of 
any magnesite deposit. 

WESTERN AFRICA 

Nigeria 

Dolomitic limestone occurs in several provinces but 
there has been no extraction to date. There are very 
large deposits of sand in the sandstones near Enugu; no 
tonnage estimate is available. 

Upper Volta 

The dolomite deposit of Samandeni north of Bobo- 
Dioulasso has probable reserves in excess of 15 million 
tons and averaging 16-18 per cent MgO and 22-26 per 
cent CaO. A very much smaller deposit is that of Tiara 
to the west of Bobo-Dioulasso where the calcium and 
magnesium contents are a little higher. 

Deposits of quartzite clay abound around Bobo- 
Dioulasso : this rock might be a source of raw material 
for the manufacture of silica refractories. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Swaziland 

Silica of extreme fineness occurs on Simelane Hill in 
the Mankaiena District. The deposit has an estimated 
strike length of 120 m with an average width of 45 m. 
To a depth of 15 m the reserves are estimated at 
200,000 tons. 

South Africa 

Reserves of dolomite and silica are known to be large 
but actual figures are not available. Total silica production 
during 1962 was 199,492 metric tons. 

Actual figures of estimated reserves of magnesite are 
not available either: the 1962 production was 92,852 tons. 
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Summary of manganese ort production and reserrcs in Africa 

(Tons) 

1962 producilo* 
Estimated rutm» 

<») (*) M 

North Africa 
Morocco  571,000* 5,500,000 
Algeria      — — 
Tunisia      — — 

East Africa 
Egypt  151,000» n. a. 
Sudan  500 1,000,000 
Ethiopia  — n. a. 
Kenya  — — 
Northern Rhodesia   .... 46,721 1,000,000 
Southern Rhodesia   .... 7,238 — 

Central Africa 
Gabon  203,000 200,000,000 
Congo (Leopoldvilk)   .  .  . 300,000 5,000,000 

West A/Hca 
Niger  — - 
Ghana  379,434 10,000,000 
Ivory Coast      102,953* 1,000,000 
Mali  — — 
Upper Volta  — — 

Southern Africa 
Bechuanaland  24,000 500,000 
South Africa  1,464,740 60,000,000 
Angola      14,06t*? n. a. 

TOTAL 3,264,654 284,000,000 

1,500,000 

1,500,000 

1,500.000 
60.000 

n. a. 
1,000,000 

600,000 

100,000,000 
n. a. 

50,000 

3,000,000 
3,000,000 

10,000,000 

n. a. 
30,000,000 

149,210,000 

* Concentrât«!. 

Manganese 

NORTH AFRICA 

Morocco 

The 1962 production figures were: 
457,000 tons concentrates, 30-50% Mn 

and 114,000 tons concentrates,     80% Mn. 

The most important deposit is Dmini, south-east of 
Marrakech in the Atlas mountains. The reserves are 
estimated at 3.5 million tons with an average metal 
content of 48 per cent. 

The oldest known deposit is Bou Arfa in western 
Morocco near the Algerian border. Most of the ore is 
friable and averages only 25 per cent Mn; it contains 
some iron but practically no silica and is upgraded to 
two products of 30 per cent and 45 per cent respectively. 
The ore reserves are about two million tons. 

Other important deposits in the Atlas mountains are 
Tiarantine (51 per cent Mn), Tiouine (44 per cent Mn), 
and the vein-like structures around Ourzazate from 
which 18,173 tons averaging 50 per cent Mn were 
extracted in 1962: ore reserve estimates have not been 
made but the total tonnage is likely to be from one to 
two million. 

Algeria 

The Guettara deposit is located 200 km to the south- 
west of Colomb Bechar. The reserves are estimated at 
1.5 million tons of 46 per cent Mn, but one-quarter of 
this tonnage is arsenical ore containing over 2 per cent As. 
The remainder averages around 0.5 per cent As. The 
ore has a silica content of ten per cent. 

Tunisia 

One small deposit is known with an estimated tonnage 
of 60,000 at 43 per cent Mn. 

Egypt 

The Sinai Manganese Co. produced 151,000 tons of 
concentrates in 1962 with a 40 per cent metal content. 
No reserve figures are available. 

EAST AFRICA 

Sudan 
There are two big deposits, each of one million tons. 

The ore averages 45 per cent at Halaib and 50 per cent 
Mn at Sinkat. In 1962 there was a token production of 
500 tons from Halaib, a village on the Red Sea, 300 km 
north of Port Sudan. 
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Ethiopia 

There are a number of small deposits in Dankalia 
(Eritrea) from which high-grade ore is produced only 
for export. No sales were effected in 1962; the 1961 
tonnage amounted to 11,000. 

Kenya 

Deposits of manganese ore were discovered in the 
1930s at Mrima Hill, south-west of Mombasa, but have 
not proved of economic interest to date. The reserves 
amount to over 600,000 tons with an average manganese 
content between 20 and 30 per cent. Very small deposits 
are known in other parts of the country. 

Northern Rhodesia 

The main manganese deposit is in the Port Rosebery 
area. The mineral occurs in tabular veins associated with 
rubble beds. In these circumstances the assessment of 
ore reserves is difficult : they are estimated to be about 
500,000 tons over a widespread area. Mining operations 
ceased in 1961 because of high transportation costs. 
Cleaning-up operations in 1962 yielded some 2,000 tons 
at 48 per cent Mn. 

Over half of the 1962 output of 46,721 tons came from 
the Kampumpa deposit near Broken Hill. The total 
proved and possible reserves amount to 400,000 tons 
averaging 52-53 per cent Mn. Another smaller deposit 
is at Lubembe, also in the Borken Hill district : it contains 
35,000 tons of pyrolusite of 30 per cent manganese. The 
ore is used as metallurgical flux at the Broken Hill mine. 

The Mkushi deposits are situated north-east of Broken 
Hill and produced some 11,000 tons of 45 per cent Mn 
in 1962. Mining operations ceased in January 1963 owing 
to world market conditions. The known reserves are 
very small but recent prospecting is proving an additional 
tonnage of high grade ore. 

Southern Rhodesia 

Small deposits are known at Que Que and at Sindia. 
The 1962 production of low-grade ore came from the 
Tank mine at Que Que. 

CENTRAL AFRICA 

Congo (Brazzaville) 

No manganese deposit has been discovered as yet 
although an extension of the Tchibanga deposit in Gabon 
is thought to contain manganese on the Congo side of 
the border. 

Gabon 

The Moanda mines are the world's largest new source 
of high-grade manganese ore : 203,000 tons were produced 
in the last four months of 1962. The official inauguration 
occurred on 2 October 1962 and a production rate of 
4-500,000 tpy is scheduled for 1963. The proved and 
probable reserves exceed 200 million tons of 50 per cent 
Mn. An additional tonnage of 100 million averaging 
40-45 per cent Mn is considered possible. 

Congo (Leopoldville) 
Two important deposits are known in South Katanga, 

at Duolo and south of Jadotville. The proved reserves 
are 5 to 6 million tons. The 1962 output was 300,000 tons 
averaging 53.5 per cent Mn. 

WEST AFRICA 

Niger 
A small deposit north of Tera has a possible tonnage 

of 50,000 with a 39 per cent metal content. 

Ghana 
Ghana is the largest producer in tropical Africa and 

the fifth largest in the world. The present production is 
at the rate of 400,000 tpy. The deposits are at Nsuta anr1 

their reserves are estimated at 10 million tons. 

Ivory Coast 
The deposit of Grand Lahou near the coast has an 

estimated tonnage of one million of 46 per cent Mn. 
The 1962 production amounted to 106,953 tons of 
concentrates. A new deposit with potential reserves of 
3-4 million tons has recently been found at Ziemoulaga 
in the north-west and is now being investigated: the 
metal content is 45-50 per cent Mn. 

Mali 
The Ansongo deposit adjoining the Niger river in 

eastern Mali is estimated to contain 3 million tons of 
manganese ore averaging 40-50 per cent Mn. 

Upper Volta 
The Tambao deposit is situated 320 km north-east 

of Ouagadougou. The proved reserves are 5 million tons 
and another 5 million are considered possible. The average 
grade is 50 per cent Mn. 

The Tiere deposit near Bobo-Dioulasso has probable 
reserves of 900,000 tons of 46-48 per cent Mn, and 
11-13 per cent silica. 

SOUTHERN AFRICA 

Madagascar 
Several small occurrences are reported neat Maevata- 

nana in the centre of the isle. 

Bechuanaland 
Since 1957 mining has taken place at three different 

manganese ore occurrences in the south eastern part of 
the country. Two of these are in the Bamalete territory. 
The Ramoutsa deposit is shallow and low-grade with a 
high silica content. The more important occurrence is on 
and around Ootse Hill where a new sorting and loading 
plant is expected to produce 5,000 tons per month of 
46 per cent ore. The reserves available for open pit 
extraction r.re estimated at 350,000 tons. 

Production is also being obtained from the Kwakgwe 
Hill deposits in the Bangwaketse territory where the ore 
appears to be a replacement deposit. Because of the 
thickness of the overburden the ore has to be extracted 
by underground methods. 
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South Africa 

Estimated reserves of high grade manganese ore 
(+48 per cent Mn) are over 60 million tons with an 
addicional 30 million of lower grades. The main deposits 
are in the Postmasburg and Kuruman districts. 

Total production for 1962 was 1,464,740 tons of ore 
of which just over half contained over 40 per cent Mn. 

South  West Africa 

Manganese does occur  but reserve figures are not 
available: production ceased during 1961. 

Angola 

There is no information on the deposits which in 1962 
produced some 14,000 tons of concentrates averaging 
47 per cent Mn. 

Pttroievsa and natural gai 

Morocco  
Algeria      
Tunisia  
Libya     
Egypt 
Nigeria  
Senega)  
Oabon   
Congo (Brazzaville)  
Angola      

TOTAL, Africa 

TOTAL, Worldc 

Ctuit fttrolntm 
(million metric Ioni) 

1962 

0.129 
20.400 

9.250« 
5.220 
3.372 
0.001 
0.950 
0.123 
0.500 

39.945 

1,230 

Ell. rtstrm 

2 
930 

640 
100 
60 

t 
20 

1 
10 

1,763 

40,000 

Natural gas 
(mitilo* cu. m.) 

Proä. 1962 

n. a. 
1,500 

7 
100 

30 
1 
9 

±1,650 

600,000 

a The testad production rate wat 20 million tpy in mid-1963. 
6 60,000 tont. 
c Approximate figures. 

EMI. rum ti 

n. a. 
1,500,000 

n. a. 
120,000 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 
n. a. 

20,000,000 

Scrap iron 

Practically all the authorities which were approached 
declared themselves unable to supply information on 
scrap production in their respective countries. The 
following are the only estimates which could be obtained : 

Tn 
Morocco 40,000 
Algeria 60.000 
Tunisia 20,000 
UAR 60,000 
Nigeria     13,000 

COBKloalOB 

Africa supplies a large percentage of world mineral 
requirements but still plays a minor role in the production 
of the two basic raw materials required by steel industries : 
iron and coal. 

The 1962 production of iron ore in Africa represents 
3 per cent of the world production for that year: the 
corresponding coal output was 2 per cent of the total 
from the main producing countries. The present low 
production rate of these two commodities is not due 
to any lack of resources. There are substantial high-grade 

iron ore reserves in central, west and southern Africa in 
addition to numerous medium- or low-grade deposits in 
practically every country. In 1962 the world iron ore 
resources were estimated at 250,000 million tons; African 
deposits represent about 6 per cent of this total. The 
African continent is perhaps less well endowed with coal 
resources which are concentrated mainly in the southern 
hemisphere. However, the present annual production is 
only one tenth of one per cent of the proved reserves. 
This output could be doubled with the existing installa- 
tions if there were a demand for the coal: likewise 
substantial reserves remain untapped because there is at 
present no prospect of utilizing the product. 

The African continent is well endowed with manganese, 
limestone and refractory minerals: the 1962 production 
of mangenese ore represents 20 per cent of the world 
output and this figure is likely to increase in 1963 owing 
to the first full year's operation of Gabon's Moanda 
mines. 

This report did not deal with metals required for the 
manufacture of ferro-alloys for stainless and high-quality 
steels. Africa accounts for over two-thirds of the world's 
present output of cobalt, columbium and tantalum, 
30 per cent of the chromite and twenty per cent of the 
vanadium production. 
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$OMH 

RAW MATERIALS FOR IRON AND STEEL MAKING IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(DOCUMENT ECAFE.I)1 

General 

It is becoming clear to the countries of the ECAFE 
region that the development and the maximum utilization 
of their mineral resources are essential for their industrial 
growth. An assessment, however, at this stage of the 
availability of raw materials (particularly iron ore and 
coal) for the production of iron and steel in these 
countries should be considered incomplete. Many of the 
countries of the region, especially the less developed 
areas, have not been covered by detailed geological 
studies, mapping or exploration. This work is being 
vigorously continued in some of these countries, under 
contracts with independent foreign consulting firms 
and/or with the assistance of the agencies of the United 
Nations in collaboration with their respective Govern- 
ments. The results of past explorations and the recent 
mineral surveys have generally indicated the existence of 
potential reserves of iron ore and coal deposits of varying 
characteristics and magnitude which could perhaps be 
used as raw materials for the production of iron and 
steel, with the use of either the conventional methods 
and/or by the latest techniques in iron and steel technology 
which are now being practised in some of the highly 
industrialized countries. 

Countries of the region ' 

AFGHANISTAN 
3 

Afghanistan is endowed with rich mineral resources, 
particularly iron ore and coal deposits. Absence of 
adequate capital, transport facilities and dearth of 
technical personnel have deterred exploitation of these 
resources in the past. 

Iron ore. Substantial deposits of high grade (Fe 64 per 
cent) hematite and magnetite ores were recently located 
in the Khakrez Kandahar area and also in Jabelseraj, 
Herat and other parts of the country. Potential reserves 
are estimated at over 20 million tons. 

Coal. Coal deposits, of coking quality, of approximately 
60 million tons exist at the Karkar and Ishpushta mining 
areas and the Daraa-U Suf deposit. Coal production has 
reached about 50 thousand tons yearly with the improve 
ment of facilities. The programme of mineral resources 
development under the second five-year plan (1962-1967) 

" Prepared by the secreUnat of the Economic Commission for 
Asia and the Far East. See pate 121 for discussion. 
,,'.M}nZal-   Ä'iTCM   Dnehpmtia   Series   -   E/CN.11/565, 
United Nations-ECAFE publication. 

Afahiïfo* 0f Frorws l96° * MinistrV of Mines and Industry, 

has two objectives : (a) establishment of raw material 
basis for the construction of the first iron and steel 
plant; (b) development of mineral resources for export 
to improve the foreign exchange position. 

Power generation sources. The installed generating 
capacity aggregated 59 M V in 1961. 

BURMA 

Iron ore* Exploratory work in northern part of Burma 
(Tavoy and Taunggyi areas) by German experts indicated 
deposits of hematite and limonite ores, estimated at 
6.5 million tons with an average Fe content of 47 per 
cent, Mn 0.8 per cent, Si02 1.55-15 per cent, P 0.04 per 
cent and Ti0.2 0.5 per cent. Magnetite ores were also 
found in the area with a Fe content of 60 per cent and 
low in P and S. 

Coal. Coals of bituminous non-coking quality have 
been found in Kalewa. They has low ash and sulphur 
contents. The mines are not accessible by good roads. 
Transport by water is possible. Reserves were estimated 
at about 6 million tons. 

Scrap. Present scrap resources are inadequate for the 
electric smelting furnace. Imports of billets or scrap will 
be necessary to maintain continuous operation. 

Power generation sources. The installed generating 
capacity in Burma in 1961 aggregated 190.9 MW. 

CAMBODIA 

Iron ore. Exploration of iron ore and coal deposits 
has been given priority in the (1960-1964) development 
plan. The Phnom Deck region contains iron ore d ;posits. 
Limestone deposits in the Kampot province ha-e also 
been explored. 

Power generation sources. In 1961, the over-all installed 
generating capacity amounted to 26.7 MW. 

CEYLON 

Iron ore.* Recent explorations for iron ores in Ceylon 
have revealed good grade deposits of limonite of Fe 
50 per cent in the south-west area of the country. The 
estimated quantity is about 5 to 6 million tons. In the 
Chilaw, Tambakanda area, magnetite ores have been 
located with an estimated quantity of not less than 
3.5 million tons.Further geological surveys and cxplora- 

1955 — Burm. Ehrenberg-Koch. 

Jl ^.""J"^''   ' '?&**• *"** ;- Development Division, Ministry of Indusu. s, 1961. 
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tions of mineral resources are being undertaken in the 
country Limestone deposits are also found in various 
places. 

Coal. There is no coal in Ceylon. All coal used for 
industrial purposes is imported. There are, however, 
wooded areas in the country, from which charcoal could 
be produced for a small steel industry. Organized and 
systematic reforestation and planting of rubber-wood 
trees will have to be introduced in order to provide 
continuity of charcoal supply. 

Power generation sources. The installed capacity in 
Ceylon was about 94.2 MW in 1961. 

In  1962, about 32,000 tons of good quality coal was 
exported to Japan. 

Mineral oil and natural gas. Petroleum and natural gas 
have been produced in the past in the country. A new 
large source of natural gas was located recently in the 
Chinshui area. 

Limestone. Limestone deposits of commercial impor- 
tance have been found in the south-western and north- 
eastern part of the country. 

Power generation sources. The aggregate installed 
generating capacity in the country was 923 4 MW m 
1961. 

CHINA (TAIWAN) 
8 

Iron ore. China (Taiwan) has no significant iron ore 
deposits. However, limited supply of magnetic beach 
placers occur on the shores, north of the Tatum Volcanic 
Group between Tanshui and Keelung, along the coast 
east of the Taitung coastal range. The northern iron 
sands contain an average of about 80 per cent magnetite 
and about 15 per cent of ilmenite. In the concentrated 
form, the Fe contents average about 55 per cent and Ti 
about 3.5 per cent. The beach sands in the Tanshui coast 
contain a high percentage of ilmenite, ranging from 50 
to 70 per cent and magnetite from 4 to 20 per cent. 

Manganese ore. Deposits of manganese ores are also 
limited in the country. Good grades of psilomelane 
manganese ores are found in the south-eastern part of 
the Simaoshan area. Characteristics of the deposit 
contain Mn 40 per cent, SiO, about 11 per cent, S about 
0.03 per cent and P about 0.03 per cent. Production is 
limited and the total reserves are estimated at less than 
500,000 tons. 

Scrap. The scrap used in the electric arc furnaces is 
imported. In 1960, imported scrap amounted to about 
144,558 metric tons and in 1961 import was 108,841 metric 
tons. 

Coal. There are deposits of coal in the northern part 
of the country estimated at about 200 million tons of 
workable reserves. Existing reserves have been estimated 
at about 415 million tons. The coal areas are mostly 
located in the northern part of the country and are 
divided into four regions: Keelung,Taipeh, Hsinchu and 
Chuñan. Coals found in these regions range from good 
coking quality to non-coking or weak coking. These 
coals have the following general characteristics: fixed 
carbon, 41 to 55%; ash, 6 to 10%; moisture, 3 to 7%; 
volatile matter, 36 to 40%; sulphur, 0.6 to 3 %; phos- 
phorus, 0.02%; and B.T.U./lb, 13,000. 

Production of coal reached 3.7 million tons in 1960. 
The target output for 1964 has been set at 4.9 million 
tons. Coke is produced by numerous small beehive ovens 
and by about 22 by-product coke ovens. A new modern 
by-product oven was installed about two years ago 

Mining Development in Asia and the Far East, 1960, Mineral 
Resources Development, Series No. /tf — E/CN. 11/565. The Indus- 
trial and Mining Programme under Taiwan's Third and Fourth- 
Year Plan; Industry of Free China — vol. XIX, No. 3 — March 
1963. 

INDIA 

Iron ore.7 India has large iron ore deposits. Deposits 
of high grade hematite ores are found in Bihar. Orissa, 
Madya Pradesh, Bombay, Madras, Andra and Mysore! 
Reserve potentials are estimated at about 21,000 million 
tons of high grade ores, 60-65 per cent Fe content. New 
ore deposits are being developed to meet additional 
future requirements of the steel industries in the country 
and also for export. 

The consumption of iron ore in the iron and steel 
industry is about 7 to 8 million tons yearly. This 
consumption is expected to double in the third plan and 
export is also predicted to increase to 10 million tons 
for the same period. The Kiriburu iron deposits in Bihar- 
Orissa; Bailadila in Madya Pradesh and Radi in 
Marashtra are being intensively developed to meet these 
additional requirements. The production of iron ore rose 
from 2.97 million tons in 1950 to about 10.5 million tons 
in 1960. About 3.2 million tons of high grade ores ranging 
from 62 to 65 per cent Fe content were exported in 1961. 

Manganese ore. Manganese ores exist in considerable 
quantities in the country to support the present and future 
domestic demands and for exports. About one million 
tons are exported annually. It is estimated that the 
present rate of consumption of manganese ores for all 
purposes amounts to 400,000 tons and it is expected 
to increase to one million tons in 1970. 

Coal. The total workable coal reserves are estimated 
at about 50,000 million tons and about 2,000 million 
tons of lignite deposits. The coal deposits are located 
in Bihar and West Bengal with small outlying fields in 
Assam, Madya Pradesh, Maharashtra Orissa and Andra 
Pradesh. Lignite deposits are found in parts of Madras, 
Rajasthan, Gujarat and Jamnu and Kashmir. The 
reserves of good quality coal for metallurgical purposes 
are limited. Coking coal reserves are mainly found in 
Jharia, Ranigary and Bokaro coal fields. The Indian 
coals are generally high in ash content and need beneficia- 
tion. Coal from son>e of the other coal fields in central 
India can be used, after washing and blending with 
Jharia coals, for the manufacture of metallurgical coke. 

The production of coal in India was 38.2 million tons 
in 1955 and 54 62 million tons in 1961. The target for 
the third plan is 97 million tons. 

' The Third Five-Year Plan, Government of India Planning 
Commission. Progress of Industrial Development of India, I9Í6- 
1961, Government of India Planning Commission. 
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Mineral oil and natural gas. The oil and natural gas 
commission of the Indian Government undertook 
intensive geological and geophysical surveys in parts of 
Punjab, Ganga valley and other areas. Natural gas was 
also found in the country. 

Power. The total installed capacity in the country 
amounted to 5,183.3 MW in 1961. 

INDONESIA 

Iron ore » Large deposits of iron ores have been found 
in the Archipelago, but most of these are complex ores 
with nickel and chromium contents. These deposits located 
incentrai Celebes and Borneo are estimated to exceed 
500 million tons. The deposits in central Java are about 
35 million tons with a Fe content of 60 per cent but 
adulterated by a 10 per cent titanium contení. The only 
workable ores are found in Lampong (Sumatra), about 
2 million tons, and about 2 million tons in Pleihari 
(south-east Kalimantan). 

Coal. Bituminous and sub-bituminous coals abound in 
several islands of the Archipelago, in south Sumatra 
east Borneo and a few areas in Java. These are of the 
non-coking quality. It is estimated that the coal reserves 
amount to 500 million metric tons. Indonesia is also 
rich in lignite deposits. In the Bukit Azam area the 
amount of lignite is estimated at 2,000 million tons. 

Pre-war production of coal in the Ombilin (central 
Sumatra), Bukit Asam (south Sumatra), Paropattan 
(north-eastern Borneo), east Borneo and three other 
private mines reached about 2 million tons. Investigation 
of the coal resources and large-scale coking tests with 
samples from Ombilin and east Bukit Asam showed- 
(a) that the Ombilin coal is suitable for producing a 
metallurgical coke in the vertical oven; the tumbler 
strength of the coke produced makes it suitable for use 
in a blast furnace with an output of 150 tons of pig iron 
per day; (b) preliminary investigation of the Bukit Asam 
coal showed that the coal had no coking properties and 
the double coking process was tried for producing 
metallurgical coke from the coal. The results showed that 
double coke could be produced when high temperature 
coke was used as a primary product. 

Charcoal and oil. Sufficient quantities of charcoal can 
be produced to maintain a charcoal blast furnace in 
east Sumatra. Oil is available in south-east Sumatra in 
considerable quantities. 

3108,Mw'taei96!al inStaUed 8eneratin8 capacity was 

IRAN
9 

Iron ore. Iran has substantial deposits of iron ores 
occurring principally in three regions: (a) the north-east 
near Simnan: magnetite ores with an average Fe content 
of 60 per cent and low in P and S; no estimate of reserves 

• Mining Development in Asia ami the far East, 1960 Mineral 
Resources Development Series No. 16. 

R«^Ha!air^f'0pm""Jn Asia ** ,he Far fi«'- 1959, Mineral 
SZSuJiS^IT Stries No- "' E/CN.l 1/565. Information on Iranian Mineral Resources, Dr. T. Ziai, 28 November 1959 

has been made; the deposits are close to the Trans- 
Iranian Railways; (b) Kerman Province in various places 
(Bafgh Narikaw and Zirkan): magnetite ores with an 
average Fe content of 55 per cent with slight impurities 
of phosphorus and titanium. This area is near the coal 
mines. Reserves are estimated at 30 million tons; 
(c) Shams Abad-Arak : limonite and hematite deposits 
with average Fe content of 47 per cent and Cu of 0.217; 
estimated reserves range from 30 million (possible) to' 
100 million tons (probable); the southern railway passes 
through this region. Other iron deposits are in Ghasr, 
Fironzeh, near Tehram and southern isles of the Persian 
Gulf (Foroor island and Amoy). 

Coal. Coal deposits are found in : 
(a) The Elburz area with a reserve of about 10 million 

(possible) to 40 million tons (probable). Many of the 
coals are of the coking quality. The "Zirab" coals (slightly 
inferior) when blended with the Eleca and Gelandrood 
high-grade coals produce a coke suitable for blast fur- 
nace operation. 

(b) The Kerman area with a probable reserve of about 
100 million tons. The most promising is at the Hodjedt 
mines, with large deposits of coking coals suitable for 
metallurgical purposes; proven reserves are estimated 
at 25 million tons and probable reserves at 48 million 
tons. In the Badamuyeh area, the coking quality coal 
reserve is estimated to be about 44 million tons Coal 
production is about 200,000 tons per year. 

Manganese ore and petroleum gas. Manganese deposits 
are found in two areas: Ardestan and the province of 
Tehran. The ores in Ardestan contain about 54 per cent 
manganese. In the Tehran region, the manganese contents 
average about 30 per cent and by concentration, the purity 
can be increased to about 44 per cent. Total reserve is 
estimated to be about 500,000 tons. 

JAPAN 

Iron ore.10 Japan's iron and manganese ore resources 
are inadequate for its needs. The deposits consist mainly 
of magnetite, hematite, and limonite and iron sands Most 
of the ores are found in the north-eastern part of Japan 
(Hokkaido) and northern Honshu. The Fe contents range 
from 28 to 52 per cent Fe. The average Fe content of 
ores, however, is 37 per cent. The iron sand deposits 
(placer) are distributed along the seashores and in the 
foothills of the coastal ranges located also in Hokkaido 
and in various areas in Honshu (Aomori, Chinba) The 
Fe content of these placer deposits generally runs from 
12 to 30 per cent Fe, and in concentrate form the average 
Fe content is about 57 per cent. 

In 1958, about 1 million tons of iron ore and about 
1 million tons of iron sand concentrates were produced 
Pynte and phrrhotite cinders are rapidly being used in 
the iron and steel industry in the country. Production 
reached a total of approximately 4.67 million tons in 1962. 

The estimates of iron ore reserves in Japan including 
areas with 25 per cent Fe content are about 37 million 
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tons and about 160 million tons of iron sand with an 
average Fe content of 13.9 per cent. Because of the 
paucity of domestic ores, the Japanese iron and steel 
industry depends greatly on the importation of iron ore. 
The principal sources of iron ore imports in 1962 were 
from Malaya (29.2 per cent), India-Goa (21.3 per cent), 
Chile (13.6 per cent) and the balance from Canada 
(7.1 per cent), Philippines (6.7 per cent), United Slates 
(3.9 per cent), South Africa (2.7 per cent), Brazil, Korea 
and others (4.2 per cent). Recent figures indicate a total 
consumption of about 27 million tons of iron ore, 
80 per cent of which were imported. The Japan Iron and 
Steel Federation estimates an importation of 45 million 
tons of iron in 1970 to meet the target output of crude 
steel of 48 million tons for that year. 

Manganese ore and scrap. Estimates show a possible 
reserve of about 5.6 million tons of metallurgical man- 
ganese ore with an average 30 per cent Mn. Annual 
production in the country amounts to approximately 
300,000 tons. Metallurgical manganese ores are imported 
from India, the Philippines and from western countries. 
Japan also imports scrap from various countries to 
supplement the great quantities of home scrap generated 
m the country. About 20 to 30 per cent of the total scrap 
consumption in 1962 (13.3 million tons) was imported 
from the United States (74.2 per cent), from the United 
Kingdom (7.1 per cent), and the balance from India, 
Canada, Australia and Hong Kong (18.7 per cent). 

Coal. In Japan, there is almost no production of metal- 
lurgical coal except for a small quantity in northern 
Kyushu. All the metallurgical coals are imported from 
foreign countries. The coal types in the country percentage 
wise are mostly bituminous and sub-bituminous (94 5 
per cent), anthracite (2.7 per cent) and low-rank lignite 
(2.8 per cent) located in Hokkaido and Kyushu. The 
total theoretical recoverable coal reserves (1958) « are 
estimated at 20.8 million tons. The bitunious (high- 
grade) coals are of coking quality, the anthracite and 
lignite types are non-coking. The low-grade sub-bitumi- 
nous types however are either weak coking or non-coking 
Local production in Japan, excepting lignite, amounted 
to 52.6 million tons in 1960 and 60 million tons in 1962 
The scarcity of metallurgical coals in Japan makes it 
indispensable to import this raw material. In 1962, 
imports of high grades of coal amounted to approximately 
9.64 million tons. The projected crude steel output of 
38 million tons in 1965 and the target output of 48 million 
tons m 1970 will mean coal imports of 20 and 24.5 million 
tons respectively. Estimated total workable reserves are 
about 30,000 million tons. 

Limestone. Limestone is available in abundance in 
Japan. About 400 mines are working at present. These 
mines are located in Saitama, Tokyo, Fukuoka, Oita, 
Yamaguchi, Shiga, Shizuoka, Niigata and Tochigara 
prefectures. The characteristics of the limestone deposits 
nrí,f ntrally aS foUows: CaO. 52 to 55%; MgO, 0.16 to 
0.21^; SiO„ 0.25 to 0.18%; and ignition loss, 42 to 44%. 

Power generation sources. The total installed generating 
capacity in Japan was 22,755 MW in 1961. 

Ibid. 

REPUBLIC OF KOREA " 

Iron ore The iron ore deposits in South Korea arc 
relatively low grade in quality and with an average Fe 

Sü?Sí ,     30  P,Cn
r»Cent-   Producli°n  increased   from 

261,000 tons in  1958 to about 500,000 tons in   196! 
Emphasis is being given to further exploration for the 
ores. 

Coal. The great reserves of coals in South Korea are 
anthracites and recent estimates indicate a potential 
reserve of about one thousand million tons. Accelerated 
development of these coal deposits have been emphasized 
in the new programme of mineral development Produc- 
< n•!•*1 increased from 867,000 tons in 1953 to about 
5 900,000 tons in 1961 and to about 6,886,000 tons in 
1962. 

Power generation sources. The total installed capacity 
is about 367.3 MW in 1961. '      y 

FEDERATION OF MALAYA 
I:) 

Iron ore. The Federation of Malaya has large high- 
grade iron ore deposits with an Fe content ranging from 
50 to 60 per cent. The possible reserves of known areas 
are estimated at 50 million tons. No extensive geological 
surveys has been made particularly in the east Malaya 
jungles, which geologists believe have large and undis- 
closed deposits of ore. Most of the good grades of iron 
ore are exported to Japan and small quantities to Europe 
and China (Taiwan). Production in the mining areas 
has reached about 6 million tons yearly against about 
3 million tons in 1957 and about 500,000 tons in 1950. 

Coal. There is no coal production at present. Coals 
found in the various areas in the Federation are lignites 
and low-grade sub-bituminous types. The good quality 
coal field area is located at the Batu-Arang field. Other 
coal areas of lower grades are known in Selangor near 
Engger, Perak on the border of Porlis and lower Thailand 
and Johore. These coals are non-coking and not suitable 
for metallurgical purposes, particularly in blast furnace 
operation. 

Power generation sources. The installed capacity in 
1961 was 315.2 MW. 

PAKISTAN 
M 

Iron ore. Iron ore deposits in quantities are known 
near Chagai in north-west Baluchistan, at Damnar 
Nissar in Chitral, and at Kalabagh and Chichali in north- 
west Punjab. The deposits in Chagai and Damnar Nissar 
are of relatively high-grade quality with an Fe content of 
60 per cent. These areas are isolated and difficult of 
access. The ores at Kalabagh and Chichali are of inferior 
grade with an Fe content of 30-35 per cent. These deposits 
are fairly accessible. The deposits are extensive in both 

" The Status of Progress of Industrialization in Korea, 1963, 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Republic of Korea. 

" Mining Development in Asia and the Far East, 1959, Mineral 
Resources Development Series No. 15, C/EN. 11/565 — E/CN 11/ 
I4NR/44. ' ' 

14 The Second Five-Year Plan, Pakistan, 1960-1965, Government 
Planning Commission. 
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these areas and the potential reserves are believed to be 
over 100 million tons. Emphasis has been placed in the 
second five-year plan for iron ore development for possible 
use m the proposed integrated steel mill in the country. 

Coal Large coal reserves are found in several areas 
m Pakistan, but no accurate estimate can be made 
owing to the lack of detailed mapping and prospecting! 
Sizable deposits exist at Makerwal and in the western 
!>alt Range; at Sharing Deghari and in the Sor Ranges 

?nOUt£ H /aK ?rr,QuMa' and in ,he vicinity of Jhimp¡; m the Hyderbal Division. Local mines at present in the 
!íam.     /nd ?uettaareas are Predominantly narrow 

?•? T 5e u°aI 1S fnable and hi«h in su'Phur •<* ash content and thus unsuitable as metallurgical coke for 
blast furnace operation. By subjecting this coal to low 
carbonization, a coke briquette can be produced for use 
in foundries, lime kilns, brick kilns and as boiler fuel In 
cast Pakistan, a deposit of coal has been reported from 
Bogra and Rajshabi. 

Local production in 1959 reached a total of 723,000 tons 

fSnÌÌSì feCOnd   Pla,?  Pr°P°sed  t0   ¡urease  this   to 
1.500,000 tons annually to reduce substantially imports 
of coal which amounted to 1.34 million tons in 1958 
Hiere is a plan also to consolidate small mining units 
o achieve more efficient operation. Government assis- 

tance will be extended to this small group in the form 
oí   financing   new  equipment  purchases   through  the 
Pakistan Industrial Investment Credit Corporation and 
the Bureau of Minera! Resources for securing the foreign 
exchange requirements. 6 

Crude oil and natural gas. Crude oil is produced in 
small scale m the area near the Potwar Basin. O.l was 
struck in 1959 near Balkasar, south-west of Rawalpindi 

lïïïl/V^J11' Search for oiI  uncove'ed valuable fields of natural gas. The most important fields 
were discovered at Sui, where reserves of high quality 

aT6^ra0nfinVa,UC(í 93? B-T-u-/cu.ft. and estimated 
«„M   . ;T- •lhon cub,c fcct- The reccnt|y discovered 
field at Man is estimated at 3,500,000 million cubic feet 
Both of these fields will supply West Pakistan with gaseous 
in J??î Pet,rocheïnical materials) for many decades. 
In east Pakistan, the most important fields of natural 
gas were found near Chattak of about 20,000 million 
wiS,CrSh A1"* 1f.

ombinfd outP"t of these two fields 
will reach 7,500 million cubic feet in 1965. There are 
prospects for the discovery of new fields in east Pakistan. 

Scrap. There is no significant scrap generation in 
Pakistan to maintain a stable operation of the electric 
furnaces and scrap is imported. 

Power generation. The installed capacity was 687.7 M W 
in 1961. 

PHILIPPINES 

Iron ore."'The Philippines has substantial deposits of 
iron ore, which is being exported to Japan in lame 
quantities The mines are located in these areas: Luzon 
(northern Philippines); Samar and Marinduque islands 

(central Philippines); and Mindanao (southern Philip- 
pines). The largest and best developed mine in the Luzon 
area is located at the south-east portion of the island 
at La rap, province of Camarine Norte. It has an estimated 
ore reserve of about 20 million tons and is operated by 
the Philippine Iron Mines, the largest producer in the 
country. Present production for export is about one 
million tons of magnetite ores with an Fe content of 42 per 
cent, sulphur content from 0.6 to ? per cent and low in 
phosphorus. A beneficiation plant has been installed and 
presently a concentration plant (magnetic separation) is 
under construction. A new source of iron ore of high Fe 
content (57-62 per cent) has been explored and is being 
developed in central Luzon in the Sta. Inez area (Bulacan) 
Estimated   workable reserves in this area  are about 
20 million tons. Ore content is about 1 to 4.6 per cent in 
sulphur and low in phosphorus. In the northern tip of 
this island (Luzon), recent explorations show a good 
grade of magnetite-hematite ore with Fe content of 50 to 
70 per cent. The iron ore deposits in Mindanao are 
estimated at 20 million tons of good grade ores with an 
Pe content of 50 to 55 per cent, low in sulphur (less than 
a per cent) and traces of P. Most of the ores are located 
at the Sibuguey range. In the north-eastern tip (Surigao 
province) if this island are extensive deposits of lateritic 
ores with an average Fe content of 45 per cent and 
estimated at about 232 million tons. The ore, however, is 
of the complex type with nickel content of about 0 8 to 
1.70 per cent and chrome content of about 1 to 3 per cent. 

Manganese ore. Manganese abounds in various parts 
of the country with manganese contents from 37 to 
48 per cent. The most prominent areas are located in 
the northern tip of Luzon (llocos provinces), Siqujor 
island (central Visayas) and in Busuanga island (Palawan 
group). Present production is about 15,000 to 19,000 tons 
yearly for export to Japan. 

Coal. Coals are found in some parts of the Philippines 
in Luzon, Mindanao and in the central Visayas. The coal 
in the Malangas area (Mindanao) has been found to be 
of coking quality when blended. A small beehive oven 
of small tonnage has been in operation since 1960 and 
is   being  used  by  some   electric  furnace   operators. 
9mS?n °f C°f ' b Cebu and in Malangas is about 
200 000 tons yearly. Extensive exploration is now being 
made to determine the potential and workable reserves 
in the Malangas area, for possible utilization by the 
proposed integrated steel plant. Malangas coal has the 
following analysis: fixed carbon, 50%; volatile matter, 
30-35^, ash, 9% (max.); moisture, 4%; sulphur, 06°/- 
and heating value, 10,000-12,000 B.T.U./lb. 

tJ^XOT1 eStimatC °f rcservcs is about I0 m"»on tons. AU the coals found in the Philippines excluding 
Malangas are of non-coking quality. The biggest lignite 
deposit is located at Batan island in the southern tip of 
Luzon island. Sulphur content ranges from 0.8 to 2 ner 
cent. ^r 

Limestone. Limestone is abundant in the Philippines. 
Charcoal.19 The destructive distiUation of iptl MI 

bakawan woods and coconut shell which abound in thè 

" Annual Report, Bureau of Mines 1962 — E/CN 11/IANRMi U A       , » ^ •     t/«-N.ii/i*NR/44.        » Annual Report, Bureau of Mines, 1962. 
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country for possible metallurgical purposes have shown 
the following results : 

Product yield (X) dry **""        'P'P "*'       c<"~">« 
basis 

P»ar«>al  33.5 27.9 301 
iTor      31.8 30.2 37.5 
Tar  10.8 10.2 9.6 

Proximale analysis of 
charcoal f'/J 

^twe  2.90 7.16 4.76 
*'? •  7.33 6.03 2.50 
Volatüe matter .... 24.02 938 1910 
Fixed carbon  65.75 77.43 7364 
Heating value B.T.U./lb. 12,474 12,515 12,164 

Scrap. The generation of scrap is very inadequate and 
the scrap shortage has reached serious proportions It 
might be necessary to import scrap or billets from 
roreign sources during the next few years until the 
integrated steel project is completed. 

Mineral oil and natural gas. Extensive explorations for 
oil in some areas have been in progress for the past 
few years. Indications of natural gas sources have been 
associated with these explorations. 

• PtweLgeneration tource'- The installed plant capacity 
m the Philippines was 652.6 MW in 1961. 

THAILAND 

Sonore. Thailand has deposits of iron ore in various 
areas. The largest deposit was discovered in Changwat 
Lopburt. The primary ore is hematite with an Fe content 
of 66.4 per cent, S of 0.08 per cent and Mn of 3.6 per 
cent. Other promising areas  of ores are located in 

Kanchanaburt  and   Kanburi.   Estimated  reserve«   are 
6 m.Il.on tons. Lateritic ores are widely distr,but,-d in 
he country m small quantities. Magnetite pyntes exist 
cJJr M638' R?Cnt MP|orati01" «how indications of 
considerable ore deposits in north-eastern parts of the 
country. K int 

Coal. Coal occurs in widely scattered areas in the coun- 
try The depos.ts in northern Thailand are lignites with low 
calorific value. The coals in southern Thailand are rather 
dense and black wlth an HV of 8,000 to 10,000 BT U /lb 
This could be considered as sub-bituminous in rank 
The fixed carbon content on the average is between 40 
and 49 per cent; volatile matter from 30 to 50 per cent- 
ash from 8 to 30 per cent; sulphur from 3 to 6 per cent 
and moisture content 8 to 30 per cent. Production is 
tow and whatever is available is used by the thermal 
stations. 

Power. The installed capacity was 264.5 MW in 1961. 

VIET-NAM, REPUBLIC OF 
l7 

Mining activity during the last few years was concen- 
trated on the improvement of the existing coal mines and 
on the investigation and assessment of other mineral 
resources. 

Coal. Coal reserves in the Nong Son coal mine was 
estimated at 10 million to-.s. Other coal outcrops were 
discovered m this general area. Coal production in 1960 
was about 27,300 tons. 

• PVï?'The in,,alled generating capacity was 102.1 MW 
in 1961. 

" Mining Development in Asia and the Far East, 1960, Mineral 
Resources Development Series No. 16 - E/CN.l 1/596. 
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D&S1IS 

TRENDS EH THE PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF IRON AND STEEL MAKING RAW MATERIALS 
IN EUROPE AND IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

(DOCUMENT ECE.l)1 

Summary 

This paper describes the present situation of production 
and consumption of iron ore, coke and scrap in European 
countries and in the United States, and shows some of 
the development trends which have emerged over the 
last few years. In particular, attention is drawn to the 
changing geographical pattern of iron ore supply, i.e., 
the growing share of overseas resources in total ore 
supply of the main consuming countries to the fulling 
trend of specific coke consumption in pig-iron making 
due to improved preparation of the charge and other 
measures to increase blast-furnace productivity; and to 
the cased situation of the scrap market, owing to the 
impact of a series of factors, leading to falling over-all 
specific consumption in steel-making and relatively 
higher availabilities of scrap. It is also pointed out that 
no major problems have arisen in recent years in the 
supply of other raw materials or sources of energy in 
European countries and in the United States. The general 
conclusion is that the present situation of raw material 
supply for iron and steel making is satisfactory, from 
the point of view of quantity and quality as well as from 
that of prices. It may be expected that for Europe and 
the United States the present trends in development of 
iron- and steel-making technology will further reduce 
specific consumption of energy as well as of raw materials. 

Introdaction 

In 1962 European countries and the United States 
together produced 296 million tons of crude steei 
(Western   Europe:   106  million  tons;  United  States: 

1 Paper prepared b> the lecrciariat of the Economic Commission 
or Europe  See page 121 for discussion 

89 million tons; USSR : 76 million tons; Eastern Europe : 
25 million tons) or more than 80 per cent of total world 
output. Since scrap is used in a considerable measure 
for production of crude steel in the countries of Europe 
and in the United States, total output of pig-iron and 
blast-furnace ferro-alloys is somewhat lower than crude 
steel production; these equalled 206 million tons or 
75 per cent of the world total. 

It is evident from these data that Europe and the 
United States are also the main consumers of iron- and 
steel-making raw materials. While in the early days of 
the iron and steel ind stry most of the main producing 
countries were self-sufficient in their raw materials supply 
(indeed, the availability of ore and coal was one of the 
important factors of growth of these industries), the 
situation has changed gradually during the last twenty 
years: many of the principal steel-producing countries 
are seeking to satisfy their requirements of iron ore and 
coking coal in overseas countries, since their own supplies 
— or the supplies available in neighbouring countries — 
do not any longer meet their demand from a quantitative 
or qualitative point of view. 

Prodactloa and consumption of iron ore 

World output of iron ore increased from 202 million 
tons in 1929 to 527 million tons in 1962. The increase 
was somewhat smaller than that of pig-iron output, the 
main destination of iron ore, 160 per cent compared 
with 178. This is attributable mainly to the increased 
Fe content of iron ores mined and to improved blast- 
furnace performance, which depends, in turn, on better 
preparation of the charge and lower flue-dust losses. The 
evolution of iron production by selected regions and 
countries is given in table 1. 

Takle 1. PreéMtJ— oflroa ore fai 

' Thousands of tons, annual tonnate) 

Wttitm Europe 

KOOO 1             ftr etili 

9H.963           489 

Estlem Emroft 

1,000 1             Per ceni 

2815                1.4 

VSSK 

Per cent 

umita s Imiti 

Ptr nul 

WtrU 

¡,000 t 

7,997 

1,000 1 1,000 t Per cent 

1929 4.0 74,198 36.7 202,235 100 
1937 89,548 41 4 3.048 14 27,770 12.8 73,243 33.9 216,329 100 
1950 7.« ,68.1 .11 1 1,588 1.5 39.651 16.3 99,614 40.9 243,576 100 
1955 IIÍ.075 10 8 7,113 19 71,862 19.3 104,650 28.1 373.051 too 
19«) 142,476 28 1 9,341 18 106,541 21 0 89,040 17.5 507,425 100 
19*1 141.672 212 10,083 20 117,633 23 1 72,704 14.2 510,220 100 
1962 138.177 26 2 10,665 20 128,102 24 3 73.488 13.9 526,884 100 

Sot m »     1 ont iffm írcñiis aiul  Pr<ih/em< of tht  turiptan   Steri Industry, I.CE, 
,n /*»2. 1(1, Oencva.   I«** 

G«n*vâ,   195"),  page   72;   Th*   European Sletl Market 
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It will be seen that production increased in all regions 
and countries shown, except in the United States, where, 
in 1962, it was at about its 1929 level. The combined 
output of Europe and the United States grew between 
1929 and 1962 by a little more than 90 per cent, while 
the world total has increased by 160 per cent during the 
same period; this confirms the development mentioned 
further above tnat especially western European countries 
and the United States are relying to a growing extent on 
overseas sources for their iron ore supply. 

' The USSR is at present by far the most important 
individual producer of iron ore; its iron ore, which has 
an average Fe content of between 50 and 60 per cent, is 
also used in many of the countries of eastern Europe, 
as will be shown later on. The principal western European 
producer (in terms of crude ore weight) is France, having 
in 1962 an output of over 66 million tons, at an average 
Fe content of 31 to 33 per cent. The most important 
western European supplier of high-grade ore remains 
Sweden, producing in 1962 almost 22 million tons, of 
about 61 per cent average Fe content. Most of the other 
western European countries have their own iron ore 
resources, which are, however, insufficient to cover their 
needs. Many of the eastern European countries, with the 
exception of Bulgaria and Romania, cannot satisfy their 
iron ore requirements exclusively from domestic pro- 
duction. Output has increased in all of them during the 
last ten years, reaching the following levels in 1962 (in 
thousands of tons, actual tonnage; figures in parentheses 
represent the average Fe content): 

Bulgaria  628    (62) 
Chechoslovakia  3,477    (34) 
Eastern Germany  1,700 a (30) 
Hungary  612   (39) 
Poland  2,436   (34) 
Romania  1,742    (45) 

a Estimate of ECE secretariat. 

The data in table 2 show that many of the countries 
in Europe, and also the United States, are depending on 
supply of iron ores from outside sources. In 1962, 
individual countries imported the following proportions 
of their apparent iron ore consumption from abroad : 

Netherlands  100 
Italy  79 
Poland  77 
Belgium-Luxembourg      77 
Germany (Fed. Rep. of)  73 
Chechoslovakia  71 
United Kingdom  46 
United Sutes ...        34 
Austria  22 
Yugoslavia  15 

It should be borne in mind that these data are calculated 
on crude ore weight; since many of the countries listed 
produce lean ores and import high-grade orea, the per- 
centages would be still higher in terms of Fe content. 

As was mentioned above, the geographical pattern of 
iron ore supply in Europe and in the United States has 
undergone some change during the last decade. Data in 
table 3 on the origin of iron ore imports into the principal 
importing countries show that, apart from Belgium- 
Luxembourg which traditionally rely on French ores, 
western European countries import increasing propor- 
tions of their requirements from Latin An.erica, Africa 
and the Far East. The availability of large ore carriers. 
together with the fall in ocean freight rates during the 
last years, and the improvement in loading and harbour 
facilities have contributed to this development. Most of 
the major producers or groups of producers have founded 
their own mining companies or hold a financial interest 
in mining development schemes overseas. This is par- 
ticularly true for the United States; where almost no 
European ores are any longer imported, their place 
having been taken by ores from Canada. Imports from 
Latin America have also grown in importance (from 
42.4 per cent of the total to 47.1 per cent); the increase 
of imports from Venezuela is noteworthy (from 4.6 mil- 
lion tons in 1955 to 10.5 million tons in 1962). 

The origin of iron ore imports into Poland and Cze- 
choslovakia has changed in so far as for both countries 
the share of Swedish ore in the total has decreased; this 
is largely explained by the fact that Swedish ores are 
principally used in steel furnace and ores from the 
USSR for the increasing pig-iron production. 

Before the development of sintering md other ore 
preparation techniques the principal outlet for iron ore 
was the blast-furnace. Data in table 4 on the consumption 
of iron ores by consuming sector show that during the 
last few years ore preparation grew in importance; 
in many countries ore consumption for sintering is equal 
or greater than for direct use in blast-furnaces, viz. in 
Austria, Sweden, United Kingdom, Poland, the Nether- 
ands and Western Germany. Use of ore in steel-making 

is significant only in those countries which produce most 
of their crude steel output in open-hearth furnaces. 

Data on production of sinter in selected countries of 
Europe and in the United States are given in table 5. 
It is evident that production of sinter more than doubled 
during the last six years in Czechoslovakia, the ECSC 
taken as a whole, and in Yugoslavia. Poland and the 
USSR nearly doubled their sinter output during the same 
period. 

A word should be added about the development of 
iron ore prices in Europe. A peak was reached in 1958 
and Swedish ore (Kiruna D type, 60 per cent Fe; 1.8 per 
cent P; c.i.f. Rotterdam) was $13.20 per ton in 1958; it 
had fallen to $10.88 by the beginning of 1963. Sine« 
Swedish mines were for a long time virtually the main 
western European source of high-grade ores, their trend 
can be regarded as characteristic for the development 
referred to above, i.e., that good ores are available in 
sufficient quantities in western Europe, since new mines 
have been opened in overseas regions and transport costs 
are such as to make hauls over long distances economi- 
cally feasible. This development was particularly felt in 
the Federal Republic of Germany, where, in 1962, 
certain low-grade ore mines discontinued operations. 
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Table 5. Production of sinter In »elected counivfcs, 1957 to 1%2 

( Thousand* of tons I 

Country 1957 195» 1959 I960 

Belgium 
Luxembourg 
France 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Saar       .   . 
Germany (Fed Rep. of) 

Toi AI., FCSC 

693 
1.843 
1,978 
1.558 

598 
3,269 

10.354 

20,293 

Austria 2,036 
Sweden  .   .   .   . 2,699 
United Kingdom            . 9,390 
Yugoslavia    .   . 480 
Czechoslovakia 2,828 
Poland  4,050 
USSR       44,909 
United States  28,250 

927 
2,002 
2,711 
1,824 

693 
3,427 

11,034 

22,168 

1,915 
2,453 
9,562 

752 
3,174 
4,454 

50,832 
27,000 

1,661 
2,408 
3,807 
1,846 

809 
3,566 

12,354 

26,451 

2,050 
2,612 

11,643 
934 

3,744 

5,147 

56,837 

30,064 

2,231 

2,428 
6,350 

2,129 
968 

19,793 

34,399 

2,57 3 

2,878 

15,024 
1,008 
4,011 

5,494 

65,135 
40,681 

3,216 
2,966 

7,412 
2,394 

1,805 

21,234 

39,027 

2,406 

14,841 

1,048 

4,837 
6,370 

74,190 

39,082 

4,871 

3,211 
10,047 

2,444 
1,994 

23,094 

45.661 

2,486 

15,942 
1,056 
5,606 

7,044 
81,360 

SOURCF: Quarterly Bulletin of Steel Statistics for Europe, HCl:, Geneva. 
"  Included under Federal Republic of Germany. 

Production and consumption of coke 

The iron and steel industry is by far the most important 
consumer of coke-oven coke; between 65 and 100 per 
cent of total output finds its way into iron and steel 
production in European countries. As is evident from 
data given in table 6 on supply of coke-oven coke, many 
of the countries listed are net-exporters of coke, e.g., the 
Netherlands, Federal Republic of Germany, United 
Kingdom, Czechoslovakia, Poland, the USSR and the 
United States. The following countries are meeting part 
of their coke requirement from outside sources : Belgium- 
Luxembourg (about 30 per cent), France (25 per cent), 
Austria (30 per cent). Spain (10 per cent), Sweden (80 per 
cent) and Yugoslavia (20 per cent). 

Coal had been a scarce material in the late forties and 
in the first half of the fifties. This situation has, however, 
changed during the last few years, and prices for coking 
coal in 1962 were substantially below their 1958 level; 
Swedish import prices had fallen since 1954 by about 
15 per cent. The same tendency prevailed in many coun- 
tries for prices of metallurgical coke. Although consump- 
tion in the iron and steel industry is, generally speaking, 
increasing in absolute terms, specific consumption in 
pig-iron making is falling, due to better charge prepara- 
tion and other measures to improve blast-furnace pro- 
ductivity. Even if consumption of coke breeze in sinter 
production, etc. is taken into account, the net results are 
savings in specific coke consumption. The trend of specific 
consumption of raw materials for pig-iron making is 
shown by data in table 7. It is evident that specific coke 
consumption fell considerably as the proportion of sinter 
in the total ore charge increased. The low rates achieved 
in Sweden (572 kg m 1962), 'he USSR (670 kg) and 
Austria (677 kg) are noteworthy; in this context it 
should be mentioned that in Japan the average specific 
consumption rate of coke in pig-iron production was 
552 kg during 1962. 

Availabilities and consumption of scrap 

There are basically three sources of scrap: first, the 
arisings of scrap in the rolling and finishing of steel 
(circulating scrap); second, the arisings of scrap in the 
process of transforming finished iron and steel products 
by manufacturing industries and by other steel-using 
sectors of the economy (process scrap); and third, scrap 
salvaged from waste products, i.e., products which are 
no longer used for their original purpose, like ships, 
motor-cars, tin cans, etc. (capital scrap). While arisings 
of circulating scrap vary with the activity of the steel 
industry itself, arisings of process scrap are dependent 
on the activity of steel-transforming industries; airsings 
of capital scrap depend in a large measure on the 
durability of a given steel-containing product, the level 
of steel utilization in a given period of the past, the type 
of product used, its cost of scrapping and collection, and 
also on the general level of demand for scrap. It has been 
estimated * that about half of total scrap used in a country 
arises in the steel plant itself or is returned from steel- 
using industries. 

Between 1945 and 1959 scrap was in short supply; 
this situation has changed radically since. The reasons 
for this development in Europe and the United States 
may be assumed to be the following: the pig-iron/scrap 
ratio in steel-making was changed in favour of pig-iron 
since iron-making capacity was expanded in many 
countries at a rate more than proportionate to the 
expansion of steel-making capacity; the average pig- 
iron/scrap ratio was further influenced by the iniroduction 
on a larger scale of oxygen-blown vessels in steel-making; 
circulating scrap arisings tended to be increased because 

* Long-term Trends and Problems of the I' u'opeun Steel Industry, 
fcCE, Geneva, I9sy, page 76 
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of a growing share of flat steel products in total output; 3 

the arisings of capital scrap were relatively higher since 
the base period in which the stccl-containing manufac- 
tured products had been put Into use was of a high level 
of steel utilization; the methods of preparing and collect- 
ing capital scrap had been perfected and gave rise to 
greater availabilities of scrap. The result was a con- 
siderable fall in scrap prices; while a ton of No. 1 heavy 
melting steel scrap was $40.75 in Pittsburgh on an 
average during 1959, it was only $24 in November 
1962. 

Data in tabic 8 on consumption of and trade in scrap 
illustrate the situation prevailing at present in Europe 
and in the United States. It will be seen that many 
European countries and the United States are net- 
exporters of scrap, viz. Belgium-Luxembourg, France, 
Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom (in 
1962) and the USSR; on the other hand considerable 
quantities were imported into Italy (in 1962: almost 
4 million tons). 

Table 9 shows the importance of individual sectors of 
the iron and steel industry as consumers of scrap. As 
is to be expected, steel making is by far the main outlet 
for scrap consumption, taking between 70 and 85 per 
cent of total supply, the share varying with the relative 
size of the iron foundry industry, the other principal 
consumer of scrap. Blast-furnaces, which normally use 
a lower grade of scrap, are of some importance as outlets 
for scrap only in those countries where the Fe content 
of the ore burden is relatively smaller. Other uses of 

' It should be mentioned that many modern integrated steel 
plants, using top-blown oxygen converters and producing mainly 
flat-rolled finished products, have become entirely self-sufficient in 
scrap. 

scrap, i.e., mainly for re-rolling, are of minor importance 
in most European countries and in the United Slates. 

Specific consumption of scrap for crude steel making 
is shown in table 10. The data show that for those coun- 
tries which produce a high share of their crude steel in 
Thomas converters or in oxygen converters, the absolute 
level of specific scrap consumption for total output is 
rather low; examples are Belgium and Luxembourg, but 
also France and Austria. The highest specific consumption 
of scrap is shown for Italy where electric steel making 
holds a predominant place. It is also evident that steel- 
melting practice in conventional converters varies widely 
between European countries; while Luxembourg uses up 
to 153 kg per ton of scrap (in 1960), other countries 
consume much less scrap in converters. The pig-iron/scrap 
ratio in open-hearths differs also to a considerable extent 
between countries (from 923 kg of scrap in Belgium to 
480 kg in the USSR). The general trend appears, however, 
to be for a falling share of scrap in the steel-furnace 
charge. 

In conclusion it can be said that the present situation 
of raw material supply for iron and steel making in 
Europe and the United States is satisfactory, from the 
point of view of quantity and quality as well as from 
that of prices. Other raw-material resources and sources 
of energy appear also to be adequate : no major problems 
have been encountered recently in the supply of fuel oil, 
gas, electric power, tonnage oxygen, limestone or man- 
ganese ore. In view of the present trends of technical 
developments in the field of iron and steel making it 
can be expected that specific consumption of raw 
materials, as well as energy, per ton of output will be 
further reduced; so that over-all demand for iron and 
steel making raw materials will grow less than propor- 
tionate to iron and steel output. 
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ÌC3W 
STEEL-MAKTNG RAW MATERIALS IN LATIN AMERICA 

(DOCUMENT ECLA.i; 

Introduciion 

Latin  America  has important iron ore reserves   of 
which 20.500 million tons can be considered as actual 
reserves of immediate economic value and some 34 500 
have to be classified as potential reserves. There is also 
abundance of the other resources necessary  for steel 
production, coking coal being the onlv exception as the 
few ex!stmg formations are badly located. Therefore  in 
order to produce adequate coke in most of the Latin 
American integrated steel plants, it is necessary to import 
either all  or at least some coal for blending. Of course 
not all of these resources are evenly distributed among 
the twenty republics so that the need to keep assembly 
costs  as  low  as possible  tends to  determine  several 
locations which are more favourable for the development 
of the steel industry, the same as happens in other conti- 
nents. Another set of considerations which influences the 
location of the steel industry in Latin America is the 
concentration of demand in a few countries or regions of 
some of the countries, added to the general scarcity of 
population and the need for long and costlv transports 
between one more industrialized centre and the other. 

From its resources for steel making. Latin America 
exports iron ore. manganese ore and ferro-manganese 
as well as petroleum and of course, also considerable 
quantities of the non-ferrous metals which are used for 
various purposes in the steel industry: zinc, tin and 
copper. Concerning iron ore, exports amounted in 1962 
to some 34.2 million tons of from 59 of 63 per cent iron 
content, out of a total production of some 39 million 
Manganese ore exports equalled (1961) 1.1 million tons 
ol 45 per cent grade out of a total production of 1 2 mil- 
lion tons. Petroleum exports from the Region have oeen 
185 million tons out of a total production of 214 million 
tons. Figure 1 shows the main resources for steel makine 
existing in the region. ' 

Latin American present steel production 

In 1962 Latin American steel production amounted to 
the equivalent of 5,8 million tons of ingot steel and 
imports totalled 3.6 million of finished steel products 
or the equivalent of some 4.5 million tons of ingot' 
Although production has been rising at a considerable 
rate, u has kept, persistently, below apparent consump- 
tion. There are several reasons for this. Among them we 
may mention: (a) the high investment per annua! ton 
of steel production which makes building of steel-making 
facilities difficult in countries where capital is as scarce 

f.,r l'.iZTC,UK"J eh> lht *';R'1-'"'" ^the fccononu. ( ornili..^,,, tor Laim Amerio  See page 121 for discussion. 

as it is in Latin America, (/>) the considerable influence 
of the scale of operations on the unit investments and 
costs in the industry, which is responsible for the fact 
that although there are raw materials and resources 
available in some of the smaller countries, erection of a 
plant for service of the internal market has not been 
justified by the small size of steel demand: (r) transport 
facilities between most of the Latin American countries 
have been both scarce and expensive. Ocean freight 
between two adjoining Latin American countries or 
even within one single country are usually more expensive 
'han those from New York or Amsterdam; (d) the trend 
towards a Latin American free trade zone is still too 
new to have influenced existing industry. Incidentally 
except for the General Treaty on Central American 
Economic Integration no progress in mutual concessions 
for trade ¡n steel production has been achieved so far 
by the integrated plants of the Region. 

The influence of the above factors is responsible foi 
the fact that, with only two exceptions, the Latin 
American steel industry has been planned for substitution 
of imports in the respective countrv and. what is more 
not even for the substitution of all imports of finished 
steel products, as the current product-mix of the demand 
within the countries comprises several products which it 
is not economic to manufacture on a small scale The 
exceptions to this rule are Chile and Venezuela which 
ha\e planned the production of some items far above 
the requirements of their internal market with a view to 
exporting the surpluses. 

Table  I   shows the pattern of Latin American steel 
production and apparent consumption in 1962. 

An analysis of the above factors which have shaped 
the present pattern of steel production in Latin America 
shows that there are several forces at work which will 
tend to influence the future picture of the industry in 
the region. These forces are: (a) during the last decade 
at least   considerable technological  progress has been 
achieved m the various steps of the steel industry, such 
as: (i) mercase in the daily output of the blast furnaces 
with only  very  small  additional  investments  and  an 
important saving in fuel; (ii) use of oxygen in the open- 
hearth furnaces, thus increasing also their output with 
only the addition of an oxygen plant or the use of oxygen 
blown converters, which demand a much smaller invest- 
ment per annual ton of output; (iii) use of continuous 
casting. The possible results of these innovations include • 
(a) the reduction of the total investment in a steel plant 
per unit of output, thus making it to some extent easier 
to finance new facilities; (6) direct influence on economies 
of scale of the industry in such a way as to permit 
construction of plants, considerably smaller than those 
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Table I. Latin America: Steel production", imports and apparent consumption in 1962 

(Thousands of metric Ions of ingot steel) 

Argentina 
Brazil 
("hile h 

Colombia 
Mexico c 

Peru 
I'ruguay 
Venezuela 
Others 

Steei Importi 
Steel proilui lion i finished and 

ingoi semifinished steel 

644 1,398 
2.S87 .170 

52« 89 
156 300 

1,712 207 
71 120 
8d 110 

142 650 
.1 400 

Apparent consumption 

loto! (Vr capita 

TnTAI 5,851 '.644 

2,500 
2,957 

580 
400 

1,890 
190 
120 
850 
500 

9,987 

76 
19 
70 
27 

S3 
16 
44 
76 

Soi RIT : Several numbers of Rcvi.ita l.alinoamcruana de Siderurgia, published by the I utm 
mn ami Steel ínstame and statistical yearbooks of foreign trade of sonic of ihe countries. 

Hoth from integrated and non integrated plants. 
'   Chile exports 63 thousand tons of steel. 

Mexico exports 40 thousand tons of pig iron 
'' from impoited billets. 

American 

of ten years ago. which may still be economic; (<•) if, 
instead of considering steel production and demand as a 
definite product-mix, the manv types of finished steel 
products arc taken individually, one finds that the 
influence of economies of scale for individual products 
is so large that there is room for specialisation within 
Latin America in spite of high transport costs, and 
especially if trade within the Region is based on barter 
exchange of one type of steel product for others rather 
than foreign hard currency settlement; (d) it might well 

be that as soon as the above is appreciated by Laiin 
American Governments and the steel industry itself, 
negotiations to facilitate such specialization may receive 
a strong impetus. 

Latin American resources of iron ore 

As a whole, Latin America is richly endowed with iron 
ore resources. The latest information available shows 
reserves of 20,529 million metric tons of ore. Of these a 

Tabic 2. Urin America: Iron ore rewnres and potential resources 

(Millions of metric ions) 

On ritld Iron 
'per cent) 

Potential 
resources 

Yield iron 
(ptr ceni) Intal 

Argentina 
Bolivia    . . 
Brazil 
Central America 
Chile  
Colombia 
Cuba  
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador  
Mexico  
Peru  
Uruguay  
Venezuela  

251 " 

TOTALS        20,529 

48 

58 
60 
62 
48 

67 
66 
62 
60 
40 
62 

60 

500 
540 

28,059 

1,250 
380 

2,500 ' 

72 
1,225 

34,526 

46 

60 
35 

51 
325 
45 

48 
45 

40 55,055 

.„hmi».5T   K ,Na,T? Smdy °f ,he Iro" Ort Resources of the World, 1954 (ST/FCA/27)  data 
submitted by the geolog.cal bureaus of various of the countries and several numbers of ¿evi,ta íJiln 
america*, de Siderurgia, published by the Latin American Iron and Steel InrtUute 

<' Phosphoric ores with 1.8 to 1.0 per cent phosphorous. 
h Ferriferous sands. 

<•  Although there is plenty of high giade ore in well known deposits, these resources are con.iH.rwt 

^^XT^r^t^Z^ * °,her fe•US ^ =-S 
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small   fraction      some 420  million  tons     consists of 
48 to 50 per cent iron with a high phosphorous content 
of between 0.8 and 1 per cent. The rest is, in general 
very rich ore, ranging from 58 to 68 per cent iron content 
and with low percentages of phosphorous and sulphur 

These ores are generally of hematites at the surface 
blended with magnetite, the Fc content of which usually 
increases with the depth at which the sample is taken 
Other ferrous minerals, like limonile and others arc also 
frequently present, but in smaller proportions 

Table 3. latin America: Geological information and analyses of iron ore reserves 

Country and deposit Type of formation 

Argentina 

Sierra Grande Minette 
ZaP|a Lake Superior 

Brazil 

Minas Gerais Lake Superior 
Minas Gerais  Lake Superior 
Minas Gerais Lake Superior 
Unicum  Lake Superior 
Parana  Massive 

Chile 

Carmen  Kiruna 
Las Adrianitos  Magnitnava 
El Algarrobo  Kiruna 
óslales Kiruna 
Banduna  Kiruna 
ElPlaito  Kiruna 
El Romerai  Kiruna 

Colombia 

Pas del Rio  Minette 
Cerro Matoso  Laterite 

Dominican Republic 

Hatillo  Bilbao 

Mexico 

Cerro El Marcado Kiruna 
La ^'a Magnitnava 
Santa Urzula Magnitnaya 
El Mamey Magnitnaya 
El Encino Magnitnaya 
Las Truchas Magnitnaya 
Z*"1»  Magnitnaya 

Peru 
Marcona  Magnitnaya 
Huacraviloa      Bilbao 
Tambo Grande  Bilbao 

Venezuela 

Cerro Bolivar  Lake Superior 
El P"0  Lake Superior 
San Isidro      Lake Superior 
Maria Luisa      Lake Superior 

Type of mineral 

Magnetite''' 
Hem. & Lim. 

Hematite 
Hematite 
habilite 
Habilite 
Magnetite 

Magnetite 
Mag. & Hem. 
Mag. & Hem. 
Mag. & Hem. 
Hematite 
Hem. & Mag. 
Hem. & Mag. 

Hematite b 

Hem. & Mag. 

Magnetite 

Reserve* 
{millions of inns I 

145 
106 

2,096 
1,000 

10,000 
.100- 
21.6 

10 
10 

120 
15 
50 
10 
80 

130 
40 

Analysts, percentage 

Sit). r 

50 

56 
40 

66 
50 
.15 
62 
60 

6.1 
64 
64 
64 
60 
60 
63 

48 
50 

67 

6 1.5 0 5 
35 0.3 0.1 

0.5 0.03 0.01 
6.0 0.14 0.01 

20.0 0.12 0.01 
4.5 0.16 0.04 
0.2 0.02 0.01 

3.5 0.30 0.10 
4.0 0.01 0.04 
5.5 0.15 0.05 
4.0 0.02 0.40 
60 0.02 0.01 
1.5 0.17 0.02 
7.0 025 0.12 

10.0 1.00 0.07 
6.0 0.10 0.20 

1.5 0.03 0.09 

19MßTE/Fr AmiN!ÍÍÍ-0nS Si"dy °f,h? '?i °re *"<">"" "f he World, ivM (vr/ECA/27); information received from the geological bureaus 
nunXS Ä"? ° L^", America and dat. obtainedI from «ver. 
number» of the Revista Latinoamericana de Siderurgia of ILAFA, the 
L.UM American Inititute for Iron and Steel. «-«". me 

Hem. & Lim. 70 62 3.9 0.70 0 25 
Hematite 50 60 7.0 0.11 0 10 
Hematite 30 62 3.7 0.10 0 20 
Hematite 131 65 12.6 0.10 0 20 
Hematite 
Hematite 

16.5 
73 

60 
59 

4.5 
7.5 

0.32 
')04 

0.13 
1 14 

Hematite 30 65 1.7 0.03 0.37 

Hem. & Lim. 670 60 4.0 0.18 04C 
Hematite 64 60 4.0 0.10 060 
Hematite 32 46 8.0 0.20 0.40 

Hematite 1,686 62 0.7 0.15 0 01 
Hematite 242 64 0.3 0.03 0.03 
Hematite 830 60 3.0 0.15 0.01 
Hematite 150 64 0.9 0.15 0.01 

i In the table only (he countries with known "reserves" are mentioned 
and only deposits with 10 million tons or more. 

* Magnetite and colythic hematite. 
e Unicum h.s, in addition, 10,000 tons ot ore with 50 per cent grade 

which are considered as potentiel resources due to the unfavourable 
location. 

<i Marcona has also 1.5 per cent copper or additional impurity. 
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aboutie ^£F&^¿£F\£    r^onor this study did not make it 
2f \,ron ore of *• PotemÄur«^ SS'ÏÏÏ ï m0re detaÍI ,hC ,atest deveIoPpmen .    n 
relatively low. about 40 per cent. Some hi«h *radT J, r        ?d   PerU>   countr>«  regarding  which  no  new 
1ST, have been tabulated as potential résout Hke 'nf°•at,0n W3S reœiVed 

OülíCn        af,0n Ín B0,ÍVÍa and the Laco Sui rhTab,e,3 ?ÍVeS an indication of ,hc geological data and 
«o til u,?USCr   anSPOr' COS,S t0 «»«««"ning centre   o? f

he analysis of th* •puriti« contained in  ttmah 
LtirSn?[-T^Uld be t0° **« PrSnt SrHTS,CrP:ÍSÍne ,he dcP°sits inclu^ as resede 
0 níkd hîv?K 8h-8rad! 0reS Which con,ain ch^mium *?°? dctaiIed

u 
info•ation for each one of the debits 

or nickel have been included as potential resources due g,Ven m the annexes ¡n which the data hive hll„ 
io the metallurgical difficulties ,n smelting sudi ore, comPiled co^y by country.                         haVC beCn 

PoSS'ial Lîr thr CUrrC,Uly knOWn reserves <•d ta,?! ,,he thi
k
rtcen. Lati» American countries shown in 

2   resources of ,ron ore in Latin America   by      ñb,e '' m wh,ch iron ore deposits have been identified 
di   n toV'f  aS ,heir  •n*  iron contât  In £ï f0"rcesare bei"« «Plowed in only seve n of Lem" 

addition to the deposits tabulated in table 2, there are ?*?£? shows the iron ore Production and its dest nati• 

JZ.       «»«enee of ,ron ores, that would justify     cer".of
1
,he "on ore m.ned in Latin America is used 

SSfS^Ä ¡= ÄCÄ-Ä K-ta - -US 
sHsr.iHTÄSr==7 'u' '"-M«'-•— 

countries, especially Venció rS,^i u*mencan    Sif '"'» J00 +,„ 

!5^Ä rak" S:'-:-ä >= £ S!lb,s : ;        £      «-       i& 
regretted that the limitation of time available for the     Mexico 1.30 \f0 

Peru S2, _'",- +U|5 

. A*     , Vene•'« M 20 o«n +50° 1 After this paper was written   United N».¡^ °80 ¡-I4.00 3 An ^¿<£< W-Äasy/a    w,      —    - -     — 
¡ü- a ,,en,ial .% JÄÄ--     Ä^^^^ 

by teî^^nÏÏÏÏ^Ï&Z* SiderUrgi"- pub,lshe" 

T-bk 5. Utin Amertai: Destination of iron ore exporta in 1962 
 ' Millions of ton^i 

Cowry of origin 
Cou^o/^nmton Bralil ~ —-—•   -__ 
    Ptru Vmttutltt Total 

North America ~ 
Canada  0 ,, 
United States   .   . 440 "?!              -                                  0.40 

Europe 14° °-7°             ,000            "850 
Italy .      . „-, 
United Kingdom    . 027 °j°             °-30              0.W             1.75 
Federal Republic of Germany Lio „SS !» ' ?° 2V 

Czechoslovakia   .   . «,, °M 03° 1 50 V48 
PolMd  Jg - 0.35 _ 060 

/ííia - 0.30 

Japan  0.50             2,5              275 
Latin America ~               6 20 

Argentini .... Ä„ 
  _Z             ^            ^               -               0.50 

 T•' 7^" 7.30 5.00 H5 ^ 
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As a matter of fact, exploitation of some of the verv 
neh iron depostts of Latm America was started a. Z 
urn of the century by a few captive mtnes belong Jg 

to some of the large American steel companies Cubî 
and Mex.co were the first countries in which this type 
of mming began, to be followed later by Chile and now 
more particularly by Venezuela. From" the outset Z 
minmg compan.es undertook to sell at cost to local 
companies m the country concerned the amounts of iron 
ore wh,ch they might need for internal steel production 
The organization of iron mining companies in Latin 
America exporting ore in the free market ,s a more 
recent development and was probably started in Brazil 
by the Companhm do Vale do Rio Doce, the biggest free 
exporter at present in the Region. Table 6 showfas fí 
asts known the iron ore exports by free and by cap\ £ 
mines in Latin America in 1962. 

Table 6. Latin America: Iron ore exported in 1962 
by captive and by free mines 

  (Millions of metric ions of iron ort) 

Country Captive mint, Frte mint, 

Brazil 
Chile  2 20 
Mexico  
Peru  
Venezuela  14 ^ 

TOTAL 16.20 

7.50 « 
5.30« 
0.15 
5.00" 

17.95" 

Total 

7.50« 
7.50« 
0.15 
5.00« 

14.00 

34.15« 

SOURCE : Estimates by the KCLA secretariat 

ChÄdTrS.51 m,llÌOn ,0nS eXp0r,ed t0 **•««"» i°i"«y by Brazil, 

in MÌ° 
g      ?! Production in Latin America began 

m Monterrey, Mexico, in the first years of this century 
n^e real landmark of the growth of the industry is the 
beginning of operations at Volta Redonda, ¿Li, in 

nnf," I \m Spite °f the fact that ,here had been ea lie? 
S3! de*el°Pments at Monlevada in Brazil, Corral m 
Chile and Monclova in Mexico. Since 1946 the grow h 
o the Latin American steel industry has £en bSh 
sustained and .mpressive, with new plants starting pro- 
duction almost every year. Even so, the region istSu 
A of **•* steel and will prooab!y remäm 
so lor many years to come. 

Concerning exports of ore, the organization of new 
muung ventures and the growth of the%xisting one, ¿" 

Snäf,.1??1 ? the eXpanSi0n °f Stccl eduction in the industrialized countries, as a consequence of which 
ore pnces have stayed relatively high aid stable for he 
last five years. Only in 1962 was there a general drop ^ 
expon pnces of some 0.50 dollars per ton. Origïï " 
these exports were due to the high iron content of"the' 
corresponding Latin American iron ores and their very 
low content of impurities, such as sulphur and phospS 
rus which made lumps of Latin American ore anTdeS 

Ä0M.Ä t0 the 0PCD hearth ^ * 
hrough the liberation of oxygen to oxydize some of the 

impurities contained in the molten bath. Technological 

developments of the latest years  narncularlv ihr ...     r 
oxygen ,„ the open-hearth furnaceTa«•     UL   L?! 
cond.t.ons   .0   the   disadvantage    ,f   l   .     ÏÏ 
exporters. Progress ,n the knowledg   of <líc SiasiÎS?" 

increase in the output ol the blast furnace with th» 
corresponding saving in the coke rate thi ?nduît,v ¡Í 
the industrialized countries ,s using mori- ZTLre 
benefitted material in the charge; be it sinter waXd 
and concentrated ore or pellets. This  togetherwih thï 

lonT'T Í aVaÌlablC h'^h ^ade iron or r ser s n 
some of those countries, has motivated consider.be 
research ,n relation to the benefication and concern aíon 
of iron ore deposits of lower grades. Loncentral'°n 

In the blast furnace, at present, there is a tendency to 
use the natural high grade ore sized from 3/8" Ö 2 ?nche 
for hematites and 3/8" to 1 inch for magnetites Preference 

oTï nïrfï 0n
T 
aCC0Unt of "s heater reSb S but, in most of the Latin American mines   therP ,! , 

tendency for the ore to get richer ,n magnetkas  he 
depth increases. With the development of îTtecÛqt 
c^Ued pelletization (grinding, magnetic concentrated 

¿n«rZ thrr0Ugh CalCÍnatÍOn in rotar>' kMn.  0 form pellets) and of sintering, a charge of some 68 per cent 

ÜTaS" * 0bta ^ eVen h0m rather fcwgrS "ë (30 to 40 per cent). These events are responsible for the 
fact that several of the Latin American iron ore exporters 
are either producing pellets, or arc planning to do so 

or wash the ore to eliminate most of the da? contained 
as impurity or at least, «0 classify their product caSly 
It is noteworthy that Japan is still importing lump ore 

¡T¿S?£?and bcneficia,ed in Japan to obSv" 
Leading in this tendency to improve the type and 

classification of their ore have been Marcona Mining Co 
of Peru and Vale do R,0 Doce in Brazil, followXter 

tiri. gai:r0b0 w Ch,,e- ,n spite of ,he fact th*< <he above trends  have   been  noticeable   in  recent  years,   Latin 

b^tr?rZI!h?rpro<lucilon has 8rown sleadi'y'as ca» be seen from the figures shown in table 7. It is expected 
that exports will continue to rise and may reach•* 
45 million tons in a few years time. 

Manganèse ore resources of Latin America 

In addition to the high grade manganese ores, that are 
known in some of the countries, low grade formations 
are abundant in Latin America but as concentration to 
raise the area from 42 per cent manganese content to 
the 48 per cent required for export presents serious 

AíglCai Pr^lems on ,he one hand< a"d with instability of world manganese prices on the other, the 
studies and exploration of manganese deposits are very 
far from being exhausted. Table 8 presents the latest 
known figures about manganese reserves in Latin America 
and the average annual production of the last few 
years : 
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Table 7. Latin Anerica: iron ore production from 19S0 to 1%2 

C Millions of metric tons) 

Year Million tont 

1950   s.ft 
1951   y> 
1952   8;0 

195.1   10.2 
1954   13.1 
1955   l6.6 
1956   21.0 
1957   27.4 
1958   27.8 
1959   30.5 
1960   334 
1961   36.8 

1962   38.1) 

SOI RIE 
Lutin Ame 

Revista  Latinoamericana de Siderurgia, published  by the 
riean Iron and Steel Institute. 

brings its limestone from an island in the far south of 
the country with an ocean haulage of some 1,500 kilo- 
metres. The deposits closer to the plant are of unsatis- 
factory grade. In the same way, in relation to the possi- 
bility of erecting a steel plant at Mutun, in Bolivia, one 
finds that the limestone deposits in the vicinity are only 
about 50 per cent grade. Whether better limestone can 
be brought from other more distant places in the country, 
or from large deposits of very high grade limestone in 
the South of Paraguay on river br.rges, or if it has to be 
obtained through flotation of the limestone close by, is 
a problem which has to be solved in due time but its 
importance is very great during the preliminary studies. 

Concerning dolomite, there are large deposits of high 
quality in Brazil, Guatemala, Mexico and Uruguay. In 
most of the Latin American steel producing countries 
— Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela — 

there arc usually some known deposits but the quality is 
not satisfactory for the steel industry and, therefore, the 
needs of the countries are supplied by imports. 

Table 8. Latin America: manganese ore reserves and production 

C Tons of manganese content in 45 per cent ore) 

Country Reserves Production 

Argentina  
Bolivia  

900,000 7,000 

Brazil  
Olile  
Cuba  
Mexico  
Peru  

30,000,000 
420,000 
720,000 

4,500,000 

440,000 
14.500 
9,000 

35,000 
1,000 

TOTALS       36,540,000 506,500 

SOUKC'ES : Minerals Yearbook, US Bureau of Mines, information 
received from several Latin American Geological Institutes and Foreign 
I rade Yearbooks of the Governments. 

•1 It is known that manganese ore exists, probably in considerable 
quantities, at the Mutun iron ore deposit, but the resource has not been 
sufficiently studied. 

l> In Southern Peru there are several manganese ore formations but 
little is known about their si/e and they are not being regularly 
exploited. 

With the iron and steel-making processes currently 
employed there is a consumption of from 6 to 7 kg of 
metallurgical grade of manganese ore per ton of steel. 
Of the steel producing countries : Brazil, Chile and Mexico 
meet their own requirements and have a surplus for 
export; Argentina covers its internal demand while 
Colombia, Peru and Venezuela import their manganese 
ore of the corresponding ferro-alloy. 

Fluxes for the Latin American steel industry 

As almost everywhere in the world, lime deposits are 
abundant in Latin America and may be found in close 
vicinity to almost any plant location. For this reason 
when speaking of resources for producing iron and steel 
in the region, one may omit the problem of the provision 
of lime aside. Or course, when coming to the actual 
planning of a steel plant, this may not always be the case. 
It happens that the Chilean steel plant at Huachipate 

Availability of scrap in Latin America 

As no thorough survey has been made on the availabi- 
lity and production of scrap in Latin America, little is 
known about the possibilities and prospects of this 
important raw material for the steel industry. At least 
two factors would tend to restrict the present availability 
of scrap: on the one hand, steel consumption was rather 
small in most of the Latin American countries twenty 
or thirty years ago, so that the investments then made 
might now be ready for discard. The only exception to 
this general rule is Chile, where a considerable number 
of nitrate plants installed between the end of the last 
century and the great Depression, are being scrapped 
either because, a tightening market has made them 
uneconomical or because their nitrate ore reserves have 
been exhausted. On the other hand, capital being scarce 
in Latin America, there is a tendency to continue opera- 
tions in existing installations long af'er they would have 
been discarded in more industrialized countries. 

Nevertheless, the impression exists that it would be 
possible to collect much greater amounts of scrap than 
is being done at present, provided that the propei 
organizations were created, and fair prices paid for such 
material. In general, scrap prices range at present 
between 18 and 28 dollars per metric ton, depending on 
the country, the location and the quality of the material. 
In spite of this low scrap price, most of the integrated 
Latin American steel plants use a considerably higher 
proportion of hot metal and much less scrap in their 
open hearth furnaces than is customary in more advanced 
countries although the cost of hot pig iron ranges between 
45 and 60 dollars per metric ton. 

Another factor which makes it difficult for the large 
integrated steel plants to increase their supply of scrap is 
the fact that they are usually located at a considerable 
distance from the centres in which the metal working 
industries are located, which makes necessary long 
haulages to the plants. An exception here is Argentina, 
where the Somisa plant at San Nicolas has been located 
at a very short distance from Buenos Aires and Rosario, 
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centered between these two cities where a high percentage 
of the countries' steel transforming industries operates. 
The usual pattern in Latin America is that small, non- 
integrated steel mills either with electric or open hearth 
furnaces, operate close to the industrial centres where 
scrap is generated, and used mainly for manufacturing 
wire and merchant bars. Even so, the availability of 
scrap for these small plants is insufficient in many cases. 
and some of them operate only at a fraction of their 
capacity, as is the case of the 70,000 tons a year rolling 
mill at Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil.3 Others suppleme.it 
their available raw steel with billets, either imported 
from industrialized countries or purchased from the 
integrated steel works in the region. Some plants, parti- 
cularly in Mexico, are based on imported scrap. 

The case of Chile has been cited above as the one 
country in which a large source of scrap exists. Un- 
fortunately for the Huachipato steel mill, they have to 
face the competition of the copper mining industry which 
uses large amounts of iron scrap for the lixiviation of 
oxydized ores. As a result of the demand from the copper 
industry. Chile has been traditionally an importer of 
iron scrap. In fact, the scrap situation is so tight that 
considerable thought has been given to the possibility 
of producing sponge iron, using the finest of exported 
iron ore, both for the Huachipato steel mill and the 
copper mining industry. 

Coal reserves and supply of coking coal 
in Latin America 

Although total coal reserves and resources in Latin 
America arc estimated at some 94,000 million tons, the 
supply of coking coal from indigenous resources in the 
region constitutes the major raw materials problem of 
the steel industry. There is little knowledge about the 
tonnage existing in the known formations and in only 
a few instances: has a study been conducted concerning 
the coking properties and techniques to produce metal- 
lurgical coke from some of the deposits. The explanation 
for this fact is probably that at the time when coal 
constituted the sole or at least the major source of fuel 
for transport and industry, the latter was very little 
developed and consumption small, thus justifying 
exploitation of only the closest and most favourable 
deposits. In fact, the demand for fuel started to increase 
steeply long after petroleum was introduced and 
preferred for almost all heating and steam producing 
purposes. And at times there was almost no interest in 
spending the huge sums necessary for a thorough 
exploration of the coal resources. 

It has been only lately that some Governments have 
attempted to study their coal reserves and the properties 
of the fuel. Noteworthy in this sense are Argentina, 
Chile, Mexico and Venezuela. But the results of these 
studies have seldom covered the whole territory and in 
few cases have comprehensive reports been prepared. 

Almost no studies have been made m Colombia, undoub- 
tedly the best endowed country of the region. In this 
connexion, credit should be given also to the non-ferrous 
metals mining enterprises of some oí the countries, 
notably Mexico and Peru, which studied some of the 
coal basins in order to find a source of suppK for metal- 
lutgical coke for their smellers. 

Concerning the steel industry, the fact is that in none 
of the countries has n exhausted the research conducive 
to total, or at least increaseJ. consumption of local 
coals. The reasons for this va-> from plant to plant but, 
in general it may be said that the following appear 
among the most important : (a) the starting and operation 
of an integrated steel industry in a country without a 
solid industrial base in in itself a complicated task. To 
add difficulties to it by using complicated processes for 
making coke, adequate for blast furnace operation, from 
non-coking coals has naturally been avoided as much as 
possible; (/>) usually, for one reason or another, local 
coals involve higher production costs than in the United 
States, in spite of the lower labour cost generally 
prevailing in Latin America. Under these conditions, the 
price of well known imported coal is generally cheaper 
at the plant than the local coal. In part, this disadvantage 
is increased, due to low ocean freight rates on iron ore 
carriers returning to the United States; (c) the supply 
of coal from local mines is often irregular, both as 
regards quality as well as quantity of the deliveries. As 
several of the Latin American better coals lose a con- 
siderable part of their coking properties through 
prolonged storage, especially those with a high content 
of volatile matter, the building up of reserve stocks is 
not always the answer to irregularity in deliveries. 

Thus the Latin American steel industry, where diffi- 
culties exist in regard to coking coal, has carried out an 
extensive research of coking properties and possibilities 
of the coals available with the following aims : 4 (a) to 
know the coking properties of the coal, and (*) to 
establish the percentage and type of imported coal 
necessary to produce a satisfactory coke. Apparently, in 
no case has the study been carried further to determine 
how much of the imported coal can be substituted by 
local material previously charred or submitted to some 
other process. This is the case of Argentina, Brazil, 
Chile and Venezuela. An exception here is Peru, where 
extensive and costly research was carried out with a 
view to making metallurgical coke starting from anthra- 
cite which is abundant in the viciri'ty of the plant. 

From existing literature the figures shown in table 9 
regarding the total coal reserves of some of the Latin 
American countries have been compiled. As the definition 
and methods followed vary from country to country, the 
figures are not very reliable, especially those referring to 
Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru, where large territories 
have been considered, with very little factual survey work. 
In spite of these uncertainties regarding the accuracy of 
the data, the figures are given as an illustration rather 
than as a basis for any policy decisions. 

' Siderurgica Riograndense is the only installation using 
continuous casting in Latin America and it is operating at some 
40,000 tons a year, compared with a rated capacity of some 
70,000 tons. 

' In the case of Volta Redonda in Brazil, the steel company 
organized the coal industry at Santa Catarina in order to supply 
the steel works with up to 40 per cent of its coal consumption. 
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have based their mIS ïii'   ?     *X,C0 and Co«°mbia    ""portant part of them could be used for    Z   Í     a, 

» that the b¡ k of *LTe I"«  he ""F for ,he ,attcr    rCg',°n  ,n that «*• * wíuld hneLarv  ¡n LÏ, "* 

¡sa SSi?H¿rA- =?îftAisa5î j£Sr - 
i» sported X Of the a^r

0    ^ the reducin* a*cnt    and has bascd so• of *• "uî pTanLVn^0 "f 
which have rich reserv« ,h      m««.oned two countries    '«"ported coke, etc. Chile imports 20 tTin 1   "^'j- 
for export  S ToTgeoS; tZtS 1"^ ,OCated    A*'"? ^ f°r b'end'n« ^^^co^Zcli 
Port and cannot   thÜ£     ^ ,and trai«Port to    Argentina imports all the coal thev are f•, 1 ' 

-P.ete stud, The s.me is^tn? Sri£    ArT^SpLnt^  'îW  •   °f *  ^ 
^menean steel plants with .ndigenous cokinf coal have 

 . iMiUiom «f mttrk toit,) 

c,m"> 4-rtr*,« "¿•"      »"Mi**/*• ' 

Argentina   .   . —— _____— _ 
Br"il 400 
Chik '   ' ~ 2.136 ^^ 

?)lon,bia     • ^i1" l00° M.«» un'iî Ecuador 40,000 -'".nu 

Pfcru " '-V»» 25 

V-mt, : : 6-000 «» - '"J 
    _j"° 350 

T»fch I«. Utta AaMrin- k^i . 

^    sr   —-    - 
Brui'  500 

Colombia   .      . •- «0 » ' f„ 

r ,r   ..-    »•£• «m 
  - 100« ,2-40°b        Iî.OOO 

TOTAL. 500 3iM0 ¡T —-   
 • - W «.*» 57,346 

Sou««: Uunwi«, by th« LCLA -«.Unat '   
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been described in the preceding section. In cases where 
the steel plant is located close to deep water, the scarcity 
of coal has been mostly overcome by imports of coal or 
coke and in two instances, Chimbóte in Peru and Orinoco 
in Venezuela, electric reduction furnaces use imported 
coke as reducing agent. In other instances, some of the 
plants use charcoal as a fuel and reducing agent. This is 
the case with the steelworks at Zapla in Argentina 
(annual capacity: about 160,000 tons) and Monlevade in 
Brazil (400,000 tons of ingot steel per year). In Brazil, 
in addition to Monlevade, there are many small integrated 
and non-integrated pig iron producers using charcoal for 
a total production of 1.5 million tons of pig iron. One of 
the bigger steel makers, Acesita (85,000 tons per year) is 
based on charcoal which it supplements with imported 
coke. In total, in Brazil some 320,000 cubic metres of 
charcoal are used annually for the iron and steel industry 
and it is estimated that this amount will continue to grow 
due to the expected expansion of the steel industry. 

In Brazil, charcoal production for these industries 
started by using natural forests, mostly of leguminosae, 
as a source for the timber, but ar the reserves close to 
the plants became scarcer, more and more use has been 
made of artificial fbrestalion with eucalyptus, some 
varieties of which grow very rapidly in Latin America. 
The Zapla works in Argentina, for their part, are also 
based on artificial eucalyptus forests and the plant has 
been expanded gradually so as to keep its growth in line 
with the growing availability of charcoal. At the present 
time it is believed that there will be no further expansion 
at Zapla. 

Another place where it would be feasible to use char- 
coal in Latin America would be Mutun in Bolivia, 
should it prove economical to install either a complete 
steelwork», or at least charcoal blast furnaces. It is said 
that in the vicinity of the ore deposit there are at least 
1 million hectares of fiscal forests with a probable yield 
of tome 175 cubic metres of wood for charcoal per 
hectare, in addition to fine timber. 

In addition a new steel works using charcoal may be 
built in Honduras. This is now under study as a means 
of supplying steel to the Central American Common 
Market. Honduras has plenty of forests and the distances 
(hould not be prohibitive for the transport of wood or 
charcoal to the plant. 

Some of the Latin American charcoal plants are very 
efficiently operated and have a charcoal rate comparable 
with the best European practice. One of the few draw- 
backs of this method for using solar energy in the industry, 
on land which is of almost no other possible use, is the 
variation of moisture content of the charcoal, depending 
on the rainfall after it has been carbonized. In order to 
overcome this difficulty there is a trend to carbonize the 
wood close to the steel plant and keep the charcoal under 
roof, where it would be protected against rain. 

Although there are impressive reserves of natural 
forests in Latin America, probably no further use of them 
for steelmaking will be envisaged. The present forest 
areas are extremely sparsely populated and transport 
costs to the steel consuming centres would be excessively 
high. On the other hand, the diseconomies of scale would 

not p;rmit the economic operation of a unit small enough 
to match its sales to the local market 

Availability of crude petroleum and natural gas 
in Latin America 

The petroleum and gas resources of Latir America 
are abundant but quite unevenly distributed. Much has 
been done during the last decade in order to find new 
fields and to establish the reserves of the existing deposits 
but there is still much work to be done. The estimated 
reserves and production in 1962 are shown in table 11. 

Table II. Latin America: estimated crude petroleum reserves 
and production in 1962 and estimated naturai gas reserves 

Country 

Argentina .   .   .   . 
Bolivia  
Brazil      
Chile  
Colombia ... 
Cuba  
Ecuador    .   .   . 
Mexico  
Peru  
Venezuela ... 

TOTALS 

Pttrolrum production 
in I96J 

( Thousands of 
mttric tons) 

13.542 
450 " 

4,368 
1,850 
7,176 

10 
387« 

15,996 
2,592 a 

167,412 

Estimated reserves 

Petroleum in 
millions of 
metric tons 

333 
16 
45 
20 
105 
130 
4 

360 
53 

2.684 

Saturai tat in 
militant of 

cubic metres 

240 
? 

12 
300 f> 

7 
7 

? 
230 

? 
950 

214,293 3,760 1,732 

SOURCE: United Hâtions Statistical Yearbook, 1962. 
" Figures corresponding to 1961. 
b Chile's gas reserves are very poorly located on the island of Tierra 

del Fuego south of the Magellan Straits. 

Of the countries which are currently steel producers, 
Venezuela, Colombia and Mexico, in that order, are 
exporters of petroleum and its products. Peru produces 
enough for its internal market and has a small surplus 
for export. Argentina covers its own needs since the 
development of its petroleum industry in the last few 
years, whereas Chile and Brazil have to import a con- 
siderable part of their consumption. 

The countries which do not appear in table 11 have 
no production. Thus, some of the countries in which 
erection of a steel industry is currently under considera- 
tion, like Honduras and Uruguay, have no production 
and no known petroleum deposits. 

The only Latin American steel plant which is at present 
a large consumer of natural gas is Hojalata y Lamina, 
producing some 170,000 tons a year of sponge iron 
reduced by gas through the HyL process. An expansion 
of the plant to some 500,000 tons a year is under 
consideration. 

Electric power resources of Latin America 

Table 12 shows the installed power generating 
capacity of the Latin American countries. The figures 
include both public utilities, that is power generated for 
sale to the public, as well as power produced for private 
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Tabi« 12. Latin America: butalled 

(Thousands of kilowatts. 
«lectric power generating capacity in 
»atrs per capj,, awrf ^ eeM) 

Country 

Argentina    .  .   . 
Bolivia .   . 
Brazil   .      . 
Chile  

Colombia 
Costa Rica . 
Cuba  
Ecuador  .... 

El Salvador     ... 
Guatemala . 
Haiti 
Honduras 

Mexico 
Nicaragua   .... 
Panama  
Paraguay  
Peru  
Dominican Republic 
Uruguay  
Venezuela 

Total capacity 
Thermo and 

Hydro 
(A) 

3,723 
140 6 

5,172 
995 

911 « 
108 b 
932 
106 * 

81 
61 " 
28 
30 

3,275 
77 0 
65« 
29» 

778« 
? 

406" 
1,277 1» 

OJ the total 
thown in a 

Participation 
o/ Hydro pianti 

(B) 

Prrcentagt aj 
Installed Hydro 

power 
B   C 
ICI 

319 
? 

3,769 
574 

505» 
79 6 

35* 

71 
31" 

? 
? 

8.5 
? 

72.5 
58 

55« 
73» 

33'' 

89 
51 « 
f 

1,332 40.! 
9" 12» 
? 7 

416« 53 a 
? 7 

236" 58 a 

139» 12» 

i«ÄCE:   VnÍ"d  "<"*"»   ^atisttcal   Yearbook, 

I 1°"" dal» *f« to I960 instead of ¡961 
Power d.u refe, to I9J9 °J        • 

< Populanon da,, refer to .961 instead of 1962 
- Populanon data refer to .960 instead 0    9«' 

1962  Md   "*"*  Nations   Monthly 

1961 

Inttalltd 
copmclty 

muti 
P« Capii» 

174 
40» 
69 

125 
62 0 
84» 

133 
23» 

29 
15" 

7 
15 

87 
48 0 
57 0 
16» 
75 or 

? 
142 "d 
163» 

Bulletin of 

fiSe ln «ndustnal and min mg enterprises  Th. 
figures relate to the estimate ^i he per caPi'a 

estimated population in mid-1962 

tablet cLZ^lTTr^ ShOWn * * 
that there is very httle exce¡s 1!TM

1
' " might be »M 

countries, that co    ,bde"eed * -'" "* °"e °f the 

In most countries, even the IUDD,V «f ?hV neW ?teel plant- 
needed  for  non- integra tec   ÏÏÏÎ* Í hC Sma" amounts 

creates a problem fo?the SSL?*"* ^^ mi,ls) 
presented here is rathe more uS,    "^ The tab,e 

of the degree of industriS        ' to g,ve an indication 
countriesfthrougn ^S^ZTTÌ 

by the diffc• 
Per capita in those that f r, ?     ""'J °f power insta«ed 
An exception Aï^-S?! ,n

n
dust?% advanced, 

and, to a lesser exteT?ru Vh' BraZ" and Colombia 

mdustry comparable ,o that 0f íh,  C°UmrieS have an 

highest figures of power sunní •    t
coVntr,es *¡th the 

fhe average is brougKownbvt    Latm America but 

¡n the less-developVd areaf íiSTaSSeS,0fp0pu,atíon 

sistance agriculture* 8 Very c,os«Iy to sub- 

PotinTial^ttTSUrn!"" POSSCSS hydroe^"c 
installations, and «here ÏTlT necds and «*mg 
explain in each AJAt'; *** may 

developed.  Among theJ" »hf     y thls has not been 
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electric potential is So t ÎCftrTS "* ^ 
consumer centres; for examolTrti I ?     th,e ^"'«ed 
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Ttble 13. Latin America: economies of scale in two hypothetical steel plants 

(Dollars per Ion of finished products) 

Flat products « d Af. r< ham bars ami wlrt t 

Capacity 
(Ioni per 

year) 
Cosi per 

(oil of 
imported 

ttttl 

Savings in 
Jortign 

exchange 
Cosi per 

Cos! of 
impontd 

stttl 
/ 

Savings in 

fxi hangt 

100 192.09 182 00 112.88 101 50 141.00 96 26 200 
300 

173.84 18200 123.81 91.20 14100 97.37 
— - •- 84 40 141 00 98.35 400 139.17 182 00 133.30 

500 131.35 182 00 135.98 
800 115.85 182.00 141.91 

1,000 108.12 182.00 144.45 
1,500 103.44 182.00 145.29 

SOURCE : Studies made by ECLA using up-to-date technology. 
<i Structure of the plant : conventional blast furnace, open-hearth furnaces and rolling mills 
b Structure of the plant: conventional blast furnace, L.D. converter, continuous casting. 
r Importing iron ore from Latin America and coking coal from United States. 
<i 30 per cent hot rolled sheet and plate, 70 per cent cold rolled including tinplale 

to avVr.ÄmTmerica'n* ¡T* ""*" °f "* ^ """^ P'US ^"^ C°S'S a"d °lher tha'»" 

structure for a town of some 250,000 inhabitants. Inci- 
dentally, as the data referring to Venezuela in table 12 
relate to 1959 figures, the Caroni plant is not included. 

For the above reasons, on enumeration of the available 
hydroelectric potential in Latin America has limited 
meaning. Some of the possibilities will however be 
discussed in the country review which follows in later 
sections of this report. 

Size of the present market of a country as a resource 
for making steel production economical 

The economies of scale in the steel industry have such 
an important influence that a country having a large 
demand but no natural resources for steel mining, may 
be economically justified in erecting a steel plant. On the 
other end of the scale, countries with too small a market 
may find it uneconomical to start such an industry, 
even if they have all the necessary natural resources. 
Therefore, before reviewing the raw materials situation 
of the individual Latin American countries, it is useful 
to devote a few words to this problem. 

Table 13 shows some of the features of the economies 
of scale in two hypothetical steel plants in Latin America : 
one producing fiat products and the other wire, merchant 
bars and small profiles. 

ECLA is currently planning to extend these studies to 
a broader technical framework and into the smaller 
capacity range. Until these new figures are available, 
those presented here can be of help in reaching some 
interim conclusions. First, there is no doubt that splitting 
the 100,000 tons a year capacity into manufacture of 
some 50,000 tons each of flat products as well as wire 
bars and light profiles will result in higher production 
costs for each of the two groups, and that the savings 
in foreign exchange will also be smaller owing to the 
higher capital charges per unit of output. Secondly, 
when planning a  small plant  for two  products, as 

mentioned above, no changes are involved in the blast 
furnace and steel shop, so that a cost increase occurs 
only for the roughing and rolling mills. In the case of 
flat products, the rise in cost would nevertheless be 
considerable. Thirdly, as the size of the operation 
increases, cost decreases and savings of foreign exchange 
rises rapidly, which suggests that it is better thai new 
ventures should, where possible, be built to serve several 
of the Latin America markets, as can be done through 
the General Treaty on Central American Economic 
Integration and the Latin American Free-Trade Area. 
The reductions in cost which result from enlarging the 
size of operations are such that the savings will, in most 
cases, absorb increased transport costs. 

The decision to be taken in any individual country 
with a small market, as to whether it is better to build 
the plant or import the steel will depend mostly on 
economic factors: whether it is preferable to have 
somewhat more expensive steel and save foreign exchange, 
or whether economic development is best served through 
initially low steel prices until demand grows sufficiently 
to make the industry economically more sound. 

For the sake of comparison and in order to estimate 
the amount of foreign exchange saved per ton, United 
States internal steel prices plus transport and other 
expenses to have them cleared of duties in Latin 
American have been used in table 13, in spite of the fact 
that currently it is easy to import cheaper steel from 
Europe at prices far below the internal prices of the home 
country. The advantages for local steel production 
shown in the table have, therefore, to be taken with 
caution as such extremely low prices do not prevail all 
the time. 

On the other hand, the foreign exchange savings figures 
are those which would correspond to a country importing 
all the necessary iron ore and coking coal. Replacing such 
imports, by local production might affect the cost of 
production adversely only a little because of the small 
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scale of ihc mining operations, but would increase 
sav.ngs in foreign exchange by some 12 to 15 per cent 
over the figures shown in table 13. 

As a limit for economic small scale operations has to 
be drawn somewhere to be able to include this factor in 
a summary table (No. 14) for the purpose of this evalua- 
tion of the Latin American resources available for iron 

ÎXnW mak"l?',a to,al aPParen« «<*> consumption of 
100,000 tons will be considered as the minimum required 
for a country to build the industry, unless there are 
definite possibilities of export to other countries or any 
other very special factor ex.sts. If this criterion is applied 

í ÍVSTr"" S'fd in Ulble l4' thc Mi•W m'ght be excluded from a listing of .he countries in which The 
current size of the market is an asset for the construction 
and operation of a steel mill. The apparent steel con- 
sumption (expressed in ingot tons) will appear in paren- 
theses together wuh the name of the country : Bolivia (23) 
Costa   Rica   (47),   Ecuador   (57),   F.I   Salvador    32) 

pTaíT ? X*í HaÍtÍ (4)' H0nduras ( 10)- Ni«•*»   1 5 : Panama (14), Paraguay (12), Dominican Republic (31) 
Of the above countries, Bolivia should be further 

consideredI in combination with Argentina. Paraguay and 
Uruguay ,f possible, in vie» of the existence of the.ron 

manganese ore and forest reserves at Mutun thc five 
Central American countries : Costa Rica, El Salvador 
Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua have a joint 
market of 142,000 tons of ingot steel, and will be con- 
sidered and treated as a single region in table 14 in 
addition to their individual analyses 

Summary of the resources for steel-making available 
in Latin America 

In table 14 an attempt has been made to summarize 
the raw materials availability in Latin America which has 
been described in the preceding tables and pages. 
1 able 14 shows the situation in thc twenty Latin American 
republics plus the consolidated data for the Central 
American Economic Integration Treaty. In order to 
point out the salient factors of interest from the aspect 
of the internal markets, the contents of the various 
columns are necessarily heterogeneous, and the followin« 
comments may be helpful 

Column A shows the current apparent steel market 
expressed in ingot tons. As already noted, a current 
market smaller than 100.000 tons a year would be an 
obstacle to the construction of a steel plant and even a 

TaMc 14. Latin America: summary 0f Hie resource« for steel-making 
hi the individual countries 

Argentina 
Bolivia 
Brazil  
Chile  
Colombia  .   .   .  . 
Costa Rica 
Cuba  
Ecuador . 
El Salvador   . 
Guatemala    . 
Haiti  
Honduras .... 
Mexico  
Nicaragua ... 
Panama  
Paraguay   .   . 
Peru  
Dominican 

Republic   .   . 
Uruguay   .... 
Venezuela ... 
Integrataci Central 
American   Mar- 

ket   

apparent steel 
consumption 

< lOU.OOt) ingot 

(A) 

2371 
0.23 

27.01 
J.06 

4.05 
048 
2.77 
0.58 
0.32 
0.48 
0.04 
010 

18.40 
0.14 
0.14 
0.12 

2.46 

Yea's that 
known iron 
oee nil! last 
at current 

rate oj steel 
dtmana 

IB) 

82 
180,000 a 

4.360 
520 

C.tklng coal 
that can be 

locally 
produi ed 

<per cent) 
¡C) 

40 
80 

Manganese Dolomite 
-f that ctm t*huh can 
be suppled be supplied Petroleum 

to steli locali y to currently 
industry steel industry imported 

(per cent) 
\D) it. <F) 

0.31 
1.20 
4.48 

1.42 

332 

50 

630 
244 
450 

2,420 

1,000 
254 

5,600 

120 

100 

100 
100 
100 
100 

100 
100 

100 

100 100 

100 

100 

100 
100 
30 
70 

100 

J 
100 

100 

100 

50 50 

100 

100 

too 

100 

f^PpATf^ « a pounua, „urce 

SixSSn^Ä-a^i^ 
• ÄÄrr.^^ un.0 . proem. 
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market in the neighbourhood of this figure might be a 
dubious proposition unless very special circumstances 
prevail. On the other hand, if one considers that the 
markets are growing as a result of the economic develop- 
ment which is taking place or planned to take place in 
the region, advances occurring during the time needed 
to prepare the blueprints for a plant may carry a country 
over the limit which has been arbitrarily set here. In 
addition, experience in Latin America has shown that 
even in countries in which there is no major scarcity of 
foreign exchange, the beginning of operations of a local 
steel plant is a potent stimulus for the expansion of the 
steel market. 

Column B shows the number of years that the presently 
known iron ore reserves would be able to cover the 
countries' needs of iron ore at the current consumption 
rate of finished steel products. In addition to the countries 
shown in the table there are several of the smaller ones 
in which there are indications of the existence of iron ore 
deposits which have not been investigated. This is 
particularly true of Ecuador, Guatemala and Paraguay. 
Several of the countries are exporting jointly a tonnage 
exceeding more than five times the present total iron ore 
consumption of Latin America in its present steel 
industry. A survey of the scrap situation has not been 
made and is very difficult to make at the currently 
prevailing prices and in view of the dealers organization 
in almost all of the countries. For the present tabulation 
it has been assumed without further enquiry that the 
Latin American steel industry would almost invariably 
use about 30 per cent scrap in the steelshops, including 
circulating and purchased scrap. 

Column C indicates the position for coking coal. As 
has been said in the text, this is the weakest point in the 
resources available for steelmaking in the region. The 
percentages in the column show the proportion of native 
coal which can be added to imported coking coal, if 
luch native coal is not straight coking, but needs blending. 
In practice, the amounts contributed by local coal in 
Brazil, Chile and Venezuela are less than what are shown 
in the table due to lack of capacity of the mining industry 
to supply the corresponding quantities of adequate 
national coal. In the case of Argentina and Peru, where 
local coal exists and can easily be supplied to the steel 
plants, no contribution is anticipated from local sources 

because there is need, before deciding what amount 
of local coal may be used, for considerable research to 
develop suitable pun-esses for converting Argentine sub- 
bituminous coal a no Peruvian anthracite in blends into 
good quality <-okc. 

Column D shows the percentage of the manganese 
ore needs of the steel industry which can be supplied 
from local sources. The data need no further explanation 
except in the case of Venezuela, where the manganese 
ore discovered so far, is low yield material which can be 
used for certain operations of the steel plant but which 
would have to be supplemented by high grade ore for 
additions to the steei furnace. 

Column F refers to dolomite, which again has been 
expressed in terms of the possibility of the known mining 
resources to supply the present or future needs of the 
steel industry of the country. Although in the table this 
item seems to be as critical as coking coal, the small 
amounts needed and the low price commanded by this 
commodity, reduce the importance of any bottleneck 
which might arise from its general scarcity On the other 
hand, it might well be that there are additional possible 
sources of supply of dolomite in Latin America which 
have, so far, not been studied or developed. In the text 
the limestone situation has been examined under the 
same heading as dolomite. It has not been included in 
table 14 because it is so abundant that, generally, there 
is no problem in obtaining good quality limestone almost 
anywhere. The known exceptions in Latin America are 
Chili, which has to ship its limestone over 850 nautical 
miles by sea to the plant, and Argentina and Bolivia, 
where good limestone has not been found on the 
Paraguay-Panama river basin, so that limestone has to 
be taken in barges from Paraguay to San Nicolas and 
Mutun. 

Column F shows the availability of crude oil The data 
have been expressed as percentages of the total present 
fuel consumption which can be supplied by the national 
oil fields. Although petroleum consumption for all uses 
in the countries is rapidly increasing, there is no fear of 
a possible deterioration of the supply conditions for 
some time to come, as shown in table 14. The reason 
is that exploration of reserves in known fields and for 
new deposits is progressing faster than the growth of 
demand. 
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um 
THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN AFRICA 

(DOCUMENT ECA.2)1 

The market 

Since the demand for steel depends on the size of the 
National Product which is very low in most African 
countries, the consumption of steel per head is also very 
low, averaging only about 6 kg per head over East and 
West Africa and corresponding to a figure of $90 GDP. 
per head. Higher levels of consumption obtain in the 
more developed areas where income per head is higher, 
e.g. in Algeria where it reaches $220 steel consumption 
it 36 kg per head, in the United Arab Republic 15j kg 
corresponding to $120 and in the Republic of South 
Africa 140 kg corresponding to $385 per head. 

The low level of the National Product is a direct 
result of the negligible capital stock and limited technical 
skills available to the inhabitants and it follows that only 
a small investment in absolute terms makes a great 
difference to the capital stock and therefore to income 
per head and to steel consumption. In West Africa, 
accordingly, stetl consumption has increased by over 
11 per cent annually over the last twelve years while in 
other regions, e.g. in East Africa and in Rhodesia still 
higher rates of increase were achieved in the years 
preceding political difficulties. The general pattern in 
Africa is therefore one of current low levels of steel 
consumption per head but with the prospect of a continua- 
tion of the previous high rates of growth, given stable 
political conditions and investment. 

The current demand for steel in Africa is very largely 
for use in building and construction followed by general 
maintenance and repair work. The other component of 
capital formation, namely machinery and transport 
equipment, is necessarily very largely imported. In the 
more advanced countries, e.g. Southern Rhodesia, the 
engineering industries have developed to the extent that 
about one-quarter of these requirements are manufactured 
and a further substantial proportion assembled but in 
East, Central and West Africa the proportion manu- 
factured at present probably does not exceed 10 per cent. 

The above pattern of demand determines the type of 
steel required of which, more than one-third consists 
of reinforcing bars and sections for building and construc- 
tion work in all regions. In the case of West and East 
Africa an additional one-fifth consists of galvanized 
sheet abo for roofing and general construction purposes. 
Railway material and tubes, the latter especially important 
In North Africa, usually account for a further quarter 
and the balance of about one-fifth consists of wire and 
wire rod and flat products such as plain sheet, plate, 

1 Piper prepared by the secretariat of the Economic Commission 
for Africa. 

tin-plate and strip. The consumption of these latter 
products is very largely dependent on the expansion of 
the engineering industries. In so far as these industries 
expand and substitute imported manufactures, the 
consumption of flat products and wire will expand more 
rapidly than that of other steel products. Examples of 
expanding industries are the manufacture of consumer 
goods such as hollow ware and metal furniture and the 
cases of electric appliances, the building of bodies on to 
imported chassis and the manufacture of accessories such 
as nuts and bolts, nails and springs. 

The available market in Africa tends to be limited by 
the low density of population which over most of the 
continent is under 25 per square mile. The higher density 
areas are limited to the coastal areas of North Africa and 
part of West Africa and to certain interior areas; for 
example, the copper belt, the northern shores of Lakes 
Victoria and Tanganyika and the immediate vicinity of 
some of the large towns or capital cities. It follows that 
distribution must be conducted over a wide area to 
provide a large enough outlet and that distribution costs 
are very high. 

In particular none of the national areas of the African 
continent, with the exception of Egypt and Algeria, can 
at the present time offer a large enough market to fully 
justify the erection of a modern integrated iron and steel 
unit with an annual output of at the very least 250,000 tons 
of finished steel. 

Raw materials and fuel 

Since the African continent has been developed 
hitherto mainly as a source of raw materials for the 
industrial areas of the world, it follows that prospectiug 
has been more intense in the coastal areas and that the 
mineral resources of the interior are less well known. 
This is especially so in the case of the relatively low 
valued minerals required in iron production, i.e., iron 
ore and, to a lesser extent, coal which cannot bear the 
heavy transport charges to the coast or limestone which 
is a fairly widespread mineral and normally available tor 
local use when required. 

The iron ore resources of Africa are very extensive and 
those of West Africa in particular are among the largest 
and richest and purest deposits in the world. At least 
fifteen of these are large enough (over 50 million tons) 
and rich enough to provide the basis of an iron and steel 
industry, and some are over 500 million tons. An 
extensive export trade is conducted from them and from 
the North African coastal region, which also includes 
two or more large (over 50 million tons) and rich 
deposits. Two rich deposits each at least over 200 million 
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tons in the Republic of South Africa provide the basis 
for the expanding steel industry there and one of 50 mil- 
lion tons exists in Swaziland, two in Southern Rhodesia 
and on present information one in Northern Rhodesia' 
three or lour in the Congo, one in Somaliland and one 
n the Sudan. In most of these areas there are also very 

large reserves amounting in the case of Rhodesia and 
South Africa to thousands of millions of tons of lower 
grade ore of 30 to 50 per cent iron content. In Mozam- 
bique, Tanganyika  and  Uganda there are  substantial 
deposits of t.taniferous iron ore which would normally 
be regarded as useless but in view of the possibilities of 
electric reduction which the hydroelectric resources of thè 

useful Orel *""' C°mC Ìm° *** CatC8°ry °f Potentially 

Extensive coal reserves exist in the southern part of 

ilnlW,th i0"1 **• Per cent of these locatedPin thè 
liÄ S°, that Partlcul« importance attaches to the 
limited coal reserves available outside this area   The 

fSlSS^Ü ,COkÌng COal are in Southem Rhodesia 
(Wankie) amounting to some 500 million tons together 
with somc 300 million tons of non-coking varie ies 
Other major (over 100 million tons) deposits of no* 
coking coal occur m Bechuanaland, Katanga, Tanga- 
nyika, Nigeria and Morocco, which may have their 
coking properties improved by blending with coking coal 

furnaces     ^ °'      "^ dÍreCtly ¡n dectric reductiün 

For various reasons therefore interest attaches to the 
development of the unparalleled hydroelectric 
of the African continent. The major source is the Congo 

rr2rf,.|ndhltS rn,ïU,arr Which by reason of constant rainfall, sharp falls and the absence of competing claim 
for irrigation can supply «run of the river" stations• 
minimum cost In view of the virtual absence of industria 
development throughout the Congo basin, however these 
resources are ,ot utilized except in the South Katanga 
copper belt where a scheme is based on a tributary The 
targe> existing stations  are on the Zambesi  (Kariba 
600 MW) on the Nile (Owen Falls, 120 MW), and on 
smaller rivers as m Morocco (El Abid, 100 MW) and 
Cameroon   Edea, 160 MW). There are also numerous 
smaller stations supplying local needs and based on smal 
rivers or tributaries. The large stations serve a hZe 

iïTtï^î• therCf0,re Tch hi«her tnmimiMion co* 
but   he economies of scale in generating electricity in 
relation to the cost of transmitting it are such tía  with 
the   extension  of transmission  lines  across   national 
frontiers the small stations will eventually disappear 

and Tunisia but does not extend yet to Libya. In southern 
Africa generally, ,n consequence of the exploitation of 
the m.neral wealth of the interior, raHway development 
has been relatively more extensive and relatively inte- 
grated, leading to a link between the mining areas of 
the Rand, Southern Rhodesia. Northern Rhodesia and 
Katanga and their connections to the coast. In this wav 
a railway system connects Lobito on the west coast to 
the ports of South Africa and of Mozambique on the 
onhT^AT* L,ke Tan8a"yika through the railways 
of he East African system to Mombassa and northwards 
to link with the main river ports on the Congo. There is 
however   no communication except by road with thè 
Sudan railway system and none with Ethiopia. 

The low density of population and the great distances 
consequently involved in the distribution of finished 
goods and, on the other hand, the long hauls and heavy 
load associated with traffic in mineral and raw materials 

"o lUCth Ï °CeaiVrÌVer and rail ,ransP°rt mus< continue to be the basis of an African transport system. Road 
transport except over short distances is too costly for 
distances over 500 miles and excluding the cost of con- struct,^ th   road (whjch is norma on 

with actual running costs) the charges per ton mi e 
are nearly tw.ee the railway costs and perhaps t^ree 

avalle "* ^ °f ** °P "VCr tra"sP°" «"*£ 

The main gaps in the African transport system are 
accordingly those associated with ocean and railwaj 
development. With regard to the former the prac«fc has 
been that with trade being mainly overseas there aïe 
virtually no facilities for ocean traffic between Afriin 
ports on a tramping basis. This is a serious gap fn S 

tion ¿AT r?allVely heaVy density of coastal popùfa Hon and the cheapness of ocean transport. The main 
gap in the raHway system is that of interna hnks 
The East and West link would not be difficui    "nee 
Sudan railways and Nigeria railways are already Zy 

a   North-South   trans-Saharan   link   although  similar 

Sfierf ZY g" Ìn Arra,ia' have *"* comme cïîy justified and have served to unite a continent. 

The iron and steel industry 

Transport 

The current trading pattern in Africa is reflected in 
he transport systems where railway and rivers are use3 

to carry raw materials to the coast for shipment to Europe 
and manufactured goods are returned in exchange ThS 
» mie trading between African countries themselves « 
between regions so that the various railway systems a« 
m general not connected. /»«.n» are 

•Jh^T t0,thÌS pattern occur in the more developed 
"Sí ZV,l  ÎTly P.0pU,ated arcas of the extren« north and south. A lateral railway connects Morocco, Algeria 
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Steel production in most African countries today is 
based on the melting of locally available scrap This  s 
a natural development making use of a local materia 
which would otherwise either not be ccîhSÏÏ aTall o 
would have to be shipped to Europe. It makes a uiefu 

•Äff- 'VI6 StCCl re«uirem«"* of the counf;1 

2!? Dr
ful "auction in steel making and rollini 

techniques. Plants making steel in this way and JS 
it into bars and rods and sections for building and 
construction exist m Nigeria Alueria r.h.„- «? . 
Uganda, Ethiopia Katanga JoÄS ^0 

Ä? ",m the COUrse of erection » thfsudtn a„d an additional one in Nigeria. 

altij,
tC? induS^y based on|y on "ocal scrap, however 

fñ ?he ?n„eXPandmg ? SCrap supP,ies «P^d can only 
Of ÎL Î? .rUD Pr0V,de a StCadily Creasing proportion 
of the steel requirements of an expanding ecinomy 



This follows from the fact that its major source of raw 
material is the scrapping of obsolete buildings, machines, 
vehicles and equipment after an average life of some 
twenty years. While therefore the demand for steel 
relates to the current level of investment and industrial 
activity the supply of scrap relates to the position twenty 
years previously and in a rapidly expanding economy 
can therefore never form more than a fraction of the 
former. Moreover, scrap is required for the important 
iron and steel foundry industry which because of its 
relatively small scale of operation and relative indifference 
in regard to scrap qualities is likely to be able to pre-empt 
a substantial proportion of available supplies. In the 
circumstances developing countries have sooner or later 
to turn to iron production and the more so when, as in 
Africa, large and rich deposits of iron ore are available. 
Integrated works of this kind exist in the Republic 
of South Africa, in Egypt and in Southern Rhodesia 
and are currently under construction in Algeria and 
Tunisia. 

The main difficulty in establishing such a works is 
that normally the minimum scale for producing iron 
economically is too high for a country in the early stages 
of development and able therefore to offer only a very 
limited market. 

Some methods of producing iron (e.g. electric 
reduction) can be used relatively economically on a 
smaller scale than others provided cheap energy is 
available; where there is no alternative this method 
may be adopted with advantage in which case the problem 
of dealing with economies of scale is transferred to steel 
making and steel rolling sections where the problem is 
generally less acute. 

Nevertheless economies of scale in iron and steel 
production are so great that it is desirable to achieve them 
if at all possible, and this has led to the idea of overcoming 
market limitations in Africa by the erection of one or 

more integrated iron and steel works on a sub-regionil 
basis. Such works would be able to produce iron and steel 
from the rich ores in Africa using the latest techniques 
and on a scale which would achieve most of the economies 
of large scale production. Many problems of financing 
of commercial policy, of co-ordination of industrial and 
transport development, and of international policy are 
involved in such a venture, which in fact is equivalent 
in its own sphere, to the creation of a sub-regional 
common market on the lines of the European coal and 
steel community and might, in due course, necessitate 
similar supra-national institutions. 

At the iron and steel level problems arise relating to 
plant site size and location, the availability of raw mate- 
rials, the size of market necessary to achieve economies 
of scale and the transport facilities within the area. In 
the case of West Africa it is clear that a coastal works 
based on one of the rich ore deposits near the coast and 
with the facility of importing other essential materials, 
such as coal, by cheap sea transport, and in part using 
the same means for distributing the finished products 
is the desirable unit. In Central and East Africa it is 
equally clear that an interior works is the desirable 
unit. The number of such units corresponding to the 
number of natural areas within which economies of scale 
can be achieved before transport costs become too great 
is obviously limited at the current levels of consumption 
obtaining in Africa, but with the rapid annual rates of 
increase expected in consumption, possibilities will 
increase so that a long-term programme of development 
is at least as important as plans designed for the imme- 
diate situation. Such a programme must provide for sub- 
regional specialization within steel works facilitating the 
achievement of full economies of scale. In this connexion, 
one of its first objectives will be to integrate with any 
existing steel melting works so as to assist as a source of 
their requirements of semi-finished steel for re-rolling 
within a co-ordinated schedule of finished steel products. 
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bvm 
REVIEW OF THE IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN THE ECAFE REGION 

(DOCUMFNT ECAFE.2)' 

General 

Crude steel production in the ECAFE countries 
increased from approximately 9 million tons in 1951 to 
about 33 million tons in 1962 or an increase of about 
267 per cent during this period. The share of these 
countries m the total world production of 369 million 
tons m 1962 was about 9 per cent. The comparative 
shares of some other countries and regions in the total 
world production were approximately as follows : 

Australia  
India  
Japan     
Latin America  
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
United States of America  
Western Europe (including United Kingdom) 

11 
1.3 
7.4 
1.5 

20.7 
24.6 
28.2 

cJ* tJ*tC increasc in crude steel production in the 
fcCAFE countries having started from a low base was 
relatively much higher than that of the other industrialized 
countries of the world. This is indicated by the significant 
strides in steel production registered by some of the less 
developed countries in the region. The most noteworthy 
increases were made by India and Japan durin* the last 
decade. 

Countries of the region 

AFGHANISTAN 

Afghanistan has just started its plans of industrializa- 
tion. There is at present no steel production facility in 
the country. The emphasis of industrial development 
during the past few years was geared to the improvement 
and expansion of the mining industry. Foreign experts 
were engaged in geological study and exploration of the 
!Hinc

f
ral.^ources of the country and consideration of 

the feasibility of establishing an iron smelting and steel 
plant which was included in both the first and second 
five-year plans (1958-1966). 

The results of the geological studies and explorations 
at that stage indicated substantial deposits of iron ore 
and metallurgical coal in the country. The foreign experts 
recommended further exploration and analysis of the 
ores and coals, before a firm decision is taken on the 
proposed steel plant. 

J US" TPÍ^ byP* ""«"••t of the Economic Commiasion 
for Asia and the Far East. See page 122 for discussion. mmUS,on 

BURMA 

The first steel plant in Burma was completed in I9S8- 
1959. It consists of a merchant bar and sheet mill with 
^i

C^rnbmed Produc,ion capacity of approximately 
2U.II00 tons per annum. The products are reinforced steel 
bars and plain black sheets. Ingot production is dependent 
on a 100 per cent scrap-charge. 10-ton electric arc furnace 
The shortage of local scrap has posed a problem To 
provide continuity of operation, billets are being imported 
to supplement ingot production in the electric furnace. 

There was a plan to establish a medium-sized integrated 
steel complex in the country using indigenous iron ores 
located in the northern states, with either electric or open 
hearth furnaces. The installation of this plant was to 
support expansion in the production of various hot- 
rolled steel products for use in the manufacturing and 
other industries. 

CAMBODIA 

Cambodia has no iron and steel industry at present 
although .ts establishment has been under consideration' 
Hematite and magnetite ores have been found at Phnom 
Deck. 

CEYLON 

Ceylon has no iron and steel production facilities  A 

• a?««0.SelUp a baS,C iron and s,eel industry was initiated 
in 1951. The project slowed down because of various 
inherent problems. Further studies had to be made 
regarding sufficiency of indigenous iron ores, fuel and 
power availability, location of plant site and the capital 
investment required for the project. 

. TÏ6 dJ??ycry, of ,ocal iron ores ¡n 'he south-west and 
in the Chilaw district to support the project for about 
25 years or more strengthened the decision to establish 
lu , ceiD

pr0JectAn a«reement was signed in 1958 with 
the USSR to assist in the construction of the project in 
stages, viz. : J 

(a) First stage. The installation of a merchant and 
wire rod m,ll for the manufacture of rounds, flats, squares 
small angles tees channels and wire rods. During this 

Sf* •n'ÍLÍl'üa8 machinefy wi» be installed. Produc 
and roifS, ,2500°rtOnS °f Tf*d Stccl (bars« -"»P*. •*•) and 10,000 tons of wire rods. The raw materialfor this 
stage will be imported billets. 

(b) Second stage This will consist of the installation 
of a steel-making furnace for converting local scrap iron 
supplemented by imported material for the £odu2 
of billets required for (he rolling mill (in stage 1) Raw 
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materials required for this stage will be imported and 
local scrap. 

(r) Third stage. A blast furnace or electric furnace will 
be installed for the production of pig iron using local 
iron ore and charcoal. 

The plant will be located at Oruvela, about 4 miles 
north of Homagama. The authorities have deciuYJ to 
develop the project in stages for the following reasons: 

First, all material surveys have not been completed. 
Detailed studies of the availability of wood and its 
collection, transportation and conversion to charcoal have 
yet to be undertaken. If electric power is available at 
economical rates in the future, then electro-smelting can 
be adopted instead of the blast furnace. 

Secondly, there are several new processes for both 
pig-iron production and steel making developed in recent 
years. Some of them are still in the pilot plant stage. One 
of these processes may be better suited to Ceylon's 
conditions than the blast furnace or open-hearth processes 
now considered for the second and third stages. In the 
case of the rolling mill, there are no particularly new 
developments. 

Thirdly, the establishment of an integrated iron and 
steel works requires the services of scores of experts and 
technical, supervisory and skilled personnel, heavy 
capital investment, the resources of many construction 
firms, and an efficient organization. Any attempt to 
proceed with the entire project at one stage might severely 
strain local resources of skilled personnel, complicate 
co-ordination and control and lead to unavoidable delays 
and waste. 

It was therefore considered best to proceed in stages, 
commencing with a rolling mill which will operate on 
imported billets. This will enable construction work to 
be phased out, operating personnel for the second and 
third stages trained in advance, raw material surveys 
completed and the most suitable metallurgical process 
adopted. Financing the project will also be simpler. 

It is estimated that the total value of the output during 
stage 1 will be approximately Rs. 35 million. A foreign 
exchange saving of Rs. 10 million annually after deduction 
of the cost of imported billets, fuel oil, tic. is expected. 
The saving in foreign exchange will be more marked in 
the second and third stages when local materials replace 
imports. Employment after the three stages is estimated 
to be more than 1,000 at the technical, supervisory and 
management levels. 

CHINA (TAIWAN) 

The emphasis in Taiwan's steel industry since the 
beginning of the first five-year plan in 1953'was on the 
production of hot rolled steel products, particularly sheet 
bars and wire rods. There was relativcK fast growth in 
the past decade. The increases in output are shown 
below : 

Output ol selected Industrial products 

\/( •Irir  ir KU - 

),,!• /'.„• ,T,.n ll'rr /, /    '1 phu. 

195.1 K.I 74 17? ki.2V 2.74 1 
1958 3.1.106 16.05 S 27.48* 2.Kid 
•960 24.444 In,M). 21.074 9 7SX 
1962 6.1. IUI 20.4511 2S.K4; lh.70\l 

lmlu\lr\ of Free China, vol. XIX. No   l. 141.1 

Bars, wire rods and tin plate exceeded the production 
targets for the period 1957-1960. The planned production 
for crude steel for 1962-1963 is 290.000 metric tons and 
the planned capacity for rolling mills is 250,000 metric 
tons. 

The iron and steel production facilities in the country 
consist mainly of 1-35 ton blast furnace, several electric 
arc furnaces from } ton to 10 ton capacity and a number 
of high frequency induction furnaces with a capacity of 
\ to 1 ton. A new by-product coke oven installed a few 
years ago increased coke production in the country. The 
rolling mills are generally of pre-war types except for a 
few which have been modernized and improved to step 
up production. 

A plan to establish an integrated iron and steel plant 
was conceived in 1955 but because of the lack of 
indigenous iron ore and foreign exchange, implementa- 
tion of the project was delayed. The project will be built 
in stages. The first stage will consist or rolling mills which 
will produce approximately 160,000 tons of steel bars, 
wire rods and sheets. The second stage will include 
additional iron and steel facilities making for producing 
plates and pipes. The total output of the mill when 
completed will be approximately 378,000 tons The 
products are as follows : 

Prefect IM tarfets < 

Unii I9t) 

Pig iron and castings  Metric tons 
Bars, shapes and rail  Metric tons 
Steel »ires Metric tons 
Sneet*  Metric tons 
Hatcs Metric tons 
Pipej/fittings  Metric tons 
Miscellaneous steel products      Metric tons 

TOTAL 

40,000 
230000 

26,000 
25,000 
18,000 
14.400 
7,000 

120,400 

45,000 
250,000 
27,000 
42,000 
35,500 
16.000 
7,500 

423,000 

" Tht industrial and Mining Programme, Third Four-Year Plan, Dec   1961 
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Local coke will be used for metallurgical purposes and 
iron ore and scrap will be imported from outside sources. 
Power will be supplied by the expansion of the power 
programme (Taiwan Power Company). Engineering 
design and layout will be made with the assistance of 
foreign experts. Foreign technical supervisory personnel 
and skilled operators will assist in the initial stages of 
operation. s 

INDIA 

The crude stool production of India continued to crow 
steadily since the first five-year plan. It increased from 

.41 million tons ,n 1950-1951 to 4.9 million tons m 1961- 
196- This represents an increase of about 250 per cent in a 

mV"    ne targCt f0r "le third fiw-vcar plan (1961-1966) is 10.2 million tons. 

The development of the iron and steel industry in the 
country was achieved by the joint efforts of the Govern- 
ment and the private sector. Three large integrated steel 
plants were completed during the second five-year plan 
one at Bhilai (USSR assistance), another at Rourkela 
Federal German assistance) and the third at Durgapur 

(United Kingdom assistance). The installed capacity of 
these steel plants is about 3 million tons. During the 
period, expansion programmes were also undertaken bv 
the Tata Iron and Steel Works, the Indian Iron and 
Steel Works and the Mysore Iron and Steel Works. 

The target set of 10.2 million tons for crude steel 
production under the third plan is expected to be achieved 
by ja) expansion of the facilities of the Rourkela Bhilai 
and Durgapur plants, (b) increased production of the 
Tata, Mysore and Indian Steel plants, and (c) expansion 
and modernization of existing plants of the secondary 
stee producers, and the establishment of new but smaller 
steel works in various parts in the country. Further plans 
to increase steel production have been projected in the 
ourth panned period with a production goal of 18 million 

tons in 1972. It is forecast that a 50 million ton annual 
production will be needed in 1981 to maintain industrial 
growth and sustain economic development. 

In addition to the projected expansion programmes of 
existing plants, a new steel complex will be built at 
Bokaro with a capacity of from 2.50 to 3.5 million tons 
annually. Other areas for the installation of medium-sized 
steel works are being contemplated in Neyvely (south 
india), Goa-Hospet region (west coast), Bilegali (Madya 
Pradesh) and Visakhapatnam on the east coast. Produc- 
tion will be approximately from 300,000 to 500,000 tons 
annually. 

There are also about 143 plants producing structural 
ÍE •      °thei ,merchant Products amounting to about 
<HJl) INK) ton« vi>'jrl<;  T|ioI.»n....ur.i  .   .  _. .„.¡^. ,¡ÁVJ^ ».aiauusiiuicius are oeing given 
assistance by the central Government to expand their 
filmes in order to increase production to about 
900,000 tons per annum. One of the major problems in 
this programme of expansion will be the shortage of 
skiUed labour and qualified supervisory and managerial 

country are imported. A few small sheet mills and hot 
dip tin plating plants are in operation in Java Of 
significance, however, is the installation of a new steel 
plant with modern roughing and finishing mills now 
under construction in .lava. The mill is being financed 
with the assistance of the USSR. The steel plant will be 
built in stages : a 

(i) First stage. This initial phase will be a steel-making 
unit consisting of 3 open-hearth furnaces with an annual 
capacity of about 100.000 tons of crude steel ingots 
The raw materials will be 50°;, scrap from domestic 
sources and 50°u pig iron, which will be imported in the 
initial stages of operation until the completion of the 
second stage of the project. The roughing mill will be of 
the universal type which will produce billets and slabs 
for processing by the finishing mills. The products will 
be merchant bars, shapes, wire rods, sheets, rails and 
other miscellaneous steel products. 

(ii) Secami stage. This will consist of the construction 
of a small blast furnace with a capacity of 50,000 tons 
of pig iron yearly. This plant will be erected in Lampung 
<outh Sumatra, where good grade iron ore is available 
lor blast furnace operation. The pig iron produced will 
be used in the Java installation described under stage 1. 

.  1•) Third stage. This last phase will be the construction 

ïr î'r,,an °f a b,laSî fumace with a year,y Production 
of 25OJ00O tons supplied with coke from the Bukit Assam 
area. The pig iron produced is expected to replace the 
present imports. The completion of the project is 
scheduled for 1965. J 

IRAN 
3 

INDONESIA 

There is no iron and steel plant of any significance in 
Indonesia today. Most of the steel requirements of the 

A plan to establish an integrated steel plant in the 
country has been the subject of studies by the Govern- 
ment with the assistance of foreign experts. Some of 
the basic problems arc: (i) whether to construct the steel 
project m stages, i.e., to start with the installation of a 
rolling mill section using imported ingots or billets, and 
to add .ron and steel-making facilities later; or to con- 
struct an integrated steel plant in one stage; (ii) the 
selection of a suitable location for the plant : two possible 
sites have been suggested, Karaj (Tehran) which is a 
market and communication centre, and Azna a raw 
material centre. 

The National Steel Corporation, a Government agency 
created to implement this project, has emphasized the 

ítaSSan ThablÍSh thÍ7eel prOJeCt -envisaged in the third plan. The proposed capacity of the steel plant 
will be about 240,000 to 300,000 tons annually       P 

JAPAN 

JTn Ta.rkable i.ncreasc in lhe P*8 ir°n and crude 
steel production in Japan during the last decade (1951- 
1962) has made it the fourth biggest steel producer in 
he world today. Japan is largely dependent on fo eim 

sources for iron ore and metallurgia coal. White tS 

' Iron and Steel Review, India. November 1962. 
• Kayhan International Excerpts, August 1962. 
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other countries of the ECAFE region have geared their 
economies to produce steel to meet only domestic con- 
sumption, the industrial structure of Japan is designed 
also to supply the requirements of other ECAFE countries 
and even those of Europe and the United States. Japan's 
iron and steel may be seen in the following table : 

Iron and steel production " 
  (1951-1962) 

Previous record 

1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 . 
1962 . 

Pit ¡'on 

3,127 
3,474 
4,518 
4,608 
5,217 
5,987 
6,815 
7,394 
9,446 
11,896 
15,821 
17,972 

Roiled products 

Crude steel    Ordinary Heel     Special steel 

6,502 
6,988 
7,662 
7,750 
9,408 

11,106 
12,570 
12,118 
16,629 
22,138 
28,268 
27,546 

4,739 
4.825 
5,338 
5,472 
6,810 
8,121 
9,265 
8,972 

11,871 
15,675 
19,944 
20,234 

159 
226 
306 
293 
319 
495 
626 
507 
828 

1,169 
1,468 
1,530 

" Japan Iron and Steel Federation. The Sittl Industry of Japan, mj. 

This illustrates an increase in pig iron production of 
J li7

n ^ cen< 0°m the 3,474.000 tons in »32 to 
17,972.000 tons ,„ 1962. In crude steel output the 
increase for the same period was about 300 per cent 
The average domestic steel consumption in Japan was 
approx.ma.ely 85 to 90 per cent of the total product^ 
and the balance of 10 to 15 per cent represented the 
P t A

c,!f" for,_ e*Port (ships and capital goods not 
included) On the other hand. Japan also imported stee 

«elw ,(n'8 'T' Slabs' b,llets' ord,nar> a«» ipoeial steels) totalling about 1.67 million tons (1961) from the 
United States and Europe. 

The first and second modernization and rationalization 
programmes of the iron and steel industry (1951-1960) 
and the adoption and application of modern techniques 
placed the iron and steel production facilities of Japan 
on a level comparable with the highly industrialized 
countries of the world. This programme! in Sion lo 
the expansion and modernization of existing facilities 
included the construction of new blast furnaces of bieeer 
capacities, the use of the oxygen steel making process 
(LD converters), the installation of high production strip 
mills and the integration of the iron and steel facilities 
with the petro-chemical industry. 

Stori facilities in Japan, 1962 < 

"«*«.•              «,                 Crude            Tom" S 

Production (1,000 unit/tons) . I7Q7,        ,, -., „,,„ 
Blastfurnace.  ........              10          'o,'./        27J*?        20

7
2

0
34 ' 53° 

Open hearth furnace                 J            9^           7Í¿           " 22% 
Electric furnace                   ¿¿              [Á            !¿             8o- "',. 
Others (rolling, casting, forging, etc.)        599              2%             4%             J£ "I0 

                  TOTAL        680           100            ioo             lOiT \oÖ' 

'< The Steel Mu„ry of Japan, Japan Iron and Steel Federation. 1961. 

Growth of prodttfc» «parity of the Iron wd steel „rfustry to Japan, 19S6-1963« 

1956 mi 

*f'»'"f of year Betimint ofyear 

Annual             Number of Annual Number of 

îïaiï«            '"'."".V cafaci,y *"""*«                                                     ^f°°_'\             otmiUs (1,0001) of mills 

Pi*¿r0*.            6,344              HO l6,2i9 l4, 

              288               87                   992 102 
ZLntutm „h,                                              'OMO             654 36,072 90S Open hearth furnaces 6iA02 |34 ,49M 

SET         <"          7 «aVw 24 Electric furnace.               3a22            Sl} ,0,62 ?£ 
Blooming and stabbing mills           7jS4              13 ¡2,542 21 
Rolled steel: 

Small and medium section mills .  .  .          7793             285 i<<u< m* 
%»-****                                     2,569               ,9 4,'uò S 
SS*     ».*     '4 4:.i. g 
•to

t
m,l,g ,„            2,365               25 6.397 39 

Hot.tnp mill. 1>476 3 g676 

Cold strip mills           lt2i8                7 6 164 37 
Pipe and tube mills                                   1747             ,,„ 3^ J9J 

o LD^ttn'' mi' ThC lnduï,ri•, Bank of '•*•". «-Id., Tokyo. Japan. April 1962. 
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The third modernization programme is now in progress plant with a canacitv nr iinnnn , r • 
and the targets are the installation of additional integrated 2501«« 1   ÏÏ^ÏÏ '^P tOIVf mgots and 

steel complexes and "combinations" with petroS a neSryraw ma S IsTr EÄ 1° ¡T^  thC 

industries to max mize utilization of bv-nmdurr o^ ,.^i- "w materials lor this project which is now 

The iron and steel producers in Japan consist of 10 big FEDFRATION nv vu, 1Vi 
companies  wh<ch  operate  blast  furnaces  and rolling ^EDERAT.ON OF MALAYA 

mills, 11 companies with open hearth furnaces, 60 com-        There is no plant in the country producing iron and 
pames with electric furnaces, and 599 small enterprises steel- Plans are under consideration for the establishment 
engaged in rolling, casting and other processes of steel of a sma" ir°n and steel plant 
production. The percentage shares of iron and steel 

IbwTXcs•* 0n PrOCeSSeS may be Seen in the tW° PAK,STAN
 

8 

The comparative increases in production capacity from pJh?rC 'tu"0  inte8rated  iron  and  steel  industry  in 
1956 to 1963 were as follows: (a) pig iron, 156 per cent- Fak'stan- There are several electric arc furnaces which 
g) crude steel, 256 per cent; ¿rolling mill capa•' S?B

UC51l
aboUt ^'f00 T ^^ of crude ** from 

blooming-slabbing, 197 per cent; sections and flats etc ' P/    her? are als.° about 115 re-rolling mills in the 
85 per cent; (J) flat products, 320 per cent and (e) wire n Ä .        a t0ta,' roll'ng caPac«ty of approximately 
rods, 200 per cent. The production targets for 1963 are I u ?      T- annua"y- Because of the shortage of scrap, 
as follows: 8      °r are billets and ingots, most of those small muís do not 

mua, ,„„    0perate at ful1 caPacity- A Programme of modernization 
Pig iron (blast furnaces)      2036       1S .,n progress to increase operational efficiency in the 
Other sources       213g       existing small mills. A new mill is under construction in 

Z-st-^r : : : : : : : : : : : : : SS   ^ÄMMi^Ä 'Z 

Crude  steel  production   for   1970  is   estimated  at    u Thu establishrnent of an integrated iron and steel plant 
approximately 48 million tons. This future target mav en ,ncluded in the current five-year plan.  The 
require construction of new large blast furnace capacities count^ imPorts about 500,000 tons of steel products 
and high production rolling mills as well as additional ^  y'        basic plan is t0 «tablish an iron and steel 
oxygen  steel  converters.   It  is estimated  that  about m,dust[.y usmg md'genous iron ore and coal. The quality 
49 million tons of iron ore and about 25 million tons of       A 

lndl«en°us "on  ore however  is not suitable  for 
coa will be imported. It has also been proposed that to reductlon

r
by  conventional  methods.  Because  of the 

facilitate handling of materials and provision of a safe "r*ency °/the. need to produce steel, two proposals have 
anchorage for huge ore carriers, the new iron and steel        e°.        ,/Ji? the establishment of a pilot plant to 
facilities may be built in deep harbour or reclaimed areas H ü"ul6,000 t0ns of "luPpens"  from the ore  at 
near harbours and ports. Additional power generation Kalaba«h m west Pakistan, as a large scale test of a new 
sources are being planned to meet future requirements Process for the utilization of local ores. Should this be 

successful,   then  the  establishment   of the  proposed 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA « ÎÎA *, stee,Pla

u
nt wi" ** Pu•ed vigorously ; (*) the 

T.    . .      ,       j immediate establishment of a steel plant in Karachi west 
The iron and steel-production facilities in the Republic Pakistan, using imported pig iron and scrap with a 
l!•anC

(
0nS,S?f ab0Ut 138 plants ran*in8 in *«es capacity of about 250,000 tons annually and a similar 

from small to medium: 17 iron making plants, 16 rolling Plant of 100,000 tons annual capacity in ChütagX 
m?„;,f- t I• "SÍ thc remainder'  »mall metal !^t

/J
P

rt
akl,tan-  or a combined  annual production  of 

manufacturing shops. The current iron and steel pro- 350,000 tons. This production is expected to meetïbout 
fron °Cnlab»°U.t 200'000;ons year|y. consisting ofpig J> f" cent of the country's requirementsoÏT 
La«  , A   y16"1 TJ r0ds' sheets and sma» merchant duct

u
s;. ?oth P•J«ts are part of the over-all plan for the 

bars and shapes. About 60,000 tons of steel products «tabiIshment of an integrated iron and steel comoîex in 
were imported m 1960. v both west and east Pakistan. complex in 

HJÍ
C
 

firSrÍV££ear Plan Í,9«-I966) estimates a pro-       The discovery of natural gas in great auantitie. ¡„ 
crude «el. ?,00° T °f Pig ir0n and 162'000 ton' of STC Parts °f the coun,ry ha» creïïefîn  S£ of 
LIÍH, f?   ?MÍ

C
 "'"I"18 p,ants- The Plan *'*> u^"°g this source for the production o K som« 

includes the estabhshment of an integrated iron and steel °f *»  new iron and steel making presses ,d?reS 
-  reduction). Power resources are also progressively S 

iiï » ^" r-—« -—*-*-       t0 meet the future requiremcnts of ind Jtry- 
Korea * °  Commerce and '"dustry, Republic of        - 

» The Second Five-Year Plan, Pakistan, 1960-1965. 



PHILIPPINES 

Annual crude steel production in the Philippines is 
approximately 150,000 tons. Raw materials are domestic 
scrap and imported pig iron. Three steel producers use 
electric arc furnaces of capacities ranging from 5 to 
25 tons and one producer has an oil-fired 35-ton cold 
charged open-hearth furnace for ingot production The 
first pig iron smelting furnace (low shaft furnace) plant 
using indigenous ores and coal, will be in operation in 
^VL'964' 7Í,S new Plant W'H Produce initially 
12,000 tons of founory pig for local foundries and cast 
iron pipe manufacturing plants. In addition to these 
major producers, there are three re-rolling mills but these 
do not have melting facilities. The rolling mill capacity 
including re-rollers, is approximately 200,000 tons yearly 
Steel production consists mainly of bars and small shapes 
2Ann!at8" A Wire rod miI1 with a caPacity of about 
40 000 tons has recently been placed in operation. A pipe 
mill producing welded steel pipes of ¿" to 3" diameter 
înS/v5lS° becn established- It has a capacity of about 
30,000 tons yearly. The raw material (skelp) for this mill 
is imported. 

During the last few years, 4 sheet galvanizing plants, 
2 cold rolling mills with hot dip tin plating lines, 2 welding 
electrodes factories, and 2 steel wire rope plants were 
established. All these plants import sheets and steel wires 
for their operations. A large integrated steel plant is 
now being established under the National Shipyards and 
Steel Corporation (NASSCO). The plant will be located 
at  Ihgan,  in northern Mindanao.  The area  for this 
installation has been cleared and graded. Soil foundation 
tests have been completed and found satisfactory. The 
engineering designs and plant layout have been completed 
and financial assistance for the foreign exchange required 
has been granted by the Export and Import Bank of 
Washington, D.C., for the purchase of the rolling mills 
from the United States. The smelting and steel making 
equipment will be obtained from western Europe The 
local peso expenditures will be subscribed by Philippine 
private groups. 

The whole integrated plant will be built in one phase 
or construction, from the iron and steel making facilities 
to the rolling mills. The products are as follows : 

Metric lonilyr 

„ke'p ;..•.•     40,000 
Hot rolled coils  30 000 
Hot rolled sheets  ]$ooo 
Cold rolled sheets      85 000 
Tin plate (electrolytic)  ^'QQQ 

Wat«* up to «to" width for shipbuilding  ¡J'üúU 
Merchant shapes, not produced locally   . 30000 
Pigiron  : 15:000 

TOTAL   270,000 

This steel project is designed primarily as a flat products 
plant to meet the urgent requirements of existing metal 
and food processing industries in the country The 
facilities consist of electric smelters for iron production 
LD converters for steel making and various rolling mills 
including a universal roughing mill, a hot reversing mill, 
a cold mill and a temper mill. 

Power wil   be supplied by the Maria Cristina hydro- 

m ;!;i!npa,,at,0n WhÍCh ÍS °nly about 4 miles '"m the mill site   Power cost is estimated at $0.0015 per kW 

.nUdn;.?n?e-m,tial StagCS °f ,he p,oject' hi«hly technical and supervisory personnel will be provided by foreign 
consultants. Operating personnel will be trained abroad 
before the commencement of operations. The present 
small force of skilled steel workers in the NASSCO «tccl 
plant will serve as the nucleus of the operating force 

^KVTA 
integ,rated medium s>« Plant is planned to be 

established on Luzon Island to produce billets, forced 
steel and castings. Negotiations are under way for 
Federal German financial assistance for the supply of 
machinery and equipment for the plant. A new plant for 
spec.a steel products with a capacity of about 6,000 tons 
annually, to produce small size rolled shaftings leaf 
springs and grinding balls, will be completed in 1966 
The plant will be located in the suburbs of Manila. 

Another interesting development is the installation of 
a 40-ton low shaft furnace at Panganiban, Camarine 
Norte, which will produce pig iron from indigenous ores 
and coals mined in neighbouring areas. The main equip- 
ment consists of the low shaft furnace proper, dust and 
tar separators, pre-coolers, pre-heaters, air blowers and 
other accessory units. Power will be supplied by a thermal 
unit which will utilize the waste gases. 

SINGAPORE 

The feasibility of setting up an iron and steel mill has 
been under Government study for some time The 
groundwork was laid by an application to the United 
Nations Technical Assistance Board, which sent a study 
mission m early 1961. The Mission's report showed how 
Singapore could profitably set up in the steel making 
industry from modest beginnings, first by establishing a 
mill for melting scrap, rolling steel ingots, and re-rolling 
ship scrap, with a capacity of 30,000 to 50,000 tons 
output a year. The mill's production target is 40,000 tons 
in the first year going up gradually to 60,000 tons as 
requirements may dictate. 

As a second stage, the Mission recommended an 
integrated steel mill, which would include equipment for 
smelting iron ore to pig iron, and converting this to steel. 
The third and final stage of development would produce 
500,000 tons or more of pig iron a year. The Mission 
suggested that this development should be considered in 
collaboration with a large established foreign steel 
company. With this report in hand, the Government held 
discussions with local entrepreneurs and then brought 
all interested parties together in a company named the 
National Iron and Steel Mills Ltd. The Economic 
Development Board has taken up 20 per cent of the share 
capital, leaving the remainder to be subscribed by local 
residents, bankers, merchants and businessmen. 

THAILAND 

Steel production in the country is very small at present. 
A small quantity of bars is produced in a small charcoal 
blast furnace, open hearth steel furnace and rolling mill 
plant owned by the Thai Cement Company at Tha 
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Luang The plant is being expanded to meet increased 
local demand for steel bars for construction. Imported 
scrap will supplement the limited domestic scrap supply 

£¡£A Govcrnment haS p,anned t0 CW tore¿ experts to prepare a feasibility report for the establish- 

o« Í .ainmary baS!,C Sted industry usin« indigenous ores. A large new ore deposit of high grade quality has 

recently been discovered in the north-eastern part of the 
country. ' 

REPUBLIC OF VIET-NAM 

No steel-producing facilities exist in the country. Plans 
«or a small rolling mill have been under consideration 
as a joint venture with a Japanese group 
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D03*/9 
PRESENT A1VD FUTURE TRENDS OF PRODUCTION VNI) nms|-«m<n 

OF WG.IRON AND CRUDE STEEL IN EUROPE AND IN THÎ, mí!,  "ms 

(DOCUMENT ECE.2) 

Summary 

This paper shows the present situation of pig-iron 
fcrro-aUoys and crude steel production in Europe and 
the United States, and gives some indications on the 
medium-term developments. Output of pig-iron and 
lerro-alloys is at present adequate to meet the require- 
ments of crude steel production and it appears that 
resources both in the countries concerned and overseas 
are sufficient to allow for further expansion of crude 
steel output. The paper shows also the advances that 
have been made during the past ten years by oxygen- 
using steel-making processes. 

Some disturbances in the equilibrium between steel 
demand and general economic growth have made them- 
selves felt during recent years in some countries, to be 
ascribed to a number of factors of both short- and long- 
term character; among the latter, changes in the structure 
or demand, as they occur when economies reach higher 
levels of development, hold a prominent place. The steel 
industry it taking measures to adapt its pattern of output 
and its rate of expansion to the changed situation. 

Introduction 

Europe and the United States are not only the most 
important producers of pig-iron and crude steel, but also 
their mam consumers. The share held by this group of 
countries has, however, been declining during the last 
twenty-five years as the steel industries and steel consump- 
tion in the Far East, in Latin America and in Africa 
expanded While Europe and the United States together 
accounted on an average in 1936-1938 for over 86 per 
cent of world crude steel consumption, this share had 
fallen to 83 per cent in 1957 and was at 78 per cent in 
1962; the situation is much the same for pig-iron. 

Table 1 gives data on the trend of apparent consump- 
tion of steel in selected regions and countries It wjü h* 
seen that European countries and the United States 
figure among those with the highest per capita consump- 
tion rates m the world; mention should be made of 
Czechoslovakia (549 kg in 1962); Sweden (530 kg); the 
United States and Federal Republic of Germany (488 kg 
each). Countries not reaching 200 kg per capita are Greece 
(62 kg); Ireland (78 kg); Portugal (49 kg); Spain (91 kg)- 
Turkey (16 kg); Yugoslavia (96 kg); Bulgaria (110 kg)! 
and Romania (171 kg). Although these levels may appear 

fJ ÍÜSLPrS!red •* ,'î? î«*!*•1 of «*» Economic Commission for Europe. See page 122 for discussion. 

to be low in comparison with other Furopcan countries 
they are st. I well above the standards prevailing m m „y* 
countries of Africa, Latin America and the Far Fasi. 

Pig-iron and ferro-alloys 

Together with scrap, pig-iron is the main raw material 
for production of crude steel in Europe and „, the 
United States; since in many European countries, 
especially ,„ Belgium, France, Luxembourg and the 
Federal Republic of Germany, a si/able share of total 
crude steel ls produced in conventional converters 
(Thomas and Bessemer) which allow for relatively little 
flexibility in the choice of raw materials, pig-iron is the 
predominant steel-making raw material in those countries 
I his trend is further accentuated for all countries by the 
expansión of steel production in oxygen-blown vessels 
which, although it is technically feasible to use up to 
50 per cent scrap in certain types, are mainly charged 
with pig-iron. 

Tabic 2 gives data on output and trade in pip-iron It 
will be seen that most of the countrcs shown are almost 
self-sufficient in pig-iron supply, or are even net-exporters 
the only notable exception being Italy, which imported 
about 18 per cent of total requirements in ¡962 Almost 
all countries shown import some pig-iron, to meet 
demand for special qualities or to cover temporarv 
deficits. The principal exporters arc the USSR ( 1.8 million 
tons in 1961) and the Federal Republic of Germany 
(900,000 tons in 1962); in relation to its domestic output 
Spain exports sizable quantities, in I960 as much as 
23 per cent of production. Since integration of iron and 
steel production is constantly growing, international 
trade in pig-iron is tending to decrease in volume in 
Europe, and may be assumed to consist finally only of 
exchanges of special qualities and the covering of short- 
term deficits. 

The main outlet for pig-iron is, of course, steel makine. 
iron foundries rank next in importance, especially in the 
United Kingdom, the United States, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Italy and Poland; although data are not 
available, it may be assumed that noticeable tonnages 
are also used for this purpose in the USSR. Other 
industries and uses are normally insignificant consumers 
of pig-iron. Data in table 3 confirm this point. 

Production and trade in ferro-alloys is illustrated by 
data in table 4. It will be seen that only some European 
countries are able to cov;r their requirements in this field 
from domestic production, viz. France, Norway, Spain, 
Sweden, Yugoslavia, Poland and the USSR. Other 
important   steel-producing  countries  rely   on   foreign 
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sources for a considerable part of their total needs; the 
following proportions of total consumption were 
imported in 1962 (percentages): Netherlands, 100.0; 
Austria, 88.6; Belgium-Luxembourg, 80.3; United King- 
dom, 46.5; Italy, 36.8; and Federi! Republic of Germany, 
29.7. The role of France, Norway and the USSR as thè 
principal European exporters should be emphasized. 
Norway has to some extent specialized in the production 
of electric-furnace ferro-alloys; with exports of around 
300,000 tons per year (80 to 90 per cent of total output) 
Norway is now the world's chief exporter of these pro- 
ducts, mainly to western Europe. 

Crude steel 

More than 80 per cent of world crude steel output 
in 1963 stemmed from the steel industries in Europe and 
in the United States; their combined total production 
has increased by over 66 per cent since 1950. This is 
mainly due, as will also be seen from data in tables 5 
and 6, to the growth of output in the USSR and the 
countries of eastern Europe (by 184 per cent), and to 
the doubling of output in the countries of western Europe; 
crude steel production in the United States has changed 
little during the last few years, after having reached a 
record level of about 102 million tons in 1957. 

Almost the whole period covered by data in table 5 
was one of sustained economic growth, accentuated by 
reconstruction and the back-log of demand that had 
arisen during the war and the immediate post-war period. 
At the end of the past decade a trend was discernible 

where the equilibrium between economic development 
and demand for steel was disturbed in many western 
European countries and in the United Slates. Expansion 
of capacity followed for some years the general trend 
of economic growth until a point where the discrcnancv 
in the development of steel demand, and the economy in 
general, became apparent. This led. Inst, to a con- 
siderable surplus capacity for the production of steel 
then to increased competition on trie world market for 
steel and on the domestic markets of the main produce 
countries, with a consequent fall in export prices- and 
finally, to restrictions in steel output and also to 
restrictions in investment for further expansion of 
capacity. 

In enumerating the factors which have had an adverse 
effect on the rate of increase of steel demand in western 
Europe and in the United States during recent years 
a distinction may conveniently be made between those 
which are of short-term character and may be described 
as disturbances in the mechanism of supply and demand, 
and those which are of a long-term nature, i.e., which 
can be assumed to continue influencing the pattern of 
growth of steel demand and, hence, of the steel industry 
in many countries. 

The first category comprises mainly two factors : 

(a) The existence of excess steel production capacity, 
ensuring  future steel supplies  within shorter delivery 
delays, and giving rise to an anticipation of lower prices. 
to de-stocking on the part of the consumers and to 
hesitation in the placing of orders; 

Tabic 6. Rates of iacreass of crude iteri production art estimated rates of increase 
of capacity la »elected periods, 1939 to 19(5 

(Percentages) 

Region or country / )fn ov„ ¡o¡9 

Total Africa 
South Africa  

Middle East  

Far East      
China (Mainland)  
India  
Japan   

Oceania       

Latin America  
Argentina  
Brazil  
Chile  
Mexico  

North America  
United States  

USSR      

Europe (excluding USSR)  
ECSC countries  
United Kingdom  
Other western Europe  
Eastern Europe  

TOTAL, world 

» 1958 was a 53-week year. 

385.1 
370.8 

204.2 
1,933.0 

72.6 
•0.9 

170.0 

1,384.4 
1,120.0 
1,093.0 

1,184.4 

64.9 
61.5 

212.0 

76.5 
60.8 
48.0* 

199.8 
166.5 

101.6 

W9 over I9Í» 

3.4 
3.3 

9.4 

29.6 
20.5 
34.3 
37.3 

7.1 

5.6 
-12.3 

8.5 
19.3 
2.6 

10.9 
9.6 

9.2 

8.7 
9.0 
3.2 

13.9 
11.3 

11.3 

I960 over 1959 

11.7 
11.4 

30.3 

34.9 
38.2 
33.0 
33.1 

8.7 

43.8 
29.4 
54.7 

8.7 
45.2 

5.7 
6.2 

8.9 

15.1 
15.3 
20.4 
14.1 
9.4 

13.5 

1961 over I960 

16.Ü 
17.0 

0.9 

14.5 
-2.4 
23.7 
27.7 

5.1 

11.1 
59.2 
7.1 

-13.3 
14.1 

-0.6 
-1.3 

8.4 

0.4 
0.6 

-9.1 
7.5 
7.2 

3.8 

1962 our IV6I 

(1.5 

6.8 

2.4 
5.6 

20.1 
-2.3 

7.3 

9.7 
46.0 
4.6 

35.0 
1.8 

1.0 
0.3 

7.9 

-0.1 
-0.7 
-7.2 

0.6 
8.4 

2.4 

196S „¡er IVf,S 

48..\ 
28.6 

260.0 

81.8 
6.3 

111 

25.5 
25.0 
34.4 
27.3 
50 

4.8 
3.6 

19.0 

15.8 
14.1 
10.2 
27.8 
21.5 
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(b) In certain important steel-consuming sectors, the 
last years brought to some countries a reduction in 
business activity, or comparatively low rates of expansion 
with a corresponding fall in investments. This had 
repercussions on the over-all level of demand for finished 
steel, which was further accentuated by the fact that in 
times of recession there is a tendency among consumers to 
reduce their rate of investment in stocks of component 
part and work-in-progress. 

The influence of these short-term factors may well be 
offset once the level of steel demand coincides with that 
of iron- and steel-making capacity, through producers 
restricting the expansion of capacity and through a 
genuine growth of steel demand in line with economic 
development, up to the level of available capacity. 

The long-term factors appear to be as follows : 
(a) The improvement of the mechanical properties of 

steel produc's and the standardization of these products 
result in a considerable economy of steel tonnages 
through lowered specific consumption; 

(b) The trend of industrial design and of construction 
is towards ever lighter products (e.g. motor cars 
structures, electrical appliances, tools, office machinery 
etc.), resulting in the use not only of lighter steel products' 
of improved mechanical properties, but also of other 
materials whose chief advantage over steel is their lower 
specific weight; 

(r) Measures taken by industrial engineers throughout 
the world  for rationalization, automation and  higher 
productivity entail an economy in industrial materials 
including finished steel products; 

(</) These measures are in some countries contributing 
to a slowing-down in the rate of industrial investment 
since output can be raised partly through a more rational 
use of existing plant and equipment. This change in 
investment may also affect demand for finished steel 
products through a relatively reduced demand for and 
output of plant and machinery, and throush diminished 
construction activities; 

(e) In many steel-consuming sectors of western 
European countries and the United States there is 
noticeable competition from such other materials as 
aluminium, plastics, asbestos-cement, glass, timber and 
cardboard, and from new and improved technique-, 
-e.g. reinforced and prc-stressed concrete construction 
deep-freezing (instead of canning), etc. During the last 
decade the quality of these materials and techniques has 
improved substantially and their fields of application have 
widened, mostly to the detriment of steel demand. The 
industries producing these substitutes have in many 
countries applied efficient and relentless marketing 
techniques; 

00 As economic development reaches higher levels 
shifts occur in the industrial structure, not only affecting 
the product pattern of denand for finished steel, but also 
its level. Such changes in structure involve the familiar 
trend towards greater expenditure on services which do 
not of necessity belong to the category of steel-intensive 
sectors of the economy, and they also contribute to the 
increased complexity of industrial output, which in turn 
tends to reduce steel intensity. 
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Although it is not possible to quantify the impact these 
factors —both   long-term and short-term — may  have 
had individually or as a group on the level of steel demand 
during the past few years, it appears that they all have 
contributed to the fluctuations which have been observed 
and the last-mentioned group of factors may be assumed 
to continue to exert its influence. The steel industry has 
taken and is taking measures to counteract some of these 
factors — in  particular, competition from  other mate- 
rials — and    already    new   steel    products,    increased 
research activity and efficient measures to reduce pro- 
duction costs have resulted. For other factors, especially 
those affecting the structure of steel markets, the steel 
industry will have to adapt its leve! and pattern of output 
further to the exigencies of the market. This process may 
in the short run involve a slower growth of steel output 
m the principal producing countries of western Europe 
and in the United States than in the past; seen, however 
in a long-term   perspective, such fluctuations  of steel' 
demand and  output have been overcome in the past 
•ather rapidly, and the original trend of growth of steel 
demand was  resumed after measures of adaptation to 
the new situation had been taken by the steel industry. 

The foregoing problems concern mainly the market 
economies, although some of those listed in the second 
group, aliectmg the technical and structural developments 
in the economy, have also an influence on steel require- 
ments and output in the socialist countries of Europe 
In most of these steel is still in short supply and the 
further expansion of steel output has always been one of 
the principal   tasks  of  national  planning   authorities 
Since, however,  despite a rapid growth of production 
facilities, requirements cannot always fully be satisfied 
other industrial  sectors have been obliged to  increase 
their efforts to develop new materials and techniques in 
order to overcome the scarcity of finished steel products 
for certain uses.   Moreover, as economic development 
progresses, shifts in industrial structure similar to those 
in other countries have to be planned, and will affect 
the steel industry of socialist countries in much the same 
way. Thus, albeit for different reasons and under different 
circumstances, steel producers in both types of economic 
systems are facing rather similar situations. 

Reverting now to crude steel production in Europe 
and in the United States, data in table 7 provide a picture 
on the  pattern   of output by individual steel-making 
processes. Apart from the fact that in Western Europe 
the Thomas converter (and, to a  lesser extent,  the 
Bessemer converter) is widely used for crude steel pro- 
duction, it is brought out that the "Other steels" group 
(mainly pri iuced  in oxygen-blown vessels) is making 
rapid progres    For western Europe as a whole "Other 
steels   constituted in 1962 6 per cent of total output 
(compared to 2.7 per cent in 1959). In Austria almost 
62 per cent of total output is LD-steel, in the Netherlands 
over 5   per cent, and in the USSR over 2.7 million tons 
of steel (or 2 7 per cent of total output) were produced in 
converters blown with pu,   oxygen; the United States, 
the world s most important , oduccr of LD-steel, made 
more than 5 milhon tons (5.6 , T cent of total output) 
in 1962. Corresponding to the advance made by oxygen- 
steels is a fall in the share of other processes in total 
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THE IRON AND STEFX INDUSTRY OF LATIN AMERICA : PLANS AND PERSPECTIVES 

(DOCUMENT ECLA2)1 

Introduction T.W. 1. Production, Import, .nd «pp.««, cons„mp,¡o„ «f stef| 

In 1961, the nine Latin American countries which are '" BnxU 

now   producing   Steel2  had   a   total   output   of  about < Thousands of metric tons of équivalent i„K„i steel I > 

5.3 million tons of ingot. Thirty years before, in 1930, ~ 
only two countries s were steel producers and their total                   r"" fWu<r.,„, 
output was 153,000 tons. The balance of the consumption 
has been supplied by imports from other areas, and it 19V) 134.3 
is a striking fact  that  annual  import tonnages have l94° l8°.9 
remained  fairly constant,  with  a  slight tendency  to !?1' 203 ' 
increase. It would thus appear that notwithstanding the 2I05 

merit of planned steel-works as a means of replacing l94' 214.5 
imports, Latin American steel production has in fact l944 22l< 
served the purpose of fostering economic development. !?1' 220î 

Table 1 substantiates this deduction. It shows pro- ,062 

duction,   import   and   apparent   consumption   figures '¡Jig ,583 

annually from 1939 through 1961 for Brazil, the largest ¡JJJ 50g4 

single market for steel products in the region and producer i950 7I14 
of about 47 per cent of the total Latin American output. 
While local production rose from 134,000 tons in 1939 to ,9M 9068 

2,282,000 in 1961, imports rose slightly, from 329,000 tons J„ , 9" ' 
in 1939 to 439,000 in  1961, having been considerably „J •?£'? 
higher during 1959 and I960. If the column of imports 
is examined, one finds immediately that they have been !9" 1,2399 
limited by the availability of foreign exchange and reflect J„ \A¿H0 

mostly the changes in the quantum and terms of trade 195g ', 
of Brazilian exports. For instance, the drop of coffee ' 
prices in the world market in the mid-fifties brought steel 1959 1.984.4 
imports down from 856,000 tons in 1954 to 347,000 in !??? 2,224° 
1956 1961  2,497 0 

With only two or three exceptions, Latin American 
countries have considerable shortages of foreign exchange, 
at least if their propensity to import is considered. In 
all of them, in addition, capital is scarce, especially the 
huge amounts necessary for construction of iron and steel 
making facilities. Given the close tie between availability 
of steel and economic development, it is relevant to 
consider whether in preparing development plans it is 
wiser to build the steel plants after consumption has 
developed through imports, or to invest the funds which 
otherwise would have to be spent in buying steel abroad 
for erecting a plant at the beginning of the cycle. 

To a large extent, the answer to the above question is 
related to the economies of scale of steel plants of various 
sizes. Some data about this, under conditions prevailing 
in Latin America, will be given in this paper. It also 
depends, of course, on the availability of raw materials 

1 Paper prepared by the secretariat of the Economic Commission 
for Latin America. Sec pace 122 for discussion. 

• Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, 
Uruguay and Venezuela. 

* Brazil and Mexico. 

Imports 

427.1 
381.9 
327.2 
161 0 

216 1 
427f> 
405.6 
590.3 

649.8 
312.5 
3459 
176 1 

524.9 
525.6 
340.5 
897.7 

519.4 
347.8 
525 5 
290.0 

678.1 
577.6 
447.2 

Appurarti 
tmsumptum h 

561 4 
S M) 6 
501 6 
36V5 

4360 
635 I 
603.2 
892.0 

1.004.8 
777.2 
9390 

1,131.9 

1,430.9 
1.457.1 
1.397 9 
2,006.9 

1,743.5 
1,767.5 
2,0159 
2,021.9 

2,662.1 
2,785.2 
2,943.0 

SOURCE: Grupo HxecMivo da Industria Metalúrgica Servi os do 
Planejamento. Paper presented by Americo Barbosa de Oliveira to the 
XVII Annual Congress of the Associacao Brasileira de Metais. 

'i In all of this paper, finished steel has been converted to the equi- 
valent in ingot steel multiplying by 1.33. 

*> Local production plus imports minus a small volume of exports. 

and other facilities. This problem has been discussed in 
paper ECLA.I dealing with the natural resources available 
for steel making (see page 121). On the other hand, the 
problem of financing construction of a steel plant is a 
very difficult one for almost all countries, once the 
decision has been adopted to build a plant or to expand 
existing facilities. There are many projects of this kind 
in Latin America and most of them are falling behind 
schedule owing to financial difficulties. Given what has 
been said before on market growth and production, it 
is easy to see that the reality will differ from the best 
possible projections if the local production component 
of the supply of steel cannot materialize because of lack 
of funds to build the plant. There is no way for total 
Latin American exports to grow sufficiently for the 
amounts of steel which appear as probable needs in the 
various existing projections to be purchased. In other 
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P'""* """ are 

couitrie.  Frn J        serve isolated  remoti, m  |üree 

of 100,000 per year. ni.mmum tonnage 

Present and «.tidpated demand 
for ti* next ten to fifteen years 

PKIS»Vrs.flAÌH,SOFlHESTEHMARKFT 

conter m SrAÍcr".0: ^ ?"' r^"• »"d 

x Lín Ar ,hC ,0,a' produrt,on and -Pm?of i >.x Uirn American uu,,„ries whlch ^ p^.,^^ 

.1. AAff^ •¡¡•••» ta. ,a,d 

countries  MI   table  2    nm,i, ,        u nly the s,x 

between 1930  Ò   960  Zn^Tt, T"  3'   *imeS 

to 4.70 million    »!   A ^ ^ ^ °f In*0t 

was planned "Ä .^Äft ""t ""¡ 
•rkel warranied. w„h the ménTi• „f , V I"erM' 
advantage  of economi,   „f       ?    Î        lal""8 more 

of .he IX „,°à^Tr,rvc ^ i"fras<•«»• 
'he Orinoco Í, VeSeTa IS? M' °f "" "ew """"»• 
development TI» TX . .- J?"0" a s,m'lar I» of 

than K.Í for ^heTene°/ ", "" """ ""* '"«" 

.we?v,u„s^:r;?avrn"ie:i'r -v*1 

"•"«« /-»menea 
laMe 2. St^l eeoaWtk» M* aware*, co.».^. .   .u 

•PPW"« coMimptimi hi the emartri«, arodyd«. ,t~l i. lau   ..^ 

Argentin.! 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Cuba 
Mexico 

froda. 7 

»4 4 

118 I 

To'».i s i 52 A 

19 X) 

Importi 
Apparent 

consumption Produrü*. i_ Apparent 
"*"">< *«/»»,       r«.«^,,,,.        ,.rodkcltoH 

.112.8 
.129 8 
126 7 
M)4 
9) I 

1052 

2.027 8 

K >IH 
'' t:n t' .ijt ic;i«it ¡^ , 

> I Mir \n., .,,..,,, |r> 

•1'i-ihl» pu'>hc.,i„,|., 

*•',   '•"•<•"<<•«••<«<•    ¿¡Ht    l,turts 

•i su-fi i i.i i.,«.   i, A, V) ln 

, Apport* 
imports      coiuiimptloa 

1.022.4 
1.112.9 

218.1 
202.4 
180.9 
764.5 
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^r*^l ^' -Stf*! iü^0*1^? ' ,ilB,,orts ,nd *Wm,Hlt consomption oí rae Latin American steel-producing countries in 1960-1%1 

Country 

(Thousands of metric tons in ingot steel) 

Production 

Argentina  277.0 
Bra*l                 2,2827 
Chile 422.6 
Colombia  1723 
Cuba  ? 
Mexico  1,539.5 
Peru j9 9 
Uruguay  97 
Venezuela       4^7 

TOTALS 4,809.9 

I960 

Importi 

1,551.6 
571.9 
91.8 

214.1 
141.0 
318.7 
125.4 
193.7 
537.8 

Apparent 
consumption     Production 

1,828.7 
2,854 1 

514.4 
386.5 
141.0 

1,858.2 
185.3 
203.4 
584.5 

442.0 
2,569.3 

393.0 
188.9 

"> 
1,682.1 

74.9 
8.8 

70.7 

1961 

Imports 

1,987.1 
439.6 
126.7 
212.8 
266.0 
210.2 
1719 
100.3 
459.8 

Apparent 
consumption 

2,469 1 
2,998.3 

436.7 
401 6 
266.0 

1.898.3 
246.8 
109.1 
530 5 

3,746.0 8,556.1        5,429.7 3,974.4        9,356 5 

lronín7s«leH"Ak\?^FFA;gn *"** °f ^ Goverl~ *"d '"formatíon from ,h, Latin Amencan 

Tame 4. Steal imports of the Latin American countriat 
not CNmntly producine steel in I960 and 1961 

(Thousands of metric tons of ingot steel) 

Country I960 

Bolivia |91 
British West Indies  141 0 

Costa Rica  54 5 
Dominican Republic  313 
Ecuador  514 
El Salvador  34 4 
Guatemala  47 g 
Haiti  g 1 
Honduras 101 
Nicaragua  370 

Panama  28 3 
Paraguay  7'2 

TOTALS 470.8 

Imports of the Central American integra- 
tion treaty countries        1 g3 j n 

Balance 2870 

1961 

25.1 
1410 
50.9 
31.0 
58.3 
34.9 
50.0 
10.0 
13.5 
39.9 
37.7 
10.6 

504.9 

191 2" 

313.7 

SOURCE   Foreign Trade Yearbooks of the Governments. 
" Costi Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and Nicaragua. 

which have signed the economic integration treaty can 
be considered as a single market, their imports have also 
been grouped together at the foot of the table. If the 
lower limit for economic steel production is set, for the 
time being,» at a minimum of 100,000 tons a year half 
flat products and the other half bars and profiles, it is 
apparent that the only possible Latin American candidate 
to become a steel producer in the near future, apart 
from Central America, is the British West Indies, 
provided that their market is not split as a result of 
political considerations. The other possibility for anyone 

* Until a study is carried out on economies of scale in the 
capacity range of under 100,000 tons a year, poss.bly using the 
»o-caiied new processes for iron ore reduction and steel making. 

of these countries is, of course, to export part of their 
products to other Latin American countries. Countries 
that might do this are Bolivia and Ecuador. 

As regards the present market situation faced by the 
Latin American steel industry, another important con- 
sideration is the division of finished steel products 
between flat products on one hand and bars and profiles 
on the other. A breakdown of apparent consumption of 
finished steel in 1961 is given in table 5. 

Table 5 shows that all the seven countries with 
integrated steel industries, i.e., Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, Mexico, Peru and Venezuela, have an apparent 
consumption of flat products, that is over 100,000 tons 
a year, but only three — Argentina, Mexico and Brazil — 
have enough demand for flat product* to permit them 
to take advantage of the economies of scale when pro- 
ducing for their internal market only. The other four 
countries, Chile, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela, would 
have to operate on a nither unfavourable sector of the 
cost curve. Of the countries with non-integrated plants 
or those which plan to instali integrated plants in the 
near future, Central America, Cuba. Uruguay, and 
possibly the British West Indies are reasonably well 
placed as regards demand for bars and profiles bul less 
so for production of flat products. In spite of the fact that 
flat products production in these countries will be cosily, 
the Governments might consider that, within steel pro- 
duction as a whole, the availability of flat products has 
the greatest effect on industrial growth and therefore 
undertake to sponsor construction of a plant for this 
purpose, in spite of the recognized disadvantage of high 
production costs. 

If the percentage distribution of flat products is 
compared among the different Latin American countries, 
it is evident that the more industrialized countries 
generally have a higher percentage of flats except for 
Bolivia with an unduly high relative consumption of flat 
products and Venezuela with too low a level. The Latin 
American ceiling, from 39.1 per cent in Chile to 46.4 per 
cent in Mexico is unusually high if the distribution in 
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industrialized countries in other regions is considered. 
One possible explanation is that heavy profiles are hardly 
used at all in Latin America for construction work 
because of the scarcity of foreign exchange to import 
them, steel structures are therefore very uncommon, being 
mostly replaced by reinforced concrete. 

Table 5. Breakdown of the apparaît consumption of finished «eel 
in Latin America in 1961 

(Percentages and thousands of metric tons of ingot steell 

Percentage Tonnage of Tonnage 
o* flat bars and a/fiai 

products protiles produits 

42.5 1,419.7 1,049.4 
48.7 12.9 12.2 
43.2 1.703.0 1.295.2 
35.0 97.5 52.5 
39.7 263.3 173.4 
42.9 229.3 172.3 
44.8 28.1 22.8 
35.0« 173.0a 93.0" 
31 3 40.0 18.3 
31.1 24.1 10.9 
30.0 35.0 150 
30.0 7.0 3.0 
23.3 11.8 3.6 
46.4 1,017.5 880.8 
30.0 28.0 119 
27.4 27.4 103 
30.0 7.4 3.2 
43 1 140.4 106.4 
25.8 23.0 80 
33 I 67.1 33.2 
336 352.3 178.3 

Country 

Argentina  
Bolivia  
Brazil    .   .   . 
British West Indies 
Chile  
Colombia  
Costa Rica  
Cuba "  

Ecuador      
El Salvador  
Guatemala       .... 
Haiti  

Honduras  
Mexico  
Nicaragua       
Panama      

Paraguay     
Peru  
Dominican Republic   . 
Uruguay  
Venezuela 

TOTAL 42.0 5,737.9 
Of the total, Central 

American economie 
integration treaty 
area  33.6 126.9 

SOURCE : Foreign Trade Yearbooks of the Governments. 
" Estimated. 

4,155.0 

62.4 

DATA ON THE STRUCTURE OF EXISTING INDUSTRY 

In spite of the fact that the Latin American iron and 
Steel industry is fairly new and has been built up at 
about the same time in the different countries, it is far 
from being homogeneous. It seems advisable to include 
here a few tables showing some of the main groups in 
the aggregate. Differences are due to variations in the 
availability of raw materials, special characteristics of 
the consumer market and in some cases in which several 
alternatives were more or less equivalent, just to personal 
preferences. 

Table 6 shows total pig iron and sponge iron pro- 
duction in 1961, by end-uses and reduction processes. 
The figures, as indicated at the foot of the table, have been 
taken from ILAFA's publications, but the totals, based 
on direct information obtained by ECLA, are lower by 
some 200,000 tons a year, i.e., about 5 per cent. In spite 
of the difference, ILAFA's figures will be used throughout 
this paper so as to facilitate cross-comparison between 
the various tables. It should be noted that by far the 
major part of the foundry pig has been made in non- 
mtcgrated blast furnaces, using in most cases charcoal 
as fuel and reducing agent and that several important 
integrated plants in Brazil produce steel from charcoal 
pig-iron. In fact, foundry pig-iron production is low in 
the region and most of the countries have, and will 
continue to have, difficulty in producing it. This should 
open up a possibility for interregional trade in this 
particular field. 

As may be seen from table 6, only about 58 per cent 
of the pig-iron and sponge produced in Latin America 
is reduced in coke blast furnaces. The reason is the scarcity 
of good coking coal in almost all countries, with the 
exception of Colombia and Mexico. The figure for 
electric iron ore reduction in the Latin American steel 
industry is low in table 6 because the Orinoco Plant 
in Venezuela, which has a planned capacity of about 
one million tons of ingot steel, operated only on an 
experimental basis in 1961, the year to which these figures 
refer, and started to increase production gradually from 
the beginning of 1962. 

Table «. Mg iron a*. 

Country 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Mexico 
Peru    .   . 
Venezuela 

Total 
mi 

398.5 
1,977.1 

296 1 
188.6 
9313 

51.4 
5.2 

in Latin America by end met art aroceaaea in IMI 
( Thousands of metric tons ) 

By end uses By process 

Fotmdry 

136.0 
300.0" 

13.8 

82.7 

TOTAL     3,848.3        532.4 

Steel 
maktng 

262.5 
1,677.1" 

282.3 
188.6 
848 7 

51.4 
5.2 

Coke 
blest 

furnace 

335.8 
862.3 
296.1 
188.6 
757.8 

Charcoal 
blast 

furnace 

62.7 
1,042.4 

Electric 
reduction 

72.2 

51.4 
5.2 

Sponge 

173.6 

3.1158      2,440.8       1.105.2       128.8 173.6 

Souact: Latin American Iron and Steel 'nstitute (il AFA i  ».,„<,„.,.,    /  ,    r Latinoamehcamis, 1962-1963. nsuiuic ULArA), Repertorio dt las Empresas Siderurgias 
« Estimated. 
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Table 7. Steel ingot production by countries tad processes in Latin America in 1961 
(Thousands of metric tons) 

Country 
Total Ingot 
production Thomas 

Distribution by processes 

Bessemer hearth Electric L D 

Argentina  441.5 
Brazil  2,443.2 
Chile  391.1 
Colombia  192.1 
Mexico  1.682.1 
Peru  74.9 
Uruguay  9.2 
Venezuela  70.8 

0.7 

153.3 

TOTAL 5,304.9 

Open 
hearth Electric 

441.0 0 5 
1,624.5 559.8 

362.9 28.2 
— 38.7 

1,046.9 635.2 
— 74.9 

92 — 
— 70.8 

258 2 

153.3 0.7 3,484.4        1,408.1 258.2 

SOURCE : Latin American Iron and Steel Institute '1LAFA), Repertorio de las Empresas Siderúrgicas 
Latinoamericanas, 1962-1963. 

The structure of steel making in Latin America is 
shown in table 7 for the countries producing steel, except 
Cuba, for which no information is available. 

There is a notably high percentage of electrically 
refined steel in the region; it is, in fact, much higher 
than is customary in the more industrialized countries. 
It should be noted that Brazil and Mexico's share of 
the electric steel-making in fKe region is high and to a 
large extent responsible for the final figures. In the case of 
Mexico, the tonnage coming from non-integrated plants 
is increased by the HyL sponge produced at Hojalata 
y Lamina in Monterrey. 

Table 8 shows ingot steel production in integrated and 
semi-integrated steel mills in Latin America in 1961. 

If the results of tables 6 and 7 are combined, and it is 
assumed that there was no difference in stocks at the 
end of the year, it would appear that about 63 per cent 
of the total steel poured during 1961 in the region came 
from molten pig-iron and the rest from scrap plus iron 
ore. If the 729,000 tons of ingot produced in semi- 
integrated plants are deducted, the integrated plants used 
about 73 per cent hot metal in their charges. 

TaMe S. Product*— «a steal Ingots hi aUagrasad 
•tents In Latin America as 19*1 

(Thousands of metric tons of ingot steel) 

Argentina 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Mexico . 
Peru   .  . 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 

Total steel Integrated Semi-integrand 
production *í""__. plants 

441.5 171.5 270.0 
2,504.0 2,174.1 330.0 

318.1 363.1 25.0 
198.0 176.7 22.0 

1,736.0 1,490.9 245.1 
73.9 73.9 — 
9.2 _ 9.2 

70.7 .._ 70.7 

5.422.1 4,450.9 972.0 

Souact: Data assembled by ECLA directly from the plants. The 
figuras are 2 per cent higher than total steel ingot production given in 
table 7, based on I LA FA data. AU possible cars has been exercized to 
avoid double-counting. 

PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND UNTIL 1975 

ECLA is currently working, in co-operation with the 
Latin American Iron and Steel Institute, on the prepara- 
tion of projections of Latin American steel demand for 
the next ten to fifteen years. These will be based on careful 
research into present consumption and the probable 
development of various industrial sectors. Until they are 
ready, the question of good projections remains relatively 
open. In table 9 a series of projections for the years 1970 
to 1975 are shown. 

Until the ECLA-ILAFA study clarifies the probable 
future position a little more, we can see from table 9 
that projections for 1975 vary between Mr. Martijena's 
minimum figure of 25.8 million tons to ECLA's estimate 
of 37.5 million for implementing the objectives of the 
Punta del Este Charter. The ECE projection, and the 
ECLA projection extending the trend of the last decade, 
are close together and fall within the limits of the two 
aforementioned. Mr. J. R. Miller's projection has not 
been extended to the extreme because the author states 
that it was mainly based on the ECE projection On the 
other hand, if extended to 1975 it would fall very close 
to those of Mr. Martijena's. For the year 1970 we have 
again a considerable spread, with the ECLA series 
showing the maximum and Mr. Martijena's the minimum 
figures. 

If global projections, such as those shown in table 9, 
have to be viewed with considerable reserve, the un- 
certainty increases considerably if an attempt is made to 
estimate future consumption by countries. In the hope 
that the new projections currently being prepared by 
ECLA will soon be ready, the secretariat has made no 
attempt to obtain country figures so far. As a breakdown 
by countries is much more important than the aggregate 
figures given before, an endeavour is made here to 
produce country figures of a very preliminary nature. 
In table 10 two series of figures are shown: one is the 
ECE country breakdown for 1972 and the other the 
Martijena projection for 1975. The increase of both over 
apparent consumption in 1961 is also shown. 

The events which have taken place since the ECE 
study was prepared, using 1957 as the last real figure, 
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Tabi* 9. Projetons of total «eel demand in Latta Amene, 
for 1970 and 1975 

( Thousands of metric tons) 

Sourer of protection 1970 

Estimated demand 

19^2 

Economic    Commission    for 
Europe "   .   .   . 

J R. Miller * 

ECLA,     past     trend     with 
increase   of   8.1   per  cent 
annually 

ECLA,     past     trend     with 
increase of 9.8 annually <i 

Armando P. Martijena ' 

19,100 a 

20,100 

23.500 
17,500 a 

22,300 
21.600/ 

28.10017 

29.700 

17,500 
25,800 •' 

ALIÌCZ. Apr'r^ï, ACer0 en la Amér'Ca U"na" «° AS   ^"„c 

"«AAïcfôV^AiAr* 8rowth,ra,c for thf s• m the last decarf*   ir .£ ann"f»y. compared with 4.75 per cent 

the former would be 9.8 pS?cent anTu.lly 8fOSS na"°nal producl' 

a AAT,ÏB^ Armando P- "«*"•• 

to the probability of exnmZ'. ..J .i y e author 5 opinion as 
«rlain Latin Am.ricÄTn",'nd "" Cre""°n °f new facllitl" '" 

no', Ared'A ontal'ÏÏT? '" CUba a"d oth«' COun,ri" comparable. g   "' proJec,lons '"  order  to make them 

.•¿ArÌ îh!, "fís Ä^".i" ^ PerÍOd »*-»". « « 
end years in the tabi« h« ten obuintíh he Pr°bal"e figUre for ,hc 

annual mcre.se in steel demand by aSSUm'ng an 8 ' per cem 

have proved most of the assumptions to be true One 
exception is Venezuela, where a decline in petroleum 
development activities considerably reduced steel con- 
sumption. It is true thai (he Government is promoting 
an industrialization plan in which steel transforming 
industries will play an important role but even so it 
appears at the moment that the ECE figure for this 
country should be lowered to an apparent consumption 
of 3 million tons in 1972 at the maximum. With this 
correction, there seems to be no reason why the distribu- 
tion assumed by ECE should not be used for estimating 
the possible distribution of demand in 1970. 

Table 11 gives a projection of the possible breakdown 
of steel consumption by countries in 1970, in line with 
ECE's breakdown, with the aforementioned correction 
for Venezuela, on the basis of two assumptions- the 
ECE 1972 figure projected to 1970 and the ECLA figure 
using the Punta del Este rate of increase for the Latin 
American gross national product. The following has been 
added in the appropriate columns: (a) 1961 real con- 
sumption, and (/>) all expansion and new development 
plans for steel industries in the different countries, which 
will be discussed in the following sections. 

The purpose of this table  within the context of the 
present section, is merely to test the feasibility of the 
two projections considered, in view of the relationship 
which exists between apparent consumption and local 
production. Provided that the economic development of 
the region stays within the ECLA projection (even the 
most   optimistic),   and   that   the   individual   countries 
develop on the lines implicitly assumed in the preparation 
of the ECE projection, it emerges that if most of the 
expansions and new plans are carried out Latin America's 
apparent consumption may well reach 23.5 million tons 
by 1970. This would mean a per capita consumption of 
only 86 kilos per year. This applies even if two countries 
namely, Brazil and Mexico, fall behind in their expansion 
schedules, i.e., Brazil by 2 million tons and Mexico by 

Takte JO. Break*,*« of protections of «eel ¿emana by Latin Amarle.« cwtrte. 

 (Thousands of metric tons and percentages) 

Country 

Argentina 
Brazil .  . 
Chile  
Colombia   .  . 
Mexico  
Peru    . 
Uruguay  
Venezuela 
Cuba  
Central America 
British West Indies 
Other»      

I<)6I 
Apparent 

consumption 

2,469 
2,998 
436 
401 

1,198 
247 
109 
530 
266 
191 
141 
172 ' 

IV 2 ECE profecl.on ¡97} Mam iena projection 

Tonnage 

3,500 
6,500 
1,000 
1,200 
3,600 

600 
300 

4,000 
125 

505   1,000 

Pert enlate 
Increate 

over 1961 

42 
117 
119 
200 
90 

135 
175 
650 

98 

Tonnate 

5,000 
6,650 
1.024 
1,596 
4,788 

625 

4,123 

Percentage 
increase 

over ¡961 

103 
121 
135 
298 
153 
153 

680 

9,858 22,300 127 

100 



1.5 million Ions annually. To a lesser extent this is also 
probably true of Argentina, except that the backlog in 
plant construction is not likely to be as large as in the 
first two countries. 

The great difference existing in economies of scale in 
rolling flat products or bars and profiles suggested the 
desirability of working out the possible distribution of 
the two series of country projections in table 11 according 
to types of finished steel product. The results are shown 
in table 12. 

The above distribution has, of course, no pretentions 
to being a precise forecast of future consumption but it 

may be useful for studying, on the one hand, the sound- 
ness of the expansion plans and. on the other, the 
possibilities of regional complementarity. These two 
points will be discussed later in this paper. 

Kxpansion plans and projects of new facilities 

Almost every steel plant in Latin America has expansion 
plans and there are plenty of new projects in various 
Mages of implementation. Many of these plans and 
projects are just ideas which have been discussed among 
the managers of the plants or small groups of the 
respective communities; others are more detailed studies 

Table II. Steel consumption by countries in 1961, projections of demand for 1970 
and currtnt expansion plans for the industry 

(Thousands of metric ions) 

Country 

I A) 

1961 
Appanni 

< onsumption 

iBI 
Modified 

i:a: 
protection 
for 1970 

'Ci 
EC LA 

ma\imum 
projection 
for If I) 

'Dl 

filan* for 
the industry 

in l<ft) 
Differente 

IX 

Argentina   .... 
Brazil  
Chile  
Colombia   .... 
Mexico  
Peru      
Uruguay  
Venezuela   . 
Cuba  
Central America 
British West Indies 
Others       

2,469 
2,998 

436 
401 

1,898 
247 
109 
530 
266 
191 
141 
172 ' 

3,350 
5,750 

990 
1,050 
3,130 

530 
260 

2.570 
530 

950 

3,840 
7,350 
1,100 
1,320 
3,930 

650 
320 

'.240 
650 

1,100 

3,852 
9.082 
1,165 

639 
4,982 

250 
121 

I 294 

100 

1.732 
65 

681 
1.052 

400 
209 

1.946 

1,000 

TOTAL        9,858 14.110 23,500 21,485' 1.399 

•i  Excluding Cuba, as recent information is not available. 

Table 12. Possible distribution of projections of steel demand in 1*70 
between flat products and bars and profile* 

(Thousands of metric ions and percentagew 

Country 

Percentage 

in 1961 

Assumed 
percentage 

in U?0 

Consumption of 
flat product* 

Minimum 
F.CF. 

projection m 

Maximum 
ECLA 

projection 

Consumption of hari 
and profites 

Minimum Ma M mum 
M I LCI A 

projection «       projection 

Argentina 42 5 43 0 
•roil 43.2 43.0 
Chile 39.7 43 0 
Colombia  42.9 43 0 
Mexico  46.4 43.0 

Peru 43 1 43.0 
Uruguay 33.1 38.0 
Venezuela 33.6 * 38.0 
Cuba 35.0 38.0 
Central America 33.6 38 0 J 
British West Indies     .  . 35.0 38.0 
Others  32.0 38.0 

1,440 
470 
425 
450 

1,350 
227 
99 

975 
210 

360 

1,650 
3,160 

470 
570 

1,690 
280 
138 

1.380 
297 

470 

1,910 
3,280 

565 
600 

1.780 
303 
161 

1.590 
320 

590 

2.190 
4,190 

630 
750 

2.240 
370 
182 

1,860 
35 3 

630 

42.7 8,000 10,105 11,000 13,395 

into mix. 

" Amended to reduce tlie projection for Venezuela and to fall within l'*70 
'» The relatively small consumption of flat products is due to the large proportion of tubes entering 
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including blueprints or  they are at the stage where 
blueprints should be prepared; still others are ready in 
every respect except for financial arrangements with the 
promotore actively trying to obtain the necessary funds 
hnaliy there are projects that are completely financed 
but the managers of the respective plants must  still 
choose between different alternatives. If, to all the above 
one adds that this is a continually changing picture   it 
can easily be understood that a table such as annex I 
can have no claim to presenting a completely true picture 
of the situation, it has been prepared with all the informa- 
tion that seemed reliable, and if it is unrealistic the bias 
is probably in the direction of including some projects 
that   will  never   be   implemented.   Most  of the   new 
important "possible" projects are included in annex F 
as are the expansion plans of certain plants that accounted 
for 71 percent of ingot production of 1961. The remaining 
29 per cent consists of a large number of small integrated 
and semi-integrated plants which, considered individually 
do not warrant discussion although jointly they are an 
important factor in Latin American steel production and 
will be so in the future. They have been added together 
countrywise, and an average annual increase of 3 per 
cent in capacity has been assumed for them. The per- 

TaNe 13. POMIMC annual production of steel Ingot If 
  (Thousands of metric 

oentage is probably on the low side, but it is hoped that 
this shortfall will be compensated by the great enthusiasm 
of the promoters of expansion plans for the larger plants 
mentioned in annex I. The annual results per country 
have been summarized in table 13. 

As may be seen from table 13, the rate of growth of 
Latin American steel production will be impressive if a 
substantial number of the projects considered in the 
table materialize. In subsequent sections of this paper 
some of the more important features of the above plans 
will be discussed. Concerning the breakdown of probable 
production as given in table 13, into flat products bars 
and profiles, it is fairly difficult to work out definite 
figures since some of the important plants such as Volta 
Redonda and Belgo Mineira in Brazil, produce either 
type interchangeably, within limits. Nevertheless, as most 
of the plants have facilities that incline to one or the 
other, an estimated breakdown by types of products is 
given in table 14. 

At first sight, it appears that too much capacity for 
rolling of flat products has been envisaged and that a 
careful revision of existing plans would therefore be 
justified. On the other hand, the imbalance in favour of 

expansion plans and new projects are Implemented ' 
tons of steel ingot) 

Countr v 1961 

Argentina  441 
Brazil  2,441 
Chile '391 
Colombia  192 
MM'CO      1,682 
Peru  74 

Uruguay  9 

Venesuela 71 
Central America  

TOTALS 5,304 

1964 

1,274 
3,307 

637 
202 

2,041 
74 
15 

427 

7,978 

1963 

1,383 
4,240 

641 
203 

2.408 
75 
16 

780 

9,746 

¡966 

2,012 
4,757 

645 
204 

2,960 
250 

17 
782 

11,627 

1967 

2,170 
4,775 
1,150 

285 
3,190 

250 
18 

784 

12,623 

196» 

3,831 
7,393 
1,155 

287 
4,360 

250 
119 

1,287 
100 

18,662 

1969 

3,841 
8,312 
1,160 

288 
4,380 

250 
120 

1,291 
100 

19,642 

¡970 

3,852 
9,082 
1,165 

639 
4,982 

250 
121 

1,294 
100 

21,382 

SOUSCEJ: Informat.on available at ECLA and data from the Latin 
American Iron and Steel Institute. « No information from Cuba is available. 

Tabic 14. Breakdown by ryj. «P^***«**,« accord*« l0 ex.»»)«, 
«M ««W projects shown la table 13 " 

(Percentages of flat products) 

Country ¡961 ¡964 1963 1966 1967 ¡96» 1969 ¡970 

Argentina          .   . 
Brazil  
Chile 
Colombia   ... 
Mexico 

43 
44 

44 
20 

51 
47 
38 
10 
56 
20 

54 
49 
38 
IO 
53 
20 

48 
54 
37 
10 
66 
40 

35 
54 
52 
14 
63 
40 

47 
63 
52 
14 
62 
40 

47 
71 
52 
14 
61 
40 

47 
73 
SI 
47 
54 
40 

Venezuela   . — — 
Central America .•, b fr b H 

47 47 47 
Average     regional — — 

production .   .   . 36 47 45 48 48 56 59 59 

i> No steel production in these countries at pressât. 
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Table 15. Ccmv^on oftbr breakdown between type» of products of the proton, 
for 1970 of demand on one side, and production on the other 

(Thousands of metric tons of ingot steel) 

Country 

Argentina  
Brazil  
Chile  
Colombia  
Mexico  
Peru  
Uruguay  
Venezuela  
Cuba  
Central America  .   .   . 
British West Indies .   . 470 
Others  

TOTAL 

Flat products Bars , profiles and tubes 

Projected 
demand a 

Projected 
production b 

IB) 

Différence 
B      A 

'Cl 

Projected 
demand t 

ID) 

Projected 
production * 

IE) 

Difference 
fc--D 

IF) 

1,650 1,800 * 150 2,190 1,552 - 638 
3,160 6,620 -3,460 4,190 2,462 1,728 

470 600 í 130 630 465 165 
570 300 270 750 339 411 

1,690 2,700 > 1.010 2,240 1,662 576 
280 100 180 370 150 220 
138 — 138 182 120 62 

1,380 600 780 1,860 694 1.166 
297 r 

'• 353 r 

10,105 12,720 

470 630 

'2,912 13,395 

" From table 12. 
h See annexes II and III. 
r  No data on Cuba were available at the time of writing. 

100 

7,545 

530 

5,496 

flat products may tend to smooth itself out to a certain 
extent, in practice. This is because, the figures have been 
assembled with a double bias, in both cases tending to 
exaggerate the proportion of flat products in the final 
results. On one hand, it is probable that not all the 
projects mentioned in annex I will be executed and it is 
this type of plan and projects which is responsible for 
the whole of the planned production of flats; on the 
other hand, it is highly probable that the expansion of 
the plants not specifically listed will take place faster than 
has been envisaged in annex I and this is the type of 
plant that produces bars, profiles and tubes exclusively. 
It may therefore be expected that by 1970 production 
will be composed of a smaller amount of flats and a 
higher tonnage of other products than that tabulated. 
Nevertheless, the situation depicted warrants careful 
study, especially to explore the possibilities of inter- 
regional complementarity for the industry. 

If we compare the maximum ECLA projection to 1970, 
as shown in table 12, with the expansion plans given in 
annex I, we can place together the figures shown in 
table 15. It shows that, even with a very optimistic hypo- 
thesis of growth, there is an over-planning of production 
of some 3 million tons a year of flat products and a 
deficit of some 5.5 million of other products. This 
situation warrants very careful study. To begin with, it 
is indispensable to obtain more information on the 
proportion of flat products that will eventually enter the 
Latin American market once the steel transforming 
industries are more developed. Although such consid- 
erations exceed the scope of the present paper, it may be 
noted that even if the percentage of flat products in the 
final consumption pattern should rise from the 43 per 
cent contemplated in table 12 to 46 or 47 per cent, the 
excessive planning for flat rolled production would 
persist. 

In all probability, the reason for the general trend 
towards the production of large quantities of plate and 
sheet is the behaviour of the cost curves and the economies 
of scale to be gained from large annual tonnages. 

Problems which arise from the expansion plan« 
ami new projects 

OPERATING CONDITIONS OF LOCAL PRODUCTION 

As has been mentioned in the introduction to this 
paper, local steel production has a strong influence on 
a country's steel consumption and economic develop- 
ment, but it is evident that this function of local produc- 
tion is best accomplished if the steel for the internal 
market has a low price. The technological improvements 
which have taken place during the last decade in the 
various departments of integrated steel works have all 
tended to reduce the cost of steel through an increase 
in the output of existing installations which raises the 
productivity of the capital invested per unit of product, 
an increase in labour productivity, and a reduction in 
some of the inputs, as, for instance, an improvement in 
the coke rate in the blast furnace. A survey conducted 
by ECLA in some of the plants has shown that some 
of them, albeit very few, have introduced many possible 
improvements so as to operate in excellent technological 
conditions. Many of them are, unfortunately, lagging 
behind in this respect although some of the industries 
in this category are admittedly intending to introduce 
technological improvements when they carry out planned 
expansion schemes. In general, and with the above 
principle in mind, the industry should make a thorough 
study of the situation of each plant and introduce possible 
improvements at the earliest possible moment. 

Another factor responsible for high steel costs in Latin 
America is the unduly large assortment of finished pro- 
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ducts that forms part of the production plans of most a very large extent, on local conditions: availability of 
industries. This is evidently largely due to the fact that raw materials and their characteristics, fuel and power 
most o   the plants have been planned for a restricted supplies, proximity to tide water and to the markets etc 
national or local market that is protected by high tariff A discussion of all the possible technologies and their 
or import quotas. These plants have had to try to produce economic implications is, of course, outside the scope 
the largest possible proportion of the different products, of this paper, in which one can only draw attention to 
common or specialized, that make up local demand. As the problem and strongly recommend that before a final 
the first steps already taken towards the organization of decision is taken the experiences gained by others under 
a wider market within the Latin American Free-Trade similar  conditions   in   Latin  America,  be   thoroughly 
Association, provide for future complementarity in steel investigated.                                                                    ' 
products, the expansion plans and new ventures currently nn ih. „ih« h„„^   ,u         A   . 
contemplated in Latin America should take into account H   l.  Í             '  L     production processes have 
«he possibilities offered by concentrating product-mix on T^!lt   *"T" If T^"? °f ^í "^ th?' 
a few more marketable lines of production and, as far n *'" T' °" the advanta8es of specialization. To 
as possible, maintain them to establish  specia ization ,MT    thcsc P°'nts »me data are given in table 16 
within the industry in general                       peua.izat.on on   he          of _____ o_e reduct|(m m hypothctica| stee| 

In aHHitmn t„ ••,__- f   .        u   u                      j works of vanous slzes under the optimum conditions 
ac ion bv the mdÍ!rv Ti? ¡ï.       '* •°pen l° f1^ that might Current,y Prevail in Latin America. Annex It action by the industry itself there are in most Latin illustrates the most important basic assumptions on which 

reX'oAheT"68 SeVerai T°u   thi\rtam t0 thC each set of fi*ures has ««en prepared and subsequent 
realm of the Government and other public institutions, tables will furnish  similar data on steel ma kin* and 
which  increase the cost  of steel production, such as finishing. It is necessary to point out^tha  verTfew plant¡ 

SS  l£ZerSS- SC
a
haHgîSHnd elCCrr,C P0Wer m Utin AmerÍCa «ave" product,on costs as îowls thos rates, inadequate fiscal, tariff and labour policies; etc. appearing in the tables, because in these hypothetical 

In présent circumstances industry ,r.Latin America, even cases  all  the  technological   improvements Z   seem 

mUÍ^n ,v       re .'   har n° rneed l° ^^ ^ '° feasible for Latin Ame"«* »ave been introduced  which 
meet competition resulting from freer intra-reg.onal trade. j„ fact, is the exceptional situation. It should also be' 

ma,„
renVhSe _*•" th0Se ',temS CarCfully* inu°rder t0 at,ain noted that thc ser*s of data which hav   Seen worked 

of a?m,,Ä   r; 'e"  °K,ea:n a Pr0fit thrOUgh the Sale out at ECLA arc •ch "ore complete and include 
a  th^Towes To sìbKrt       "* reSPeCt'VC C°mmUn"y T•8 °th" "**«•  "on orc reduction » electric at the lowest possible price. furnaces, although for the purposes of this paper only 

Ut all the factors pertaining to thc operations of an a few salient cases have been selected. Direct reduction 
integrated steel works, once the assembly costs are given, has  not been carried  beyond an  annual capacity of 
those on which the largest increases in cost will in all 300,000 tons since it is assumed that unless exceptional 
probability depend, are (a) the processes applied at each conditions prevail, larger plants based exclusively on this 
stage of the transformation of iron, from ore to the method will not be built in new Latin American ventures 
finished product, and (b) the product-mix. T .,   .,   .        ..                      ,    , , 

Th-Ju .;--   r.u        A     •                      , Table 16 shows that, when a coke blast furnace is used 
I he selection of the production processes depends, to to reduce the ore, production costs drop by about 25 per 

T»k4t lé. Iron ore refection cotto In hypoHwtkal Latin American steel plants 
 (US dollars per ton of pig iron at 1962 prices) 

Hedumm systrm                                                                                Capmcity m thmamds of lout of pif-irom or spoHf, ptr ytar 

«""""•"* •"                          m                  M>                *w m                 WO                  „OO                ¡fi00               U00 

Coke blast furnace 

Assembly coats                             28.30            28.30 28.30           28 3C             28.30            28 30            28 30 
planes .ndwa.es                          5,8              2.83 ,.j3              113              099            ""J            •  ? 
£*"""'P•e'                              LOO              1.00             - ,00             ,.oo               1.00              100              ,00 
^n      ,.                                     0.62               0.60              _ 0.58              0.37               0.53              051               045 
Other supple                                573              3.87 2.72             2.41              2.38              2,8              179 

Total direct cost                            40.83            36.61              _ 34 13            33.41             33 20            12 94             12 31 

TOTAI. COST        49.39            44.39              - 40.91            39 72             38.40            37 69            M.67 
Direct reduction » 

Assembly costs                              26 27            26.27           26.27 ______ 
Salaries and wages                         i .85              | 22            0.85 --               —                _                 _                ~~ 
Other conversion costs                    5.32              3.56             1.88 —                 ._                                                          "— 

Total direct cost                            33.44             3105           29 00 —                _                  _ 
Capital charaes °                            4 16              3.41             3.16 —                —                 —                 7                 Z 

^ TOTAL COST        37 60            34.46           32.16 -                _                 __                _                 __ 

l.•XL•y Undtr PreParat,0n at KLA    "rhC S,eel ,nJU8,r> '" ,    '  T.k«n«.,«r.„h,9-p7rc«„,on«h«1„vestedc.p,.al.no,Bon«tl.nnI taxes, profils, etc • 

'•• Theoretical data checked with Monterrey's Hojalata > Lamina. 
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cent for an annual capacity expanding from 100,000 to 
1.5 million tons, but they decrease by only 5 per cent 
when capacity is increased from 800,000 to 1.5 million 
tons a year. On the other hand, investment costs for a 
small 100,000 tons a year blast furnace are about 
9.5 million dollars, but as much as 17.3 million for a 
200,000-ton a year furnace. Finally, for the capacities 
contemplated in the table, the cost of sponge-iron 
produced through direct reduction of the ore is about 
77 per cent that of pig-iron produced in a 100,000 ton 
blast furnace. But as will be seen later, much of this 
advantage is lost when the sponge is melted in an electric 
furnace to make ingots. 

Table 17 gives similar data for selected steel-making 
processes including the oxygen blown open hearth 
furnace, the electric steel furnace and the L.D. converter. 
Of the three, the L.D. is the lowest cost producer and 
also needs the least investment. Compared with an open 
hearth installation of the same capacity, capital require- 
ments for a small, 100,000 ton a year L.D. plant are 
33 per cent less, and drop to 27 per cent in the case of 

a 1.5 million ton plant. The data concerning steel-making 
starting from sponge iron arc presented separately in 
table 18 to give details of physical inputs that may be 
ot interest as the process is not well-known They refer 
to the electric furnace which seems to be the most favored 
process. If the costs of steel made through melting of 
sponge are compared with those of blast furnace metal 
it will be found that for a 100,000-ton a year plant 
steel from sponge-iron costs exactly the same as steel 
made from pig-iron in an electric steel furnace but that 
the costs of the former do not drop as fast when opera- 
tions increase in size. In addition investment and capital 
charges for the steel process are also higher for the 
practice using sponge. The reason is that sponge is 
more difficult and slower to melt, and therefore needs 
bigger installations. Hence, the advantage of lower 
investment for sponge-iron in the reduction of the iron 
ore is almost completely offset by the required larger 
steel plant. On the other hand, that part of the cost 
equation that is below 100,000 tons a year, and has not 
yet been explored by ECLA, will, in all probability  be 

Table 17. Co* comparta«» of various steel-makl* processes for operation, of different yearly capacity 
WS dollars at 1962 prices and thousands of metric tons of ingot) 

Proctss and COM Htm 100 

Open-hearth furnace 
Molten pig-iron "  36.99 
S^P"  14Ì26 
Iron ore "  0.76 
Iron plus ferroalloys      35 61 
Salaries and wages  g 07 
Other conversion costs  14.46 

Total direct costs  7g 14 
Capital charges 6  6 74 

TOTAL COSTS 84 88 

Electric steel furnace 
Morten pig-iron '  35 71 
SaVe 1377 
Iron ore «•'  I 15 
Iron and ferroalloys  52.88 
Salaries and wages  6.30 
Other conversion costs      12.75 

Total direct costs  7173 
Capital charges 6  5 7g 

TOTAL COSTS 77.31 

L.D. process 
Molten pig-iron *  3g 92 
***** 13.11 
Iron and ferroalloys ä  57 lg 
Salaries and wages  5.3g 
Other conversion costs      8 53 

Capital charges  4 52 

TOTAL COSTS 7561 

Annual ingoi protturtiun 

200 400 SOU 800 1.000 l.iOO 

33.25 30.64 29.75 28.76 28.23 2747 
12.82 11.82 II 48 II 09 10.89 10.23 
0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76 0 76 

50.43 46.82 45 59 44.21 43.48 42.42 
6 98 4.10 3.7.1 3.28 3.08 2.56 

14.21 13.41 13.09 12.75 12.61 1241 
71.62 64.30 62.41 60.24 59.17 57 39 
6.24 5 34 4.80 3 86 3 37 2.75 

77.86 69.67 67.21 64.10 62 54 6014 

32.09 29.57 28.72 27.76 27.25 26 51 
12.38 II 41 II 08 10.71 1051 10 23 
1.15 115 1.15 1.15 1.15 1 15 

47.87 44.38 43.20 41 87 41 16 40 14 
5.23 3.06 2.78 2.42 2.26 1 97 

12.55 11.75 11.45 11.15 1105 10 95 
65.65 59 09 57.43 55.44 54.77 53.06 

5.34 4.73 4.26 3.54 3.21 2.71 

70.99 63 92 61 69 58 89 57 68 5577 

34.9« 32.24 31.29 30.25 29 70 28.90 
13.26 12.51 12.49 11.75 11.53 11.22 
51.39 47 90 46.93 4M 5 44.38 4327 
4.62 2.84 2.54 2.20 2.07 1.75 
1.30 7.46 7.14 6.77 6.61 6 36 
4.10 3.44 3.12 2 58 2.26 2.00 

61.41 61.64 59.73 56 70 55.26 53.38 

« i". The char»e of »" open-hearth furnace» has been assumed lo be 
0.749 tons of hot metal. 0.321 tons of scrap and 80 kilos of high-amde 
lump ore. 

* Capital  charges  are estimated  ai  9  per  cent  annually  on  the 
investment in the steel -hop and do not include tanes. profits, etc. 

•  The charge of all electric steel furnaces is estimated to be  0 723 tons 
of hot metal. 0.31 tons of scrap and 120 Mos of high-grade lump ore 

ii The  charge  of  the  L.I),   converters   hjs   been  assumed   to   be 
0.788 tons of hot rnetal and 0 14 tons of scrap 
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Til* 1*. Co* of nuking steel from »pong*!•. In an ekctric sta«! fW 
(US dollars "I ¡M Prices and metric tons of ingot) 

  '•*"• Unii 

Sponge-iron a b    .   . 
Scrap«.  on 

, „   ton 
Iron ore a  
Ferroalloys      . 

TOTAL, ferrous material 

Labour (direct)  h 

Indirect labour  

TOTAL, wages and salaries 

Fuel (coal)  . 
Refractories  k" 
Electric power  k^,. 
Lime or limestone      ton 
Electrodes  . 
Overheads, sundries and general services 

TOTAL, conversion costs 

Capital chargesc  

TOTAL COST 

too 

Specific 
input 

0.790 
0.340 
0.010 
6.000 

3.20 

23.0 
11.0 

680.0 
0.078 
7.5 

Cosi 

29.71 
11.51 
0.10 
2.70 

44.02 

4.80 
2.60 

7.40 

0.41 
1.10 
3.40 
2.34 
4.50 
5.80 

17.55 

8.65 

77.62 

Capaci/? of plant in tSousands of tons 

200 ¡00 

Specific 

0.790 
0.340 
0.010 
6.000 

2.80 

23.0 
11.0 

680.0 
0.078 
7.5 

Con 

27.22 
10.54 
010 
2.70 

40.56 

4.20 
210 

630 

0.41 
1.10 
3.40 
2.34 
4.50 
546 

17.21 

8.01 

72.08 

Specific 

0.790 
0.340 
0.010 
6.000 

2.60 

23.0 
11.0 

680.0 
0078 
7.5 

Coil 

25.42 
9.85 
0.10 
2.70 

38.07 

3.90 
1.95 

5.85 

0.41 
1.10 
3.40 
2.34 
4.50 
5.32 

17.07 

7.85 

68.84 

" For a charge of 70 per cent sponge and 30 per cent scrap 
b Equivalent iron content of the scrap. 

wi;hoNXK^^nxUe':iypr°on,Ihe
e,c

C,P,,al inVeS,ed in ,he "* ** 

decided m favour of the sponge iron process. As the 
capacfy of the reduction plant can easily be increased 
by the additional small units, without too much effect 
on the economies of scale, and as there seems to be no 
great advantage in a combination blast furnace-electric 
steel furnace up to a capacity of some 300,000 tons a 
year, it may be concluded that, in the case of markets 
Z!nLarC n0t exPccted t0 «row beyond 300,000 to 
400,000 tons a year, it would be economically sound to 
start with small direct reduction plants. 

The final products of the steel plant and those which 
are really of interest here are finished goods. Tables 16 
to 18, dealing with the preliminary steps, have been 
included to clarify some ideas concerning the final part 
Table 19 gives the hypothetical costs, in Latin America 
ot a steel plant producing nothing but flat products with 
a capacity ranging from 100,000 to 1.5 million tons a 
year. Of course, different types of rolling equipment 
have been envisaged for the various brackets of annual 
capacity. They are summarized in annex III. It can be 
seen from the table how extraordinarily the size of the 
operations affects costs and investment per ton, droppinc 
VrSI^thc0rctical cost of l9209 dol,ars Per ion at the 
100,000 tons a year plant to 103.44 dollars for the largest 
capacity; in other words, a drop in production cost of 
46 per cent, while the investment per annual ton drops 
by 60 per cent. y 

To turn back to table 15, it may be seen that of 
the Latin American countries, only Argentina, Brazil, 
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Mexico and Venezuela will have a sufficiently large 
demand for flat products by 1970 to enable them to take 
full advantage of economies of scale. In fact, Brazil's 
demand could be large enough to permit full operation 
ot two 1.5 million-ton continuous strip mills   Of the 
;e2feS' Qìe

u
and Colombia *ould be around 

he 500,000-ton mark but, other conditions being equal 

Jan iïîrt"^ WOU,d C0St ab0Ut 27 Per cent •re man m the other four countries. 

It should not be forgotten that of all steel products, 
the flat product that has the biggest impact on economic 
development, and .t is not surprising that under present 
conditions and with small closed markets, all the coun- 
tries have tended to manufacture flat products along with 
bars and profiles. In order to permit »hese installations 
especially those that are efficient, to continue operations 

solu^n"*•! 'LOP?ned i° the Wh0,e re*ion' a P»*»' 
täS ? ^u for the smaller P,ants to devote 
pSlr ""»«.facture  of more   specialized 

»J •fií° 
COmpareS the Cost of Producing light bars 

and profiles, up to a capacity of 300,000 tons a year 

5Í SSfS""1 techno,°r • '•'- «* classical combiS 
muí 11•. •%' °Pcn;hearth «<*> furnace/ blooming 
mill and rolling mill, on the one hand, and blast furnace 

« Throughout these tables it is assumed that the nn.n h-.«k 
u»es oxygen to increase productivi,r open-hearth 



Trito 1». Cart of reding flit prefects in hypothrtkal pianti of different sia» 

(US dollars at 1962 prices and tons of finished products) 

Cost lfm 100 200 

Annual capacity of plant in thousands 
of tont offinishid products 

400 ¡00 1,000 1.500 

Physical imput of ingot per ton of finished 
products (tons) a  1.66 

Ingot steel  140.92 
Fuel   (blast   furnace   gas   or   equivalent 

purchase)  2.01 
Credit for scrap      -22.22 
Cost of ferrous material  120.71 
Salaries and wages  15.52 
Other conversion costs  12.30 

Total direct cost  148.53 
Capital charges b  43.46 

TOTAL COST 192.09 

1.66 
129 25 

1.51 
105.20 

1.51 
101.49 

1.45 
92.95 

1.39 
86.39 

1.39 
83.59 

2.01 
-19.97 
111.39 

12.60 
11.25 

1.48 
14.10 
92.58 

6.22 
10.67 

1.48 
-13.69 

89.28 
5.62 

10.60 

1.67 
11.68 
82.94 

4.51 
860 

1.54 
9.94 

78.53 
3.92 
7.75 

1.54 
9.66 

75.47 
3.30 
7.30 

135 24 
38.60 

109.47 
29.70 

105.50 
25.85 

96.05 
19.80 

90.20 
17.92 

86.07 
17.37 

173.84 139.17 131.35 115.85 108.12 103.44 

" Considering the best possible yield of the equipment selected for 
etch size of plant. 

t> Nine per cent on the capital invested in the rolling and roughing 
mill without considering taxes, profits, etc. 

Tabic 20. Coat of roiling Merchant bua and light proales in plant* of different tUe 
(US dollars at 1962 prices and tons of finished merchant bars) 

Optn hearth and blooming mill L.D. and continuóla casi Int 
{capacity of atom In 1,000 torn) 1 capacity of plant In 1,000 Ions) 

COM lltm 100 

104.83 

200 

96.16 

300 

91.02 

100 

83.04 

200 

74.90 

300 

Steel ingots°  71.27 
Fuel (blast furnace gas) 111 1.11 1.11 — —   
Credit for scrap   .  .   . -7.82 -7.03 -674 -4.89 4.39 -3.83 
Total raw materials 98.12 90.54 85.39 78.15 70.51 67.44 
Salaries and wages .  . 6.00 4.38 3.87 7.80 5.47 4.37 
Other conversion costs 8.40 7.85 7.40 7.30 6.10 5.95 

Total direct cost .  .   . 112.52 102.97 96.66 93.00 82.68 77.91 
Capital chargesb .  .  . 12.18 11.26 10.39 8.05 7.27 6.83 

TOTAL coar k       124.70 114.23 107.05 101,05 89.95 84.79 

« 1,235 tons of ingot per ton of finished product in the classical case and 1,145 with continuous 
casting. 

t> Nine per cent on the capital invested in the rolling and roughing mill without considering taxes, 
profits, etc. 

L.D. converter and continuous casting * and rolling mill 
on the other. The importance of economies of scale in 
both cases can readily be seen from the table, since costs 
drop by 14 per cent in the case of the classical mill and 
16 per cent in the combination of L.D. with continuous 
casting, when capacity increases from 100,000 to 
300,000-tons a year. Investment is also much lower for 
the latter process, 34 per cent for the smaller mill and 
44 per cent for the larger unit. 

This would suggest that, when a new venture for the 
production of bars and profiles or the expansion of an 
existing plant are being planned, careful consideration 
should be given to all local factors in order to determine 

1 There it a semi-integrated mill of 70,000 tons annual capacity 
using continuous catting, and operating successfully at Rio Grande 
do Sul in Brazil. 

whether the combination of L.D. converter and con- 
tinuous casting can be used or not. 

Of course, a plant producing, say 100,000 tons of 
flat products and 100,000 tons of bars and profiles would 
have, for each set of products, slightly lower costs than 
those shown in the table for two individual specialized 
plants producing the same tonnage (100,000), since it 
would benefit from the larger blast furnace and steel 
shop. But its costs for flats would be higher than those 
of a plant producing 200,000 tons of flat products, and 
its bars and profiles would cost more than 89.95 dollars 
per ton shown for the 200,000-ton bar plant. 

These data should give food for thought to all plants 
which have planned or are planning to diversify their 
production in future. The continuation of the policy 
adopted up to now of creating and expanding the steel 
industry with a view to operating in a closed market 
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under heavy protection, might he one of the factors that 
would compel such plants to oppose integration of the 
Latin American market, unless Ithey are favoured b\ 
extremely low assembly costs. 

This section would be incomplete without a review of 
the semi-integrated and non-integrated small steel mills 
existing in Latin America that furnish an important 
share of total production. Unfortunately, this type of 
activity has, so far, not been investigated bv FCLA, in 
spite of being quite a dynamic sector in which Latin 
American local capital has been particularly active, and 
which is being continuously stimulated" to expand 
existing facilities or create new enterprises. 

As may be seen from table 17, according to the assump- 
tions  in  annex   II.   the cost  of ferrous   material,   not 
including   ferro-alloys,   in   integrated    Latin American 
steel mills would vary from 55 to 39 dollars per ton of 
ingot produced and the cost per tor of ingots from 85 
to 53 dollars. If local scrap can be purchased at the price 
prevailing in the 25 to 35-dollar range, there is a distinct 
possibility of making a profit in a semi-integrated plant 
as the lesser cost of the raw material would make up 
for inefficiencies  in  the rolling operations.  Given,  in 
addition, the possibility of lower transport costs owing 
to the plant's proximity to the consuming centres, and of 
reduced investment through the possible use of second- 
hand  or   locally-made  equipment,   the   profit   margin 
increases considerably. On the other hand, a plant based 
on imported scrap, at a price of from 45 to 50 dollars 
delivered at the plant in Latin America, has much less 
chance of being profitable, but special cases may permit 
even this. 

Ingots made in an integrated plant in Latin America 
would cost between 53 and 85 dollars; as said before, 
another possibility which is quite extensivelv followed by 
private business is to import billets for rolling into the 
required finished forms. Imported billets are usually 
quoted at about 80 dollars a ton c.i.f. Latin American 
port, but recently prices have dropped to as low as 
68 dollars per ton c.i.f. Buenos Aiies. Under such 
conditions, unless imports are forbidden or a very high 
tariff imposed, integrated Latin American steel plants 
will have difficulty in selling billets to non-integrated 
local mills. 

If a country has either iron ore, coking coal or both, 
imports of scrap and, more especially, of billets by smali 
plants would prevent full utilization of the possibilities 
of foreign exchange saving, which is the mam justification 
for a Latin American steel industry. The activities of 
non-integrated or semi-integrated steel mills would thus 
run counter to any policy of sound economic develop- 
ment. On the other hand, the situation would become 
worse if the smaller plants were to take up a part of the 
market which could be served by an integrated steel 
works, thus adversely influencing either the utilization 
of the equipment or the economies of scale in the 
operations. 

BENEFIT OF LOCAL STEEL PRODUCTION 
FOR LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES 

In general the development of the small rolling mills 
and semi-integrated steel plants in Latin America has 

followed the same pattern or growth as most of the 
existing pnvately-owned industry. The entrepreneur's aim 
is to make profits and the Government's aim in granting 
io such activities  rather  high protection  has  been to 
create well-paid jobs and more important gcneially, to 
replace imports to save foreign exchange. In the case of 
the larger integrated steel plants which have usually been 
to a greater or lesser extent financed by the Government 
through direct participation in capitalization and manage- 
ment or by guaranteeing foreign credits, the purpose of 
the Government has generally been to build up a sufficient 
supply of steel with the lowest possible expenditure of 
foreign exchange to support the economic development 
of the country. In these cases, the amount of imports 
at the time of planning has, of course, been used as a 
yardstick   for   ascertaining   the   size   of  the   projected 
operations. That this has only occasionally resulted in a 
reduction in imports has been shown at the beginning 
of this paper.  Another purpose which many Govern- 
men's have had i-, the creation around a steel mill of a 
nucleus of highly skilled workers, from whom techno- 
logical   progress   may   be   expected   to   flow   into   the 
community. 

Of all  the above  considerations,  the  possibility   of 
having more steel for a specific expenditure of foreign 
exchange  is  the  most   important justification  for   the 
creation of the steel industries of the region. In order to 
see to what extent this purpose can be accomplished, 
table  21   has   been   prepared   showing,   for   the   same 
processes as those analysed  in tables   19 and 20   the 
inputs   m   foreign   exchange  classified   bv   items'and 
reassembled   under   different   operational"   conditions- 
(a) in the case of counti ies which have iron ore and coking 
coal, such as Colombia and Mexico; (/,) for countries 
which  import  coal,   such  as   Brazil.  Ch.le,   Peru   and 
Venezuela and. finally. (<•) in countries which import both 
iron ore and coking cod. Table 21  includes a column 
called  "Capital charges"  which  represents  ft per cent 
interest annually and 3 per cent amortization on loans 
for covering the foreign  exchange component  of the 
investment. This, again, is estimated at 66 per cent of 
the total capital investment in the plants, without social 
overhead facilities, such as housing, schools,  hospitals 
and  recreation centres.   It   is supposed  that  the latter 
investments will be made in local currency, but they huvc 
not been included ,u the total investment considered m 
this paper. 

The powerful influence of the scale of operations on 
foreign exchange expenditure, especially in the case of 
Hat products, can readily be appreciated. For a plant 
importing all its raw materials, the drop is 47 per cent 
>n passing from 100,000 to 1.5 million tons annual 
capacity and 67 per cent for a plant using only local raw 
materials for the same productive capacity range. 

What is of particular interest here is the saving 
attainable through the reduction in foreign exchange 
expenditure. To determine that amount it is necessary 
to establish the prices of imported material. This touches 
upon a very delicate matter; if normal prices are taken 
to be those prevailing in industrialized countries plus 
transport and land.ng costs, the prices are high and the 
amount of savings according to the various assumptions 
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Tabic 21. Expenditure of foreign exchange in steel production In hypothetical Latin American plants 

(US dollars per ion al 1962 prices and torn of finished products) 

Foreign e xchange Impuls Total foreign e whange t \penJtturr 

Annual Spart pans 
capacity Capitai Importing With ¡.nal Typt of piani 1,000 ions sundries a Iron ore .* charges d ore and coal coal only 

(A) ¡B> IC) IDI IE) iTl (,) HI) 

Production of flat products : coki blast 100 22.97 23.50 14.80 41.80 103.07 80 20 64.77 
furnace, L.D. convenor, rolling mill 200 19.30 23.50 14.80 37.30 94 90 71 40 56.50 

400 12.32 22.40 13.50 28.70 76.92 54.52 41.02 
500 9,76 22.40 13.50 25.40 71.06 48. M) 35.16 
800 6.84 20.50 13.00 19.70 60.04 39.54 2Y54 

1,000 5.30 20.00 12.40 18.80 56.50 16.50 24.10 
1,500 4.59 20 00 12.40 16.90 53.89 33.89 21.49 

Production of light bars and profiles: 100 14.00 16.30 10.60 13.80 57.40 3840 27.80 
coke  blast   furnace,  L.D.  convenor 200 12.93 16.30 10.60 12.70 52.53 36.23 25.63 
continuous casting, rolling mill 300 1195 16.30 10.60 11.85 50.70 34.40 23.80 

« Spare parts, refractories and sundries. 
b Imported ore at 14 dollars per ton at plant. Consumption varies 

with the yield of the rolling equipment. 

r 100 per cent coal imported at 18 dollars per ton at plant. Con- 
sumption varies with the yield of the rolling equipment. 

>1 Covers interest and amortization on two-ihirds of tne investment, 
which are assumed here to have been obtained abroad. 

for the processes under study can be seen in table 22. 
Even in the case of a country that imports all raw 
materials, the savings are impressive once capacity 
reaches a figure consistent with the economies of scale. 

Unfortunately, many steel exporting countries follow 
the highly disturbing policy of selling abroad at very 
low prices the product of their excess capacity beyond 
domestic consumption. Against a "normal" price of some 
$182 per ton of flats and $141 per ton of bars and profiles, 
the prices prevailing during the last few years have been 
around $125 and $100, respectively. Recently, these 
export prices have been further reduced and minimum 
quotations at present (Nov. 1963), are around $100 for 
flat products and $78 for bars and profiles. Table 23 
establishes the foreign exchange savings for Latin 
American operations in competition with such low prices. 

For a country importing its raw materials, the saving 
is 40 per cent with a plant capacity of 800,000 tons a year 
and over, and much less for merchant bars within the 
limits of the plants analysed in the table. For plants 
using local raw materials only. 40 per cent saving is 
already achieved with a 200.000 ton annual production 
of flat products and even a small 100,000 ton plant 
producing merchant bars exceeds this limit. 

If the hypothetical production cost of steel in Latin 
America is compared with both the import prices shown 
in table 23, the pressure to which the local manufacturers 
of steel are currently being subjected by the price policy 
of the exporting countries can readily be imagined. This 
situation should also go some way towards discouraging 
expansion and the construction oi' new facilities And 
this all the more so, because real costs in most of the 

TaMe 22. Saving of foreign exchange raadtta] from local production 
normal iteci market conditions 

( US dollars per ton al 1962 prices and Ions of finished products) 

Flmnt capacity 
1,000 tons             Stetl con 
per ¡tor                al piami impartii sttti 

Saving of foreign txchangt 

Importing          Importing          With local 
ort and coal            coal            raw moleríais 

Two-thirds of 
tht investment 
tttimattd to 
be i n foreign 

exchange 

A. Fht products 

100   . 182.71 182 78.93 101.80 117.23 464 
200 165.35 182 85.10 110.60 125.40 414 
400 134.41 182 105.08 127.48 140.98 317 
500 127.23 182 110.94 133.54 146.84 290 
goo  . 113.47 182 121.96 142.64 155.46 219 

1,000   . 106.61 182 125.50 145.50 157.90 208 
1,500    . 102.65 182 128.11 148.11 160.51 167 

B. Light profiles and bars 

100 '01.05 141 83.60 102.60 113.20 168 
200 98.95 141 88.47 104.77 115.37 140 
300 .   .         84.79 141 90.30 106.60 IIT20 130 
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Plaut capacity 
1.000 tont 
Ptr year 

100 
200 
400 
500 
800 

1,000 
1,500 

100 
200 
300 

Steel coti 
ai rimi 

182.71 
165.35 
134.41 
127.23 
113.47 
106.61 
102.65 

101.05 
89.95 
84.79 

Cost of 
Impornd ¡leti 

    Saving of oreign exchange 

Importai 
ore and coal 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

A. Flat products 

—3.07 
5.10 

23.08 
28.94 
39.96 
43.50 
46.11 

Importing 
coal 

19.80 
28.60 
45.48 
51.34 
60.46 
64.50 
66.1! 

With local 
raw materials 

35.23 
43.40 
58.98 
64.84 
73.46 
75.90 
78.51 

Two-thirds of 
Ihr Investment 
estimated to 
be in fceign 

exchange 

B. Bars and profiles 

H 20.60 39.60 
1* 25.47 41.77 
78 27.30 43.60 

50.20 
52.37 
54.20 

464 
414 
317 
290 
219 
208 
187 

168 
140 
130 
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assembly costs are hi/her thanTJ } " S°T Instanc« 
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Plant capacity 
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Importing 
coal 

Years In which investment will he returned 
byavtng in foreign exchange 

Importing 
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raw materials 
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RAW MATERIALS 

The raw materials situation in Latin America and their 
availability may be summarized as follows: (a) there is 
plenty of high-grade iron ore available in Latin America, 
and all countries currently producing steel have reasonable 
reserves. Argentina, which at present imports ore from 
Brazil, Chile ;tnd Peru, could develop its Sierra Grande 
deposit and pelletize the ore to produce a 68 per cent to 
69 per cent product, very low in sulphur and phosphorus. 
Several countries that consume little steel and are not 
producing it have also reserves; among these, Bolivia has 
very large reserves according to the latest information. 
The ore in all countries, except Colombia, is high grade: 
Colombia's ores are generally relatively low in iron and 
high in phosphorus; (b) only Colombia and Mexico have 
good direct coking coal. The other countries either have 
no coal at all, or none of the coking type; only in certain 
cases, as in Chile or Brazil, can the coal be blended with 
imported coals to produce a good quality coke. In 
Mexico, the coal mines are in the north, remote from the 
main steel-consuming centres; while in Brazil, they are 
in the south, with only 30 per cent of the coal mined 
usable in a 40 per cent blend with imported coals. The 
rest is equally divided between middlings and ash; (c) all 
countries have some type of limestone, but in Argentina 
and Chile it must be hauled over long distances by river 
or sea to the plant; (d) only Brazil, Mexico and Uruguay 
have dolomite, the other countries being obliged to 
import it; (e) only Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile and 
Mexico have metallurgical grade manganese ore. The 
rest of the countries import ferromanganese ; (f) oil, gas 
and hydro-electric potential are available in the region 
but their availability for steel-making has to be analysed 
separately for each location. 

The current raw material assembly costs of five 
important Latin American steel plants have been obtained 
by the ECLA secretariat. They are as follows : 

Argentina : San Nicolás  .   . 41.82 dollars per ton of pig iron 
Chile : Huachipato   . . 28.29 
Mexico: Monclova  .   .  .      23.78 
Peru : Chimboto 37.43   including   13.50   dollar,   for 

electric power for reduction 
Venezuela : Orinoco . 22.44    including   5.26    dollars   for 

electric power for reduction 
ligure used in this paper for 

hypothetical plants   .  .   . 28.30 

Although, with the exception of Argentina and Peru, 
of which the first imports its ore and coal at present and 
the second imports coke, the raw material assembly costs 
of Latin American plants are not high compared with 
the assumed hypothetical figure; there is still considerable 
room in most cases for reducing the assembly costs which 
are distorted by high freight charges or other factors. 
The basis of all low-cost steel production are low 
assembly costs and any excess paid at this stage of the 
process cannot be corrected even with extreme efficiency 
n subsequent operations. In the case of Argentina, the 

San Nicolás plant was planned for the manufacture of a 
large tonnage of flat products only in a modern con- 
tinuous strip mill. It will therefore be able to absorb the 
high assembly costs and still produce at a reasonable 

price owing to the advantage of economies of scale in 
this type of operation. But the case of Argentina is an 
exception in Latin America and is unlikely to be 
duplicated in any other country. 

MANPOWER PROBLEMS 

Some of the Latin American steel plants have been 
built within an industrial centre and have had no par- 
ticular difficulty in obtaining labour that is already 
familiar with work in industry. This has been the case 
at Volta Redonda in Brazil, San Nicolas in Argentina, 
Hojalata y Lámina in Mexico, and, to a lesser extent, at 
Chile's Huachipato, Peru's Chimbóte and Mexico's 
Monclova plants. In such cases, the intermediate cadres 
of the labour force could be drawn from existing industry, 
assisted by a little training in the special features related 
to their assignments in the steel plant. This training has 
generally been accomplished in special schools and 
completed with in-service training. Other plants, like 
Brazil's Acosita, Colombia's Paz de Rio and Venezuela's 
Orinoco, have been built far away from any activity, 
except agriculture, generally subsistence agriculture. 
Manning of the intermediate cadres in these cases had to 
be done by transferring mechanics and other workers 
with industrial habits to the plant, thereby adding to 
the training problem described above, the burden of 
adaptation of the staff to the new environment. To 
facilitate this adaptation, it is indispensable that in a 
new steel plant far from populated centres, housing and 
other facilities be built before work is initiated on the 
plant itself, if possible. This policy was followed, very 
successfully, by Volta Redonda, which built a town for 
its labour force, while Paz de Rio's failure to adopt it 
resulted in many difficulties for the plant. In the latter 
case, it was expected that private capital would build 
enough houses to be rented to the staff, but this did not 
materialize, thereby creating serious problems for the 
skilled workers who were transferred to the plant from 
other parts of the country. 

The unskilled and less skilled workers have generally 
been recruited from the labour force engaged on the 
construction of the plant. In many cases where there are 
strong labour unions in the country or where the plant 
is Government-owned or depends to a considerable 
extent on the good will of the local or national Govern- 
ment, management has not been permitted to dismiss 
the construction workers in mass after the construction 
has been finished. The plants had to employ them in 
productive work where, through natural turnover and 
selection, the labour force was gradually reduced from 
about double the standard labour requirements for the 
plant to a number consistent with reasonably efficient 
operations. 

As to engineers and technicians, all the Latin American 
countries in which steel plants have been put into 
operation have good engineering and technical schools 
from which such staff could be drawn, with or without 
previous practice in industry. Almost all the successful 
plants in Latin America have started operations with a 
management contract given to a foreign consulting or 
operating firm, which provided the initial technical staff 
for manning key posts. Local engineers and technicians 
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Typt of employment 
or function 

Tabi« 25. Latear fort» in three BruHfen steel pj,„tt 

 (OnthtpayroU on 31 December 1961) 

Volta Redonda 
production 1,129,000 Ions 

of Ingot iteti 

Clerical staff and workers at all 
levels  

Medium-level technicians . 
High-level technicians 

TOTAL 

Btlgo-Mlnelra 
407.150 tons 
of Ingot stttl 

6,960 '< 
348 
78 

12,117 7,386 

Mannesmann 
122.330 tons 
of Ingot steel 

4,007 
36 
28 

4,071 

and ÄST»" "* *** '°me **» •"•"""" emp.oyed in wooU-cuttin«, charcoal product• 

were assigned as counterparts to the foreign technicians 
unni they had acquired sufficient knowledgfand pSce 
to take over the post, at which time the foreigntecn- 
nicians returned to their own country. The trafning of 
he counterpart „ generally considered complete not at 

ODerTZ^ t hT V? take Char«e of theda;-to-day operation, but when he has proved that he has lamín* 
sufficient knowledge to be able to meet   he diSues 

seS oî orni3"86 ,f anythin,g g0CS Wron« in the ParSa sector of his assignment. In those countries where local 
technicians are scarcer or adapt themselves wi h mor 

^si^lzLrpiant',he •- 
number of foreign techniciar 
contract usually provides for a proporiIonaTeI?ìa ¡er 

longer perioT^ teChl"CÍanS Wh° ^^ remain '« 

forced ^LSÍ"
8
^°btain hStin,8S °f the staff and labour 

rZZ t American steel plants  to  permit the 
respective managements to make comparison? If these 
figures  are made available, they wi»   be  treated 
confidential information and 

The number of foreign technicians brought to Hua 
chípalo plant by the foreign managing firm in wSsî 
when ope tlons began was ,,7 ¿ may•e seen from 
the above figures, this had dropped to 19 by 1962 

PROBLEMS OF PERSONNEL TRAINING 

Personnel training in Latin American steel niant, i« 
limited generally to engineers and technicians oí ,¿ 
one hand, and to skilledI labour - rSS etc -on 

ey poh
Sts for SïfnK8ÍneerÍand tCChnicia- S som 

seem
Pfo be ¿r   H      

abí>Ur' the s,mPlest soluti°n would 
8wena%ä0

f
w

r
s
ad

nT
at^qUalified 1°•* P^^ns to be 

XIa X*sh'P for study either in a school or plant 
abroad, after which they serve at the sponsoring plan 
for a number of years. This method h¡s been Lníed 
f S al l,fe plants- but •nly with negate rehuís 
When the fellow returns and begins wofking on hs 

vS    ffl^?Srfc.
WifJ! ^»> ¡^.-PervisoVwork .unuoenc a. .ntormat.on and will not be published Bv    within the nlañLr      u     "y ,S suPervisory work 

alÄKi ï^ ^ffS15    '- "£ -prom^tS-^^^ *• 
fortunately,   the "Ü^l^^rM•,^ 
because, ,n some cases, they include iron ore nS and 
other act.vit.es ,„ addition to the steel-making prow 
Thus Belgo-Mmeira includes wire drawing, and M3- 
mann the manufacture of seamless steel tutes 

Also, in December 1961, Paz de Rio in Colombia with 

---ac^^ 

one „ay add in .he case of skilled labour, the difficultv 
hat follows when someone returning from a feUovShta 

Technical and clerical staff and labour force at the steel 

Personnel¡working in the coal and iron ore mines 
Bogotá office, personnel at ports, etc  

4,250 
• 2,900 
• 300 

7,450 

ì9fm?t
HuaCrhÌpat0 in Cn¡,e• with a Production of 

f«  "¿mi    80t we üb,aiD the fo,iowing breakdown 

Technical and clerical Chilean staff .  . . ^, 
Foreign technical staff                  'w 

Labour force    ...                     19 

  3,821 

operations. 

Coal and iron ore mining 
Coking plant  
Blast furnace  
Thomas converters   . 

11 
6 
5 
2 

5,283 
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Electric steel furnace 
Roughing and rolling mill  . ' 
Wire drawing plant         ,0 

General metallurgical engineering  3 

General mechanical engineering 
General electrical engineering            ,S 

General chemical engineerin«         I4 

Others 2 
3 
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Shortly after the start of operations most of these 
78 fellowship holders left the company and at present 
there are only about 30 per cent of them working for 
Paz de Rio. General experience in Latin America indicates 
that a fellowship programme before a plant initiates 
operations may be a necessary step, but that it gives a 
low yield of effective staff after operations start. Its 
advantage is that it provides a basis for selecting from 
the former fellows those who can best adapt themselves 
to the strenuous work in the steel industry. On the other 
hand, if the fellowship programme is applied to staff 
with some practical experience in the plant, it generally 
has successful results as the fellow knows what to look 
for when abroad and is aware of the conditions under 
which be will have to work when he returns. 

A much better scheme is to give the responsibility for 
operating the plant, through a management contract, 
to some well-known firm of consultants or a company 
with their own steel works in one of the industrialized 
countries. This firm would supply, at the beginning, a 
sufficient force of engineers, technicians and supervisors 
to man all key posts in the plant. For instance, the 
management contract at the Chilean steel plant in 
Huachipato divided the technical jobs at the plant into 
90 key posts, and the contractor provided 117 foreign 
staff to fill them and to train Chilean counterparts. 
Huachipato also sent a large number of engineers and 
supervisors on fellowships abroad, but, as in the case of 
Paz de Rio, with poor results. 

As regards skilled labour, one scheme which has 
generally met with success is to give some of the more 
promising workers in-service training supplemented with 
special courses, during the construction work. Although 
the Chilean steel plant at Huachipato was able to draw 
some of its skilled labour from industry in the neighbour- 
hood, especially from the naval shipyards at Talcahuano, 
the nearby coal-mining industry and the railway repair 
shop, the following number of workers received some 
kind of special training at the plant during construction 
with a view to being given work at the plant, once 
operations started : 

SOS welders 
172 general mechanics 
164 assemblers in structural work 
209 plumbers and pipe fitters 
198 electricians 
192 masons specialized in refractories 
30 crane and tractor operators 

In addition to a similar training effort for Paz de Rio, 
that plant found it had to give in-service training and 
special courses to its mining workers, especially for coal 
mining. Although coal mining is a traditional activity <n 
Colombia, the scarcity of housing facilities near the steel 
plant's mine at La Chapa was probably responsible for 
the lack of any substantial migration by coal miners to 
the plant, and the labour force for the coal and iron ore 
mines had to be drawn from subsistence-level agricultural 
workers in the neighbourhood. 

In connexion with the training of personnel, two special 
cases in Latin America should be mentioned : one is the 
Monclova plant in Mexico, where training was success- 

fully carried one step further, as the plant was constructed 
during the last world war and was built almost entirely 
from reconverted second-hand material. In addition to 
the normal training problems, the management of the 
plant also had the task of training engineers, mechanics 
and labour for the reconstruction of machinery and 
equipment. The other case is Volta Redonda in Brazil 
where the problem was one of language, Brazil having 
had a limited steel-making tradition, a glossary of words 
and names to be used in the iron and steel industry had 
to be prepared in Portuguese at the very beginning. For 
this purpose, the expressions used in ihe small existing 
plants were analysed and compared with corresponding 
Spanish, French and English terms. 

LOCATIONAL PROBLEMS 

Latin American planners and promoters of steel 
industries are well aware of the basic principles of space 
and locational economy, and suggest the creation of steel 
industries at those points where the addition of assembly 
costs for the raw materials plus transport of the finished 
products to the respective consumer centres, will result in 
the lowest possible product cost. Some distortions have 
occurred in the past and will undoubtedly continue lo 
occur in the future, to take into account the possible 
advantages, for example, from proximity to more 
industrially developed regions where a new venture can 
find basic support, or because of political considerations. 
The latter may be the reason for the planning of a small 
integrated steelworks in the north-east region of Brazil 
and in the State of Sonora in Mexico. To discuss in this 
paper the problems of assembly of raw materials in 
existing plants or in some of the new projects currently 
contemplated requires more specific data than those 
available at present. Hence, this subject will be covered 
by a short review of a few cases of existing plants whose 
original site selection was quite logical, but where the 
needs or growth of capacity beyond initial levels are 
creating difficulties.' 

Argentina 

The San Nicolás works seem to have been originally 
planned for a final capacity of 1 million tons of finished 
products. In that case, the site selected, between the two 
largest consumer centres — Buenos Aires and Rosario — 
with good communications with both and on a navigable 
river open during most of the year to carriers of the 
largest tonnage then known (22,000 tons), was sound 
in every sense. When the proposed plant was in the 
blueprint stage, the opportunity was offered of buying 
at bargain price a large continuous strip mill for flat 
products with an annual capacity of 2 to 2.5 million tons 
of finished flat products; it was decided to buy and to 
plan the plant for that size. In the meantime, to reduce 
transpoit costs the size of ore carriers used by most of 
the importing countries has been increased from the 
22,000 tons pre-war figure to 60,000 tons and more. In 

• This review is based only on data and figures available at 
ECLA, and has not been discussed with the management of the 
respective plants, who may in all probability disagree with the 
view expressed here. 
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it would be a very complicated task to get more exact 
figures for most of the projects mentioned in annex f, 
the amount of $500 will be taken as an average in this 
paper for estimating the future financial requirements 
of new projects. 

With respect to the cost of expansion plans, ECLA 
has estimated an average of some $300 per annual ton. 
This figure relates to cases in which it is necessary to 
add some major equipment, such as a blast furnace, but 
is high if the increase in capacity is obtained through a 
rise in productivity as a result of the application of some 
technological improvements in the blast furnace or the 
use of oxygen in the steel plant, etc. But, in view of the 
fact that the production increase that can be expected 
from a rise in productivity is limited in comparison with 
the total volume of the planned expansions, while in 
some cases the $300 figure may be low, it will be used as 
an average for estimates of future financial requirements. 

The above figures do not include investments in social 
overheads, such as housing, hospitals, schools and re- 
creation facilities, and provision of electric power, water 
and sewerage for the houses which have to be built for 
the staff and workers in plants that are remote from 
populated centres, and where housing facilities must be 
provided by the steel company. Nor do the estimated 
investment requirements include the amounts necessary 

for the eventual construction of ports, roads and railway 
sidings which vary widely from plant to plant. While no 
attempt can be made to provide an average estimate for 
the latter type of investment, housing costs and allied 
facilities may easily amount to $3,000 to $5,000 per 
family of employees or workers. On the other hand, most 
of the sums necessary for transport and housing would 
be in local currency, and although they are not included 
in this estimate, it is recognized that, in several cases of 
Government-owned plants and in countries facing 
continuous budget deficits, the lack of funds for these 
purposes may represent a bottleneck for the building of 
the plant. 

As there is a great deal of uncertainty as to whether 
or not all expansion plans and new projects have been 
included in annex I, no plant-to-plant tabulation of 
investment needs is presented here, but the resulting 
figures have been lumped together, by countries in 
tables 26 and 27. Table 26 shows the investment necessary 
for the new plants listed in annex I, and table 27 the 
frads needed for the anticipated expansions. 

It should be noted that the rate of expansion for the 
small plants (grouped in annex I under the heading of 
"Others" with an estimated average annual growth rate 
of 3 per cent), has been increased to 7 per cent annually 
in table 27. A3 this is a very dynamic sector which depends 

TmMc 26. FiMMrial for 

(Militons of US dollars at 1962 prkis) 

Country IH4 IMS Itti mi ;*M 

Argentina  30 
Brazil  310 
Mexico  — 
Uruguay  — 
Honduras      — 

Total for new pianti .... 360 

2*0 73 
— 230 — 500 
— _ 60 250 
— — — 30 
— — — 50 

310 135 •30 

IH9 1*70 

i The total capital expenditure hai been entered in the table for the year in which the plani is expected 
to start operations. Or course, the investment must be aeread over a number of previous years, during 
construction. 3 years can be estimated ae the minimum. The estimate is based on an investment of $500 
per annual too. 

TaMa 27. Fhaadal 
(Mtttions of US Mkrt al 1962 prktsi 

la Lath Aaaertea" 

Cotmlty 19*4 IMS IM» im m* 1970 

Argentina      6.3 
Brazil  61.1 
Chite  45.1 
Colombia  4.2 
Mexico  124.1 
Peru  
Uruguay  l.t 
Venezuela  109.1 
Central America  — 

TOTAL, expansion 
of existing plants 352,5 

67.2 7.3 1.1 153.4 9.0 9.6 
247 3 12.9 13.5 15.0 390.0 16.5 

1.2 1.2 151.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
0.9 0.9 24.9 0.9 0.9 106.2 

117.0 141.6 42.6 210.9 17.7 11.6 
— 52.5 — — — — 
0.3 0.3 0.3 03 0.3 0.3 

107.4 1.1 2.1 152.7 2.4 2.7 

541,5       211.7       243.0      534.5       421.«       1554 

a The averafe cost of expansion bas been estimated at S3O0 per annual ton. It has been tabulated 
for the year in which the new facilities start production, but ¡a practice H baa to be spread over at least 
three to four preceding yean. 
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(A) The  Pacific suh-resion  of «¡r,„»h   * 
S?g „o„v,, «c. hT^Ä.^S,^ 

*•* - Producta orti^VÄ'T^ 

**f lau tmd country 

Atlantic region 
of South America 
Argentina . 
Brazil 
Uruguay 
i Colombia 
Others 
Venezuela 

Pacific region 
of Souk America 
Chile  
Peru  

i Colombia  . 
Others 

Central and North 
America 

Mexico .... 
Others      . 

TOTAL, North and 
Central America 

Projected 
érmmné 

I,«50 
3,160 

138 
235 

20 
1,380 

TOTAL, Atlantic       6,383 

470 
210 
235 

70 

TOTAL, Pacific       1,033 

1,690 
430 

2,120 

ritoltemi 
P'otktcium 

1.800 
6,620 

150 

600 

9,370 

600 
100 
150 

830 

2,700 

2.700 

*frrencr Promt* 
'     * demand 

' 150 2,190 
t 3,460 4.190 

138 182 
85 375 
20 20 

-780 1,860 

2,397 

+ 130 
-180 

85 
-70 

203 

1,010 
-430 

8,«/7 

630 
370 
375 
70 

1.443 

2,240 
590 

«Bf« and pro/Urs 

. Remili: 
/^fr"rf        <*ßrmc, 
rrnäuclion £ ¡¡ 

1,552 63* 
2,4*2 

120 
ITO 

1.728 
-62 
205 

694 
20 

1,166 

4,99g 

783 

1,662 
100 

•JJJ9 

463 1« 
150 -2» 
170 -205 

-70 

6*0 

-571 
-490 
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(a) that the production of small integrated and semi- 
integrated plants will increase at a cumulative rate of 
3 per cent per year only. This may be lower than the real 
rate; and, (/>) that the average product-mix of Latin 
American steel demand will be 43 per cent flats and 57 per 
cent other products. If it is considered that for the more 
industrialized countries this percentage varies between 
Chile's 39.n and Mexico's 46.4, the percentage of flat 
products may well be higher than the average of 43 per 
cent estimated in these calculations. If so, the demand 
for flat products will be increased throughout the table 
and the indicated demand for bars and profiles will be 
lower, thus producing a more balanced picture with less 
excess planning of flats production and a smaller deficit 
of bars and profiles. 

Apart from these points, table 28 indicates that the 
Pacific region will be unable to consume the whole 
output of a fully-fledged continuous strip mill before 1970, 
and that the countries concerned would do well to give 
careful consideration to any plans for the production of 
flats. The North and Central American region seems to 

be better balanced, in general, and there would be ample 
room for a continuous strip mill but, unfortunately, at 
the present time, three plants already participate' in 
covering Mexico's requirements of this type of steel. 
Finally, the large excess planning of production of flat 
products is in the Atlantic region, notwithstanding the 
possible deficit in Venezuela. 

All these projections of demand are overshadowed by 
one great problem which is outside the realm of the steel 
industry. It concerns the doubt as to whether the economic 
development of Latin America in general can attain the 
growth targets which have been used as a basis for the 
projections. The region's continuously deteriorating 
terms of trade are, to say the least, a clear danger signal. 

Although the analyses in this paper have hardly been 
as exhaustive as the subject matter warrants, it is hoped 
that sufficient information has been provided on the 
steel industry of Latin America, to illustrate some of its 
main aspects and problems, and to give ground for 
consideration and study of the many questions which 
have been raised and which must still be left unanswered. 

PLANNED PRODUCTION 

ANNEX I 

Of Till  MORE IMPORTANT LATIN AMERICAN S1TEL PLANTS AND NEW PAOJI CTS THAT SEEM EFASIRI.F 

< Thousands of metric tons of steel ingot per year) 

Country and plan! 1961 

Argentimi 
SOMISA, San Nicolas .   .   . 128 
ACINDAR 55 
SIDERCA _ 
ZAPLA (Jujuy)  

Other»"  259 

TOTAL, Argentina 442 

Bratti 
Volta Redonda  i.i.io 
Vele do Paraopeba   .... 
Belfo Mincira  407 
COSIPA  _ 
USIMINAS  
Mannetmann  122 
ACESITA  75 
Mineracio Geral  221 
COSÎNOR  _ 

Other»«  4M 

TOTAL, Brazil 2,443 

Chile 
CAP (Huachtpato)   .      . 365 

Other»«  26 

TOTAL, Chile 391 

CohmUm 
Paz del Rio      152 
Other»"  30 

TOTAL, Colombia 192 

650 
80 

100 
160 

284 

!,274 

1,200 

420 

500 
150 
15 

300 
120 

532 

3,307 

500 

37 

537 

170 

33 

202 

1963 

850 
80 

100 
160 

293 

1,383 

1,500 

500 

750 
250 
120 
450 
120 

550 

4,240 

500 

41 

541 

170 

34 

204 

117 

Thousands of annual tons of ingot 

1966 19«? 

850 
600 
100 
160 

302 

2,012 

1.500 

500 
500 
750 
250 
120 
450 
120 

567 

4,75V 

500 

45 

545 

170 

35 

205 

850 
600 
250 
160 

311 

2,171 

1,500 

500 
500 
750 
250 
120 
450 
120 

515 

4,775 

1,000 

50 

1.050 

250 

36 

286 

1964 

2,000 
600 
250 
160 

321 

3,831 

1,500 
2,000 
500 
750 
750 
250 
120 
450 
120 

603 

7,393 

1,000 

55 

1,055 

250 

37 

287 

2,000 
600 
250 
160 

331 

.«.841 

1,500 
2,000 
500 
750 

2,000 
250 
120 
450 
120 

622 

8,312 

1,000 

60 

1,060 

250 

38 

28« 

1*70 

2,000 
600 
250 
160 

342 

3,852 

1,500 
2,000 
500 

1,500 
2,000 
250 
120 
450 
120 

642 

9.082 

1,000 

65 

1,065 

600 

39 

639 



ANNEX I (continued) 

Country mi pimi 

Mexico 
Altos Homos Monclova 
Fundidora Monterrey 
Hojolata y Lemma 
Rio Lai Trucha»   . 
La Consolidada . . 
Est. Sonora    ... 
Others"  . 

TOTAL, Mexico 

TOTAL, Peru 

Peru 
Chimbóte 

Uruguay 
Valentines 

Others"  . 

TOTAL, Uruguay 

Venezuela 
Orinoco  

Others«  

TOTAL, Venezuela 

Central America 
Honduras  

TOTAL, Central America 

GRAND TOTAL 

1961 

523 
278 
166 

151 

564 

1.682 

74 

74 

9 

9 

71 

71 

5.304 

1964 

600 
500 
166 

160 

615 

2.041 

75 

75 

15 

15 

350 

77 

427 

/9«.< 

Thousands of annual lor., of ingoi 

1966 ¡967 /9ftá 

7,978 

950 1,050 
500 500 
166 600 

160 

632 

2,408 

75 

75 

16 

16 

700 

80 

780 

9,377 

160 

650 

2,960 

250 

250 

17 

17 

700 

82 

782 

11,628 

3,190 

250 

250 

785 

12,625 

4,360 

250 

250 

100 
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the future prospects ofThe Un Am¿ *"*"} men,ion heie 

«*«* this £lng ln .nS\ÄtA^a,lorrl.Ägure
Here 

1,287 

ino 

100 

18,782 

1969 

.100 1.250 1,250 1 „150 
500 
600 

1,000 
600 

1,000 
600 

1 000 
600 

200 
500 
200 

500 
200 

1,000 
200 120 120 120 120 

670 690 710 732 

4,380 

250 

250 

100 

1,291 

100 

100 

19,742 

4,982 

250 

250 

100 
18 19 20 21 

18 119 120 121 

00 

85 

1,200 

87 

1,200 

91 

1.200 

94 

1.294 

100 

100 

21,485 

not  been  specifically  mentioned  In  relai.nn .„ • " 
of ingot steel, or about   VI per cent        1, '° ,exPa•on  P^s or  new 
but  the.r expall„on po.en.iaT mus, be tiken ,m?       M°S' °f ,hem h,ve 

an annual cumulative  increase o    1 per ,en   ?n^T' *hcn s,udyin« per tent   in   production   hai   been 

ANNEX II 

(US dollars) 

I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 

Unii 

Iron ore, 63 to 65 per cent grade, low phosphorus 
Straight coking coal or blend    .         pno,Pnon» ton 
Liniestone, high grade    ... ,on 

Cooling water  ton 
Hydroelectric power c.m. 
Thermoelectric power kWh 

Ferroalloys per ton of ingot (open hearth).   '. ,kWh 

Ferroalloys per ton of ingot (Thomas) $/,on 

Ferroalloys per ton of ingot (L.D or L D/A Ci $/t0n 

î2^!0rWSPer,0n0fin«0,(0Penhe«rth)    .        ?i,on 

K!^ PW ,0n °f ingot (electric «*' furnace) l °" 
Refractories per ton of ingot (LD) $/,on 

"-*---   -                                     •'      S/ton Refractories 
Direct labour 

per ton of ingot (L.D./A.C.) 
S/ton 

man/hour 

Prlct 

9.50 
18.00 
7.00 
0.005 
0.005 
0.016 
3.60 
2.25 
4.50 
3.15 
4.00 
1.50 
0.80 
1.00 
1.50 
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ANNEX 11 (continuedi 

1ft Fuel oil  
17. Natural gas  
18. Blast furnace gas   
19. Steam 
20. Oxygen, varying with size of plant 
21. Production of sinter, direct cost per ton of steel 
22. Graphite electrodes  
23. Common electrodes 
24. Coking plant gas  
25. Taroi!  
26. Fuel tar 
27 Purchased scrap  

The prices established for coking coal and iron ore are slightly 
lower than the cost at certain importing plants, but are also slightly 
higher than the average in the Latin America steel industry 

The costs of thermoelectric power and  steam  are   based  on 

*-., I'mr 

(on 20 (X) 
1,000 cm 12 00 
1.000 cm 1.17 

l 2 10 

Sion 0 80 

H 060 

kg OH 
1.000 cm 410 

ton 40.00 
ton 20.00 
ton 24.0 io Mi () 

assumed generation al the plant, using blast furnace gas as a fuel. 
ut a price of $0.012 per unit of 9.200 calories It has also been 
assumed that the costs remain constant for different sizes of plani, 
which is not true, but introduces onl\ a very small distortion 

ANNEX HI 

DEMON OF THï ROLLIN« MILLS USED IN CALCULATING INVESTMENT AND COSTS IN HVPOTHFTICAI 

A. BLOOMING AND ROUGHING MILLS AND CONTINUOUS C ASTINO 

Case I. For capacities up to 300,000 tons of ingot a year 
Three high non-reversing mill with tilting tables at both ends of the 

stand. Yield in blooms and billets : 88 per cent (rimmed and semi- 
skilled steel). 

Case 2. For capacities from 300,000 to 500.000 tons of ingot a year 
Modern two high reversing blooming and roughing mill with one 

reversing motor. Yield in blooms, slabs and billets: 81  per cent 
(rimmed and semi-skilled steel). 

Case 3. For capacities over 500,000 tons of ingot 

Two modern high reversing mill with two reversing motors Pro- 
ducing blooms, slabs and billets with a yield of 86 per cent 
(rimmed and semi-skilled steel). 

Case 4. Continuous casting machines uith a rapacity of up to 
300,000 tons a year 

Continuous casting machines to produce blooms of 5 - 5 or 
6x6 inches for rolling from 100,000 to Í00.000 tons a year of 
merchant bars and wire rods. 

B. ROLLING EQUIPMENT FOR FLAT PRODUCTS 

Caie /. Capacities for tinplatt, plate and sheet between 100,000 and 
300,000 tons a year. Stecket mill for plate and reversing stands for 
cold rolling 

Three-high non-reversing blooming and roughing mill; Steckel mill 
for hot rolled plate; finishing stands; pickling and cleaning; cold 
rolling reversible stands; temper stands; hot-dip tinning installa- 
tion; cutting and finishing of sheet and tinplate, plus necessary 
heating furnaces. The product-mix is assumed to be such as to 
give an average yield of 70 per cent of semi-products. 

Case 2. Capacities for plate, sheet and tinplate varying between 
300,000 and 500,000 tons. Semi-continuaes rolling mill for plate 
ind reversing stands for cold rolling 

Semi-continuous rolling mill for plate with a reversible blooming 
stand and finishing stands, reversible stands for cold rolling 
temper stands; pickling and cleaning; hot-dip tinning installa- 
tion; cutting and finishing, plus necessary heating furnaces. The 

product-mix is assumed to he such as to give a yield of 74 per 
cent of semi-products 

The cost of oxygen has been established for the various hypo- 
thetical plants on the assumption that there are no other activities 
using oxygen in the neighbourhood, which would permit a reduction 
of cost. 

The labour rates established in these calculations arc higher than 
those applying in any of the existing plants, but present wages have 
a tendency to rise and may. sooner or later, reach the figure 
adopted here. 

Labour productivity has been considered to be the same in all 
the hypothetical plants. 

The cost of imported equipment has been estimated to be the 
same at any location, and the figures adopted are 20 per cent more 
than the equipment would cost in the United Slates, to cover 
transport charges and other incidentals 

It has been estimated that 30 per cent sinter would be used in 
iron ore reduction. It is thought that the proportion of sinter in 
latin American steel plants should, at least for the time being, 
correspond to the percentage of fines under IS of an inch Thirty 
per cent is considerably above the figures obtaining in most of the 
steel plants in operation, but it has been thought that greater care 
in ore sizing and screening of the feed will soon make it necessary 
to reduce the maximum size of the ore lumps which go into the 
blast furnace. The larger sizes now being used will then have to be 
crushed, and this will increase the percentage of fines 

Circulating scrap has been estimated, in each case, al W per cent 
of the cost of pig iron produced at the plant. 

Unit capacities of reduction and steel-making furnaces have ber.n 
established in the hypothetical calculations as varying between the 
following limits: 

Blast furnace, per day 
Electric reduction furnaces, per day 
Open hearth furnaces 

Bottom blown converters 
LD and LD-LDAC converters 
Electric steel furnaces 

Minimum Maxima 
i,m\i ltO>4t) 

100 2,000 
260 

2S 500 
10 75 
IU 150 
15 150 
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Prague 

III. SUMMARIES OF DISCUSSIONS 

Joint Minion "A" 

RAW MATERIALS AND THEIR PREPARATION 

Tuesday, 12 November 

Chairman   Mr. Z. I. NIKRASOV (USSR) 

Secretary   Mr J   E. ASTII R (France i 

Rapporteur: Mr. L. CORREA IM SUVA (Brazil) 

Papers presented 

"Raw materials and their preparation" (Sect. 2) bv   K   I   Chirkcva (USSR) and 
V. J. Miller (USSR) 

"Raw materials in Africa for iron and steel manufacturing" (ECA.I)1 

"Availability of raw materials for iron and steel making in the FCAFF recion" 
(ECAFE.l)2 ' *" 

"Trends in production and consumption of iron and stcei-making raw materials m 
Europe and the United States" (ECE.I):> 

"Steel-making raw materials in Latin America      General situation" (I CI.A II ' 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. NIJHAWAN stated that Indian ores had always been 
considered as rich ores. However, for efficient mechanized 
exploration, the need for their preparation also arose. 
At present, India was seriously considering large installa- 
tions for the bencficiation of its ores and also of other 
raw materials like limestone. In doing so, it had in mind 
increased efficiency in mining operations and greater 
productivity of its blast furnaces. 

Mr. ASTIEK said that developed countries needed 
increasing amounts of imported ore, which created 
opportunities for the less developed nations. However, 
requirements concerning the characteristics of raw 
materials were becoming more and more severe. Ore 
preparation must be considered even for rich ores. 

Mr. LAKHDARI pointed out that in the case of countries 
like Algeria, ore preparation presented serious economic 
problems owing to the high investment needed. The 
domestic use of indigenous ores could be considered 
only as a partial solution to the problem of utilization 
of Algerian resources. 

Mr. MüLLER called attention to the fact that the 
United Nations had decided to prepare a study of raw 

' 9M pap 17. 
' SM par S4. 
» SM pa» 40. 
• SM page 52. 

materials for the iron and steel industry on a world scale. 
The contemplated study would examine questions related 
to iron ore reserves and future demand. 

Mr. MACH mentioned that Czechoslovakia had devoted 
much attention to the study of its raw materials, having 
successfully developed processes to eliminate objec- 
tionable elements like arsenic and chrome. 

Chairman NIKRASOV stated that the elimination of 
undesirable elements like arsenic had also been solved 
in the USSR. 

Mr. BUCK mentioned that the exploration of raw 
materials for the iron and steel-making industry was 
highly developed in Canada, where 20 to 25 milium tons 
of ore were exported each year. Production would increase 
to 45 million within a decade, ore preparation being 
widely used. Canada also had considerable resources of 
coal, but for reasons of location it imported from the 
United States the coal it needed for its steel industry. 

Mr. STAKHOVITCH emphasized the importance of the 
study announced by Mr. MüLLER. The evolution of the 
iron and steel industry, the discovery of new reserves of 
iron ores and the decrease in the cost of transportation 
had changed the problem of raw material for the iron and 
steel industry from a regional to a world one. Mr. STA- 

KHOVITCH also suggested that besides the two aspects 
already mentioned by Mr MULLKR (ore reserves and 
future requirements for iron ore) a third one should be 
considered; i.e., price 
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Joint session "B 

iniHSTRIRs IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
Prague 

Tuesday. 12 November 
Chairman: Mr. F. Ayum (Chile) 
Secretan    Mr. .1  SK. in( United States) 
Rapporteur. Mr. L. CORRíA DA SUVA (Bra/il) 
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Mr. ABRERA asked whether there should be a com- 
promise between the economic and the social factors 
when planning steel industries for emergent countries. 
Mr. MIKHALKVIC H emphasized that the building of steel 
plants was the only way to raise the standard of living 
of developing countries. The compromise mentioned by 
Mr. ABRERA must, of course, be made. However, such 
plants must conform to the markets and could not depend 
on exports. 

Mr. ANDERSON pointed out that there was no example 
of sustained economic growth in a country without a 
corresponding increase in steel production. In fact, with 
two exceptions, there was no case of high standards of 
living existing without a developed steel industry. In 
regard to costs of production, these were important in 
the long run but not necessarily so in the initial stage 
of a new plant. 

Mr. ALI described the situation of Pakistan's iron and 
steel industry and strongly emphasized the necessity of 
maintaining contact with the financing agencies. 

Mr. LAKHDAR; described the situation in Algeria, 
mentioning present plans for construction of a large 
integrated steel plant. He also stated that the basis for 
industrialization was the iron and steel industry. He 
believed that the problem of establishing new steel plants 

should he planned not on a national but on an African 
scale. He said that the only countries in Africa to have 
integrated steel plants were South Africa and the United 
Arab Republic. 

Mr. EKECHUKWU mentioned that Nigeria had a small 
rolling mill. He also called attention to the problems of 
selecting consultants for new plants in developing 
countries. 

Mr. WELLS pointed out that Rhodesia had had an 
integrated steel plant for a long time. 

Mr. MILLER announced that the United Nations Centre 
for Industrial Development would be available to advise 
countries with problems concerning iron and steel plant 
establishments and/or developments. He mentioned the 
results of a recent study made for the Algerian Govern- 
ment showing that there, as in many other countries, the 
problem of establishing new steel plants must be studied, 
taking into consideration local conditions. There was 
generally not one problem or one solution but many 
factors that had to be considered. An interesting feature 
of the project now under study for Algeria was the 
intensive use of hydro-carbons in the blast furnaces, with 
an ultimate objective of reducing coke requirements to 
about 150 kg/ton of iron. 

Technical M«MOM "A.l" 

EXPLORATION AM) EXPLOITATION OF IRON ORE RESERVES 

Prague Wednesday. 13 November 

Chairman: Mr. B. P. ABRERA (Philippines) 
Secretary: Mr. E. PALACIO (Peru) 
Rapporteur: Mr. H. B. GOODWIN (United States) 

Papers presented 

"Exploration of a sm;i!l  iron ore deposit"  (A.l) by J   Caorsi (Uruguay) and 
G. Bossi (Uruguay) 

"Ore exploration and exploitation — Intermediate scale" (A.2) by  R.  Wasmuht 
and R. Tschoenke (Fed. Rep. of Germany) 

"Ore exploration and exploitation on a large scale" (A.3) by H. Reno (United 
States) 

"Large-scale ore exploration and exploitation in Liberia" (A.24) by A. M. Massaquoi 
(Liberia) 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. U SOE MYINT asked Mr. CAORSI, with regard to 
page 8, paragraph 6 (English version) of his paper if he 
could give an estimate of the cost of open-pit mining for 
a production of 400,000 to 600,000 tons annually. 
Mr. CAORSI replied that they had not determined the 
exact cost but that they were sure open-pit mining was 
cheaper and so had determined on that method. 

Mr. GOODWIN asked Mr. CAORSI what factors spe- 
cifically caused Uruguay to feel that in 1956 it was ready 
to embark on the project. Mr. CAORSI replied that this 

was outside the scope of the Geological Institute but he 
understood it was because the market study had shown 
that consumption had reached the point where an industry 
was warranted. 

Mr. WARGANEGARA presented a short summary of 
exploration efforts in Indonesia. He then asked 
Mr. TSCHOEPKE as to the means of transportation and 
the advisability of setting up more than one beneficiation 
plant in order to locate near the mines vs. setting up 
a centralized plant serving many mines. Mr. TSCHOEPKE 
replied that transportation costs and selection of methods 
would depend on geographical and topographical con- 
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Technical session "B.l" 

BLAST FLRNACE : OPERATION AMD DEVELOPMENTS 
Prague 

Wednesday. 13 November 
Chairman: Mr. D. FINK (OAS) 

•S«Trt«r^ Mr. W. R. HESP (Australia) 
%>/w/«,,: Mr. L. CORREA DA S.LVA (Bra.il) 
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requirement it was possible that instead of coke other 
forms of industrial carbon might be used. Regarding 
charcoal B.Fs. he mentioned that Brazil produced about 
one million tons of pig iron per year from charcoal blast 
furnaces. Most of this iron was converted into steel in 
integrated plants. 

Mr. ASTIER stated that in view of results already 
attained, in particular at the Bureau of Mines and at the 
Bas Fourneau at Liege, it was hoped that the consump- 
tion of 150 kg of coke/ton could be reached in the future. 

Mr. WENZEL asked whether any difficulty with fines 
had been encountered when using pellets, since it seemed 
that the fines in pellet charges occupied the spaces 
between the pellets, while when using sinter they filled 
the sinter pores and were less objectionable. Regarding 
the low shaft furnace it must be remembered that it might 
be of interest to developing countries in view of the fact 
that it utilized non-coking coal. 

Mr. MIKHALEVICH answered a question on top- 
pressure by stating that in the USSR top pressures of 
2.5 atmospheres had been attained, but this required very 
strong construction for the B.F. Normal practice was 
to operate at 1.5 atmo. The increase in pressure required 
special design not only in the B.F. but in all of its 
subsidiary installations. The increase in pressure made 
for easier operation of the B.F. With respect to invest- 
ment and operating costs, these depended on the char- 
acteristics of a given B.F. and of the changes required. 
Referring to the characteristics desirable for pellets at 
high temperatures, it would be interesting to develop 
internationally accepted tests in order to be able to 
compare them. In the United States pellets were required 
to be strong enough to stand transportation. 

Mr. LEUSCHNER mentioned that Peru had anthracite 
and was interested in preparing coke from it, with 
asphalt. He asked if anybody had had experience in 
producing briquettes with increased surface, in order 
to increase reactivity. 

Mr. HESP mentioned that the National Board had 
experimented with briquettes of different shape. The 
pressure drop and the reactivity of coke were studied as 
a function of shape. He could supply the reference to 
those interested. 

Mr. NIJHAWAN said that indiscriminate use of oil 
injection might not lead to useful results unless the blast 
temperature was increased or oxygen added. He also 
mentioned that the use of non-coking coals, at least for 
a small B.F., was interesting to developing countries. He 
said that the use of pellets must be studied carefully. 

Mr. HESP remarked that the reduction of the coke 
rate to 150 kg/ton might be difficult because coke acted 
as a support for the burden. Regarding the strength of 
coke, he said that a compromise must be reached between 
shattering resistance and hardness. Results of research 
at Monroeville (United States) showed that the size of 
coke was a much more important factor than its stiength. 
Si/e distribution control was also important for the ore. 

Mr. TAHER thought that a B.F. with a 150 kg/ton coke 
rate was no longer a blast furnace : it would have to be 
constructed differently. Spectacular results could be 
attained in B.Fs, but they might not lead to good quality 

and tow cost Concerning high-pressure operation, he 
asked whether it was really economical to increase the 
top pressure when there were other ways of increasing 
B.F. production. 

Mr. NEKRASOV stated that besides increasing produc- 
tion and decreasing flue dust, top pressure also induced 
economies, smoother operation and more regularity in 
the pig iron produced. 

Mr. MAERTENS said that the problem in using very 
high pressures was mainly the blower; it must be of such 
special design that it might even be advantageous to go 
all the way and compress the air even more and use 
enriched blast. Regarding the use of higher pressures in 
B.Fs. already installed, he stated that there was no 
difficulty if the working pressure was not too high. He 
pointed out that it was necessary to use fully both the 
pressure and the contained heat of the gas, by utilizing 
specially designed turbines. One of these was now under 
test. 

Mr. LEUSCHNER asked whether the utilization of the 
by-products of wood distillation was of any interest in 
Australia, since in Latin America it had been found out 
that it was not. 

Mr. HESP said that the situation in Australia was 
similar to that in Latin America. 

Mr. EKECHUKWU asked what factor contributed to 
successful operation of charcoal B.Fs. Mr. MILLER said 
that the moisture content was probably the most critical 
variable. 

Mr. ASAD ALI mentioned the existence of a new 
process for the production of steel directly from ore 
The process consisted in mixing finely ground ore and 
carbon, pelletizing and heating to promote reduction in 
an electric furnace. He also suggested that live United 
Nations should undertake a special study of direct 
reduction processes and of their applicability to 
developing countries. 

Mr. WENZEL asked Mr. WIBERO what was the best 
process to prereduce iron ore,attaining iron contents of 60 
to 70 per cent in order to export it to developed countries 
or to reduce it in blast furnaces with low coke con- 
sumption. He believed this presented an opportunity for 
developing countries. The process should be simple, have 
a high fuel efficiency and large capacity. 

Mr. WIBERG said he has never heard of the process 
mentioned by Mr. ASAD ALI, but that other processes 
existed which used briquettes of iron ore and carbon, as 
described in his paper. It was possible to make steel 
directly from ore, but the heat required was high. The 
prereduction of ore mentioned by Mr. WENZEL might 
be interesting since its use in B.Fs. would lead to a 
better use of B.F. gas although it might not reduce coke 
rate much. 

Mr. KASSEM asked if there was difficulty with the 
blowers in the Wiberg process. He also asked why the 
CO, content of the electric reduction furnace gas was 
lower when using lump ore than when self fluxing sinter 
was used, and why Fe,0, could be reduced faster than 
Fe,04 if during reduction FeaO, had to pass by Fes04. 

Mr. WIBERO stated that there was no difficulty with 
the fan in the Wiberg process. Heat resisting alloys were 
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Technical »tttion "A\2" 

BENEFICUTION AND CONCENTRATION 

Wednesday, 13 November 
Chamm: Mr. V. M. SUBRAMANIAN (ECAFE) 
Secretary: Mr. A. STAKHOV.TCH (CECA) 

*W*; Mr- R  MAYO
«CAS (United Kingdom) 
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8-10 per cent self-fluxing gangue, which would be the 
final answer for the blast-furnace burden. 

Mr. ASTIER said that the decision whether to sinter 
or pclletize might depend on the granulometry of the 
fines. Freeze is not required for pelletizing, and that 
this factor alone might play an important part in the 
decision. 

Mr. TARMANN said that new designs of furnace for 
pelletizing machines would give better results and lead 
to a plant which could be installed as additional capacity 
to an already existing good sinter plant installation. 

Starting with the two premises that some rich ore 
deposits would soon be exhausted and a rapid shrinking 
of coking coal reserves was to be foreseen, Mr. VERNER 
explained the growth of the Krupp-Renn process and 
described the new approach to the design of kiln and 
combustion control which had contributed largely to 
overcoming problems of slag control. The throughput 
of ore to make luppen had grown to 5.5 million tons 
per year in nine countries and this included sixteen units 
in Czechoslovakia making half a million tons a year of 
luppen from a throughput of 1.6 million tons of ore. 
Only a small part of this iron, particularly in Korea, 
was of low sulphur quality because of the favourable 
composition of the raw materials and therefore suitable 
for charging directly to electric furnaces making special 

steels, the rest of the world production of luppen with a 
range of 0.4-2 per cent of sulphur had to go to blast 
furnace. 

Mr. TAHER asked why the method was necessary at 
all when there existed better benefkiation methods for 
the materials to be charged to the blast furnaces. A plant 
had been recently shut down in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, and in Pakistan a planned scheme for Krupp- 
Renn operations did not get past the experimental stage. 
There seemed to be a contradiction here. 

Mr. VERNER said that the Krupp-Renn process was 
the best for ores in which the very fine grained iron oxide- 
was very intimately mixed with the gangue and would 
require costly fine grinding to be suitable for agglomera- 
tion. The silicate ores also were particularly suitable for 
treatment by the Krupp-Renn process. There were 
successful plants working in the Federal Republic of 
Germany, but the variations in the price of scrap 
influenced the over-all economy. In Czechoslovakia the 
Krupp-Renn process was introduced to make use of 
home ores and low-grade reduction fuel — namely, brown 
coal semi-coke. 

Mr. STAKHOVITCH noted that it was probable that the 
price of scrap, which was an important factor in feasibility 
considerations, would tend to remain relatively low in 
the foreseeable future for reasons of supply and demand. 

Technical Marion "BJ" 

DIRECT REDUCTION PROCESSES 

Prague Wednesday, 13 November 

Chairman: Mr. B. LEUSCHNER (ECLA) 
Secretary: Mr. T. B. WINKLER (United States) 
Rapporteur: Mr. F. GROSSI (Argentina) 

Papers presented 

"Comparative evaluation of direct reduction processes" (B.4) by H. Poblcte 
"The SL direct reduction process" (B.5) by D. J. Hains (Canada) 
"The HyL process" (B.6) by J. Celada (Mexico) and J. Skelly (United States) 
"The Echeverría ore reduction process" (B.7) by G. Cedervall (Switzerland) 
"The Strategic-Udy process" (B.8) by K. Sandbach (United States) 
"The Purifier direct reduction process" (B.25) by I., von Bogdandy (Fed. Rep. of 

Germany) 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. LEUSCHNER recalled that direct reduction processes 
had two objectives: to obtain better quality steel and 
to be used in a small plant where the blast furnace was 
not justified. He hoped that studies under way would 
soon give successful results. 

Mr. CHOUDHARY said that the data mentioned on the 
S-L process in the paper did not correspond to the figures 
published by Sib?kin. Referring to table II, the size of 
the plant under reference was 100 tons per day and not 

50 tons as given. The figures given in the same table for 
investment, cost, labour, and maintenance cost were 
higher than actual figures. Referring to table 12 the values 
given for power requirements and heat requirements were 
also higher than actual figures. S-L process required a 
power consumption of about 30 kWh/ton and the heat 
consumption was about 3.2 million kcal/ton sponge iron. 

Mr. FISCHER noted that reference had been made to 
the fuel requirements of this process and it had been 
compared unfavourably to other processes. Reference 
should be made to Mr HAIN'S paper on the S-L process 
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Mr. SANDBACH replied that in common practice As is 
removed like S. 

Mr. KASSEM asked if there was any trouble in electric 
furnace (costs, cooling, etc.) due to the prehearing and 
prereduction. Mr. SANDBACH explained the details of the 
operation of the electric furnaces and their automatic 
controls. 

Mr. JOHANSSON asked how much reoxidizing took 
place when discharging from the rotary kiln to the 
transport buckets, Mr. SANDBACH answered that there 
was practically no reoxidation in charging transport 
buckets. 

Mr. HALLIDAY said that in relation to papers B.4 and 
B.6, he was interested in the references to integrating 
with electric steel making and continuous casting. He 
asked whether the Wiberg process and/or the HyL 
process could deliver hot reduced material to the steel- 
making units which might be considered as equivalent 
to a blast furnace (hot metal transfer) integrated opera- 
tions. Were the costs shown in table 9 in paper B.4 and 
in table 4 in paper B.6 based on transfer of material in the 
cold to the steel-making units? If hot transfer were pos- 
sible what would be the average temperatures of the 
reduced product in each case — Wibery and HyL? At 
what time intervals would hot transfer be possible? In 
the case of paper B.8 on the Strategic Udy process and in 
the film shown, the semi-reduced material was delivered 

hot from the kiln. Later it was fed to the electric ore unit. 
Mr. HALLIDAY asked at what temperatures is it feri, and 
how hot could it be charged without the operation 
becoming too complicated. 

Mr. SKELLY answered that in the first HyL plant hot 
metal was transferred and charged at about 600°C as 
delivered. In the new, bigger plant the sponge was 
transferred cold. 

Mr. SANDBACH answered that the temperature was 
around 500°F. When going to 400 t/d production, it 
would probably result in an increase in temperature. He 
pointed out finally that the main advantage of the Udy 
process was to substitute part of the electric power 
required by the furnace with cheaper combustion elements 
in the kiln. 

Mr. WIBERO made a statement on the H-Iron process. 
He said that this process operated on fine ores. Reduction 
was made by natural gas at high pressure 500 PS and 
low temperature 1000°F. Alan-Wood Steel Co. had a 
plant of 50 t/d and Bethlehem Steel Co. a 100 t/d plant. 
Costs were around $25 per ton of iron owing to the high 
cost of gas and low tonnage plant. With a 200,000 t/y 
plant cost could be lowered to $13 and to $10 after 
engineering improvements. The product must be pro- 
tected from atmosphere before use. Product melted 
better in electric furnaces when charged either as 
briquettes or as powder. 
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Chairman: Mr. F. M. WIBERO (Sweden) 
Secretary: Mr. A. LAKHDARI (Algeria) 
Rapporteur: Mr. M. N. DASTUR (India) 

Papers presented 

"Sintering —A general review" (A.7) by H. Lehmkuhler (Federal Republic of 
Germany) 

"The production of high quality sinter" (A.8) by J. E. Greenawalt (United States) 
"Sintering practice on a large scale" (A.9) by A. Rudkov (USSR) 
"Sintering practice  in continuous  strand  plants" (A. 10) by G.   Brandes and 

L. R. Choudhary (Federal Republic of Germany) 
"Sintering practice — Operating results" (A. 11) by F. Maertens (Belgium) 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. HESP inquired whether a certain amount of carbon 
in the sinter-mix was needed to achieve sintering, because 
this would mean that a greater quantity of low-tempera- 
ture coal or high-volatile coal, low in carbon, was needed 
for sintering of a given charge than high-temperature coke. 
Also he asked about the effect of the volatile content 
of solid fuels on sintering, because of the evolution of tar, 
and if it was possible to use low-temperature fluidised 
char in sintering. 

Mr. BRANDES said that 10 to 20 per cent coal with 
volatile matter was used together with coke for the sinter- 
mix in the Saar District. Also low-grade coal from 
lignite worked very well at Watenstadt. 

Mr. LEHMKUHLER said that 70 percent high-temperature 
coke breeze together with balance coal gave the same 
result in sintering as achieved with 100 per cent normal 
high-temperature coke. 

Mr. TAHER discussed the use of solid fuels in sintering 
(coke breeze, petroleum coke, anthracite and bituminous 
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DISCUSSION 

Mr. ASTIIR pointed out that in the decision for a new 
plant in a developing country there was a choice between 
a scrap-melting plant and a small integrated plant. In 
both cases there might be problems in which developed 
countries could help. In certain cases it might be 
interesting to resort to experimentation at well-established 
and experienced laboratories. 

Mr. FISHER said that with regard to the future of the 
open-hearth, with improvements now being tried it might 
be possible in the future to reduce tap-to-tap times to 
about 2 hours. Flame control, injections, better refracto- 
ries and improved charging methods might lead to pro- 
ductivities of 150 t/hr in 300 ton furnaces and 250 t/hr 
in 500 ton furnaces. When these levels of productivity 
were attained it was questionable that the L.D. would 
be much lower in investment and operating costs. 

Mr. MIKHALEVICH called attention to the fact that the 
choice of process depended very much on local conditions. 
Thus the electric furnace could be interesting for a country 
with plenty of electric energy, and, of course, the open 
hearth would still find use too. 

Mr. KRISHNAMACHAR asked Mr. MIKHALEVICH if he 
could make recommendations for a case where the P 
content of the hot metal was about 0.2 to 0.3 per cent. 
He also asked why L.D. steels were not yet accepted in 
some countries for uses like boiler tubes, shipbuilding 
plate, etc. Mr. MIKHALEVICH said that there was no 
difficulty in eliminating P contents as those cited. 

Mr. TRENTINI answering Mr. KRISHNAMACHAR's second 
question said that L.D. steels were more and moreavidely 
used for purposes mentioned. 

Mr. CORREA DA SILVA asked whether anyone present 
had had experience with the addition of solids (powders) 
in suspension in 02 or air to the open-hearth. 

Mr. WINKLER related some experience acquired in his 
company. This has a 275 t OH with 02 lances and injec- 
tion of solids, and could inject fluxes (lime or limestone) 
and ore (fines or pellets). To do this there were two 
auxiliary lances next to each 02 lance. Solids were moved 
by air pressure being injected at the same time as O,, 
that is, from hot-metal charge finish to tap. The lance 
for solids was 2 ft. above the surface of the bath. It was 
possible to inject the total required flux or only part, as 
desired. It had been found, that it was better to inject 
mixtures with the lime, so that this dissolved more 
readily. Pellets were better than ore fines, promoting 
faster CaO solution. Lime was better than limestone in 
so far as the heat time and solution rate of flux were 
concerned. Results obtained: gained about 40 minutes 
in relation to nractice with 02 but no solid injection. The 
final S was below 0.02 per cent and the practice was used 
for best quality sheet for deep drawing. For higher 
specified (S : 0.027 to 0.035) there was no advantage in 
the practice, since limiting the factor was then carbon and 
not sulphur removal. The use of solid injection causes 
savings in the amount of fluxes, but over-all cost of flux 
was higher since burnt lime had to be used. The plant 
was now evaluating the eventual economic interest of the 
method. 

Mr. STAKHOVITCH called attention to the fact that 
comparisons made on the ECE and Kaldo papers were 
valid for specific economic conditions. It was necessary 
to review the data carefully befoie application to a 
developing country. Differences shown were verv small, 
and small changes in the assumed conditions might even 
invert the comparison. It must also be remen.bored that 
the cost of labour was going to go up even in developing 
countries. 

Mr. TRENTINI referring to earlier discussion said that 
IRSID experimented 6 years ago with CaO injection with 
02 in O.H. working in "scrap process". They wished to 
accelerate desulphuration but had no success. Early 
injection, before scrap was melted, gave thick slag. 
Injection had to be made only after the temperature 
reached l,550-l,580"C, then causing a decrease in per- 
centage S. Injection was made through the doors. 

Mr. HACHETTE said that if the ore available had high S 
and P, it was better to concentrate it to eliminate at least 
most of the sulphur. The remainder could be further 
decreased by sintering (perhaps as self-fluxing sinter). 
If S remained in the hot metal, a desulphuration 
process should be used, perhaps the classical one of 
treating with Na2C03. 

Mr. HACHETTE also pointed out that for developing 
countries it was not necessary to use processes giving 
the best steel. Investments should be made in order to 
initiate progress, not necessarily to give the lowest 
operating cost. 

Mr. ALI referring also the ECE paper commented that 
although the O.H. with cold charge might have little 
interest for Europe, it might be interesting elsewhere. 
Pakistan, for instance, intended to build a plant for 
melting imported scrap. 

Mr. MIKHALEVICH said that in the case of impure ores 
enrichmen' by concentration was of course indiateci. 

Mr. NIJHAWAN stressed the necessity of studying 
carefully the processes recommended for developing 
countries. He pointed out that the USSR was prudent 
in the recommendation to India of oxygen converters, 
having in fact recommended O.H. He mentioned other 
developments, and stressed the necessity of studying them 
in the light of conditions existing in developing countries. 

Mr. MUSIALEK, referring to the experience related in 
paper B.ll, of the use of 02 in O.H., stated that a refrac- 
tory consumption of 14 kg/t was not high. He asked what 
refractory was u»ed for the roof and for the bottom. 

Mr. BARNABA stated that the roof was magnesite 
and chromite, the bottom was dolomite. The duration 
of the lining was 230 heats. 

Mr. WINKLER noted in regard to refractory life in 
O.H. furnaces that practice at Bethlehem Steel Co. was 
to use basic roofs. Attention to certain points was 
essential. Lances should be carefully positioned above 
bu h to decrease splash — roughly 3 to 4 inches from it. 
Iiiey should operate with excess of 02 in waste gases: 
at least 5 per cent. Negative pressure should be insured : 
air should be drawn by the doors. The roof should 
operate at about 40°C less than for conventional O.H. 
with no 02. Finally, the dimensions were important, the 
larger furnaces giving better life. 
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Mr. ROMANISTI asked Mr. TRENTINI to clarify a oomt 
mentioned   in  his paper,  relative  to  the eSciency 
utilization of two converters. «nciency  oi 

Mr. TRLNTINI answered that normally only one of two 
oxygen converter, were used, the other being VepM 

wth U,eL   suZr aTUS u°Pera,i0n  ,Cd  «° diffic'ullies with the 02 supply and in the liquid-steel delivery 

Mr. ROMANI TI. asked whether two or three oxyaen 
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either  wo vessels of 110 tons or 3 of 50 to 60  ons weiì 
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Mr. M.KHALEV.CH said,  regarding  Mr.   NIJHAWAN'S 

comments that the USSR did not recommend an oxygen 

converter for Bihar because in 1955 their use was no. yet 
irmly established, there were problems to £ "1^ 

regarding the gas cleaning. 

Mr. PETRMAN declared that the duplex process mignl 

be of ínteres. ,„ some cases. In order t«   save electric 
energy duplexing might be interesting Open hear h p 
electric furnaces might be adapted to melt light sen p 
However,   there   were   disadvantages:   more  coS 
ins a,lat,on and the necessity of very good works org ania- 

úrnaces nZÌT• * ?*>*" C°nVer,e,s and «<*" furnaces might be attractive ,f there was enough hot 

clea1,?n!ThNSSON MÌd Kaldo- like LD- "lust have gas 
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for ihc growth of any country, and therefore it was 
recommended that they go ahead with their steel 
programme. 

Mr. LEUSCHNKR said that the decisive factor for 
erection for a steel plant in a new country was the 
availability of raw materials. In Latin America it was the 
availability of a market. With low steel prices currently 
prevailing, countries would be well advised to postpone 
construction of a plant. He cited the table in paper 
LCLA 2. giving the time needed to amortize in a steel 
plant, and the foreign exchange component of the 
investment. The low prevailing price would make the 
time of amortization longer and certainly frighten some 
of the entrepreneurs thus, partially at least, following 
Mr. HOGAN'S advice. 

Unfortunately large quantities of steel were indispen- 
sable for economic development, and Mr. LEUSCHNER 
could not see from where the money would come. Even 
if steel was received on credit, it would never be sufficient 
or in time. All forecasts were that the terms of trade of 
Latin America would continue dropping, and even to 
maintain present import figures a considerable effort 
would be required. 

It was necessary to have it clearly understood that 
what was pushing Latin America into making steel was 
not the desire of increased prestige of the countries, but 
the impatience of the masses of population for a better 

standard of living. The people would not wait until the 
errors of ovcrplannmg in European countries, Japan and 
USA were absorbed by the passing of a very long time 

Mr. HociAN was of the opinion that the situation regard- 
ing availability of steel in 1950 was different from that in 
1963 Also capital was tightening up, and he was merely 
advocating a middle course so that steel manufacture 
could be started by building the finishing facilities first 

Mr. SKELLY was of the opinion that supply of capital 
was difficult and it might be advisable to take the \iew 
of a financing institution before launching am new pro- 
cesses because they had to be convinced before obtaining 
financial approval early in the planning stage. 

Mr. TAHFR stressed the importance of arranging for 
training and management of steel phints in developing 
countries after they were constructed. 

Mr. TARMANN thought that it might be better to 
exploit consumer goods industry in developing countries 
before launching on capital-intensive steel projects. 

Mr. GROSSI agreed with this view of the important role 
of small steel plants in the developing countries and was 
of the opinion that the field of finished products, such 
as pipes and tubes, was of particular interest for develop- 
ing countries. This was especially important because of 
the fact that developing countries generally had under- 
ground resources of oil and also required piping for 
water, gas and other domestic uses 
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DISCUSSION 

Mr. PEARSON, in answer to a question, said that in 
bottom teeming only about 3 per cent of inclusions 
originated from refractories, 97 per cent oiiginated in 
deoxidation. In answer to another question he said that 
he thought the minimum ratio of Mn to S for ordinary 
steels was about 8 to 1. Concerning the use of tar as mould 
coatings he mentioned work done at BIS RA pointing to 
the fact as the metal filled the mould the heat decomposing 
the tar and the gas generated blowing away foreign 
materials from the ingot wall. 

Mr. MAYORCAS called attention to the fact that steel 
quality depended not only on ingot quality but also on 

the 4 or 5 following steps from ingot to strip. Most 
defects originated in the latter, including the packing 
operation. 

Mr. KRISHNAMACHAR asked if Mr. PEARSON could give 
information on the percentage of off-heats, in normal 
practice, when producing steel of B.S.I5 specification. 

Mr. PEARSON answered that this percentage varied 
from plant to plant and the information was not easily 
available. 

Mr. MUSIALEK mentioned the possibility of improving 
steel quality by mixing O.H. with electric steel. He 
mentioned results obtained in Czechoslovakia with this 
technique. Intensive mixing leads to exceptional clean- 
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Iinçss He asked Mr. PEARSONS opinion on the desirabilitv 
of intensive use of deoxidizers. oesiraninty 

Mr.  WE. ts asked Mr. PEARSON whether semi-skilled 
«eels gave more  trouble   with seams,  than sk I ed o 
rimming steels. sMiieci or 

Mr PEARSON stated that rimming steels give the least 
trouble; then skilled and semi-skilled. i„ «ha, order. 

Mr. BERGER, with regard to papers B.I4 and B.I5. 

asked how much money was actually saved as a conse- 
quence of the  Indian work on specifications. H    "so 

ÄSr,ubu,ar scc,,ons o,hcr ,han rounds-had 

Mi.   KRISHNAMACIIAR  answered   that   the  work   was 

T^llckir Ihc.Prac,iral -«vmgs for the nat.on 
. a whole. Certain sections were beginning to be rolled 
and India was studying other tubular sections (square 
and rectangular tubes). M 

Technical session   "A.5" 

IMPROVEMENT OR SI BSTITUTIOIV FOR NON-COK1M, «»ALS 
Prague 

Friday. 15 November 
Chairman    Mr. G. ANDREJEVIC (YugoslaviaI 
Secretary: Mr. D. ROBSON (Madagascar) 
Rapporteur. Mr. H. LEON (Honduras) 

Papers presented 

DISCUSSION 

(pa« 9) w^TnHARY P0mteúr! thal Mr Htsp's Turnern 
forf r3 n, V    , °r SmCVhe ,OW lcmP•ture carboniza- 

t on plant for lignites (from  South Arcot) m  Neyveli 

cokes used m French  plants  for blending with  high- 
volame coals in the manufacture of metallurgical coke 

of TemnéT ^'^ "^ Char8Ín« and cxac< regulation 
Hie fo7 C WCre !mP°rtant- Mr. LEUSCHNEI made 
he following statement regarding developing countries 

in Lat.n America, with the exception of Altos Hornos dc 
Mexico at Mondova.  Furdidora de Hierro v AcTo of 
Monterrey and Pas del R,o in Colombia, all plan" used 
blends in their furnaces. 

ofI?h»herU,iitCd S,a,eSÜ WaS eStimated that 90 Per cen, of  thj.  producers used  blends and onlv   10 per cent 

2Ä2e- Th; maTr in Which the coal «K  w " encountered made modern methods of coal extraction 
rather difficult and in the case of Chile coal was ex'acS 

oTd Am" th,e Sea- The COSt WaS in «he ndghbou, hood of $20.00 per ton as against $18.00 imported from 
coke producers in the United States. 

80BrmZ«/T^ fT  SeamS  that  WCre 60 Cm  'hick  With 
Thev h«HS,    e m betWeen and Wi,h 5 P" cent »urphur They had to resort to costly washing of which 50 ner 

"a   IS Ud f0r b,aSt fUrnaCe- '5 Per cent for «eS coal, and 14 per cent ore carbonaceous pyrites 
Mexican coal was mined easily, but was concentrated 

!Í^A/hÍCh  CTO,Cd  •^-   -   the  rail 

coîfriv.fLEUSTHNER aSkcd ab0Ut ",C crvstallography of 
coal before it was converted into coke. It was submitted 
to grinding followed by screening. 

Mr. ANDREJEVIC  referred to the case in  Yucoslam 
where they  had plenty of lignite of winch  , e'    use" 
30 per cent with 70 per cent imported coal. The burden 
usually contained 50 per cent semi-coke and 5   lr , • 
straight coke.  In the burden he estimated that   0 pé 
cent of the semi-coke  had  some rather high sulphur 
content. The primary reason for using local ligm e7wL 
to save foreign currency as much as possible. Yugoslavia 

o^raír   ,ü   ShOW  anV  data  re*«««*  <Ä 
Mr. HESP inquired about the economics of hydrocarbon 

a??:^t-l i6 b,aS,-furnace- '" Huachipato there S" 
¡~en ,»m». injections ot Hydrocarbons and also ofoxveen 

$18CaÄ?0at H'6 aVe?8e PrÌCe °f cokc was Seen 
o $20 Mr H'"0 Petr0lfUm had an international price 
°[?2°\Mr- HESP

 Pointed out that the greatest advantage 
of fuel injection was lower cost and increased iron ompift 

Mr. NUHAWAN made several comments on the use of 
noaHcok.ni; coal in India. They had been used for low- 

fine S6 'T/V,nreleCtrÍC fUrnaCes' in *"«*«* z hnes minus  1/2'' for sintering. Completely non-còkine 
product processed by low temperature carbonization buf 
highly reactive, was used in small blast furnaces Thè ash 
content was lowered from 37 to 22-2 per centfoî 
»ntenng. Briquettes made with such coals fluid zed ^ 
expenmenta. furnaces and thus their use was no Î£bk 
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for the blast furnace. Cupolas had used oil introduced 
by spraying only. 

Mr. ABRFRA talked of the utilization of some lignites 
that they had next to their low-shaft furnaces. The 
poorest quality was used for thermo-electric power that 
was sold to a nearby town to aid the economy of the 
plant. Lignite was used of 20-30 mm and the fines were 
briquetted. 

Mr. RINO said that the US Bureau of Mines would 
help on any problem. Blast furnace tests on briquettes 
were not always publicized, but they were available upon 
request. There were vast fields of lignites in the Dakotas 
of the United States and three comprehensive studies 
had been made, but the economics have been negative. 

Mr. KASSAM asked whether the savings in dollars by 
fuel injection were limited to what was spared from the 
coke. Mr. LEUSCHNER cited the example in Huachipato 

and Mr. Htsp said that the gam was m more and better 
iron. 

Mr. ANDRI ji vi( pointed out that the low-shaft furnaces 
in Yugoslavia all used dry lignites. It was also used in 
prc-rcduction to lower the kilowatt consumption from 
2,200 to 1,600 per ton of pig. Yugoslavia had plenty of 
ore but no coke and semi-cokes are obtained out of 
dry lignites. They had ten furnaces with classical coke 
but also four low-shaft and would install five more 
electric ones with prc-reduction. The main point with 
them was economics. 

Mr. F.KK HUKWU wanted to know what "hot screening" 
was in a direct reduction that employed 50/50 lignite and 
bituminous. 

Mr. CHOIDHARY replied that it was the "hot screening" 
of excess reducing agents at 800/900UC before charging 
the electric furnaces. 

Technical session "B.5" 

CONTINUOUS CASTING 

Prague Friday, 15 November 

Chairman: Mr. M. L. ALLARD (France) 
Secretary: Mr. B. S. KRISHNAMACHAR (India) 
Rapporteur: Mr. P. P. MANIKAM (Ceylon) 

Papers presented 

"Continuous casting     Developments and current installations" (B.16) by I. M. D- 
Halliday (United Kingdom) 

"Continuous casting — Present and future prospects" (B.I7) by E. 1. Astrov(USSR) 
"The continuous casting of round sections" (B.I8) by B. Tcrmann (Austria) and 

W. Poppmeier (Austria) 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. J. PEARSON inquired whether work had been 
carried out to develop the S-type machine for the casting 
of 3-3/8 inch sections from five-ton ladles to the casting 
of wide slabs from 300-ton ladles and possibly in rimming 
steel. 

Mr. HALLIDAY answered that it must be borne in mind 
that the S-type machine came into commercial production 
only in April that year. However, there were sufficient 
data available to indicate that no major difficulties were 
likely to be encountered in increasing the capacity of 
these machines. In was only a question of time. 

Mr. WINKLER asked whether Mr. HALLIDAY anticipated 
any limitations of the curved-mould machines as com- 
pared with vertical-mould machines in regard to quality 
of the final product to be made. He also asked whether 
in order to consolidate the central porosity of con- 
tinuously cast material by hot work, the required reduc- 
tion of area was influenced by section size. For instance, 
for the same kind of final service, would a 9" x 9" billet 
require a different reduction of area from a 4" x 4" 
billet? 

Mr. HALLIDAY said that as cooling was carried out in 
S-type machines to produce the same conditions as in the 
vertical moulds there were no particular problems with 
regard to skilled qualities. A 10 to 1 reduction in area was 
adequate to eliminate central porosity effects. 

Mr. FISHER asked whether it was possible to cast 
rimming steel without degasing for sections up to 
60 inches wide and 5 to 7 inches thick. 

Mr. HALLIDAY answered that it had already been 
done. Experiments were being continued and rimming 
steel produced in vacuum in continuous casting machines 
had a great future. 

Mr. TAHER asked if, according to specifications for the 
rolling of rails for instance, it was necessary to use ingots 
of not less than 4 tons in weight. This implied that there 
was a minimum required reduction in cross-section area. 
Was it feasible to do this in the case of billets from 
continuous casting machines? 

Mr. TARMANN stated that from continuously cast slabs 
200/250 mm rails had been rolled with reduction of area 
of 10 times. The properties of these rails were much higher 
than those produced from ingots. 
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Mr KRISHNAMACHAR inquired whether there was an 
optimum, minimum tonnage for the inÄoTof ä 
continuous casfng «eel plant for it to be economical 

Plant' de^n'tT eXplaÌncd that thc economi« of any 
Star Ï °V Vanety °f COndi,ions and i" Parti- 
fhi 1?   tne.,sPfc>fic country concerned. According to 

Ï5uM ¿vT'fWe and f0r the COnditions in Enfi ne 
of ¿(S" nn a MI"T CaS,in« P,ant with "i cup* of 50,000 ton/year would be more economical than the 
conventional process. There was also a re atioSshm 
between the cos. of steel produced by continuous castin! 
and other methods. However, i, mighî vary ZITssTo 3? 

Mr. ASTROV confirmed this and said that from data 
available m the USSR continuous casting planTs had 
many advantages, even with outputs as low as 50 öS!) tons 

Mr. AL. asked whether there was any flexibility 
for varymg the SIM of the sections to be produced n 
continuous casi.ng machines and whether STeartS 

be^asMn1 -1 ,DAY ,rCpl,Cd *hal a Wlde ran«e of «"» could 
¿ decliéd a •n,,nuous.«^ achine. This had to oc decided at thc very beginning. Increasing the ranee 
of si/es would necessarily involve additional invesS 
and the cost of spares alone might amount to more S 
•he cost of a second machine, It was preferable to have 
say two machines each with two or three sfrands raS 
han a single machine with six or more strands The time 

token for changing moulds etc. was relative short and 

S?Hb<;CrPleted during ,he maintenance shifV Sin 
hearth steel was as good or better than electric furnace 
steel for continuous casting. '"mace 

Mr. SHEROVER stated that according to figures furnished 

«CT.onÍTK1 artÍCle
)

S- SaVingS •Sin« «• * o $29 per ton had been cited. He wished to know whv there 
was such a discrepancy. y     re 

fartene• TPW that SaVi"8S ****** °" ^eral factors such as selling price, cost price, quality of stee 
etc. and therefore it was bound to vary widely 

»n^Ü Sl!fROVER inquired whether the rc,aiiv« advantages 
and disadvantages of the two types of pouring thaUs 
bottom and lip, were significant 8' 

Mr. HALL.DAV and Mr. ASTROV answered that there 
were advantages and disadvantages in bo.h n•of 
pouring and the subject is still being investigated 

^rJí.^Mv"?T askcd how Production could  be 

on'he6th Z^TTTupUon m case of a break'down 

Mr. HALLIDAY answered that the best solution would 
be to have two machines, either for two ranges of mo 
auction; there could be a stand by if necessiti nan 
integrated   steel   works difficulties  were 157" to S 

mïaltdlf'" SteC,-maîin? o***• i" thï rolling mills and, of course, in the C.C. machine itself. Howevei 

Mr.   DONALDSON  asked   what   euaran»^   r»„, A- 

quality and quantity of performance^• v „    L A 
the performance of the low-head machine regard,n« 
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MlÄALUliAy   replied  that  whe"  a  contract   was 
concluded such a guarantee was usually given  Th«e 

S btgrranUkS  *' ^ ^^ ^oj^ 

a CC ITCS
Salthat hJS COmpany Was now filing 

Thù „i u,he ProductI°n of slabs up to 500 mm 
Th,  plan, was to be in operation by the end of Januar^ 
By the end of May or June a further machine for the 
production of 1,500mm-wideslabs was ,obeinoperatiÓn 

Mr SKELLY asked Mr. ASTROV about the differences in 
quality between vertical strands and incurved strand 

Mr. ASTROV said that from the technical data available 
to him from actual operation of these machines the 

he was Z mOUldS had 8iVen POSitive results w"^eas 
mouWs       m a POS,tl0n t0 Say the Samc about i^'incd 

Mr. ALLARD asked whether some trials were conducted 

wieSbT Sef',ÍOnS mStCad °f ,0Und "«ion. „toS were suitable for forging purposes. 

mikeflrTriv? an.SWered that moulds werc d'ffîc"" »o 
catd outPmyfh°at    SCCt,°nS ^ 8°mc W°rk had *• 

Mr.   WINKLER  asked  if round  sections  were more 

25m«rial Phr°dUCÍ7 f0r?Ín8SdireCt1^ from -"in- cast material than rectangular or square sections 
Mr. TARMANN wished to know from Mr ASTROV 

whether non-metallic inclusions in continuously •Z 
products occurred only when a tea-pot ladle was used 

nnííín ASTR0V,repHcd ,hat il did not mean that bottom 
pourmg was always good or the other method ïïwav^ 

ÏA^* adr<*8« or disadvantages S 

ícfeíed to re COndUCted in ,he ÜSSR • 

hi£n
RMMA°SDl *lkcd What was the maximum round 

billet poured and then rolled to pipes. How many tön, 
of pipes had been rolled from continuous caS and 
how high was the yield? With regard to the niercina 

MrTAKMANN said thai Ihc lube production mi not 

ÂC„r £,"£mil,s' "»'; 'U «.<££ Aiiogetner   600  tons   were   produced   apd   ««M  «,/* 

S7H V0"15 ^ CCnt higher than i» tnTie rf 
il^ap and i"«8 "" «" " "-"- * • ** 

Mr  ABRERA stated that blooming mills had been in 

xfrS£-33=ss* 
pre*nted would r«c„mme„d lhc i„Troduclio„ of c? 

»Mr .han in *, mU^^JSST ^ 



Technical ««««ton "A.6" 

ELECTRICITY IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY 

Pra*ue l-"rida>. 15 Nov ember 

Chairman: Mr. P. TRIANA (Colombia) 
Secretary: Mr. I. A. M. HALLIDAY (United Kingdom) 
Rapporteur: Mr. S. TAHER (United Arab Republic) 

Papers presented 

"Electric energy requirements for steel plants" (A.20) by H. W. Lownie  li  (United 
States) and H. E. Presnell (United States) 

"Electric pig-iron smelting" (A.2I) by H.Rekar (Yugoslavia) and J. Stare (Yugoslavia ) 
"Electric steel melting" (A.22) by G. Scotti (Italy) and F. Grossi (Argentina) 
"Electric furnace steel production in Peru" (A.23) by E. Palacio (Peru) 
"Progress in electric smelting furnaces" (A.25) by F. C Collin (Norway) 

DISCUSSION 

Mr. PPTRMAN asked for details and information about 
the type and operation of gas cleaning equipment on 
electric iron and ferro-alloy smelting furnaces. 

Mr. COLLIN replied that the gas volume resulting from 
iron production was very low and that it was first scrubbed 
with water and then finally cleaned in disintegrators. 
After such cleaning it contained less than 0.05 gm/ms 

of solids. When ferro-alloys were produced in closed-top 
furnaces, the conditions prevailing were similar to those 
for iron production. When ferro-alloys were produced 
in open-top furnaces, the gases were neither collected nor 
cleaned, with the exception of very few cases where gas 
collection and cleaning was dictated by local sanitary 
regulations. 

Mr. TAHER asked to what extent fines were tolerated 
in electric iron smelting furnaces and how they affected 
the furnace operation and performance. Mr. COLLIN 
replied that with submerged arc and cold charge operation 
it was advantageous to have as little fines (below 3 mm) 
as possible in the charge. This was particularly important 
for larger furnaces. The presence of fines in the charge 
in large amounts led to irregular operation, blows, 
hanging, high gas temperature and high power con- 
sumption. When the charge was preheated and pre- 
reduced in a shaft furnace prior to charging into the 
electric reduction furnace, the same rules applied, since 
the presence of fines hindered the shaft preheating 
furnace operation. On the other hand, if preheating and 
prereduction were carried out in a rotary kiln there was 
a greater freedom and the presence of fines was better 
tolerated in the furnace charge. When smelting iron ores 
in an open bath furnace, fines in the charge did not create 
a problem. 

Mr. HALLIDAY asked for an indication of the range of 
power factors obtaining for individual units in electric 
iron smelting plants. Mr. COLLIN replied that the power 
factor depended on the size of the furnace; as the size 
increased the power factor decreased. It also depended 
on the voltage, which in turn was affected by slag volume 
and the characteristics of the reducing agent. Typical 
figures for power factors were 0.9 for 10 MW furnace, 
and 0.8 for 20 MW furnace. 

Mr. HALLIDAY asked for indications of the maximum 
practical transformer capacity in relation to electric arc 
steel melting furnaces shaft diameter, for obtaining the 
highest possible production rates. Mr. GROSSI replied that 
in his experience a 15 ft. furnace could have a trans- 
former capacity of 12,500 kVA and a charge of 50 tons, 
in spite of the fact that such a furnace size was usually 
designed with a transformer capacity of 8,000 and 
10,000 kVA, and its nominal charge was 35 tons. 

Mr. TAHER added that in his experience a 12-ton arc 
furnace which was normally designed for a 4,000 kVA 
operation gave very good performance when the trans- 
former capacity was increased to 6,000 kVA, the produc- 
tion was increased by about 25 per cent and a roof life 
average of 130 heats. 

Mr. TAHER then gave a short description of the Sinai 
pig-iron and ferro-manganese project, which would go 
into production in 1964. In the Sinai peninsula (United 
Arab Republic) there were several factors which led to 
the implementation of a small-scale, low-capital, high- 
return project. There was an abundance of low grade 
manganese ore fines which were not easily marketable; 
natural gas which was not being used; a low standard 
of living in the area; a need for standard ferro-manganese 
and pig iron inland. 

The ore contained 18-20 per cent Mn and 30-33 per 
cent Fe and the natural gas was too little to pipe inland. 
The equipment of the plant consisted of a rotary kiln 
for preheating and prereduction; a 10 MW submerged arc- 
reduction furnace; and a gas turbine power station. 

The metallurgical process was to be as follows: The 
manganese ore would be selectively reduced in the 
furnace using an acid slag, thereby producing pig-iron 
and a manganese-rich slag, which was to be kept aside 
until a sufficient stock was created. Then the Mn-rich 
slag would be reduced in the furnace using a basic slag 
to produce 15 per cent ferro-manganese. It was estimated 
that the annual production would be 7,000 tons of stan- 
dard ferro-manganese and 20,000 tons of pig iron. 

Mr. GROSSI than asked whether it was technically 
feasible to use an iron-smelting furnace for the production 
of ferro-manganese. 

Mr. COLLIN replied that it was feasible; however, for 
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Mrs? i 'Z::ìZTO^ K.• *^? •*>* ¿«~ r„ „„,„„„ „ „ted ,o "dee rating,     70 per tent of its capacity when producing pie-iron. 

Technical session "B.6'' 

PROJECT PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION 
Prague 

Friday, 15 November 

Chairman: Mr. M. A. KASSAM (United Arab Republic) 
Secretary   Mr. O. EKECHI'KWU (Nigeria) 
Rapporteur   U. SOF MYINT (Burma) 

Papers presented 

Probten. ,nvol«d in develop•, „f , !lecl plil„r (B22) „ 

"VESA ""',ndus,r> °rs»u,h"" •*—." <••«> •» w. w.,„XS 

DISCUSSION 

Mr WATANASUPT mquired if it was economically 
jusnfied ,o produce 180,000 tons of flat rolled ¿roducts 
and ,f M,Paa could indlcate the fu„ capa4~ 

M     ÍA? ShCet  m¡U ,°f Huach'Pat0 P|ant  '» Chile 
in,i".n    f    a"sw

u
er

0
ed that « would be economical to 

an annual production tonnage of 180.000 tons of flat 
rolled products. 

Mr LEUSCHNER said that the statement made by 
Mr. ALLARD regard.ng the management and operational 

rSme„7fS rathCr °P,imiSiiC ,n P,annin« foisonne recruitment for an .ron and steel industry, it would be 
necessary to take into consideration that a high per- 
centage of the personnel trained abroad usually left The 
ob He suggested that the contractor firm should train 

the local personnel. 

Mr. CORREA DA SILVA asked if there was any blast 
furnace operating partially with solid fuels other than 
coke and charcoaK He called attention, (with referen« 
to the «pernee of some of the Latin American countiÏÏ 
in developing their .ron and steel industry), to the future 
evolution of the iron and steel industry in ,nose couiïiï 
and to some very important steps to be taken. 

Hh1^ £LL.A^' !" rep,y lo Mr LEUSCHNER, said that 
Bhua. Steel Works m India had no difficulty with the 
personnel trained in Russia and working with the Russ an 
machinery. He emphasized the importance of training 
the team at one place only. Regarding Mr. CORREA of 

ÍM«, 
qrUeS,i0n' hC rCCal,cd ,he usc of anthrîcie coai m blast furnace practice in some places and remarked 

that the need for metallurgical coke was less than it used 
to be. because of better techniques. 

nfmn„L(TIE
1
Wantcd to know ,he cstim^d amount 

sied WoVk       y SPCnt °n °r COmmiUed ,0 ,hc V~* 
Mr.   ABRERA   inquired  about  the  cost  of average 

«MULT• USed Ìn ,he Sme,tin« furnac<* ««1^5 
Zgreì        Pr0CeSS WaS Selcc,cd for Vcnezucla Steel 

Mr. CONNI replied that the amount of money already 
spent was $US 350 millions, 20 per cent of which waî 
for the erect.on and another 20 per cent for the cTvi 
eng.neer.ng and the remainder for the machinery and 
the transport facilities. In reply to Mr AMERA ne 
ment.oned that the cost per unit (kWhj ofïïcrtS 
energy was about $3 mills (US). In the year SSMS 
devient of L.D. steel-nU.ng process wa „ot £ 
progress and therefore open hearth was selected 

Mr. MILUR stated that the Venezuela plant was for 
the greater part, designed for 1.2 million ton capacity 
Est.mat.ng 100 million dollars for completion ffiin« 
a hot stnp mi!., the plant unit cost wìuwS S?S 
ton. Referring to the cost of building an integrated iron 

2ìl.Sd C0TeX' he pointcd ou* th. Twouldoe d fficult nowadays to build an integrated iron and sted 
Plant at the cost lower than $US 3*00 per «oS 

Mr. CORTES suggested that technical personnel as well 
as management should, quite often, ex£a7g•dea  Tnd 

coud„tr?esCUSS,0nS   ^   SÍm¡,ar   •""*•   from   «*£ 
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IV. INSPECTION TOURS 

During the week of 18 to 2* November 100 members of the Symposium »ere 
divided into six groups, each of which visited representative sections of the iron 
and steel industry in a different country, Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of 
Germany, France, Italy. Poland and the United Kingdom The Symposium 
reassembled in Geneva on 25 November under the chairmanship of Mr A Denis 
(France), with Mr. M. Perez (Chile) as Secretary and Mr L Correa da S.Iva (Brazil) 
as Rapporteur. The members of the Symposium who took part in the tours reported 
their observations in detail and the Symposium recorded a unanimous sote of 
thanks to the sponsoring steel industry organizations in Czechoslovakia, the federal 
Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Poland and the United Kingdom 

A factual summary of the inspection tours appears below 

INSPECTION TOUR IN CZFCHOSI OVAKIA 

Report presented by Mr. V. M. Subramanian 

Group members (16): Messrs. BERRY (United Kingdom), CORREA 

DA SILVA (Brazil), FISHER (Canada), KUSUMADILAGA (Indonesia), 
MARQUES (Portugal), MASI (Italy), MATJIK (Indonesia), MISKOVIC 

(Yugoslavia), MOTTA (Brazil), M VINT (Burma), PALACIO (Peru), 
SANDBACH (United States), SHELLY (United States), SUBRAMANIAN 

(ECAFE), TREFIL (Austria), and WELLS (Southern Rhodesia). 

Tour leader: Mr. V. M. SUBRAMANIAN. 

Sponsoring organization : The Ministry of Metallurgical Industries 
and Ore Mining, Prague, Czechoslovakia. 

Tour officers for host: Messrs. JiH SKALA, Jan VACL, Frantiseli 
K.RUMNIKL and Antonin DITTRICH. 

Facilities visited: Nova Huí Klementa Gottwalda ("MHKG") Works 
at Ostrava-Kuneice;   Vitkovicé ¿elesdrny Gottwalds ("y¿KG") 
Works at Ostrava;  and the  Ejpovice Ore Mines.  Krupp-Renn 
Plant and Research Institute at Mnisek. 

INSPECTION TOUR IN FFDERAL REPUBLIC ot GERMANY 

Report presented by Mr. D. F. Anderson 

Group members (II): Messrs. ALI (Pakistan), ANDERSON (ECE); 
ASTROV (USSR); BEALE (United Kingdom); BERGER (United 
States); BUCK (Canada); BURGESS (United Kingdom); LIOREI 

(France); NAUJM (Iran); NEKRASOV (USSR); and VERNER 

(Czechoslovakia). 

Tour leader: Mr. G. F. ANDERSON. 

Sponsoring organization: Wirtschaftsvereinigung Eisen und Stahl 
Industrie. Dusseldorf, Federal Republic of Germany. 

Tour officer for host : Mr. E. G. LUEG. 

Facilities visited: De mag Workshops at Duisberg; Mannesman* 
Hüttenwerk al Huckingen; Stahl und Rohrenwerke Reisholz; 
Max Planck Institute of Research in Dusseldorf, Hütten und 
Bergwerke Rheinhausen integrated steelworks; and the Krupp 
Apprentice Training School in Rheinhausen ; F. Meyer Stahldraht 
und Rohrenwerke in Dislaken; and Gusstahlwerk Witten. 

INSPECTION TOUR IN FRANCE 

Report presented by Mr. R. Muller ' 

Group members (15): Messrs. ANDREJEVIC (Yugoslavia); BRANDES 

(Fed. Republic of Germany); DICK (New Zealand); Dot (Japan); 

un    (Argentina). 
l('olomhia);   and 

df   lu   Siderurgie 

MULI.FR (FCI ); MUSIALPK (Poland), NAKAI-SUYAMA (Japan), 
NITZA (Romania); PADBIIRY (United Kingdom), PFSOUIRA 

(Mexico); PRISFCARU (Romania). ROMAN* 

TAHER (United Arab Republic); IKIANA 

WARGANKOARA (Indonesia). 

Tour leader: Mr R  MUII.FR. 

Sponsoring  organization:   Chambre  Syndicale 
Française. Paris, France. 

Tour officer for host: Mi   J   HACHFIIF. 

Facilities visited Aciéries Réunies de Burhath-lichDudelange 
(ARBFl)), at Belval, Luxembourg; Société Métallurgique de 

Knutange, at Knutange-Nilvange (Moselle); Société Lorraine- 
I scaut : iron ore mine al Angevillers, ore bcncliualing plani al 
Metzange, coke ovens and roll foundry at Thionville; Société 
Lorraine de Laminage Continu ISOLI ACi. steel inciting plant 
and continuous hot strip mills, De '.Vendei A Cíe . new Nasi 
furnace plant at Joeuf; Union Sidérurgique lorraine (Sll)UORj, 
sintering plant in Rombas; Union de Consommateurs de l'roduits 
Métallurgiques et Industriels (IJCPMI) al H.igondange (Moselle), 
Société des Aciéries de Pompev, in Pompey (Meuthe-et-Moselle), 
and the laboratories of Institut de Recherche de la Sklérurgie 
(IRSID) at Maizières-lez-Met/ 

INSPECIION IOUR IN IIAI Y 

Report presented by Mr I A  llluschenko J 

Group members (19): Messrs. C'AORSK Uruguay); Cou INI Norway), 
CsEPis (Hungary); EKFCHUKWU (Nigeria), HAJMJI (Morocco), 
HESP (Australia); HOUOEK (Czechoslovakia), ILIUSCHENKO(LCE); 

KENYON (Southern Rhodesia): LATRANYI (Hungary); MAYORCAI 

(United Kingdom); Nicol ACOPOUIOS (Greece); N'GUF.MA 

N'DONO (Gabon); PEREZ (Chile); SUVA (Brazil), TUN LIN 

(Burma); WENZEL (Fed. Rep. of Germany), WIBF.RG (Sweden), 
and WINKLER (United States). 

Tour leader: Mr. I. A. li use HFNKO 

Sponsoring organization: Associazione Industrie Siderurgiche 
Italiana (ASSIDER) Milan. Italy 

Tour officer for host : Mr F  BOCCALON. 

Facilities visited: Giuseppe i Fratello Redar Ih. a scmi-integratdd 
plant at Milano-Rogoredo; Acciaierie e Feniere lombarde- 
Falek   in   Milan;   Società   Innocenti   Workshops   near   Milan; 

1 Assisted    by: 
WARGANCOARA. 

Messrs.    NAKATSUYAMA,    TAHER,    TRIANA    and • Assisted  hy 
WINKLIR 

Messrs.   HUP.   KFNVON,   MAYORíAS.   Wim nu   and 
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«¿r^"   £    7""" «*""*« »'«": th. ««, Automobile 
rhml and the.r  <«,„„,«•, Training School in   Turin   Alio .he 

>ther Government for ,he United Nwiona ,O provi Jhnical 
tramuig for personnel fr,.m develop.ni coumnes 

iNtPiCTION TOUR IN KM AND 

**/wr presented by Mr. B Leuschner * 

GSinTmAbe^.i"'i
)p MesS V"* (WlWin.); ALZUCARAY 

FeTlL^- (Frsn«>- C*» (United Sute,), CHO^HA.Y 
(Fed Rep  of Germany); CORTES (Menico); GOH (Sintanorei 
OOOOW.N (United States); HALUOAV (Un.ted KingZTC, 

L. ; »KHDA" (A,,eri'); L•*•«» «ECLAT; MATTEN, 
(Belgtum);. Mnrwu (United Kingdom); R,NO (United Sul) 
SHEROVER (Venezuela); ST*KHOV,TCH (CECA,; and WOOD (Un£¡ 

Ljmm, vmgrneà Meel work,  at Now*  Huta near Krakow 
HtaoHanzmwa. producing spedai and alloy steeK at Mlociny' 
neai Warsaw •" 

Tour leader: Mr B   LEUSCHNER 

SPPotandn' °r'aniZa,ion:   Min'Mry of He«vv  'ndustry, Warsaw, 

Faciliti« visited   Huta Pokój, integrated plant at Nowy Bytom 
Kesearch Institute for  Ferrous Metallurgy  at   K.towLe.  Huta 

• Assisted by Messrs   LAKHDAW  SHt.ovt« and WOOD 

INSPECTION TOUR IN IHE UNITED KINODOM 

Repon presented by Mr C, F Mikhalevich 

Group members (21): Messr,   Aoiiut (Chile); BASTOS (Bruii) 
IL.EV (Bulgaria); KAIGL (CID); KASSEM (United Arab Republic) 

lH^,N,^(<;0TOn)i K,DDLI (Unit<d Ki"«dom); KUMN¿ 
MACHAR (imt«); LEHMRUHLER (Fed. Rep of Germany); LEON 

•honduras); LOWME (United States); MAN.RAM (Ceylon) 
MAZAKIC (Cuchoslovakia); MIKHAUVICH (ECE) NUHAWAN 
Jlndta);_ CON• (Thailand); PUSHTIL (Comecon); RA.MOND« 
Argentina); ROMON (Madagascar); TSJADA (Bolivia) and 

WATANASUFT (Thailand) 

Tour leader: Mr. G  F  M.KHALEVICH. 

Sponsoring   organization     British   Iron   and   Steel   Federation 
London, England. 

Tour officer for host: Mr B C J. WATERS. 

Facilities visited:   Thomas A Baldwins,  Ltd., Spencer  Works at 
Llanwern   near Newport;   Wolverhampton A BirchUy Moiling 
Mills Ltd, Osier Bed Works, a non-integrated plant at Wolver- 
S; WM Steel Corporation. Ltd., Tinstey Park Work, in 

Sheffield; HadfielJ, Ltd. East Hech Works in Sheffield   Park 
Gate Iron and Steel Foundry in Roth.rh.rn; Dory and United 
Engineering Co, Ltd. workshopa at Sheffield; and British Iron 
«"IS'«!   *—rek   Association   (BISKA)   Laboratories   in 
Míemela 
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V. CLOSING OF THE SYMPOSIUM AND ADOPTION OF ITS REPORT 

The Symposium held its closing meeting on 26 November under the chairman- 
ship of Mr. A. Denis (France) with Mr. A. A. Nadjm (Iran) as Secretary and 
Mr. L. Correa da Silva (Brazil) as Rapporteur. It adopted a provisional report 
on the discussions at the Prague sessions. The provisional report was afterwards 
circulated to delegates and their comments have been incorporated into the final 
report which appeai." below. 

The Symposium was declared formally closed by the Chairman after final 
statements by Mr. Houdek, permanent Chairman of the Symposium, Mr. Miller, 
technical director, Mr. Müller, director and Mr. Kaigl, on behalf of the Centre 
for Industrial Development. 

Final report 

A. SCOPE OF THE INTERREGIONAL SYMPOSIUM 

The scope of the work of the Symposium was indicated 
at the opening session on 11 November. The importance 
of introducing or expanding sound iron and steel industry 
activities in developing countries was emphasized. The 
United Nations Centre for Industrial Development was 
deemed correct in judging that a meeting of experts from 
both developed and developing nations would be useful 
for a better understanding of the possible solutions of 
the problems involved. Attention was called to the 
conditions under which iron and steel industries evolved 
in the developed countries, and to the lessons therefrom 
that might be applied in developing countries. 

The considerable advance of the steel industry in 
recent years was outlined, and it was noted that this had 
resulted in new opportunities for young nations, since 
that progress had facilitated the establishment of iron 
and steel plants under technical and economical condi- 
tions which a generation ago would have been pro- 
hibitive. It was agreed that the Symposium should be 
mainly concerned with the initial stages of iron and 
steel-making; namely, the preparation of raw materials 
and the processing of those materials to the ingot. The 
problems inherent in those phases of the iron and steel 
industry, however, made it necessary to discuss a number 
of general subjects connected with the development of 
ferrous metallurgical operations in developing countries. 

The Symposium directed its attention to the above 
purposes and conditions, and the subjects that were 
examined included the following : 

(a) Review of the current situation of iron and steel- 
making raw material«, and of the status of the industry 
in the different regions of the world; 

(b) Presentation and discussion of technical problems 
and their solutions, in the light of new modern practices 
in the iron and steel industry; 

(c) Consideration of certain general factors of special 
significance for the iron and steel industry of developing 
nations. 

These topics were systematically considered in the 
fifteen technical sessions at Prague during the week of 
11 to 16 November. This summary outlines the main 
ideas that were put forward in the prepared papers and 
during the open discussions which those presentations 
motivated. The details of the six inspection tours that 
were made during the week of 18 November to illustrate 
many of the points referred to in the documentation, are 
not considered. There were presented and reviewed during 
the sessions of 25 November. 

B. THE CURRENT SITUATION OF IRON AND STEEL-MAKING 
RAW MATERIALS AND THE STEEL INDUSTRY IN THE DIFFE- 
RENT AREAS OF THE WORLD 

1. Resources and exploration of raw materials 
Papers ECA.l, ECAFE.l, ECE.l, ECLA.l reviewed 

the raw-materials situation in the various areas. Together, 
these documents present an up-to-date view of the raw- 
materials situation in those regions. The progress achieved 
in the past decade, the new problems which have arisen 
as old questions have been solved, and the differences 
among regions can now be better appreciated. 

The increasing needs of the developed countries for 
raw materials afford an excellent opportunity for certain 
developing countries to exploit their resources and, 
through the sale and export of raw materials, to purchase 
and import the equipment necessary for domestic indus- 
tries. However, raw materials specifications are becoming 
more and more severe, which makes it necessary to 
prepare and beneficiate even the traditionally "rich" ores. 
In many cases these must be treated today to optimize 
the over-all effectiveness of mining operations and to 
improve blast furnace productivity. 

Capital investments needed for ore exploitation and 
beneficiation are very high, a problem which developing 
nations must face. The development of deposits in 
Canada, Venezuela, Peru, Brazil, Chile, Liberia and other 
countries may provide examples, or models for study by 
the developing countries. Transportation facilities are 
decisive for raw materials exploitation and extraction; 
this problem needs more detailed consideration than could 
be given to it within the limits of the Symposium. 
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2. Present development and plans - iron and steel induun 
operations in different areas of the »or/d 

Papers ECA.2, ECAFE2   ECF i   rn A i •  ,• 

•XTessÎÏ. may >et be CStablished' • *Ä 
In their efforts towards industrialization   and sr>,ci 

cap cit'vn thfí ?!f'f• - expansion of stë'el produa g 

dfficuïf'n oh.     Vel0Pmg natÌOnS  are confronted  with 

reviewed the main probïCiJfJS 
Among these the following were indicated   mffi        or 

oa "lac e TerVCS ,°f raW materiaIs' especiaNy o" ng 
menù. of ^p.tal necessary for steel project invest 
ments, hrmted transportation facilities; varyiU and 
occasionally unstable economic conditions "?k of 
trained manpower in sufficient number; nd for a broad 
product-mix   m   plants  of  relatively   small   cmadtv 

wfhCUptryobabtab,ÌS>hÌng ÌnÌtÌal Capaci"y le"' ÄS with  probable   early  expansion   needs.   Most   of the 
developmg natton representatives viewed an   ron and 

steel industry as a basic requirement for ihe ÏÏSnïï? 
industrialization of their countries. 

first, the characteristics of the ore; and second  the hi•, 
furnace requirements.  The development  of nX, 
techniques  in  recent   years,   togeZlith  Ä 
sintenng practice, gives todav's steel  industri   ,   I? 

2S? Both teh:dS f0r Ulll,Zm8 "°" °re Ad •,:;"-* 

«HO processes for increased cfficì^tS 

3. Utilization of non-coking coals 

great intensity. At present the XsSVi °" W"h mmm satisfactory for coke production   This u„ < 

peSetSng fUmaCeS>   ,n   Sm,er  mixtu•   and   ¡n 

C PRESENTATION AND D.SCUSS.ON OF TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
AND THEIR MODERN SOLUTIONS 

1. Exploration, exploitation and beneficiata of iron ores 

de^beTafÄ« °f T SUPP'y f°f Wor,d needs • 

buyer's market" might prevail for years 

«a¡.o„ was found ,„ * , ^moÏZ•^ç %% 
Ihree eveli, of operation. The basic problem was ,ha „r 

It was noted that, if necessary, many ores indudin« those 

1 Zy Pr q,Ua,ity' might now be econoSAnefi 
tiated and undesirable elements eliminated. 

2. Agglomeration of iron ores 

lection between them for a ¿iven applicai ¿i£ 
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4. Blastfurnace operations and developments 

developed for commercial operations  Thk      î y  are 

Standard blas  fZT °* "* $UbjeCt dem°•rate tha 
tio   ofits ów„ SÄSTV 

exPerÍencÍn8 a «volu- 

usefulness   Bu den ; epáSón T, °f aP?CatÍ°n and 

u«d in ,he blase fu'E TLrJ^V^1 ""' "5 

¡nilialsl,e,s„f¡„dllsrr°a'Í¿^Ull>' "^ Wh,c'' are in 

5. Special reduction procettes 

blas, furnace „fe dSta bÚnír' í° Charc°<" 
— of .he deve,op,nrrs,b;Alaa?Íe 



may be of interest in other particular situations. Where 
electric power costs are favourable, the possibilities of 
electric pig-iron smelting units may also be interesting. 
In the latter case, thermal preheating and prereduction 
now under development may improve present levels of 
power consumption and iron producing capacities of the 
electric pig-iron furnace. 

The technological development and industrial 
experience of many of the so-called "direct-reduction" 
processes were, in the judgment of the majority of the 
Symposium members, not yet satisfactory and their 
economic feasibility was still to be demonstrated. The 
utmost caution was urged in the selection of such special 
processes, which should be thoroughly studied in the 
light of the specific applicable conditions for any given 
case. It was agreed that certain special reduction processes 
which had been proved under specific circumstances might 
be recommended for comparable conditions of raw 
materials, fuel and energy supply, and market. 

6. Modern steel-making practices 
The new steel-making processes were discussed in 

great detail, with emphasis on the decisive role of oxygen 
in modern steel production practice. Capital cost and 
operating cost data were compared for a large number of 
the new steel production procedures. It was agreed that 
the choice of steel-making process depended on the 
technical, economic and raw material conditions pre- 
vailing in a given region, there being no one single 
process that might be considered suitable for all cases. 

Although the oxygen converter stands out as one of 
the most promising process developments in recent years, 
improvements in open-hearth practice using oxygen are 
maintaining the competitive position of that process, 
especially in the larger shops. The flexibility of the 
electric steel-making furnace, with regard to size and 
applicability, gives this process special significance for 
smaller steel projects, especially where power rates are 
relatively low. 

7. Continuous casting 
The great technological advances in blast furnace and 

in steel-making practice are now being complemented by 
a change in steel-pouring practice which will also be a 
factor facilitating the development of iron and steel 
industry activities in developing countries, and in 
developed areas as well. Over 100 machines for continuous 
casting are now in operation or under construction, some 
of them quite large and with novel features. Installations 
for pouring sections as small as 2" square and slabs as 
large as 60" wide are already in operation. The smaller 
units are particularly interesting to the newly developing 
areas, for which the technique is adaptable in snuul 
plants with electric furnace or oxygen converter steel- 
making. Lower investment, reduced operating costs and 
good quality with simplicity of operation were indicated 
as some of the attractive features of this newest develop- 
ment. Except for balanced and rimming steels, most 
types of steel may be produced in continuous casting 
machines. The further development of the low-head 
"curved" mould machine, of which a prototype is already 
in operation at one plant, will broaden the applicability 
of the process. 

8. Steel quality 

This important topic did not receive as much attention 
as would be desired. It was nevertheless apparent from 
the discussions that some of the Symposium members 
felt that the requirements for steel quality in newly 
developing nations need not be so stringent as in the more 
developed ones since steel applications were simpler, at 
least in the first stages of industrialization. This view 
was challenged as a false hypothesis that could seriously 
delay the proper development of a steel industry in any 
country, newly industrialized or advanced. The need for 
maintaining high quality standards within the scope of 
acceptable steel specifications was stressed repeatedly. 

It was pointed out that quality depended on the tech- 
niques applied in many individual stages of processing, 
in passing from ore to finished rolled product, the whole 
process being a complex one which required the greatest 
attention in plants of all sizes and for steel of all grades. 

D. GENERAL    FACTORS    OF    IMPORTANCE    FOR    THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1. Economic considerations 

Although the growth of an iron and steel industry 
may be closely related to social and economic develop- 
ment, decisions concerning new plants in developing 
nations cannot be taken on the basis of practical economic 
considerations alone. These must be tempered with factors 
which are not normally taken into account in developed 
nations. Nevertheless, it was agreed that the economic 
viability of a project must, in the long run, be considered 
a most important element. 

In view of the large investments necessary and the 
projected growth of the steel industry in new nations 
during the next ten or fifteen years, the problem of 
financing is one of the most difficult that has to be faced. 
This question, although raised a few times during the 
Symposium, could not be adequately discussed within 
the established scope of the programme. 

2. Planning of new steel plants in developing nations 

This subject received repeated attention in several of 
the Symposium's technical sessions. The importance of 
iron and steel operations and their effect on the economic 
growth of a new nation may frequently require govern- 
mental action to facilitate the establishment of such an 
industry. This is especially true in regard to services and 
transportation of raw materials and products. Several 
symposium members indicated interest in the centralized 
planning methods employed in the iron and steel 
industries of certain countries. Others noted that private 
interest and public support must be solicited and invited 
to participate in the development and management of the 
industry. 

It was generally agreed that small plants might be 
wholly justified in developing nations. They could even 
be justified in developed nations if their production was 
of a specialized nature, or if they served a small or isolated 
market. 
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The need for a wide range of products is almost always 
present when planning a new plant for young nations 
This increases capital charges and operating costs some- 
what but cannot always be avoided. The establishment 
of a steel industry in new countries may require the 
installation of integrated plants, since the supply of scrap 
is usually very limited. But this is not always necessary. 
There can be no rule in such matters and each case must 
be examined separately. In all cases, however, careful 
planning of all phases of steel plant design, construction 
and operation is essential, as indicated in paper SECT.3 

A careful selection of experienced advisers from developed 
countries is recommended. The members of the local 
staff working with these advisers must also be chosen 
with care. 

One of the questions to be decided when planning a 
steel plant for a newly developing country is that of the 
initial capacity to be installed. It is a problem that must 
be very carefully considered since inadequate judgments 
may create serious difficulties later. The peculiar condi- 
tions prevailing in most new nations must also be care- 
fully weighed and solutions for future expansion planned 
well in advance. There are already far too many examples 
of poor planning available, particularly with respect to 
inadequate market, improper process selection, insuffi- 
cient transportation and services facilities, and unrealistic 
financial projections. By emphasizing the need for giving 
careful attention to such problems, the Symposium 
members did not intend to paint a picture of insur- 
mountable obstacles; instead such comments were made 
to underscore the utility of past experiences of developed 
countries which might become available to the newly 
industrializing nations. 

It was noted that the lack of a great sufficiency of raw 
materials docs not preclude the establishment of an iron 
and steel industry in developing areas. Examples of 
countries which depend on imports for their raw materials 
are numerous and well known. The primary factor for 
the creation of a steel industry is not the availability of 
raw materials but the existence of a market. Newly 
industrializing nations generally have unfavourable terms 
of trade and thus cannot entirely depend on imports for 
all their steel requirements, even during periods of over- 
production and falling prices in the developed countries. 

The possibility of installing second-hand equipment in 
steel plants in developing areas should be carefully 
considered, although the choice and the rehabilitation 
repair of such equipment may require the greatest care. 
When suitable facilities can be found, capital investment 
may be reduced considerably. 

For developing nations already having a relatively 
large steel industry, as is the case of India and Brazil, 
the next stage of steel industry development should 
include planning means for domestic production of heavy 
equipment and machinery, including facilities for steel 
plant operations. 

3. Training and education 

Countries in early stages of industrialization should 
devote great attention to technical education and training 
on all levels related to production. This obviously also 
includes the preparation of personnel for iron and steel 

operations. The efforts and the success of such pro- 
grammes in India and in Brazil, the training centre in 
Milan. Italy, and the experiences outlined in paper B.24 
can serve as examples that may be followed with benefit! 

It was emphasized, however, that the use of training 
programmes, especially in foreign countries, must be 
tempered with the greatest caution in the choice of 
trainees to avoid the dangers of incorrect attempts to 
apply inapplicable solutions to local conditions, after 
returning to their home countries. 

4. Research 

This topic was touched on only briefly during the 
meetings. The importance of technological research, 
applied to the solution of existing problems in developing 
nations, cannot be sufficiently emphasized. The question 
of clearly defined research programmes deserves full 
attention in future regional and interregional gatherings 
comparable to the present Symposium. The availability 
of existing research centres in developed countries for 
research and training activities on behalf of the developing 
countries, was noted. 

5. Regional integration 

The subject of regional integration is receiving special 
attention within several newly developing regions The 
matter was discussed in a single paper and unfortunately 
no full discussion was developed. However, the problem 
was analysed for the Latin American region, and the 
many advantages and problems of industrial integration 
were demonstrated. The question clearly requires further 
discussion in the near future, since the matter of sub- 
regional action by newly developing countries appears 
to be exciting increasing attention, especially in Africa 
Examples of the recent meeting in West Africa and the 
recurring references to a Maghreb association in North 
Africa were cited. 

6. Standardization and steel standards 

The development of a programme of regional stan- 
dardization for steel was described in a paper outlining 
the recent efforts in this field in Latin America. The 
procedure adopted by the Latin American countries for 
tiaining of standards engineers, and for the formulation 
ot Pan American steel standards was recommended 
lor consideration by other developing countries. The 
experiences in a single country were discussed in another 
paper on the steps taken in India. Both papers stressed 
the need for a high priority for undertaking logical steel 
standardization programmes on national  and regional 

E. THE INTEREST OF, AND ASSISTANCE BY, 

UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATIONS 

The United Nations, through many of its agencies, has 
for many years stimulated directly and indirectly the 
study of steel industry problems in developing countries 
Since December 1961, means have been established for 
a concerted effort to provide every form of industrial 
assistance to developing countries through the formation 
ol the Committee of Industrial Development and its 
functional arm, the Centre for Industrial Development 
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The activities of ECE and of ECLA in the field are 
well-known and, more recently, those of ECAFE and 
FCA are following comparable paths. 

The ILO Iron and Steel Committee is concerned with 
a wide range of subjects related to technological develop- 
ments and their influence on the structure of remunera- 
tion, organization of work, vocational training and safety 
in the iron and steel industry. Information and advice 
on such questions are available for use as guidelines by 
governments, employers and workers involved in the 
transition within the iron and steel industry to new 
production methods. 

Initiated as part of the work programme of the Centre 
for Industrial Development, this Symposium has brought 
together steel experts from all over the world to exchange 
experiences and problems in their respective iron and steel 
industry efforts. It will be remembered as a landmark 
in international technical co-operation. Some members 
expressed the hope that this would be only the first of a 
continuing series of such meetings. 

During the Symposium various announcements and 
suggestions were made regarding future United Nations 
activities intended to benefit the development of iron and 

steel industries in newly industrializing nations. The 
Symposium was informed that the ECE Steel Committee 
had included in its work programme a study of the world 
market for iron ore and of prospective world trade and 
demand of steel. It was also noted that through this 
Symposium, the Centre for Industrial Development 
would be better recognized by all member countries of 
the United Nations as an agency which was qualified and 
ready to help young nations with advice on their iron 
and steel industry problems. There was a suggestion from 
one participant that the United Nations promote an 
extensive study of special reduction processes and their 
possible usefulness for developing nations. 

The recent designation by the United Nations of 1965 
as the year of "International Co-operation" gives rise to 
the thought that such a year would be an appropriate 
occasion for another exercise comparable to this present 
Symposium, on steel industry questions of equal impor- 
tance for developed and developing countries. It is the 
expressed opinion of the Symposium that the high 
level of the papers presented and the content of the 
discussions which they engendered at these meetings, 
demonstrate the utility of future gatherings of this nature 
to all countries, and especially to the developing nations. 
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ANNEXES 

ANNBX I 

Break-down of countries represented at the Symposium 

Developing • nationi 

Retimi and country No. 

AFRICA 

Algeria  
Gabon      
Madagascar  
Morocco  
Nigeria  
Southern Rhodesia  

MIDDLE EAST 

Iran      I 
United Arab Republic      2 

ASIA AND FAR EAST 
Burma  2 
Ceylon  1 
India  4 
Indonesia  3 
Pakistan  1 
Philippines      1 
Singapore  1 
Thailand      2 

LATIN AMERICA 

Argentina  3 
Brazil  4 
Bolivia  1 
Chile  2 
Honduras  I 
Mexico  2 
Peru  I 
Uruguay      1 
Venezuela  1 

EUROPE 

Greece  1 
Portugal  1 
Spain  1 
Yugoslavia      3 

TOTAL 
29 countries 
(58 per cent) 

46 

Developed* nation! 

Region and country No. 

ASIA AND FAR EAST 
Australia  i 
Japan  i 
New Zealand  i 

EUROPE 
Austria  2 
Belgium  i 
Bulgaria  4 
Czechoslovakia  4 
Federal Republic of Germany  7 
France     6 
Hungary      2 
Italy  j 
Netherlands  t 
Norway  1 
Poland  2 
Romania  2 
Sweden  2 
Switzerland  1 
United Kingdom  II 
USSR  2 

NORTH AMERICA 
Canada    3 
United Sutes      10 

TOTAL 
21 countries 
(42 per cent) 

66 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Smu N». 

CECA 2 
COMECON     2 
ILO 2 
OAS 1 

4 organizations 7 

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 126" from 50 countries 

* A "developed" country is defined arbitrarily at one with »n annual 
per capita steel consumption of 100 kg or more. Basis for division: 
Estimati* by Centrt for International Studiti of Mauachusttti Institute 
of Ttckmtloty. for 1961. 

*• Include» secretariat staff of 9. 
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ANNEX II 

List of participants 

(Names of Symposium officials for the United Nations and related organisions are marked 
with an asterisk) 

ABRERA, Bernardo P. 
General Manager, 

National Shipyards and Steel Corporation 
Manila, Philippines 

AGUIRRE Tupper, Fernando 
Secretary General, 

Instituto Latinoamericano del Fierro y el Acero (ILAFAÌ 
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